
QUARTERLY LIST OF PROGRAMMING PROVIDING THE MOST

SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES

First Quarter
January, February, March 

The following issues were identified as significant and addressed by WLOX in order 
to serve the community and to act in the public service interest as set forth by the 
Federal Communications Commission:

Please see below the community issues that WLOX will have addressed in this report:

1. Education    
2. Economy/Taxes
3. Crime
4. Health Care/Care for the Elderly/Child Care
5. Environment
6. Drugs & Alcohol 
7. Housing Shortage Affordable Housing
8. Roads/Traffic/Drainage



DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOST

SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES

(Listed below is WLOX local programming that contains community issues)

PROGRAM                                                  DAYS                                       TIMES

The above programs are locally produced news programs presenting a mix of news, 
weather, sports, and issue-related feature stories.  Issue-responsive program segments are 
usually one to three minutes in duration, unless otherwise indicated.

WLOX NEWS THIS WEEK Sunday 8:30AM – 9AM

This news/interview program focuses on the latest community issues.

WLOX Editorials Airs 3-4 times per week in various WLOX Newscasts

WLOX’s General Manager presents editorials on local and national stories of 
interest and personal observations.

WLOX GMM Monday - Friday 4:30AM - 7:00 AM

WLOX MIDDAY NEWS Monday - Friday 11:00AM - 11:30AM

WLOX 4 O’CLOCK NEWS          Monday - Friday 4:00PM - 4:30PM

WLOX NEWS @ 5 PM                   Monday - Friday 5:00PM - 5:30PM

WLOX NEWS @ 6 PM           Monday - Friday 6:00PM - 6:30PM

WLOX-CBS NEWS @ 6:30 PM Monday - Friday 6:30PM - 7:00PM

WLOX NEWS @ 10PM                 Monday - Saturday 10:00PM - 10:30PM

WLOX NEWS @ 10PM                                               Sunday 10:00PM - 11:00PM

WLOX GMM WEEKEND Saturday 6:30AM – 7AM AND
8:00AM – 8:30AM

WLOX GMM WEEKEND Sunday 6:30AM – 7AM AND
8:00AM – 8:30AM



Public Service Announcements aired on WLOX-TV
January 1 – March 31, 2021

WLOX-TV airs public service announcements (PSAs) on topics of interest to the communities it 
serves.
These PSAs air throughout the broadcast day on WLOX.  PSAs from among the campaigns 
listed below comprised those that aired on WLOX in 1st Quarter 2021.  These PSAs were 
selected to target the ascertained community issues as listed in this report.  As follows:

Topic:  Education
 Ad Council – “Teacher” 2 x :30, 1 x :60; “GED” 1 x :30
 Autism – 1 x :60
 Anti-Bullying “because of You” 2 x :30, 1 x :15
 Cyberbullying - “What it is and how to prevent it.” 2 x :30
 Move to Learn - “Move to Learn in Mississippi Classrooms” :30
 NFCC – “Home” 1 x :60, “Loan” 1 x :30
 SSS.gov PSA - “Selective Service PSA” :30
 US Marine Corps - “USMC Scholarship Fund” :30 & :60
 Ad Council- “Save the Food” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 United Way of South Mississippi 2 x :60, 2 x :30
 Boys Town Parents, Teens 1 x :60, 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 Music is Life – Music 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 United Way Problems and Charity 2 x :60, 2 x :30, 1 x :20, 1 x :15
 CASA Child 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 Genius of Play 1 x ;60, 1 x :30
 NAB CMA “NABEF” 1 :30
 FBL PSA “Wonder” “Thank You” “Generic Drugs” 3 x :60, 3 x :30
 United Way “Problems” 1 x :30, 1 x :20
 Genius of Play “Play” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Music for Life “Music” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 USA Swimming “Kids Swim” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Child Mind “Kids” 1x :60, 1 x :30
 Stomp Out Bullying “Bully Day” 1 x :30
 Americorps of Mississippi “Americorps MS” 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 Foundation for a Better Life “Patience” 1 x :10
 Rotary “Action” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 NAMM PSA “Music” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Boys Town “Praise” 1 x :60, 1 x :30, 1 x :15


Topic:  Economy / Taxes
 Ad Council – “Home Loan” :60, :30
 NFCC PSA Loans Help 1 x :30, 1 x :60
 Ad Council – Retirement College, Vacation, House 3 x :30

Topic:  Crime
 Reducing Gun Violence - “Keep firearms away from kids” :30
 Ad Council – “Gun PSA” 1 x :30, 1 x :60, 1 x :15



 Gun Safety “Family Fire”  1 x 30, 1 x :15
 Child Safe PSA “Firearm Safety” 1 x :30


Topic:  Health Care / Care for the Elderly / Child Care 
 “Adoption” – 1 x :30
 “Be a Dad today” :05 seconds
 Fatherhood.org “Dance” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 “Car Seat” :30
 “Chill Your Food” – :30
 “Colon Cancer” – 1 x :30
  “Wireless Amber Alerts - Save a child.” :30
 Ad Council “Prostate & Melanoma” – 2 x :30
 American Dermatologist Assoc. - “Skin Cancer” 2 x :30
 Cancer Project – “Cancer Project” :30
 Lung Cancer PSA 1 x :30
 Heart – 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Hope for the Warriors - “HFTW 1", “Hope”, “Hope 2020” 3 x :30
 March of Dimes - 2 x :30, 2 x :60
 Paralyzed Veterans - “Rebuilding Lives” 1 x :30, Unstoppable” 1 x :30, 1 x :60 
 Safeway PSA – “Hunger” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Skin Cancer Foundation - “Put sunscreen on kids” 1 x :20, 1 x :15
 MS C P S Hot Car 1 x :30
 No Kid Hungry “Together” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 HUD “Zip code” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 CASA “Help” 1 x :30
 MS Children Health Services “MCHS PSA” 1 x :30
 Child Mind PSA “Kids” 1 x :60, 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 Paralyzed Veterans PSA “Paralyzed” 1 x :30, 1 x:15
 Prevent Cancer “Liver Cancer” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Children’s Care PSA “Foster” 1 x :60
 CRC PSA “Colon Cancer” 1 x :30
 Meals on Wheels PSA “Meals” 1 x :10,1 x :30
 Heart Association Blood Pressures 1 x :60 1 x :30
 Stand Up to Cancer “Baseball” 1 x :60 1 x :30
 Smile Train Essence 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Meals on Wheels Meals 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Susan G Komen Lives 1 x :30
 Cystic Fibrosis Walk 1 x :30,1 x :15
 VA Women “Here” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 American Cancer Society “lung Cancer Scan” 1 x :30
 Surgeon General “E Cigs” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Habitat for Humanity “Empower” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 CASA “Child” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Lung Cancer “Saved by the Scan” 1 x :30
 Safeway PSA “Hunger” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 OMS PSA “Wisdom” 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 Prevent 50 “Cancer” 1 x :30



 Smile Train “Essence” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Grads of Life “Hard to See” 1 x :30
 Bright Focus “Alzheimer’s Awareness” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 ALS PSA “ALS” 1 x :30
 Adoption PSA “Morning” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Lisa Foundation “Brain” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Ace Retirement “AVO” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 American Heart Association “Blood Pressure” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 CASA “Casa Kid” 1 x :60, 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 US Dept of Health “Organ Donor” 1 x :30
 Stand Up to Cancer “Baseball” 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 American Heart Association “Blood Pressure Numbers” 1 x :60, 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 Social Security “Phone Scam” 1 x :60, 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 Veterans Administration “Blue Water” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 American Medical Association “Pre-Diabetes” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 See International “World” 1 x :60, 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 Boys and Girls Clubs “Leadership”, “Health” 2 x :30
 Bright Focus PSA “Pasqual” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 United Way “Change”, “Problems” 2 x :60, 2 x :30
 AARP “Help” “Got This” 1 x:60, 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 Your Weight Matters “Weight” 1 x :30
 Make a Wish “Wishes” 1 x :60, 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 CDC “Protect” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Feeding America “Corona Food” 1 x :30
 VA PSA “Doctors” “Join Us” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Ad Council “Alone Together” 1 x :30
 CDC “Surgeon General” 2 x :30’s, 2 x :60’s
 Ad Council “Kids Washing Hands” 1 x :30
 Boys & Girls Clubs “Together” 1 x:60, 1 x :30
 Child Mind PSA “Child Mental” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 NAMI PSA “Mental Health” 1 x :30
 Ad Council “Stay Hero-o’s” 1 x :30
 Life Aid “Hope” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Ad Council “About US” 1 x :30
 Ad Council “STEM Girls” 1 X :30
 Healthy Children “E Cigs” “Guns” “Drowning” Water Safety” “Activity” 5 x :30’s
 Autism Speaks “Julia” 1 x :15
 FDA PSA “Sunscreen” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Donors Choose “School Supplies” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Communities & Schools “Supplies” 1 x :30
 NFCC PSA “Credit Corona” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Foster Home PSA “Teens” 1 x :15, 2 x :10’s
 APDA PSA “Strength” 1 x :30, 1 x :20
 Hear Well “Hearing” 1 x :30
 Lustgarden PSA “Pancreatic” 1 x :30
 Skin Care Foundation “Big See” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 MDA PSA “MDA Covid” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Alzheimer’s PSA “Stories” 1 x :30



 AHA PSA “Wear a Mask” 1 x :30
 CDC PSA “Coping” “Recovery” “Blood Clot” 4 x :60, 4 x :30, 2 x :15
 DKMS PSA “Blood Cancer” 1 x:60, 1 x :30
 Stand Up 2 Cancer “Pancreatic” 1 x:60, 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 Autism Speaks “Screen” 1 x :30
 Lung Cancer PSA “Meet the Scan” 1 x :30
 Kidney Foundation “Kidney” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Ad Council “Vax Presidents” Vax Grandma” “Vax BBQ” 2 x :60, 3 x :30, 2 x :15
 Lung Association “Vax Back 2 Normal” 1 x:30


Topic:  Environment
 World Wildlife Fund “Water” 1 x :30 & 1 x :60
 Boating and Fishing :60
 Nature Conservancy – “Life” :60
 Fishing dot gov. 1 x 60, 1 x 30
 America the Beautiful “Super Hero” 1 x :30
 Arbor Day Foundation 1 x :60,1 x :30,1 x :20,1 x :15
 Save the Food “Junk Food” 1 x :30, 1 x :60
 WWF “Forest Fail” “Keep Wild Wild” “Love Me Tender” “Lose It” 3 x :60, 4 x :30
 Ad Council “Out There” 1 x :30

Topic:  Drugs & Alcohol
 Gamblers Anonymous “There is help” :15
 AA PSA “AA of the Gulf Coast” :30, “HELP” 1 x :60,1 x :30 (We have received 

notes and emails from viewers, thanking us for running these). 
 Al-Anon – “Family” 1 x :30, 1 x :60
 Drug Free Kids “Marriage” 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 AA PSA “Help” 1 x :20, 1 x:30, 1 x :60
 Al-Anon PSA “Portraits” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 ASHA “Signs” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Underaged Drinking “Party Foul” 1 x :15
 Gamblers Anonymous “Gambler’s 1 x :15
 Surgeon General “No E-Cigs” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 NHTSA “Drunk Driving” 2 x :30, 2 x :15
 NHTSA “High” 2 x :30, 2 x :15
 NHTSA “Texting” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Drug Free World “They Said” “Synthetics” Alcohol” Cocaine” 4 x :30
 FDA PSA “Drug Disposal” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 FDA PSA “Generic Drugs” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Drug Free World “Truth” 1 x :30
 SAMHSA “Underage Drinking” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 FDA PSA “Pain” 1 x :30
 E CIGS PSA “Teen Brain” 1 x :30

Topic:  Roads / Traffic / Drainage



 “Don’t Text and Drive” 3 x :30
 Ad Council “Anti-Texting” 2 x :30’s
 National Insurance Crime Bureau “Fraud” “Accident” 2 x :60, 2 x :30
 ASHS PSA “Signs” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 NHTSA “Seat Belts” 1 x:15
 DOT PSA “Trucks” 1 x :30

Other PSAs:
 Inspiring Inventions – “Inventions are what inspire us all” 2 x :30
 Animal Humane – 1 x :30
 NAB – “CINDY “Local” “Vets” 2 x :30
 Fatherhood – “Catch” “dedication”  1 x :60, 1 x :30 1 x :05
 Veterans “Decisions” 1 x :60 1 x :30
 Rebuild Together “Rebuild” 1 x :30
 Habitat for Humanity “Empower” 1 x :30
 Ad Council “Be a Friend” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Fatherhood PSA “Dance” “Dad Jokes” 2 x :60’s, 2 x :30
 USMC “Fight” 1 x :30
 Social Security Administration “Phone Scam” 1 x :60, 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 CPSC PSA “Anchor It” 1 x :60, 1 x:30
 MS National Guard “I Will” 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 MS National Guard “Family” 1 x :30, 1 x:15
 MS National Guard “Serve Here” 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 Air Force Reserve “Calling” 1 x :60, 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 Homes for Our Troops “Homes” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Dept. of Defense “Thank You” 1 x :45
 Vietnam Memorial “Gary” “Jim” 2 x :60’s, 2 x :30’s
 Boy Scouts “Camp In” 1 x :30
 Humanity “Inclusion” 1 :60, 1 x :30
 USO PSA “Force” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Habitat for Humanity “My House” 1 x :60, 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 US Air Force “Mentor” “First Up” 2 x :30
 Wounded Blue “Never Forget” 1 x :60, 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 USMC PSAs “Marines”, “Fight”, “Pride” “America’s Marines”, Toys for Tots” 5 x 

:60’s, 5 x :30’s
 NAB PSA “Covid Hope” 2 x :30, 2 x :15
 Lions Clubs “We Serve” 1 x :60., 1 x :30
 Small Unites PSA “Small Business” 1 x :30, 1 x :15
 Veterans Administration “Careers” “Stay Safe” 2 x :60, 2 x :30
 Salute our Heroes “Kathy” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Ready Dot Gov “Ready Plan” 1 x :30


PSAs produced and aired to publicize local non-profit charitable events:

 Mississippi Children Health Services 1 x :30



 Goodwill PSA Get It 1 x :30
 Homes of Grace “Donate” 1 x :30
 Walter Anderson Museum “Membership” 1 x :30
 Disability Connection “Heritage” “MS Coast Heritage Center” 4 x :30
 Gulf Coast Mental Health Center “Drop Box” 1 x:30
 Mississippi Doctors “Invisible Enemy” 1 x:90
 Feed My Sheep “2020” 1 x :30
 State of MS “Call B 4 U Dig” 1 x :30
 ACS of South MS “Donate” 1 x :15
 Schools Against Vaping “No Vaping” 1 x :60, 1 x :30
 Martin Luther King, Jr. Celebration “Virtual Event” 1 x :30
 Lighthouse Academy for Dyslexia “Beacon” 1 x :60
 Mary C. Cultural Center “Firefly” 1 x :30
 Heroes Concert “Frontline Workers” 2 x :30
 Salvation Army “Kroc Center” 1 x :30
 Zebra Run PSA “Run Event” 1 x :30

Also attached, is a description of the Public Affairs programming from ABC and 
CBS that aired over WLOX ABC and WLOX CBS.



Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Children's Issues 1/6/2021
530AM 
GMM MAKE A WISH

If you were out driving near ocean 
springs you may have noticed a 
small house themed after Walt 
Disney's animated film, Frozen. 
cruising down the street on the 
back of a semi- truck. That small 
house was an act of love from the 
community as people came 
together to show their support for  0:00:34

Children's Issues 1/7/2021 5pm News
ARLINGTON 
BACKPACKS

Andy Citrin law firm also handed 
out backpacks to two other 
elementary schools in Alabama. 
More than 16-hundred backpacks 
were handed out in all. They plan to 
continue this again in August and 
expand it to more schools.

Children's Issues 1/9/2021
10pm 
Saturday

GYMNASTIC 
COMPETITION 
COLISEUM

Destination Meets hopes to expand 
Biloxi Bijou back to a 2-day, or even 
3-day event next year.

Children's Issues 1/9/2021
10pm 
Saturday

GYMNASTIC 
COMPETITION 
COLISEUM

Hundreds of young gymnasts from 
across the Southeast gave it their all 
today to compete in the third 
annual Biloxi Bijou competition. The 
competition was held at the Coast 
Convention Center and is 
coordinated by Destination Meets. 
Owner Debbie Wood says putting 
together this year's event wa 

Children's Issues 1/28/2021
10pm 
News

HARCO VICTIM’S 
SERVICES

An agreement hammered out 
between Harrison County Youth 
Court and CASA is leading to more 
services for the county. Jeannie 
Herrin has left her position as 
director of Harrison County CASA 
and formed a new non-profit. John 
Fitzhugh tells us about her vision for 
the Harrison County Victim 
Resource 0:00:19

Children's Issues 1/28/2021
630pm 
News

CASA HARCO 
REINSTATED

Good news today for children in 
Child Protective Services custody 
Harrison County Youth court judge 
Mike Dickinson is allowing CASA 
volunteers to resume their work. 
The Court Appointed Special 
Advocates work to protect 
children's rights as the court and 
CPS try to reunify them with their 
families 0:00:21

Children's Issues 1/28/2021 Midday
WAVELAND ELEM 
PLAYGROUND

In Waveland -- some Seabees are 
constructing a play- ground for 
elementary school students in the 0:00:02



area. Bill Snyder brings us a look   at 
this project.

Crime 1/1/2021
10pm 
News

PASS AND FORD 
SCENE

Developing right now a scene 
unfolding at the Chevron gas station 
near Pass Road and Ford in 
Gulfport. Crews with multiple 
agencies have been on the scene 
now for several hours. We're 
working to learn more and will 
continue to keep you updated on 
air and online. 0:00:00

Crime 1/1/2021
430AM 
GMM

VANCLEAVE 
SHOOTING 
ARRESETS 5

Now to an update on a story in 
Jackson County. Six people are 
starting the new year behind bars 
following an alleged drug-related 
shooting. Jackson County sheriff 
Mike Ezell tells us the shooting 
happened December 21st on Jim 
Ramsey Road in Vancleave. 0:00:01

Crime 1/1/2021 6pm News
MP MURDER 
INVESTIGATION

But first developments tonight in 
the investigation of a murder in 
moss point. Police tell us two men 
dressed all in Black approached a 
car near the intersection of Martin 
Luther King Boulevard and Mill 
Avenue around seven-thirty last 
night. We are told one of the men 
fired into the car. 0:00:27

Crime 1/3/2021
10pm 
Sunday

PALAZZO ON 
ELECTORAL 
COLLEGE

Meanwhile new developments on 
the election front   the battle 
continues over the electoral college 
votes that would give Joe Biden the 
presidency. Tonight -- an exclusive 
statement from South Mississippi 
congressman -- Steven Palazzo   
about the upcoming certification of 
those votes. P 0:00:47

Crime 1/4/2021 5pm News EDEN ST SHOOTING

An unrelated fatal shooting of a 
Pascagoula teenager yesterday  also 
leaving the police searching for 
answers  Pascagoula police 
responding to the 3-thousand block 
of Eden Street  around 11-20 pm 
last night to find 16 year old Travis 
Reddix with apparent gunshot 
wounds. 0:00:12

Crime 1/4/2021 6pm News
MP BOLO NATHAN 
DUBOSE

Now to a developing story out of 
Moss point. Police have identified a 
suspect in connection to a New 
Year's Eve fatal shooting. 21- year- 
old Nathan Dubose is wanted for 0:00:48



the murder of 22- year- old 
Javantavous Davison. Moss point 
police tell us Davison was riding in a 
car on Martin Luther King 
boulevard.

Crime 1/6/2021
10pm 
News

PASCAGOULA 
SHOOTING

New tonight at 10, a 15 -year- old 
was shot and killed in Pascagoula. 
Just after 5 pm today police 
responded to a shooting on 
Argentina street. The Pascagoula 
police have taken a 14- year- old 
male into custody. 

Crime 1/6/2021 6pm News
DC PROTEST 
REACTION

Smaller demonstrations breaking 
out across the country today 
however protesters remained calm 
here on the Coast. A small group 
gathered this afternoon outside the 
Biloxi light house voicing their 
frustration. Tristan Ruppert joins us 
live with the details. 0:00:01

Crime 1/6/2021 6pm News TRUMP LOCAL REAX

South Mississippi supporters of 
President Trump are not backing 
down from their beliefs about the 
election. John Fitzhugh spoke to 
several Trump supporters today 
*before* protesters in D-C stormed 
the capitol interrupting the process 
of certifying the election results. 0:00:05

Crime 1/6/2021 6pm News
REP ANDERSON 
REAX

State lawmakers tonight weighing 
in on the chaos unfolding in the 
Nation's Capital. Rep. Jeramey 
Anderson joins us live tonight with 
his take on today's developments. 0:00:06

Crime 1/7/2021
10pm 
News

HANCOCK CO GOP 
WOMEN

The Hancock County Republican 
Women's Club began the new year 
looking forward to upcoming 
elections. Neither the presidential 
election nor yesterday's events n 
Washington D.C. were on today's 
agenda. One long-time member 
*did* agree to offer her opinion on 
the day's events. 0:00:42

Crime 1/7/2021 5pm News HEALING PRAYER

A daily service of prayer and 
reflection now magnified after 
yesterday's events at the U-S 
Capitol. Tonight, Bill Snyder shows 
us how prayers for healing are 
highlighted at some church services. 0:00:00



Crime 1/7/2021
630AM 
GMM

PASCAGOULA 
SHOOTING 10

Developing at this hour. An 
investigation underway after a 15-
year-old is shot and killed in 
Pascagoula. Police tell us a 14-year-
old is in custody in connection to 
the case. Everything happened 
AFTER 5 LAST NIGHT on Argentina 
street. You are looking at video 
from the scene. No word on 0:00:35

Crime 1/7/2021 6pm News
HANCOCK CO GOP 
WOMEN

After yesterday's unprecedented 
scene at the U.S. Capitol building, 
people across the country are 
buzzing with opinions. But not at 
the Hancock County Republican 
Women's Club. Neither the 
presidential election nor yesterday's 
events in Washington D.C. were 
topics of discussion. 0:00:10

Crime 1/7/2021 6pm News MS MOST WANTED

The state's Department of Public 
Safety announcing the launch of 
Mississippi's Most Wanted list. 
Alison Spann joins us now from the 
newsroom to tell us how law 
enforcement hopes this list can help 
make the Magnolia state safer. 
Alison? 0:00:11

Crime 1/7/2021 6pm News JEREMY ENGLAND

Yesterday's events in the Nation 
Capitol leaving many Republican 
officials concerned. We spoke with 
Mississippi Senator Jeremy England 
about what he describes as a "lack 
of leadership" on the part of 
President Donald Trump. 0:00:12

Crime 1/7/2021

WLOX 
News This 
Week DC CAPITOL

An America we have not seen this 
week -- a mob of protestors storm 
the Capitol --- in an effort to stop 
the electoral vote certification. 
Senators and Representatives in gas 
masks and seeking safety. Terror 
and destruction inside the hallowed 
halls. One protestor shot dead, 
three others  

Crime 1/8/2021
630AM 
GMM

HANCOCK CO GOP 
WOMEN 10

THIS MORNING we are hearing 
reaction from members of the 
Hancock County Republican 
Women's Club. One long-time 
member agreed to offer her opinion 
on the events that unfolded in D-C. 
She said it was outside agitators, 
not Trump loyalists, who caused the 
riot on Capitol Hill. 0:00:06



Crime 1/11/2021
MON 4pm 
Show

HUMAN 
TRAFFICKING

Today is National Human Trafficking 
Prevention Day. The Gulf Coast 
Salvation Army's Woman's Auxiliary 
has been training to help educate 
groups in our community about 
how to keep your loved ones safe 
from Human Traffickers. 0:03:39

Crime 1/12/2021 5pm News
GPT STABBING 
ARREST

A Gulfport man now recovering in 
the hospital after an apparent 
stabbing attack this afternoon. The 
Gulfport Police Department 
responding to the 2000 block of 
Demaret Drive at around 12-45. The 
victim was treated at the scene and 
taken to an area hospital. A short 
time later police taking a  0:00:16

Crime 1/12/2021 6pm News
CAPITAL THREAT 
SEAN TINDELL

Officials around the country are 
bracing for any spillover from last 
week's violent assault on the U.S. 
Capitol. The F-B-I now warning of 
armed protests planned at all 50 
State Capitals leading up to the 
inauguration of President-elect Joe 
Biden. 0:00:23

Crime 1/12/2021
TUE 4pm 
Show

MPS CAPITOL 
THREAT

The FBI now warning of armed 
protests planned at all 50 State 
Capitols leading up to the 
inauguration of President-elect Joe 
Biden. What is being done to 
protect our state capitol in Jackson? 
Joining us with the latest, 
Mississippi Public Safety 
Commissioner Sean Tindell. 0:00:10

Crime 1/14/2021 5pm News
APPEALS COURT 
JOEL SMITH

A vacancy at the state court of 
appeals   is now filled. Today -- 
Governor Tate Reeves held a press 
conference at the Harrison County 
courthouse   where he appointed 
district attorney Joel Smith to fill 
the vacancy. Smith has served 
Harrison, Stone and Hancock 
counties as district attorn 0:00:02

Crime 1/14/2021 5pm News
DISTRICT ATTORNEY 
CROSBY PARKER

Governor Reeves also appointed 
chief prosecutor, Crosby Parker, to 
become the new district attorney 
taking Smith's place. Parker worked 
side by side with Smith as the chief 
prosecutor for the last 10 years.   
and plans to continue working 
hand-in-hand with law enforcement 
agencies 0:00:21



Crime 1/14/2021 6pm News CAPITOL SECURITY

As time nears for the inauguration 
of Joe Biden. as the new President 
of the United States on January 
20th officials continue to monitor 
threats of armed protests at the 
state capitals. That includes 
Department of Public Safety 
Commissioner Sean Tindell. 0:00:22

Crime 1/14/2021 Midday
MBI MOST WANTED 
UPDATE

New at Midday, several of 
Mississippi's Most wanted now in 
custody. The Mississippi Bureau of 
Investigation says Thursday that 
five of the suspects who were on 
the list have been arrested. You see 
their photos there with captured 
over them. 0:00:25

Crime 1/14/2021 Midday
BLX CAR CRASH 
FOLO

Now to a follow-up to that heavy 
police presence on DeBuys Road in 
Biloxi late last night. Biloxi police 
tell us gunshots rang out on 
Fernwood that happening during an 
argument. Investigators say shots 
were fired into a vehicle causing a 
crash. 0:00:01

Crime 1/14/2021
THUR 4pm 
Show

MBI MOST WANTED 
UPDATE

This afternoon -- several of 
Mississippi's Most wanted now in 
custody. The Mississippi Bureau of 
Investigation says as of right now 
five of the suspects who were on 
the list have been arrested. You see 
their photos there with captured 
over them. Law enforcement still 
looking for the 0:00:35

Crime 1/15/2021
10pm 
News

DEPUTY INVOLVED 
SHOOTING

That where we begin, authorities 
telling us one man is dead following 
the incident involving the Biloxi 
Police Department and the Harrison 
County Sheriff's Department Alison 
Spann gives us a run- down of the 
facts we're learning. 0:00:12

Crime 1/15/2021
630pm 
News

DEPUTY INVOLVED 
SHOOTING

Happening right now in Biloxi. State 
authorities now investigating 
following a fatal deputy involved 
shooting.  Andres Fuentes to brings 
us the latest in this developing 
story. 0:00:12

Crime 1/15/2021 6pm News
DEPUTY INVOLVED 
SHOOTING

Happening right now in Biloxi. State 
authorities now investigating 
following a fatal deputy involved 
shooting, bringing in Alison Spann 
to lead our team coverage live from 
the scene Alison what are you 
hearing? 0:00:12



Crime 1/15/2021

WLOX 
News This 
Week IMPEACHMENT

President Donald Trump Impeached 
again - this time for inciting 
insurrection. The U-S House of 
Representatives voting 232 to 197 
to charge the president 10 
Republicans voting with democrats. 
This the first time a sitting president 
has been impeached twice. Joining 
us with h 

Crime 1/18/2021
10pm 
News

MS NATIONAL 
GUARD

Included in those standing guard -- 
100 members of Mississippi 
National Guard's 114th Military 
Police. Governor Tate Reeves says 
along with those service members 
from the Magnolia state being 
activated. State officials are also 
preparing for the possibility of 
responding to problems. 0:00:12

Crime 1/19/2021 6pm News
MOSS POINT 
HOMICIDE

But first developing tonight at 6 
Moss Point police are searching for 
a 15- year- old suspect wanted for 
shooting and killing 19- year- old 
Caleb Lett. Leading people in Moss 
Point to now call for change   
hoping to put an end to the trend of 
violence. Chancelor Winn has more. 0:00:18

Crime 1/20/2021
10pm 
News

MP HOMICIDE 
VIOLENCE

In the wake of recent violent crimes 
people living in Moss Point are 
working to raise awareness with the 
goal of creating a safer city. 
Chancelor Winn reports. 0:00:09

Crime 1/20/2021 6pm News HOMICIDE ARREST

Also developing tonight, a Gulfport 
man now behind bars accused of 
brutally attacking his father,those 
injuries leading to his death. David 
Elliott joins us in the newsroom 
with new information on the 
homicide case. 0:00:18

Crime 1/20/2021 6pm News
MP HOMICIDE 
VIOLENCE

Moss point residents are calling on 
the community to take action to 
help put a stop to violent crimes. 
Chancelor Winn joins us live tonight 
with more details. 0:00:05

Crime 1/20/2021 6pm News

HARCO DEPUTY 
INVOLVED 
SHOOTING

We are also learning more about 
what happened in the moments 
before gunshots rang out in the 
parking lot of the Harrison County 
Courthouse in Biloxi. The Mississippi 
Bureau of Investigation releasing 
new details on last Friday's deputy-
involved shooting. 0:00:16



Crime 1/21/2021
630AM 
GMM

JAXCO CHARGES 
DROPPED

An update to a Jackson County 
shooting, charges have been 
dropped against one of the 6 
suspects. 20- year- old Daquantae 
Gillett, is now clear in a shooting 
that injured a teenager LAST 
MONTH. Four suspects are still 
behind bars another has bonded 
out. 0:00:32

Crime 1/22/2021
10pm 
News

JAXCO CRIME 
CONCERNS

A rash of violent crime in East 
Jackson County has spurred leaders 
into action Last night a meeting was 
held to lay the groundwork for a 
pair of community meetings to 
address the issue. The first will be a 
virtual town hall on Tuesday at 6 
p.m. hosted on Moss Point's 
Facebook Page. 0:00:31

Crime 1/22/2021
10pm 
News

PASCAGOULA 
SHOOTING

But first tonight at 10 shots fired at 
a grocery store in Pascagoula the 
moments surrounding the incident 
caught on camera. This video was 
taken by a witness in the parking lot 
of the store who tells us two men 
got into a fight leading one of them 
to pull out a gun - shooting the 
other in 0:00:28

Crime 1/22/2021 6pm News
REGINALD 
JOHNSON RALLY

But first tonight another community 
also mourning the loss of a loved 
one while demanding answers. 
Family, friends, and supporters of 
Reginald Johnson are speaking out 
questioning the moments that led 
up to a deputy shooting and killing 
him one week ago outside the 
Harrison County Courthouse. 0:00:05

Crime 1/22/2021 6pm News
JAXCO CRIME 
CONCERNS

The murder of an 18-year- old in 
Moss Point on Monday has brought 
violence in Jackson County to the 
forefront. Last night, 23 community 
leaders from across the county 
opened a discussion to address the 
issue. As John Fitzhugh reports, that 
discussion is only the beginning of a 
process they hope w 0:00:17

Crime 1/22/2021 6pm News JACOB BLAIR SCOTT

Today, Jacob Blair Scott, the man 
accused of faking his own death to 
escape charges of sexual assault of 
a 14-year-old girl in Jackson County, 
made an appearance in Circuit 
Court during a motion hearing for 
the case. Mike Lacy was there and 
has this report. 0:00:14



Crime 1/22/2021
FRI 4pm 
Show JACOB BLAIR SCOTT

But first a case that created national 
headlines is starting again in 
Jackson County Circuit Court. Jacob 
Blair Scott back in the courtroom 
today for a motion hearing in front 
of Judge Kathy King Jackson. 
Defense attorneys presented more 
than 40 motions in the sexual 
assault case.  0:00:47

Crime 1/23/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM

Diberville Walmart 
suicide

Happening now. Crime scene tape 
surrounds part of the Walmart 
parking lot in D’Iberville. Multiple 
people have called our newsroom 
about the unfolding scene. We just 
spoke with D’Iberville police who 
tell us they are investigating a 
suicide. We will continue to bring 
you the latest. 0:00:01

Crime 1/25/2021
10pm 
News

MP CURFEW 
IMPACT

That curfew is now in full effect 
tonight. Our Andres Fuentes has 
been in Moss Point all evening and 
joins us live tonight with more on 
how the community is dealing with 
the situation. 0:00:01

Crime 1/25/2021
10pm 
News

MP VIOLENCE 
PRESSER

The city now under a local civil 
emergency order with a curfew 
currently in effect for everyone 
under the age of 18. The move 
comes a day after the third shooting 
death in the city since New Year's. 
Moss Point police say they 
responded to a home invasion 
involving two suspects leading  0:00:00

Crime 1/25/2021 5pm News MP CURFEW RULES

This action being taken in response 
to a wave of violent crime that has 
claimed the lives of at least 7 
people under the age of 25 in the 
past 5 months Three of those lives 
lost this month. Starting *tonight, 
anyone under 18 years old that is 
not on their way to or from work or 
a school  0:00:28

Crime 1/25/2021 6pm News
MP VIOLENCE 
NEWS CONFERNCE

The city now under a local civil 
emergency order with a curfew set 
to begin at 8 tonight for everyone 
under the age of 18. The move 
comes a day after the third shooting 
death in the city since New Year's. 
We begin our coverage tonight with 
Brandy McGill and what unfolded as 
the gunfire began. 0:00:15



Crime 1/25/2021 6pm News
MOSS POINT 
CURFEW IMPACT

We are less than two hours away 
from that civil emergency going into 
effect in Moss Point. Andres 
Fuentes joins us live tonight with 
how the community is reacting to 
the decision. 0:00:10

Crime 1/25/2021 6pm News PROJECT EJECT

While today's action in Moss Point 
is focused on youth violence, police 
and city leaders have long searched 
for ways rid the city of violence. 
February will mark two years since 
the U.S. Attorney launched Project 
Eject in Moss Point giving more 
teeth prosecuting violent crimes. 0:00:27

Crime 1/26/2021
10pm 
News

PROTEST FOR 
PEACE

Demands for change also ringing 
out in Biloxi today following the 
death of Reginald Johnson. 
Protestors gathered In Biloxi this 
afternoon in search of answers and 
justice. Tristan Ruppert reports. 0:00:00

Crime 1/26/2021
10pm 
News

MP VIOLENCE 
TOWN HALL

Tonight, community members in 
moss point gathered for a town hall 
meeting in wake of the three 
homicides that have taken place in 
the city since New Year’s Eve. 
Chancelor Winn shares how 
community leaders plan to take 
action in order to help curb the 
violence. 0:00:14

Crime 1/27/2021 6pm News OS PPE SCHEME

As if the battle against covid-19 
weren't hard enough on its own a 
south Mississippi businessman is 
now being charged for allegedly 
hoarding PPE equipment with plans 
to price gouge health care 
providers. Karen Abernathy joins us 
in the studio with more. 0:00:16

Crime 1/28/2021
10pm 
News

KENNETH CHARLOT 
DEATH

A three-year-old unsolved murder 
of a Pass Christian man is getting 
new attention and a little more 
incentive. Family members have 
joined the Mississippi Coast Crime 
Stoppers to raise the award money 
in hopes there finally can be 
closure. Mike Lacy has the story. 0:00:15

Crime 1/28/2021 Midday
KENNETH CHARLOT 
DEATH

But first -- we're following a murder 
today   that happened three years 
ago. The case -- still open   and now 
-- more money is being offered for 
information leading to an arrest. 
Our Mike Lacy joins us live   with 
details about this cold case. Mike?



Crime 1/30/2021
10pm 
Saturday

STOP THE VIOLENCE 
MARCH

Recent violence in the city of Moss 
Point   is prompting some 
community members to rise up   
and take a stand- by marching on 
the streets of the city voicing their 
frustration over the loss of loved 
ones to gun violence and showing 
that they want change moving 
forward. 0:00:18

Drugs & Alcohol 1/4/2021
630AM 
GMM LIVE: VACCINE

In Mississippi, more vaccination 
sites are opening TODAY. And one is 
on the coast. Bill Snyder is live in 
Jackson County with the latest. 0:00:01

Drugs & Alcohol 1/4/2021
630AM 
GMM

COVID TESTING & 
FLU SHOTS

Looking ahead. Crews with Coastal 
Family Health will be moving their 
mobile unit across the coast to help 
with COVID-19 testing and offering 
flu shots. Take a look at the 
schedule. TODAY and TOMORROW 
they will be offering flu shots. 0:00:29

Drugs & Alcohol 1/6/2021 6AM GMM
PFIZER TEST 
UPDATE 6

Meanwhile, we are learning more 
about what's next for those who 
took part in some vaccine studies. 
Some of participants in the double-
blind studies at MedPharmics in 
Gulfport didn't actually receive the 
vaccine. 0:00:05

Drugs & Alcohol 1/7/2021
630AM 
GMM

LIVE: VACCINE 
JAXCO

Happening TODAY. The next round 
of covid-19 vaccines will be 
administered. Desirae Duncan is live 
in Jackson County with details on 
the next phase of the roll out 
process. 0:00:16

Drugs & Alcohol 1/14/2021
10pm 
News ABC REGS

State legislators now discussing the 
future of the alcoholic beverage 
control office. Should the state 
upgrade the facilities and software, 
or should they privatize the 
industry. Both options will cost the 
state millions, and greatly impact 
liquor store owners in the state. 
Tristan Ruppert reports 0:00:10

Drugs & Alcohol 1/14/2021 6pm News ABC REGS

The future of the alcohol business 
could be changing here in 
Mississippi. State law makers are 
discussing possible changes or 
improvements to the alcoholic 
beverage control office. Even 
discussing the potential for 
privatizing the business. Tristan 
Ruppert joins us now live with 
more.  0:00:14



Drugs & Alcohol 1/15/2021
530AM 
GMM ABC REGS 10

State legislators are now discussing 
the future of the alcoholic beverage 
control office. Should the state 
upgrade the facilities and software, 
or should they privatize the 
industry? Both options will cost the 
state millions, and greatly impact 
liquor store owners in the state. 
Tristan Rupp 0:00:17

Economy/Taxes 1/1/2021
10pm 
News

MEGA MILLIONS 
DRAWING

New Year's Day could be even 
happier for one lucky Mississippian. 
Tonight's Mega Millions drawing is 
worth 401 million dollars. Taking a 
look now at those numbers you 
have "8-24-53-68-69 and 7" as 
jackpots for both Mega Millions and 
Powerball grow, so are customers. 0:00:09

Economy/Taxes 1/1/2021
10pm 
News TRUMP SUPPORTER

Next week is expected to see the 
final step of the 2020 Presidential 
election as Congress meets to 
certify results. Despite 
overwhelming evidence to the 
contrary, President Trump and his 
supporters continue to dispute 
those results. John Fitzhugh met 
some of those supporters. 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 1/1/2021
530AM 
GMM CTA LIBRARY 10

Looking ahead, an eyesore in 
downtown Gulfport is about to 
become a state-of-the-art hub for 
Coast Transit Authority. After four 
years of planning and two years of 
renovations, the former Harrison 
County Library will officially open 
for business in its new capacity on 
Monday. Mike Lacy gives us an 
update. 0:00:02

Economy/Taxes 1/1/2021 5pm News
PLAYOFFS 
SPORTSBOOKS

New Year's Day means a lot of 
college football. And a lot of 
football means sports betting 
action. Mike Lacy joins us live from 
the Palace Casino with more. Mike? 0:00:12

Economy/Taxes 1/1/2021 5pm News NEW YEARS FOOD

Some coastal residents hope that 
eating a traditional New Year's meal 
will bring them much needed good 
luck in 20-21. Andres Fuentes 
EXPLAINS. 0:00:06

Economy/Taxes 1/1/2021 6pm News SEN BRICE WIGGINS

Next week the gavel will fall on the 
2021 Legislative session. No doubt 
the pandemic will be a big issue as 
lawmakers return to Jackson. 0:00:07



Economy/Taxes 1/1/2021 6pm News
SPORTS 
SOMETHING

The Saints still need to wrap up the 
regular season, even with a playoff 
ticket punched, but through at least 
this weekend, they'll be without 
one of their stars. Michael Dugan 
joins us in the studio tonight with 
more. 0:00:14

Economy/Taxes 1/1/2021 6pm News SOUR SUGAR BOWL

Tourism is the number four 
economic driver of the Mississippi 
economy. On the Coast, it is vital, as 
thousands of jobs rely on Casinos, 
restaurants and hotels. As John 
Fitzhugh explains, if those hotel 
rooms aren't full, it's bad for 
everybody. 0:00:16

Economy/Taxes 1/1/2021 6pm News
DEFENSE 
AUTHORIZATION

Turning eyes now to the Nation 
Capitol both of Mississippi's 
Senators voted to override 
President Donald Trump's veto of a 
defense policy bill -- a first for the 
Trump administration. Andres 
Fuentes has more on how it will 
impact the nation's Armed Forces. 0:00:17

Economy/Taxes 1/1/2021
FRI 4pm 
Show WAVELAND

Municipalities included in that 
federal disaster assistance. What 
does this mean to Coast cities? 
Joining us with his insight on just 
what this federal relief means to his 
community, Waveland Mayor Mike 
Smith. 0:00:14

Economy/Taxes 1/1/2021
FRI 4pm 
Show SOUR SUGAR BOWL

On this Holiday, the pandemic 
continues to affect the Coast 
economy.in different ways Hotels 
are missing out on a normally busy 
New Year's weekend the lack of big 
casino celebrations that normally 
draw extra visitors to the Coast has 
hurt smaller hotels. 0:00:27

Economy/Taxes 1/2/2021
10pm 
Saturday WHO IS VISITING?

And while New Year's Day has come 
and gone the holiday weekend 
continues. That means some 
visitors on the Coast are staying just 
a little longer to take in the 
amenities. And that sets a nice 
template for tourism season in 20-
21. 0:00:10

Economy/Taxes 1/2/2021
10pm 
Saturday CRAWFISH SEASON

Crawfish season is kicking off and 
some businesses have already 
gotten in sacks. Desporte in Biloxi 
says they're actually about a month 
behind in receiving crawfish due to 
back-to-back hurricanes. However, 
the crawfish they have now are big. 0:00:18



Economy/Taxes 1/2/2021
10pm 
Saturday DEBUYS RV PARK

Looking ahead - the Biloxi planning 
commission will meet Thursday 
afternoon to discuss the possibility 
of changing the zoning in an empty 
lot off Debuys road, just north of 
highway 90. The plan is to request 
approval for an RV Park on the 
former Olive Garden property, 
which hasn't been utilized since 
Hurricane Katrina. 0:00:34

Economy/Taxes 1/2/2021
10pm 
Saturday

MARDI GRAS 
PANDEMIC 10p

With so many carnival celebrations 
being cancelled due to the 
pandemic, one Gulfport store wants 
families to celebrate at home this 
year with some of their decorations. 
Andres Fuentes has more. 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 1/3/2021
10pm 
Sunday

MARKHAM 
BUILDING UPDATE

An eye sore in downtown Gulfport 
has become   a sight for sore eyes. 
The old Markham Hotel is finally 
becoming a new version of itself. 
But it still may be a while before the 
old gem opens back up in whatever 
form the owners have planned. 0:00:10

Economy/Taxes 1/3/2021
10pm 
Sunday

GULFPORT 
MUSUEM OF 
HISTORY

Its more often that museums get to 
document history, not live through 
it. However, that wasn't the case for 
the organizers of the Gulfport 
Museum of History this past year. 
The museum and the historic 
society suffered from the lack of 
tourists due to strict safety 
guidelines throughout the 0:00:02

Economy/Taxes 1/3/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM

MARDI GRAS 
PANDEMIC 10p

With so many carnival celebrations 
being cancelled due to the 
pandemic, one Gulfport store wants 
families to celebrate at home this 
year with some of their decorations. 
Andres Fuentes has more. 0:00:02

Economy/Taxes 1/4/2021 5pm News
WIGGINS FIRE 
RESCUE HERO

A stone county woman is recovering 
thanks to a brave Wiggins fireman 
on New Year’s Eve. Just outside of 
the city limits, a house fire led to 
assistant Chief Dale Taylor rushing 
to the scene. He heard a woman 
crying for help inside the home and 
knocked down a door and rushed 
through the s 0:00:29

Economy/Taxes 1/4/2021 5pm News HOUSE FIRES

Two potentially deadly residential 
fires early this morning in Harrison 
County resulted in damaged 
property, but thankfully no deaths 
or injuries. Fire officials say the 
reason no one was hurt is simple 0:00:17



smoke detectors and fire 
extinguishers were involved in both 
cases. Bill Snyder has more.

Economy/Taxes 1/4/2021 5pm News SAINTS LATEST

With an unprecedented NFL regular 
season now in the rear- view 
mirror, the Saints turn their 
attention to the postseason. 
Michael Dugan joins us live in studio 
with more on where they stand 
entering the wild card round. 0:00:15

Economy/Taxes 1/4/2021 6pm News
AQUARIUM 
ATTRACTION

South Mississippi is getting some 
national recognition all thanks to 
the Mississippi Aquarium. It ranked 
number four as best new 
attractions by USA Today. The 
aquarium has only been open four 
months so to pull this off is huge. 0:00:44

Economy/Taxes 1/4/2021 6pm News KREWE OF GEMINI

The Krewe of Gemini is the latest 
Mardi Gras association to announce 
parade cancellations amid rising 
coronavirus case counts in the 
Magnolia State. The organization 
announcing today that they are 
canceling both the day and night 
parades in Gulfport for the 2021 
carnival season. 0:00:16

Economy/Taxes 1/5/2021
10pm 
News MEGA MILLIONS

Feeling lucky Mississippi? The Mega 
millions jackpot lottery's prize 
tonight is 447-million dollars. 
Dreams of a big win sent people 
rushing to buy tickets hoping to 
guess the right numbers/ Tonight's 
jackpot is the largest since June's 
414 million. And now a look at 
those numbers. 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 1/5/2021
10pm 
News

OS POLICE PAY 
RAISE

Ocean springs first responders have 
a reason to smile this evening. 
Tonight, the board of alderman 
voted unanimously to approve pay 
raises for the ocean springs police 
department. Patrol men will now 
start off at 18 dollars an hour 
instead of 16.35. Lieutenants and 
Sergeants will see pay in 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 1/5/2021
10pm 
News

LB PARADE 
CANCELED

The Long Beach Carnival Association 
presented a letter to the Mayor of 
Long Beach announcing the 
cancellation of its 2021 parade. The 
annual parade is a staple in the city 
and a coast favorite for Mardi Gras 0:00:01



revelers, but the association says it 
had no choice but to cancel this 
year’s event due to COVID. 

Economy/Taxes 1/5/2021
10pm 
News

OS TRAINING 
TOWER

The ocean springs fire department 
also getting a boost today. The 
board voted again, unanimously 
approving the purchase of a fire 
training tower for the department. 
It will be the only one in Jackson 
county and the chief believes its 
purchase will lead to a better fire 
rating for the city. 0:00:18

Economy/Taxes 1/5/2021
10pm 
News WIGGINS MAYOR

Tonight, the Wiggins' board of 
alderman named Darryl Berry - of 
ward 1 to serve as interim mayor of 
the city. Longtime Wiggins mayor, 
Joel Miles, died in December after a 
battle with covid-19. Berry will take 
over the role until after the general 
election on June 8th. 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 1/5/2021
630pm 
News MARDI YARDI

COVID may have stopped Mardi 
gras parades in 2021, but it can't 
entirely slow down the fun. Bill 
Snyder shows how you can still get 
safely involved in carnival season. 0:00:12

Economy/Taxes 1/5/2021 6pm News
LB PARADE 
CANCELLED

But first just into the newsroom 
today, the Long Beach Carnival 
Association presented a letter to 
the Mayor of Long Beach 
announcing the cancellation of its 
2021 parade. The annual parade is a 
staple in the city and a coast 
favorite for Mardi Gras revelers, but 
the association says it had  0:00:21

Economy/Taxes 1/5/2021 6pm News SBA ZETA

If Hurricane Zeta damaged your 
house, business, or vehicle right 
now is when you should be applying 
for federal assistance. The Small 
Business Administration wants you 
to know help is available to 
homeowners, renters, business 
owners and even non-profits 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 1/5/2021 6pm News
MEXICAN KING 
CAKES

While much of the typical carnival 
traditions have been cancelled due 
to the pandemic, bakeries are busy 
preparing pastries for the upcoming 
season. Andres Fuentes has more 
about the cakes Hispanic families 
typically enjoy this time of year. 0:00:14



Economy/Taxes 1/6/2021
10pm 
News

LATEST FROM 
WASHINGTON

Debate continues late into the night 
at the Capitol over the election 
certification. We continue our team 
coverage tonight with Hugh Keeton 
in the newsroom with the latest 
developments 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 1/6/2021
10pm 
News

DC PROTEST 
REACTION

Smaller demonstrations also 
erupted across parts of the country. 
And while there are plenty of 
frustrated individuals in south 
Mississippi. The protest on the 
coast remained peaceful. Tristan 
Ruppert reports. 0:00:07

Economy/Taxes 1/6/2021 6AM GMM
WIGGINS MAYOR 
10

Happening in Wiggins. Darryl Berry 
is now serving as interim mayor. 
The Ward one alderman takes on 
the role after longtime Mayor, Joel 
Miles passed away LAST MONTH 
due to covid-19 complications. 
Berry will take over as interim 
mayor until a new mayor is sworn in 
June 30th. A new may 0:00:18

Economy/Taxes 1/6/2021 6pm News
STATE FLAG 
ADOPTED

Today the new state flag approved 
by the people on November 3 was 
officially passed the state senate. It 
was at the top of the agenda for 
state lawmakers when they 
returned to the capitol Monday. 
Brandy McGill has more. 0:00:14

Economy/Taxes 1/8/2021 6pm News

MARGARITAVILLE 
EXPANSION 
UPDATE

After months of being closed due to 
Hurricane Zeta, a well known hotel 
resort in Biloxi is looking forward to 
welcoming guests again. 
Margaritaville aims to reopen its 
doors on March 10th. Desirae 
Duncan gives us an update on the 
resorts reopening and plans for a 
big expansion. 0:01:27

Economy/Taxes 1/8/2021 6pm News LOTTERY UPDATE

Are you feeling lucky? One person 
may be over 500 million dollars 
richer after tonight's mega millions 
drawing. Jasmine Lotts joins us live 
tonight from Biloxi with more. 0:00:08

Economy/Taxes 1/9/2021
10pm 
Saturday

BAGEL BEES 
OPENING

2020 was challenging for all of us 
but especially small business 
owners. One South Mississippian 
tested her faith-becoming a 
business owner during the 
pandemic. Serving has always been 
her calling now she is serving the 
community how she always 
dreamed of. Brandy McGill reports.



Economy/Taxes 1/11/2021
10pm 
News PPP LOANS

Today, Small businesses can start 
applying for new 'Paycheck 
Protection Program' loans as a part 
of the latest COVID relief package 
which includes 284 billion dollars 
for additional lending to eligible 
businesses. Chancelor Winn 
reports. 0:00:12

Economy/Taxes 1/11/2021 5pm News
GULFPORT WATER 
BILLS

Changes to modernize the water 
billing process in one coast city have 
left some residents confused. As 
Chet Landry reports, even though 
billing issues are down in Gulfport, 
some questions still remains. 0:00:27

Economy/Taxes 1/11/2021 6pm News
JAXCO CHAMBER 
FLAG

71 percent of Mississippians voted 
in favor of adopting the new flag 
design. 0:00:38

Economy/Taxes 1/11/2021 6pm News

SPORTSBOOK 
NATIONAL 
CHAMPIONSHIP

In just under an hour Alabama is set 
to face off against Ohio State in the 
N-C-A-A national Championship. the 
big game drawing in big bets at 
South Mississippi sports books. 
Tristan Ruppert joins us now live 
from the Scarlet Pearl. 0:00:10

Economy/Taxes 1/11/2021
MON 4pm 
Show FLAG REACTION

Just a short while ago the Governor 
making it official and signing the 
new state flag bill as we showed 
you at the top of the show. Joining 
us now to talk about what this new 
flag means to businesses in our 
community. Jackson County 
Chamber of Commerce CEO Paige 
Roberts. 0:04:11

Economy/Taxes 1/12/2021
10pm 
News

MOSS POINT NEW 
FLAG

For the first time in more than three 
years the city of Moss point is now 
flying our state flag. Mayor Mario 
King says the former flag wasn't 
something that represented the city 
or our state. But that changed 
today when Mayor King and other 
city leaders all helped raise the new 
state 0:00:26

Economy/Taxes 1/12/2021
10pm 
News DACA WHATS NEXT

Its been more than a month since 
the DACA program has been 
restored back to its Obama-era 
state and immigration lawyers 
across the country have been 
dealing with a spike in applicants. 
Andres Fuentes has more about 
how Mississippi attorneys are 
handling the surge. 0:00:16



Economy/Taxes 1/12/2021
530AM 
GMM

JAXCO CHAMBER 
FLAG

71 percent of Mississippians voted 
in favor of adopting the new flag 
design. 0:00:38

Economy/Taxes 1/12/2021 5pm News MEGA MILLIONS

The Mega Millions jackpot 
continues to climb   Tonight's 
drawing could make someone 625 
million dollars richer. Coast ticket 
sellers seeing an increase in sales as 
people put down a few bucks 
hoping for their chance at becoming 
a millionaire. 0:00:15

Economy/Taxes 1/12/2021 5pm News
MOSS POINT NEW 
FLAG

Today is a day to remember for the 
city of Moss Point. Mayor Mario 
King brought the city together to 
raise the new state flag at city hall. 
Brandy McGill reports. 0:00:09

Economy/Taxes 1/12/2021 6pm News

MEMA 
REGISTRATION 
CENTERS

Help has arrived for South 
Mississippi and still picking up the 
pieces after hurricane Zeta. Chet 
Landry takes us to Gulfport where 
the Mississippi Emergency 
Management Agency is on the job. 0:00:10

Economy/Taxes 1/12/2021 6pm News
OUR DAILY BREAD 
STONE CO

Stone County's Our Daily Bread 
Food Pantry is officially 15 years 
old! The pantry is still going strong, 
especially with more people relying 
on it during times of hardships.  
Jasmine Lotts shows us why the 
pantry means so much to the 
community. 0:00:16

Economy/Taxes 1/12/2021 6pm News MEGA MILLIONS

The mega millions continue to 
grow. at last checked it was up to 
625 million dollars. Stores like Polk’s 
Drug store in Biloxi have seen a 
significant increase in sales overall 
due to the mega millions as 
shoppers look for their chance to 
become a millionaire.

Economy/Taxes 1/13/2021
10pm 
News

PORT OF GULFPORT 
UPDATE

It's been more than six months 
since Jonathan Daniels left as 
executive director of the Port of 
Gulfport. But port officials aren't 
slowing down. Of particular pride is 
the new Roger Wicker Center of 
Ocean Enterprise. Work began in 
November 2019 and has become 
even more noticeable because  0:00:40

Economy/Taxes 1/13/2021
10pm 
News

YALL POLITICS 
IMPEACHMENT 
REACTION

President Donald Trump is the first 
person to hold the nation's highest 
office and be impeached twice. 
Tonight, Speaker of the House 
Nancy Pelosi signing the articles of 
impeachment after the house 0:00:36



passed the measure 232 to 197. 
Mississippi's congressional 
delegation voted along party lines.  

Economy/Taxes 1/13/2021
10pm 
News TATONUT TRIBUTES

Tonight, the Mohler family and the 
city of Ocean springs continues to 
grieve over the loss of coast icon 
David Mohler  The Molher family 
coming forward today to share 
more about the beloved family man  
and what made him special. Tristan 
Ruppert reports. 0:00:15

Economy/Taxes 1/13/2021
530AM 
GMM LB HARBOR FUTURE

Citizens in Long Beach discussed 
repairing their city's harbor with the 
board of aldermen. The city wants 
to make the right improvements, 
where substantial repairs wouldn't 
be required every time a storm rolls 
in. 0:00:29

Economy/Taxes 1/13/2021
530AM 
GMM

CHAMBER 
STIMULUS

The second round of the Paycheck 
Protection Program will make $284 
billion available to small businesses. 
TODAY'S zoom seminar starts at 9 
a-m. To participate in this free 
event, sign up at M-S-Coast-
Chamber dot Com 0:00:09

Economy/Taxes 1/13/2021 6AM GMM
LIVE: MLK 
COASTWIDE

Looking ahead another coast 
tradition making changes due to the 
pandemic. Bill Snyder is live with 
the latest. 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 1/13/2021 6pm News
PORT OF GULFPORT 
UPDATE

It's been more than six months 
since Jonathan Daniels left as 
executive director of the Port of 
Gulfport. Port commissioners are 
still in the process of interviewing 
candidates. But progress certainly 
hasn't stopped. Mike Lacy has more 
on the newest project - The Roger 
Wicker Center of Ocean E 0:00:22

Economy/Taxes 1/13/2021
WED 4pm 
Show

SLS CORE STAGE 
HOT FIRE

The final test on NASA's Space 
Launch System rocket set for this 
weekend. This Rocket will help send 
the first woman and the next man 
to the surface of the Moon and will 
eventually send humans to Mars. 0:00:56

Economy/Taxes 1/13/2021
WED 4pm 
Show

KREWE OF 
PORCHES

The pandemic canceling Mardi Gras 
Parades. Businesses are hoping to 
generate some Mardi Gras magic 
and lure people safely to the city 
with the Krewe Of Porches. Joining 
us from the Ocean Springs Chamber 0:00:08



of Commerce porch, Executive 
Director Cynthia Dobbs Sutton.

Economy/Taxes 1/14/2021
10pm 
News LOTTERY DIRECTOR

Lottery fever is catching on with 
more than a billion dollars up for 
grabs between the Mega Millions 
and Powerball jackpots. Hugh 
Keeton joins us from the WLOX 
Digital Desk with more on how 
these prizes are driving up lottery 
interest in Mississippi. 0:00:13

Economy/Taxes 1/14/2021
10pm 
News

GAUTIER BACOT 
PARK

Renovations are coming to Bacot 
Park in Gautier Construction crews 
will begin working on the 2- million- 
dollar project this month. The 
project will add a basketball 
pavilion, picnic pavilion. While also 
improving the baseball and football 
fields, play-ground and splash pad. 0:00:11

Economy/Taxes 1/14/2021
10pm 
News

CASEY VAUGHAN 
RUNNING FOR 
MAYOR

Today Gautier councilman -- Casey 
Vaughan -- announcing that he 
plans to run for Mayor. Vaughn is a 
lifelong resident of Gautier and 
since 2013 Vaughan has been 
serving over Ward three. In a Face 
Book post Vaughan says he plans to 
advance the quality of life for the 
residents of Gautier. 0:00:35

Economy/Taxes 1/14/2021
10pm 
News FLY LLAMA

Today Marked the grand opening 
for FLY LLAMA BREWING in Biloxi, 
just off of Bohn road. The Brewery 
boasts 14 beers on tap and four 
seltzers. The owners say they also 
combine traditional brewing with 
modern techniques. Today's 
opening required masks be worn 
and that you adhere to safety 
policies. 0:00:29

Economy/Taxes 1/14/2021
530AM 
GMM

PORT OF GULFPORT 
UPDATE

It's been more than six months 
since Jonathan Daniels left as 
executive director of the Port of 
Gulfport. But port officials aren't 
slowing down. Of particular pride is 
the new Roger Wicker Center of 
Ocean Enterprise. Work began in 
November 2019 and has become 
even more noticeable because 0:00:30



Economy/Taxes 1/14/2021
530AM 
GMM

YALL POLITICS 
IMPEACHMENT 
REACTION

Now the impeachment goes to the 
Senate for consideration where a 
two-thirds majority is needed to 
convict President Trump. Both of 
Mississippi's Senators Roger Wicker 
and Cindy Hyde-Smith say they are 
opposed to impeachment. 0:00:32

Economy/Taxes 1/14/2021 6pm News
COAST GUARD 
SPECIAL OPS

A military special operations unit 
here in South Mississippi is looking 
for new team members as it 
continues to train for any upcoming 
missions. The United States Coast 
Guard Port Security Unit 308 is 
based out at Stennis International 
Airport in Hancock County. The 
unit's specific job is to  0:00:26

Economy/Taxes 1/14/2021 6pm News
GOP SWTICHES 
MIKE FAVRE

Another big announcement coming 
out of today's press conference Bay 
St. Louis Mayor Mike Favre 
announcing today he has left the 
Democratic party and will run for 
re-election as a Republican. Joining 
Favre in the decision was Bay St. 
Louis councilman Doug Seal, a 
former Independent. 0:00:10

Economy/Taxes 1/14/2021
THUR 4pm 
Show WINTER CLASSICS

Next month the 23-rd Gulf Coast 
Winter Classics gets underway at 
the Harrison County Fairgrounds. 
Preparations happening right now 
for the six-week horse show to 
compete for prize money and 
national recognition. The pandemic 
again this year having an impact on 
this world class competition. 0:00:28

Economy/Taxes 1/15/2021 6pm News
HARCO MLK 
ROBERT E LEE DAY

Monday is a national holiday, 
Martin Luther King Jr. Day. It is also 
a state holiday honoring Robert E 
Lee both holidays are designated as 
the third Monday in January. Robert 
E Lee Day is one of three 
Confederate holidays still 
celebrated by Mississippi.  0:00:31

Economy/Taxes 1/15/2021
FRI 4pm 
Show NASA NOISE

History being made at Stennis Space 
Center tomorrow afternoon 
between four and six. That's 
because NASA is test firing four RS-
25 engines at the same time 
engineers say this is the most 
significant liquid fueled rocket 
engine test since the Apollo 
Program. These engines will u 0:00:34



Economy/Taxes 1/15/2021
FRI 4pm 
Show HARRISON COUNTY

Lots happening in Harrison County. 
The board of supervisors like 
everyone dealing with the 
pandemic. Joining us to talk about 
COVID-19, vaccines, and also 
Hurricane Zeta recovery, Board 
President Beverly Martin. 0:00:02

Economy/Taxes 1/15/2021
FRI 4pm 
Show

BBB CONTRACTOR 
FRAUD

Now that Federal dollars are 
available for Hurricane Zeta victims 
-- more people will be looking to 
hire contractors to help them fix 
their homes and businesses. The 
Mississippi Better Business Bureau 
advising you to beware when hiring 
a contractor to help deal with 
Hurricane Zeta Damage.  0:04:42

Economy/Taxes 1/17/2021
10pm 
Sunday

BEYONCE SMALL 
BIZ GRANT

Beyonce has created an impact 
fund to help families and small 
businesses stay afloat during the 
pandemic. The Be-Good impact has 
donated thousands of dollars to 
help small business owners, even 
one here in South Mississippi. Alexis 
Williams owner of Aloha Glamour 
was shocked to see she was  0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 1/17/2021
10pm 
Sunday

BEYONCE SMALL 
BIZ GRANT

One hundred new recipients will be 
chosen for January and they will 
receive   relief funds by the end of 
the month. Then round two 
applications will open in February. 
Beyonce has also helped many 
families with housing during the 
pandemic. 0:00:39

Economy/Taxes 1/17/2021
10pm 
Sunday

GETTING A JOB 
AMID THE 
PANDEMIC

The struggles of the pandemic have 
caused lay-offs and job shortages 
across the country. But one 
company based in South Mississippi 
is trying its best to get residents 
hired amid the hardships. Andres 
Fuentes has more. 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 1/18/2021
10pm 
News

PASS CHRISTIAN 
PARADE

Celebrations and gatherings have 
looked more spaced out ever since 
the start of the COVID-19 
pandemic, and that includes one 
outdoor event that could be coming 
to Pass Christian. Andres Fuentes 
explains. 0:00:06

Economy/Taxes 1/18/2021
10pm 
News

BLACK WATER 
BRASS MARDI GRAS

COVID-19 forcing the cancellation 
of parades, balls and other 
traditions that south Mississippians 
have come to love during carnival 
season. However, the Blackwater 
Brass Band is stepping up hoping to 0:00:16



keep the spirit of the season alive. 
Tristan Ruppert reports.

Economy/Taxes 1/18/2021
530AM 
GMM

BEYONCE SMALL 
BIZ GRANT

One hundred new recipients will be 
chosen for January and they will 
receive   relief funds by the end of 
the month. Then round two 
applications will open in February. 
Beyonce has also helped many 
families with housing during the 
pandemic. 0:00:39

Economy/Taxes 1/18/2021
530AM 
GMM

SAINTS FANS 
SPORTS BETTING 
HARRAHS

Only four teams remain in the N-F-L 
playoffs and fans are flocking to 
sports books to place their bets. In a 
nail biter of a game the New 
Orleans Saints lost to the Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers. While the Saints 
season is over with the season for 
fans of sports betting lives on. 
Jeffrey Beard be 

Economy/Taxes 1/18/2021
530AM 
GMM

BEYONCE SMALL 
BIZ GRANT

The covid-19 pandemic has taken a 
dramatic toll on the job market. 
Superstar Beyonce wants to help 
The Grammy award winning singer 
has created an impact fund to help 
families and small businesses. The 
Bey-Good impact has donated 
thousands of dollars to help small 
business owners.  0:00:39

Economy/Taxes 1/18/2021 6pm News
PASS CHRISTIAN 
PARADE

Covid-19 has been the cause of 
many carnival season cancellations 
this year but now there's an event 
in Pass Christian being proposed in 
downtown for the weekend before 
Mardi Gras. Andres Fuentes joins us 
live tonight from Pass Christian with 
the latest. 0:00:13

Economy/Taxes 1/18/2021 6pm News
DREW BREES 
FUTURE

The Saints took the field for the 
final time this season but it may 
have also been the final time we 
see Drew Brees in a Saints uniform. 
Michael Dugan now joins us in the 
studio with reaction from last 
night's game. 0:00:13

Economy/Taxes 1/19/2021 6pm News GPT UTILITY OFFICE

And a heads up for those of you 
needing to pay your utility bills. 
Gulfport's utility office downtown 
on twenty-third avenue is operating 
drive thru only right now until 
Friday. The city says the lobby is 0:00:22



closed due to sickness, leaving the 
office short staffed. 

Economy/Taxes 1/19/2021 6pm News
$850 MILLION 
JACKPOT

Both the mega millions and power 
ball jackpots now inching closer to a 
*billion dollars. Tonight's mega 
millions drawing is worth an 
astounding 865 million dollars. 
That's the third largest jackpot in 
United States history. As Chet 
Landry reports, some south 
Mississippians already h 0:00:18

Economy/Taxes 1/19/2021 6pm News NASA ASTRONAUTS

Meeting the men and women with 
the prestigious title of NASA 
Astronauts with plans on going to 
the Moon and Beyond. Bill Snyder 
caught up with a few of them while 
they were here on the Coast 
recently. The Space Launch System 
(SLS) rocket Green Run team has 
reviewed extensive data. 0:00:09

Economy/Taxes 1/19/2021 6pm News TORJUSEN GAUTIER

Now over to Jackson County current 
Gautier Mayor Phil Torjusen 
announcing that he will run for 
another term. Torjusen believes his 
experience operating multi- million- 
dollar budgets qualifies him to 
continue helping Gautier Grow with 
projects like the mall development. 0:00:18

Economy/Taxes 1/19/2021 6pm News
WICKER ON 
INAUGURATION

Tonight, President Elect Joe Biden is 
preparing to take the Oath of 
Office. Leading up to tomorrow's 
inauguration we talked with 
Senator Roger Wicker. Who says he 
does see opportunities for 
Republicans to work with Biden. 0:00:11

Economy/Taxes 1/20/2021
630AM 
GMM

DESI 
INAUGURATION

We'll have complete coverage for 
you of today's inauguration right 
here on WLOX. 0:00:42

Economy/Taxes 1/20/2021
630pm 
News

FOREST HEIGHTS 
LEVEE FUNDING

15 million dollars heading to south 
Mississippi going towards a project 
that the community has been 
calling for decades   Tristan Ruppert 
joins us live from forest heights with 
the latest. 0:00:09



Economy/Taxes 1/20/2021 6AM GMM GPT UTILITY OFFICE

And a heads up for those of you 
needing to pay your utility bills. 
Gulfport's utility office downtown 
on twenty-third avenue is operating 
drive thru only right now until 
Friday. The city says the lobby is 
closed due to sickness, leaving the 
office short staffed. They're also 
accepting utility  0:00:24

Economy/Taxes 1/20/2021 6pm News
JAY WILLIS 
PASCAGOULA

Another candidate is throwing his 
hat in the race for mayor of 
Pascagoula. Dr. Jay Willis a native of 
Pascagoula and long- time civic 
leader. Willis believes his 
experience serving on the Board of 
Directors for Merchants & Marine 
Bank the Jackson County Chamber 0:00:26

Economy/Taxes 1/20/2021 6pm News THE LOCKER ROOM

It used to be the old Sea Wolves 
and Surge locker room from the 
hockey days. Now the Coast 
Coliseum staff has turned the space 
into a high- end bar and lounge. It's 
called the Locker Room, and once 
the COVID-19 pandemic is over, 
those who buy tickets to concerts 
and other Coliseum events  0:00:15

Economy/Taxes 1/20/2021 6pm News
KENNY HOLLOWAY 
OS

Meanwhile Realtor Kenny Holloway 
wants to be the next mayor of 
Ocean Springs. Holloway says 
improving roads and other 
infrastructure are important as is 
mending some division in the city. 
Moving the city forward to 
Holloway means focusing on 
economics and aesthetics. 0:00:35

Economy/Taxes 1/20/2021 6pm News
POWERBALL UP TO 
$730 MILLION

The Mississippi Lottery Commission 
announcing today that one lucky 
Mississippian is now a million 
dollars richer. That's following last 
night's mega millions drawing. We 
are told the winning ticket was sold 
at a gas station in Copiah County 
and the winner has chosen to 
remain anonymous. W 0:00:18

Economy/Taxes 1/21/2021
10pm 
News

LB MAYOR BASS RE 
ELECTION

The current mayor of long beach 
announcing today that he will seek 
re-election in 2021. George Bass has 
served as the city's mayor for the 
past four years. In a statement 
today saying quote: "despite the 
tremendous adversities we have all 
faced these last several years we    0:00:24



Economy/Taxes 1/21/2021
10pm 
News CASINO STATS

The Mississippi gaming commission 
just released its report on how 
casinos fared during 2020. our 
Allison Spann joins us live from the 
Island View Casino with a 
breakdown of those numbers. 0:00:19

Economy/Taxes 1/21/2021
430AM 
GMM

THE LOCKER ROOM 
6

An area that used to be the old Sea 
Wolves and Surge locker room is 
getting a makeover at the coast 
coliseum the space has now been 
turned into a high end bar and 
lounge. It's called the Locker Room, 
and once the COVID-19 pandemic is 
over. 0:00:27

Economy/Taxes 1/21/2021
430AM 
GMM

KENNY HOLLOWAY 
OS 6

Meanwhile Realtor Kenny Holloway 
wants to be the next mayor of 
Ocean Springs. Holloway says 
improving roads and other 
infrastructure are important as is 
mending some division in the city. 
To Holloway, Moving the city 
forward means focusing on 
economics and aesthetics. 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 1/21/2021
630AM 
GMM

KENNY HOLLOWAY 
OS

Meanwhile, Realtor Kenny Holloway 
wants to be the next mayor of 
Ocean Springs. Holloway says 
improving roads and other 
infrastructure are important as is 
mending some division in the city. 
Moving the city forward to 
Holloway means focusing on 
economics and aesthetics. 0:00:15

Economy/Taxes 1/21/2021
630AM 
GMM

PASS CHRISTIAN 
CONCERT

The concert at the Whiskey Bar in 
Pass Christian scheduled for the 
Sunday night before Mardi Gras has 
now been cancelled. Last night the 
Pass Christian Board of Aldermen 
approved the Whiskey Bar's plans 
to hold a concert however it was 
not unanimous. Organizers tell us 
even though the city app 0:00:26

Economy/Taxes 1/21/2021
630pm 
News TAX QUESTIONS

Unemployment is up and Tax Day is 
on its way. So, what does that mean 
for your taxes? We spoke with tax 
experts to get you prepared for Tax 
Day, and to help you avoid high tax 
returns. Tax advisors say it's best to 
pay what you owe as early as 
possible, instead of waiting until 
April. 0:00:37



Economy/Taxes 1/21/2021 6pm News
GPT SOUTH OF 
TRACKS

While Pass Road commercial 
development is doing well, it's still 
slow on Highway 90. A tax incentive 
effort by the city to encourage 
growth near the beach ended last 
year with no commercial 
developments meeting the 
requirements. The minimum capital 
requirement was two million 
dollars.  0:00:28

Economy/Taxes 1/21/2021
THUR 4pm 
Show

PASS ROAD 
CONSTRUCTION

If you've driven on Pass Road in east 
Gulfport, you likely have noticed 
construction work going on. That 
area is seeing an expansion of 
commercial growth recently. An 
empty lot next to the former 
Pinkston's is being developed, and 
the popular coffee shop in 
downtown Gulfport - "Boozer's 
Brew And 0:00:38

Economy/Taxes 1/21/2021
THUR 4pm 
Show

TEACHER PAY AND 
SPORTS BETTING

That passage of SB 2001 faced no 
debate all the senators were added 
as co-authors. The proposal would 
give that thousand dollars raise to 
teachers and teacher assistants. It 
also would raise starting pay to 
$37,000. Joining us with more, State 
Senator Scott Delano.  0:04:59

Economy/Taxes 1/22/2021
10pm 
News

SHAE DOBSON NOT 
RUNNING

Ocean Springs will have a new 
mayor soon. That's following the 
news that current mayor Shea 
Dobson will not be running for 
reelection. Dobson says he is most 
proud of shaping the city with a 
healthy budget and increasing 
public safety. 0:00:24

Economy/Taxes 1/22/2021
630pm 
News MEGA MILLIONS

Excitement ramping up in South 
Mississippi and across the nation 
ahead of tonight's Mega Millions 
Drawing now the third largest 
jackpot in U-S history. Tristan 
Ruppert joins us live with how the 
coast community is reacting. 0:00:11

Economy/Taxes 1/22/2021 6pm News MEGA MILLIONS

Lotto fever as the Mega Millions 
jackpot hits one billion dollars. 
That's now the third largest jackpot 
in U-S history. Tristan Ruppert joins 
us live tonight with more on how 
the coast community is reacting to 
the hype. 0:00:13



Economy/Taxes 1/22/2021 6pm News GPT BILLY HEWES

Mayor Billy Hewes announcing he's 
going for a third term as the leader 
of south Mississippi's largest city. 
Hewes was first elected in 20-13 
with pledging on local growth, 
coastwide collaboration, and 
community engagement. He says 
the new Mississippi Aquarium is a 
huge accomplishment. 0:00:19

Economy/Taxes 1/23/2021
10pm 
Saturday

HANCOCK COUNTY 
FARMER'S MARKET

The Hancock County Farmer's 
Market continues to draw in 
customers despite the hardships of 
the pandemic. Every Saturday, 
vendors come all across South 
Mississippi to sell their meat, 
produce, gifts and other typical 
things you would find at the 
market. 0:00:28

Economy/Taxes 1/23/2021
10pm 
Saturday

HANCOCK COUNTY 
FARMER'S MARKET

The market also follows CDC 
guidelines in order to keep vendors 
and customers safe. 0:00:34

Economy/Taxes 1/24/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News

MARDI GRAS 
BUSINESS IMPACT

In less than a month, Fat Tuesday 
will be here. And while it's not 
business as usual at Mardi Gras 
Supplies in Gulfport because of the 
pandemic, there "is" business. The 
bulk beads and other traditional 
items that normally would be 
heading out the door are pretty 
much stuck on the shelf.  0:00:37

Economy/Taxes 1/24/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News

LADIES DRIVE PINK 
CADILLAC

The Gulf Coast is making history for 
the Mary Kay cosmetics company. 
For the first time in 57 years   four 
sales directors in our area   received 
pink Cadillac's for reaching sales 
goals. Yes -- you heard that right -- 
Pink Cadillac's. 0:00:32

Economy/Taxes 1/24/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News

LADIES DRIVE PINK 
CADILLAC

The sales directors also said -- if you 
are interested in being a part of 
Mary Kay Cosmetics -- you can visit 
"Mary Kay dot com" and find a local 
consultant. 0:00:23

Economy/Taxes 1/24/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News

MARDI GRAS 
BUSINESS IMPACT

We'll have more on this story -- 
tonight at 10 o'clock. 0:00:23

Economy/Taxes 1/25/2021
430AM 
GMM

LADIES DRIVE PINK 
CADILLAC

The sales directors also said -- if you 
are interested in being a part of 
Mary Kay Cosmetics -- you can visit 
"Mary Kay dot com" and find a local 
consultant. 0:00:23



Economy/Taxes 1/25/2021 5pm News
JAXCO STATE OF 
ECONOMY

Progress despite COVID-19 that's 
what Jackson County Chamber of 
Commerce leaders highlighted 
during today's virtual State of the 
Economy meeting. Bill Snyder has 
more in this report. 0:00:12

Economy/Taxes 1/25/2021
630pm 
News

GRILLIN ON THE 
GREEN

Changes coming to yet another big 
Biloxi event Tristan Ruppert is live 
now with the latest on Grillin on the 
Green. 0:00:08

Economy/Taxes 1/25/2021 6pm News
GIRL SCOUT 
COOKIES

It's everyone's favorite time of the 
year. Girl Scouts are now taking 
cookie orders. However, like 
everything else the pandemic is 
impacting how scouts sell their 
cookies. Jennifer Rothert, Product 
Manager for Girl Scouts of Greater 
Mississippi tells us they now have to 
rely on digital sales 0:00:14

Economy/Taxes 1/25/2021 6pm News
JAXCO STATE OF 
ECONOMY

Keeping financial and economic 
development opportunities going 
despite COVID-19. It's what Jackson 
County leaders say has been their 
keys to success. Bill Snyder has 
more from today's state of the 
county economic report. 0:00:02

Economy/Taxes 1/25/2021 6pm News
GEORGE BASS 
LONG BEACH

Long Beach's current mayor is 
running for re-election in 2021. 
Mayor George Bass has served the 
city for the past four years. He says 
he wants to serve another term to 
continue work he's already started 
to improve the city. One of his top 
priorities - solving drainage issues 
across the city. 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 1/26/2021
430AM 
GMM

GIRL SCOUT 
COOKIES

It a tasty time of year! Indulging in 
your favorite treat can help local girl 
scout troops. Girl Scouts are now 
taking cookie orders. However, like 
everything else the pandemic is 
impacting how scouts sell their 
cookies. Jennifer Rothert, Product 
Manager for Girl Scouts of Greater 
Mis 0:00:25

Economy/Taxes 1/26/2021
430AM 
GMM

GEORGE BASS 
LONG BEACH

Long Beach's current mayor is 
running for re-election in 2021. 
Mayor George Bass has served the 
city for the past four years. He says 
he wants to serve another term to 
continue work he's already started 
to improve the city. One of his top 
priorities - solving drainage issues 
across the city. 0:00:47



Economy/Taxes 1/26/2021 5AM GMM
JAXCO STATE OF 
ECONOMY

Keeping financial and economic 
development opportunities going 
despite COVID-19. That's what 
Jackson County leaders say has 
been their keys to success. Bill 
Snyder has more from YESTERDAY's 
state of the county economic 
report. 0:00:14

Economy/Taxes 1/26/2021
630pm 
News BILOXI RV PARK

After a failed attempt to table the 
R-V development plan, Biloxi City 
council voted four to two to allow 
the project. This after the site along 
DeBuys road and highway 90 has 
been empty for more than 15 years 
but now will be an R-V park. The 
argument against the park was 
losing medical space 0:00:51

Economy/Taxes 1/26/2021 6AM GMM
GEORGE BASS 
LONG BEACH 6

Happening in Long Beach. Mayor 
George Bass will run for re-election. 
Bass has served the city for the past 
four years. He says he wants to 
serve another term to continue 
work he's already started to 
improve the city. One of his top 
priorities: solving drainage issues 
across the city. 0:01:05

Economy/Taxes 1/27/2021
10pm 
News

HANCO MARDI 
GRAS HOUSE 
FLOATS

The Mardi Gras house floats in 
Hancock County how grown 
significantly since our first visit. 
What initially began as just a few 
decorated homes has grown into 
nearly 100 decked out homes eager 
to let the good times roll. the 
Hancock house floats idea was 
started after a few neighbors rea 0:00:26

Economy/Taxes 1/27/2021
10pm 
News

LUCEDALE NO 
PARADE

the Mardi Gras parade set to roll in 
Lucedale this Saturday has been 
called off one of *many* parades to 
be cancelled this carnival season 
due to the ongoing coronavirus 
pandemic. organizers say they are 
disappointed-- and just wanted to 
bring a sense of normalcy to this 
unusual carnival season. 0:00:04

Economy/Taxes 1/27/2021
10pm 
News

BREAKING 
BARRIERS

Tonight, smiles lighting up the 
skating rink inside the coast 
coliseum an event that is breaking 
barriers and providing a platform 
that everyone can enjoy. Tristan 
Ruppert has the story. 0:00:13



Economy/Taxes 1/27/2021 5pm News
MINIMUM WAGE 
REAX

If things fall into place up in 
Washington, some minimum wage 
earners could see their paycheck 
amounts go up in the span of a few 
years. Today Bill Snyder explored 
the recent talk about upping the 
nation's minimum wage scale to 15 
dollars an hour. 0:00:14

Economy/Taxes 1/27/2021 6pm News
BREAKING 
BARRIERS

A unique skating experience for 
those with special needs and 
disabilities is underway right now 
over at the Coast Coliseum. Tristan 
Ruppert joins us live tonight with a 
look at the "Breaking Barriers on 
Ice" event. 0:00:07

Economy/Taxes 1/27/2021 6pm News COSMETOLOGY BILL

Hair styling, curling, straightening 
and more. A new bill may allow 
those who do not have a 
cosmetology license to perform 
these tasks. Today social media 
reacted to Senator Jeremy 
England's new proposed bill. 0:00:18

Economy/Taxes 1/27/2021 Midday FOOD GIVEAWAY

Getting food into the hands of 
those who need it most. Feeding 
the Gulf Coast is hosting a drive-
thru giveaway in Biloxi right now. 
Thats where Bill Snyder joins us live 
with more on the event. 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 1/28/2021
10pm 
News

BLX LITTLE THEATRE 
SHOW

COVID-19 has forever changed the 
world but local theatres are getting 
creative so they can once again 
perform and showcase their 
passion. Tristan Ruppert reports. 0:00:07

Economy/Taxes 1/28/2021
10pm 
News

WAMA 
ANNIVERSARY TREE

The Walter Anderson Museum of 
Art is celebrating its 30th 
anniversary this year and kicked off 
the celebrations this afternoon. The 
WAMA team planting 4 big leaf 
magnolias outside the little room. 
For those who haven't visited the 
museum, it is their crown jewel 
display, with the walls and  0:00:07

Economy/Taxes 1/28/2021
630AM 
GMM

TOWN HALL 
ASSISTANCE

The Department of Human Services 
continues its virtual town hall series 
today. We first told you about this 
last week here on GMM, as they 
launched the first Thursday session. 
TODAY'S topic focuses on the 
department's community services 
including a program that can help 
low income families. 



Economy/Taxes 1/28/2021 Midday
GCBC BRICE 
WIGGINS

Senator Wiggins says they're taking 
special precautions this session with 
COVID by streaming all of the 
committee meetings live. 0:00:45

Economy/Taxes 1/28/2021
THUR 4pm 
Show PINTA ARRIVAL

Something big is coming this way. 
As the massive 'Pinta' replica ship 
prepares to dock at Biloxi Schooner 
Pier. Chancelor Winn is out on the 
water joining us now live with more 
on this ship's arrival. 0:01:11

Economy/Taxes 1/29/2021
10pm 
News GAME STOP STOCKS

A battle between the big wigs on 
Wall Street and your neighbor is 
unfolding right now the free market 
is the arena and right now, wall 
street is bleeding. Tristan Ruppert 
joins us in the studio to bring us up 
to speed on this historic story. Now 
you may be asking what is shorting? 0:00:05

Economy/Taxes 1/29/2021
10pm 
News

SEABEE PINNING 
CEREMONY

Today 38 prospective Chief Petty 
Officers earned their rank and took 
part in pinning ceremonies out at 
the Seabee Base in Gulfport. The 
event is split into three different 
ceremonies due to COVID-19 
mandates. Due to the pandemic, It's 
the first time since September of 
2019. 0:00:27

Economy/Taxes 1/29/2021
10pm 
News EVENT REVENUE

Tomorrow, a rare event will be 
happening in Biloxi: a carnival ball. 
In a normal year, the Biloxi Civic 
Center hosts seven of them. But the 
pandemic has shut them down - all 
but the Krewe of Gemini ball. 
Carnival is emblematic of all the 
other events canceled within the 
city. The Civic C 0:00:34

Economy/Taxes 1/29/2021 6pm News BASE RESTRICTIONS

Many of those new CPO's will either 
stay at the Seabee base or be 
deployed. The ones staying, along 
with other active- duty members, 
still only have limited access off the 
base. Tonight, Bill Snyder explains 
why. 0:00:12

Economy/Taxes 1/29/2021 6pm News
BILOXI EVENTS 
COVID

Normally, the Biloxi Civic Center 
would be buzzing with Carnival 
balls. In any other year, seven of 
them would have come through the 
1,000-person capacity space. But in 
this pandemic year, only one krewe 
made the commitment: Krewe of 
Gemini. Mike Lacy has the story. 0:00:16



Economy/Taxes 1/29/2021 6pm News
GPT SALES TAX 
PLAN

The city of Gulfport is preparing to 
ask for a one percent sales tax 
increase on everything except 
groceries. Widening and 
maintaining roads is just one 
category of big- ticket projects the 
city needs to fund. Tuesday the City 
Council will debate asking for state 
lawmakers to okay what's call 0:00:33

Economy/Taxes 1/29/2021 6pm News MILTON TOURISM

Tourism leaders say that the coast 
of Mississippi is the leading 
destination spot in the state. 1/3 of 
statewide tourism activities take 
place here on the gulf coast. We 
also spoke with coastal Mississippi 
executive director Milton Seggara 
about what he thinks. 0:00:17

Economy/Taxes 1/30/2021
10pm 
Saturday

JUANS NEW 
LOCATION

With so many locally owned 
businesses feeling the impacts of 
COVID-19 -- some are finding ways 
to get by -- and even expand -- in 
spite of the health crisis. Andres 
Fuentes has more about a popular 
Mexican restaurant -- opening a 
new location in Hancock County. 0:00:15

Economy/Taxes 1/30/2021
630pm 
News GAME STOP STOCKS

A David and Goliath story like no 
other is unfolding on Wall Street. 
Game Stop stock is soaring up over 
17-hundred percent from 
December. What makes this a 
battle is the fact that many Hedge-
Funds bet against the company's 
success and tried shorting the stock. 
Then every day citizens jump 0:00:32

Economy/Taxes 1/30/2021
630pm 
News

BILOXI EVENTS 
COVID

Because of the available space, 
Biloxi is normally the epicenter of 
Carnival balls. The pandemic, 
however, has shut nearly all of 
them down. But on Saturday, one 
krewe says it can carry on the 
tradition   and do it safely. Mike 
Lacy has the story. 0:00:11

Economy/Taxes 1/30/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM EVENT REVENUE 10

TODAY, a rare event will be 
happening in Biloxi: a carnival ball. 
In a normal year, the Biloxi Civic 
Center hosts seven of them. But the 
pandemic has shut them down - all 
but the Krewe of Gemini ball. 
Carnival is just one of the many 
events that has seen widespread 
cancelations within the  0:00:01



Education 1/1/2021 5AM GMM
LMDC 
COUNTDOWN 5

Children in Gulfport got a head start 
on the New Year's Celebrations 
thanks to the Lynn Meadows 
Discovery Center They rang in the 
new year 12 hours early. Mike Lacy 
has more on the annual Countdown 
to Noon. 0:00:01

Education 1/1/2021
FRI 4pm 
Show 2021 XGR

Next week the gavel will fall on the 
2021 Legislative session. No doubt 
the pandemic will be a big issue as 
lawmakers return to Jackson. 
Joining us with his insight into the 
issues they'll be tackling that will 
impact South Mississippi, State 
Senator Brice Wiggins. 0:00:17

Education 1/4/2021
10pm 
News

LB NEW 
SUPERINTENDENT

The search for a new 
Superintendent for the long beach 
school district is officially over. 
Tonight, the school board 
unanimously approved Doctor Talia 
Lock to beginning July 1st. Lock will 
be replacing outgoing 
Superintendent Doctor Jay Smith 0:00:21

Education 1/5/2021
10pm 
News EAST CENTRAL LOSS

The East Central High School 
Football team taking time to 
remember senior teammate Collin 
Stockman. Collin died on New 
Year's Eve in a car crash on Highway 
six-13 Chancelor Winn has more. 0:00:12

Education 1/5/2021 6pm News
LBSD 
SUPERINTENDENT

A new superintendent is set to take 
over the leadership of the Long 
Beach School District. In a 
unanimous decision the Board of 
Trustees named Dr. Talia Lock the 
district's new Superintendent. It 
could be considered a promotion 
for Lock who has been the principal 
of Long Beach High School. 0:00:15

Education 1/6/2021 5pm News
HARRISON COUNTY 
SCHOOL LAPTOPS

Students in Harrison County kicking 
off the spring semester with some 
new technology. The school district 
now handing out Dell laptops to 
thousands of students. Desirae 
Duncan shows us how the devices 
will benefit students both in the 
classroom and at home.

Education 1/6/2021 6pm News
SOCIAL MEDIA 
REAX?

Social media is active tonight with a 
wide range of opinions on the 
developing events on capitol hill. 
For a closer look at some of those 
comments Hugh Keeton joins us at 
the WLOX Digital desk. 0:00:01



Education 1/7/2021
10pm 
News

HANCOCK HOUSE 
FLOATS

It was a big blow but not a surprise 
to everyone on the coast that 
several Mardi Gras events this year 
would be cancelled. That's why one 
community group came to together 
to create Hancock House Floats. 
The goal is to get everyone in the 
county to turn their homes into 
Mardi Gras themed  0:00:26

Education 1/7/2021
10pm 
News

THIRD GRADE 
READING

Today the Mississippi Department 
of Education is recommending 
schools wave the passing 
requirements for third grade 
"reading" and high school "end of 
course" assessments because of 
COVID-19. Chancelor Winn shares 
how educators are reacting. 0:00:03

Education 1/7/2021 5AM GMM
HARRISON COUNTY 
SCHOOL LAPTOPS

Students in Harrison County kicking 
off the spring semester with some 
new technology. The school district 
now handing out Dell laptops to 
thousands of students. Desirae 
Duncan shows us how the devices 
will benefit students both in the 
classroom and at home. 0:00:04

Education 1/7/2021 6pm News
MGCCC PERK 
DORMS

After a few years of being on the 
waiting list, Mississippi Gulf Coast 
Community College opened a 
brand-new residence hall on the 
Perkinston Campus. Jasmine Lotts 
shows us why some students were 
busting through the doors ready to 
move in. 0:00:13

Education 1/7/2021 6pm News
ARLINGTON 
BACKPACKS

Students at one Pascagoula school 
now have everything they need to 
finish the school year on the right 
foot. Andy Citrin Attorneys handed 
out more than 250 backpacks to 
students at Arlington Elementary 
today through its Project Backpack 
program. Each backpack was filled 
with school supplies.  0:00:02

Education 1/8/2021
10pm 
News

TEACHERS COVID 
LEAVE

What happens when public school 
teachers in Mississippi contract 
COVID-19 and need time off? Right 
now,that's being debated in school 
districts all over the state. Bill 
Snyder explains the current 
situation. 0:00:13



Education 1/8/2021
630pm 
News

OSHS HYBRID 
CLASSES

Since the holidays, we've seen an 
increase in coronavirus cases. And 
that's prompting many school 
districts in south Mississippi to go to 
a "hybrid" schedule. Bill Snyder 
shows us what they're doing to 
keep students safe. 0:00:13

Education 1/8/2021 6AM GMM
HANCOCK HOUSE 
FLOATS 10

People across the coast are still 
finding ways to share the carnival 
spirit despite many Mardi Gras 
parades and events being called off. 
In Hancock County, many are 
coming together to make 'House 
Floats' The goal is to get everyone 
in the county to turn their homes 
into Mardi Gras theme 0:00:28

Education 1/8/2021 Midday
OS HYBRID CLASS 
SYSTEM

Since the holidays, we've seen an 
increase in coronavirus cases. And 
that's prompting many school 
districts in south Mississippi to go to 
a "hybrid" schedule. Bill Snyder 
shows us what they're doing to 
keep students safe. 0:00:00

Education 1/9/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM

TEACHERS COVID 
LEAVE 10

What happens when public school 
teachers in Mississippi contract 
COVID-19 and need time off? Right 
now, that's being debated in school 
districts all over the state. Bill 
Snyder explains the current 
situation. 0:00:15

Education 1/10/2021
10pm 
Sunday

LEA CAMPBELL 
REFELCTS ON STATE 
FLAG

She became the face in South 
Mississippi for the movement to 
change the state flag. And with 
Monday's ceremonial approval of 
the new flag, Lea Campbell reflects 
on her organization's effort to do 
something that many thought 
would not be possible. 0:00:16

Education 1/13/2021
10pm 
News

HARCO SCHOOL 
BOND

Harrison County School District's 
55-million-dollar bond project is 
making major progress. The new 
additions to the district include 
West Harrison Middle School and 
expanding North Gulfport Middle 
School.   Architects say that all three 
projects should be up and running 
together by A 0:00:33

Education 1/13/2021 6pm News
HARCO SCHOOL 
BOND

Harrison County School District's 
55-million-dollar bond project is 
making major progress. The new 
additions to the district include 
West Harrison Middle School and 
expanding North Gulfport Middle 



School.   Architects say that all three 
projects should be up and running 
together by A 

Education 1/13/2021 6pm News
ROCKET TEST 
PREVIEW

You can expect a loud rumbling 
sound this weekend in Hancock 
County. The mission to send the 
first woman and next man to the 
moon and eventually Mars is taking 
a big step forward at Stennis Space 
Center. On Saturday Four RS-25 
engines will fire at the same time.  0:00:27

Education 1/14/2021 5pm News SPECIAL OPS

They operate in relative obscurity 
until they get the call to mobilize. 
We're talking about a United States 
Coast Guard unit that's stationed 
right here in South Mississippi -- at 
Stennis International Airport in 
Hancock County. Tonight Bill Snyder 
introduces us to this group that's 
based a long 

Education 1/15/2021
10pm 
News

GREEN TEST 
PREVIEW

NASA's future exploration of the 
moon and Mars hinges on the 
success of a test tomorrow at 
Stennis Space Center. With eight 
minutes of what engineers are 
calling the most significant liquid 
fueled rocket engine test since the 
Apollo program. 0:00:15

Education 1/15/2021 6pm News

ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL KINDNESS 
CHALLENGE

Students at Pass Christian 
elementary schools are up to the 
challenge the kindness challenge. 
Pass Christian Elementary School 
and Delisle Elementary School are 
participating in the great kindness 
challenge for the month of January. 
It's a national effort to highlight the 
importance of ho 0:00:30

Education 1/17/2021
10pm 
Sunday

SOUTH MS DEMS 
REAX BIDEN

Inauguration day is Wednesday and 
Democratic supporters in South 
Mississippi are getting excited. And, 
they are hopeful, that the event will 
represent a new era of hope. 0:00:10

Education 1/17/2021
10pm 
Sunday

SAINTS FANS 
SPORTS BETTING 
HARRAHS

Only four N-F-L teams are still 
competing in the playoffs for a 
chance to make it to the Super Bowl 
and fans are making their way to 
casinos to watch the games and 
place bets at the sports book. 
Chancelor Winn has more details. 0:00:01



Education 1/18/2021
10pm 
News NAACP MLK

More than a half century has 
passed since Doctor Martin Luther 
King, Junior called for freedom and 
equality. So where are we in his 
"Dream."? Biloxi N-double-A-C-P 
President James Crowell says we 
need peace now more than ever in 
the days following the now deadly 
riots in our Nation Capitol 0:00:16

Education 1/18/2021 5AM GMM
SOUTH MS DEMS 
REAX BIDEN

Inauguration day is this Wednesday. 
Democratic supporters in South 
Mississippi are getting excited. And, 
they are hopeful, that the event will 
represent a new era of hope. Mike 
Lacy has the story. 0:00:00

Education 1/18/2021 6pm News
MLK PICAYUNE 
PARADE

Peace, love and unity. That's what 
those who took part in the annual 
Picayune MLK Day parade say is 
what the event is all about, even 
during a global pandemic. Bill 
Snyder shows us more. 0:00:14

Education 1/20/2021 5pm News
JSU BAND 
INAUGURAL

During 20-20 a global pandemic 
along with riots and protests caused 
a bit of uncertainty leading some 
South Mississippians calling out for 
change from the Biden 
administration. With hopes to help 
bring healing. the 20-21 
inauguration event crew reached 
out to some Historically Black 
Colleges 0:00:22

Education 1/20/2021
630pm 
News

JSU BAND 
INAUGURAL

One Mississippi historically black 
university was in the lime light 
ahead of the inauguration on 
Tuesday night. JACKSON State 
University representing the state. 
The inauguration event crew 
created this virtual opportunity to 
help mold diversity back into our 
nation. One band member on t 0:00:24

Education 1/20/2021
630pm 
News

LIVING HISTORY 
LESSON

Today, Ocean Springs Middle School 
allowed its students to watch 
history in the making.  Ms.  Puzz's 
seventh grade class is filled with 20 
students. Usually, they would have 
been learning language arts, but 
today was an exception. 0:00:27

Education 1/20/2021 6pm News
SONYA WILLIAMS 
BARNES

Before President Joe Biden took the 
Oath of Office Kamala Harris made 
history becoming the first woman 
and first African American Vice 
President. Administering the oath 
to Vice President Harris was 0:00:06



Supreme Court Justice Sonia 
Sotomayor   who herself made 
history. 

Education 1/20/2021 6pm News
INAUGURATION 
HEALING

Some South Mississippians are 
hopeful Biden's presidency will 
bring about unity. People we spoke 
to say they're optimistic about the 
direction of America. 0:00:02

Education 1/20/2021 6pm News
LIVING HISTORY 
LESSON

Today, seeing President Joe Biden 
and Vice President Kamala Harris 
sworn into office gave hope to both 
young and old around the country. 
We spoke with Ocean Springs 
Middle School students to see why 
they are inspired to always believe 
in their dreams. 0:00:09

Education 1/21/2021
10pm 
News

THIRD GRADE 
READING

changes are coming to the state's 
education requirements due to the 
covid-19 pandemic the state board 
of education has decided to adjust 
grading as well as passing 
requirements for students. third 
graders will not be required to pass 
a reading test to advance to fourth 
grade. we spoke 0:00:18

Education 1/21/2021 5pm News
ST JAMES BLOCK 
BUILDING

Seventy-five Lego pieces, aluminum 
foil, a piece of string and a rock. 
What could you build out of that in 
45 minutes? Today some St. James 
Elementary school students took on 
that challenge, and as Bill Snyder 
shows us, they came up with some 
pretty cool stuff. 0:00:13

Education 1/21/2021
630pm 
News

MDE THIRD GRADE 
READING

Covid-19 is once again causing 
changes in the classroom. Today the 
Mississippi State Board of Education 
is suspending three statewide 
policies regarding assessment and 
accountability. Tristan Ruppert joins 
us live with what this means for 
students. 0:00:11

Education 1/21/2021 6pm News
MDE THIRD GRADE 
READING

An array of changes now heading to 
the world of education. The 
Mississippi State Board of Education 
is suspending three statewide 
policies regarding assessment and 
accountability. Tristan Ruppert joins 
us now live with more details. 0:00:11



Education 1/21/2021 6pm News TEACHER PAY

The Mississippi senate has voted 
unanimously to move forward with 
teacher pay raises. The proposal 
would give a 1,000 dollar raise to 
any teacher with at least three 
years' experience that will bring 
starting teachers' salary to $37,000 
a year. 0:00:15

Education 1/21/2021
THUR 4pm 
Show

EDUCATION 
CHANGES

Education changes happening now. 
Because of the pandemic the State 
Board of Education making changes 
to grading and passing 
requirements. The board 
suspending three statewide policies 
on assessment and accountability 
for the 2020-21 school year 0:03:36

Education 1/22/2021 5AM GMM
ST JAMES BLOCK 
BUILDING 5

Seventy-five Lego pieces, aluminum 
foil, a piece of string and a rock. 
What could you build out of that in 
45 minutes? some St. James 
Elementary school students took on 
that challenge, and as Bill Snyder 
shows us, they came up with some 
pretty cool stuff. 0:00:48

Education 1/22/2021 5pm News GOULA GIVE HOPE

The Blood Center usually provides 
scholarships to two to four students 
decided through an application 
process. 0:00:45

Education 1/22/2021 5pm News GOULA GIVE HOPE

Today, the Pascagoula High School 
Student Council put on a blood 
drive at the school in hopes of 
saving lives and earning some 
scholarship money. About 120 
students signed up to give, but it 
attracted community members as 
well. Student council members 
pitched in to help with registration 
and 0:00:01

Education 1/23/2021
10pm 
Saturday

Angela Singletary 
EBOOK

"Want to put this down and do 
regular squats? Shake it out." 
Angela Singletary's new mission is 
to create new mindsets. And her 
life-skill lessons are kid-tested, with 
high-approval ratings. After all, they 
are her inspiration. "Just putting 
them first in everything. 0:02:02

Education 1/24/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

Angela Singletary 
EBOOK 10

"Want to put this down and do 
regular squats? Shake it out." 
Angela Singletary's new mission is 
to create new mindsets. And her 
life-skill lessons are kid-tested, with 
high-approval ratings. After all, they 
are her inspiration. "Just putting 0:02:32



them first in everything. They're the 
reason I 

Education 1/26/2021
630pm 
News

EXTRAORDINARY 
EDUCATORS

Two South Mississippi teachers now 
being honored on the national level. 
Chet Landry joins us from the 
newsroom with the details. 0:00:09

Education 1/27/2021
10pm 
News

MP SCHOOLS DR 
VINCENT

Moss Point is working to expand the 
support system the girls basketball 
team has to all young adults in the 
city. Superintendent Doctor Shanon 
Vincent Raymond believes parents 
play a vital role in the lives of their 
kids and emphasizes the need for 
parents to enforce the city's current 
curfew 

Education 1/27/2021 6pm News MP SCHOOL HOURS

The school day is about to get 
longer in Moss Point. Starting 
Monday, the district will extend in-
school tutoring tailored to meet 
students' needs in grades K through 
8. As Mike Lacy reports, it's not only 
to help fill the gaps created by the 
pandemic, but it's also to help 
enrich those who are  0:00:18

Education 1/28/2021
10pm 
News PINTA ARRIVAL

Looking ahead tomorrow a replica 
the "Pinta" will be docked at the 
Biloxi schooner pier. The 'Pinta' was 
launched in Brazil and was the first 
ship to sight land in the New World. 
The general public can visit the ship 
for a walk aboard tour and it will 
serve as a museum on water for vis 0:00:04

Education 1/28/2021
430AM 
GMM

MOSS POINT 
SCHOOL HOURS 
ADJUSTED

Dr. Vincent adds that the program is 
intended just to last through this 
current school term in preparation 
for next year's assessments. 0:02:19

Education 1/29/2021 5pm News

SEABEE BASE 
PINNING 
CEREMONY

A special occasion   for 38 Naval 
Officers stepping up in rank. Tonight 
Bill Snyder shows us more from 
today's Chief Petty Officer Pinning 
Ceremony at the Seabee Base in 
Gulfport. 0:00:11

Education 1/30/2021
10pm 
Saturday

MOSS POINT 
VETERANS PARADE

Over in Moss Point today -- a drive-
by parade was held   to celebrate 
the 96th birthday of "Willie A. 
Griffin Senior" Mr. Griffin was born 
in 1925   joined the U-S navy   and 
fought in world war two. After 
graduating from Mississippi's law 0:00:25



enforcement academy in 1968   and 
earning a  

Education 1/30/2021
10pm 
Saturday

MOSS POINT 
VETERANS PARADE

The family also wanted to thank 
everyone in the community for 
coming out to celebrate the many 
accomplishments of their father. 
And from all of us here at WLOX -- 
we would like to thank Mr. Griffin 
for his service to our country   and 
wish him a very happy birthday. 0:00:31

Education 1/30/2021
10pm 
Saturday

FOLKS VISITING 
PINTA REPLICA

The Pinta has finally docked and 
folks were lined up at the Biloxi 
schooner dock -- eager to purchase 
their tickets   and board the ship. It 
wasn't only an enjoyable day for 
family -- but it was a great way to 
get an educational lesson while at 
it. Jwan Jordan tells us more. 0:00:14

Environment 1/9/2021
10pm 
Saturday

COLD WEATHER 
PREPS

It's cold   but business is hot for 
items to keep the chill at bay. One 
business in Harrison County is well 
stocked   for what both humans and 
animals - of all kinds - need to stay 
warm. 0:00:10

Environment 1/10/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM

COLD WEATHER 
PREPS 10

It's cold   but business is heating up 
for shops that sell cold-weather 
gear. One business in Harrison 
County is well stocked   for what 
both humans and animals - of all 
kinds - need to stay warm. 0:00:17

Environment 1/12/2021 5pm News

MEMA 
REGISTRATION 
CENTERS

Their goal - to help mainly the 
under-insured or uninsured people 
here on the Gulf Coast get the 
financial help that they need to 
begin the task of rebuilding. 
Officials say that many people in 
South Mississippi don't have the 
means to register online or by 
phone so these centers have been 
setup  0:00:08

Environment 1/12/2021 Midday

MEMA 
REGISTRATION 
CENTERS

Happening now, the Mississippi 
Emergency Management Agency 
helping those in need who are 
picking up the pieces after 
Hurricane Zeta. Chet Landry joins us 
live in Gulfport with the latest. 0:00:10



Environment 1/18/2021 Midday
COMMUNITY 
CLEANUP

Today is Martin Luther King Junior 
Day. People around South 
Mississippi are celebrating the civil 
rights leader's birthday by 
performing community service. 
Desirae Duncan is live in Gulfport 
with the beautification efforts 
underway. 0:00:00

Environment 1/22/2021 5pm News
COYOTES IN 
PASCAGOULA

Thanks Mike. We're no stranger to 
wild animals in South Mississippi. 
Raccoons, possums even armadillos 
can be seen in most places on a 
nightly basis. But -- beach-side 
neighborhoods in Pascagoula   are 
raising concerns over a different 
animal you don't see quite as often. 0:00:33

Environment 1/23/2021
10pm 
Saturday YARDI GRAS

Despite many of the typical Carnival 
festivities being canceled this year, 
the Florence Gardens neighborhood 
in Gulfport isn't letting that ruin 
their holiday spirit. Residents are 
hanging everything and anything 
green, purple and gold for their 
first-ever "Yardi Gras" decorating 
contest.  0:00:17

Environment 1/23/2021
10pm 
Saturday YARDI GRAS

Organizers say the official judging 
will be on February 9th   and more 
houses are expected to be 
decorated by then. 0:00:19

Environment 1/25/2021 5pm News DOLPHIN UPDATE

Tonight, crews at the Institute for 
Marine Mammal Studies continue 
to care for a baby dolphin that was 
rescued off the beach in Harrison 
County. The dolphin was found 
Sunday morning struggling in 
shallow waters. Right now, the male 
dolphin is now in critical condition 
.but showing improvement. 0:00:29

Environment 1/25/2021 6pm News
USM OYSTER REEF 
PROJECT

The U.S. Army Engineer Research 
and Development Center is 
partnering up with USM to restore 
oyster reef habitats in the Gulf. 
Tristan Ruppert joins us live tonight 
from Biloxi with the details. More 
doses of the Covid-19 VACCINES are 
set to arrive in Mississippi this 
week. 0:00:13

Environment 1/26/2021 5AM GMM DOLPHIN UPDATE

THIS MORNING Round the clock 
care for a rescued dolphin. LAST 
NIGHT, the institute for Marine 
Mammals studies says this dolphin 
is still in critical condition. But 
thankfully, its slowly improving. 0:00:25



Environment 1/28/2021 Midday CSPIRE JOBS

C-Spire just making an 
announcement less than an hour 
ago that it plans to invest one-
billion dollars in a growth project in 
the next three years. The project 
will result in faster delivery of 5-G 
wireless technology in Mississippi 
markets. 0:00:27

Environment 1/29/2021 5pm News
OIL SPILL OCEAN 
SPRINGS

Clean-up crews are finishing up at 
the site of a fuel spill in Jackson 
County this evening. The Mississippi 
Department of Environmental 
Quality and the U.S. Coast Guard 
are investigating the incident. The 
spill is in a man-made canal off of 
Old Fort Bayou in St. Martin where 
Captain Ben's Boat 0:00:33

Environment 1/29/2021
FRI 4pm 
Show OIL SPILL

But first, A fuel spill in Jackson 
County today will likely not cause 
any serious ecological damage The 
Mississippi Department of 
Environmental Quality and Coast 
Guard responded early Friday 
Morning to the spill the low tide led 
to a shrimp boat owned by Captain 
Ben's Boat Dock to list  0:00:27

Environment 1/30/2021
10pm 
Saturday

DOG PARK TREE 
PLANTING

Some furry community members in 
Ocean Springs are getting some 
extra love   as the environmental 
committee plants trees in the local 
dog park. In fact -- a dozen of them 
were planted   to spruce up the 
outdoor attraction. The Ocean 
Springs dog park has been a 
community effort   bring 0:00:09

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/1/2021

10pm 
News

NEW YEAR NEW 
BABY

2020 brought many challenges to 
everyone. From the pandemic to 
unemployment to adapting to an 
entirely new way of life. But the last 
year has left an impression this 
generation will not soon forget. As a 
new light shines onto the first day 
of 2020 so does the same light for a 
family in South Mississippi. 0:00:22

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/1/2021

10pm 
News 2021 RESOLUTIONS

Day one of the new year is almost 
complete and many south 
Mississippians are determined to 
make 2021 better than its 
predecessor. Some resolutions are 
big, some are small, but will all 
these self- improvement projects 
stall? Tristan Ruppert reports. 0:00:14



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/1/2021

10pm 
News

EAST CENTRAL 
STUDENT

However It is a somber start to the 
new year around the East Central 
High School Community in Jackson 
County 17-year old East Central 
Senior Collin Stockman was killed 
early Thursday morning in a wreck 
on Highway 613. 0:01:06

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/1/2021

430AM 
GMM

2020 IN YOUR OWN 
WORDS 6

Looking back some are calling 2020 
the worst year ever or at least one 
of the most difficult years in recent 
memory. South Mississippians 
suffered through the hard times of 
20-20 along with the rest of the 
world. John Fitzhugh talked to 
people about the year we all want 
to forget. 0:00:17

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/1/2021 5AM GMM

KOI SUSHI FIRE 
FOLO 5

Investigators are still working to 
determine what sparked the fire in 
an area above the Koi Sushi 
Restaurant in Biloxi. A father now 
grieving after his daughter passed 
away due to that blaze. Bill Snyder 
has more. 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/1/2021 5pm News NEW YEAR FITINESS

20-21 means time to set those New 
Year's resolutions. For many, that 
includes exercise goals. Bill Snyder 
shows us more. 0:00:18

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/1/2021 6pm News COVID TESTING

As positive cases of COVID-19 
remain high in Mississippi, so does 
the need for testing. Few testing 
sites were open on the Coast 
because of New Year's. The new 
site set up in D'Iberville by 
Memorial Hospital at Gulfport was 
busy. One patient we spoke to was 
being tested in advance of a m 0:00:17

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/1/2021 6pm News NEW YEARS FOOD

After a year dealing with the 
pandemic, hurricanes, racial 
protests and economic hardships 
some coast residents made sure to 
stock up on as much good luck as 
they can by eating traditional New 
Year's food today. Several 
restaurants served black eyed peas 
and cabbage for customers looking 
to start the New Year off good. 0:00:22

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/1/2021 6pm News NEW YEAR FITINESS

New Year, new you. That's the 
attitude for some as 2021 brings in 
opportunities to set fitness and 
exercise goals. Today Bill Snyder 
found lots of people taking 
advantage of a fresh start to the 
New Year. 0:00:13



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/1/2021 6pm News COVID LATEST

Now to an update from the state 
department of health. over 25-
hundred new covid-19 cases are 
being reported today across our 
state along with 29 deaths. 342 of 
those new cases originating in south 
Mississippi. 0:00:11

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/2/2021

10pm 
Saturday SURVIVING 2020

2020 is now behind us and today a 
young cancer survivor sits on the 
new Biloxi board walk with her 
family after being told that she 
wouldn't live to see 2021. Jwan 
Jordan has her story. 0:00:03

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/2/2021

10pm 
Saturday COVID HEADLINES

now to the latest on the 
coronavirus crisis. More than 18-
hundred new cases were reported 
statewide today. That along with 24 
new deaths. The statewide total 
number of cases now topping 220 
thousand with 4,840 deaths. 297 of 
the new cases reported today 
coming out of the six southern 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/2/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News AIR TRAVEL

As you know   the holidays were a 
little different this year. But as the 
busy travel season comes to an end   
many folks are heading back home. 
Brandy McGill spoke to a few 
families   about their airport 
experiences amid peak travel 
season   and the pandemic. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/2/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

BILOXI WATER 
RESCUE

Some intense moments earlier this 
afternoon after a man walked into 
the water just west of Courthouse 
Road in Gulfport, prompting a 
rescue by first responders. All of it 
caught on camera. Witnesses saw 
the man - obviously agitated - on 
the beach about 2 p.m. and 
captured this moment as he 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/2/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

MARDI GRAS 
PANDEMIC

While Carnival 2021 won't feature 
many parades and other classic 
celebrations   Mardi Gras retailers 
are saying -- customers are using 
some of their extra cash to 
celebrate the season. Stores say 
more and more Mardi Gras items 
have been flying off store shelves to 
be used for decorations.  0:00:25



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/2/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM COVID TESTING 6

Meanwhile, covid-19 infection rates 
still high after the new year. The 
demand for tests increasing after 
social gatherings during the 
holidays. One patient we spoke to 
at the new site set up in D'Iberville 
by Memorial Hospital at Gulfport 
was being tested in advance of a 
medical procedure.  0:00:51

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/2/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM

NEW YEAR FITINESS 
6

One of the most popular new year's 
resolutions is to get in shape and 
some local businesses are helping 
people reach those weight loss 
goals. Bill Snyder spoke with South 
Mississippians that are putting the 
work in to turn those new year's 
dreams into a reality. 0:00:02

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/2/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM

EAST CENTRAL 
STUDENT 10

Thank you Andre, the new year got 
off to a somber start for the East 
Central High School Community in 
Jackson County 17-year old East 
Central Senior Collin Stockman was 
killed early Thursday morning in a 
wreck on Highway 613 about 200 of 
his friends and loved ones gathered 
to remember him. 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/2/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM

NEW YEAR NEW 
BABY 10

While some are looking to start off 
the 2021 by finding a new 
connection, others are ringing in 
the new year by welcoming a new 
life into the world. Jwan Jordan has 
the story. 0:00:03

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/3/2021

10pm 
Sunday

EAT RIGHT MEAL 
PREP

A Gulfport restaurant is working to 
help people eat healthier in 20-21. 
Chancelor Winn shares how a meal 
prep service from Salute is making 
healthy eating   easier than ever. 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/3/2021

10pm 
Sunday

VACCINE 
FRUSTRATIONS

But first tonight covid-19 cases 
continuing to rise as the days go by 
another 17-hundred reported today 
statewide. many people now 
growing frustrated with the vaccine 
distribution process in our state. 
Some asking questions like - how 
many people have been vaccinated 
so far? 0:00:24

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/3/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM SURVIVING 2020 10

2020 is now behind us and today a 
young cancer survivor is with her 
family after being told that she 
wouldn't live to see 2021. Jwan 
Jordan has her story. 0:00:00



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/4/2021

10pm 
News

SCHOOL NURSE 
HONORED

Before the Stone County School 
Board meeting today a Perkiston 
Elementary School nurse got some 
much deserved praise after saving 
the life of a staff member. The 
principal of the school found 
teacher Angela Stringfellow on the 
classroom floor suffering from 
cardiac arrest. 0:00:25

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/4/2021

10pm 
News ZETA PIERS

Cities on the Coast can start taking 
the next steps towards repairing 
damage left behind by Hurricane 
Zeta. Many piers and harbors were 
left in disarray. Now with the 
federal disaster declaration signed 
last week Mississippi Emergency 
Management Agency Executive 
Director Greg Michel says th 0:00:29

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/4/2021

10pm 
News

XGR ANGELA BURKS 
HILL

Lawmakers are set to head back to 
the state capitol. The 2021 
legislative session begins tomorrow 
morning. Legislators are expected 
to debate Governor Tate Reeves' 
proposal to eliminate state income 
tax. 0:00:18

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/4/2021

10pm 
News

MEDPHARMICS 
VACCINE

Meanwhile, a third coronavirus 
vaccine candidate is being studied 
in South Mississippi and volunteers 
are needed. MedPharmics in 
Gulfport is taking part of phase 3 
clinical trials of the Novavax vaccine 
under development. The company 
has already tested the Pfizer and 
AstraZeneca vaccines on  0:00:21

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/4/2021

10pm 
News TEACHERS VACCINE

Phase one- B of the COVIID-19 
vaccination distribution process will 
also include teachers. Chancelor 
Winn shares why one teacher in the 
Pascagoula Gautier School District 
wants to be first in line. 0:00:06

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/4/2021

10pm 
News

FIRST RESPONDERS 
REACT TO VACCINE

State health officials say the next 
group of people will be offered the 
vaccine in just a few weeks. Andres 
Fuentes talks to the Wiggins Fire 
Department about how they feel to 
be in the lineup. 0:00:08

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/4/2021

10pm 
News

GRANDPARENTS 
VACCINE

We're finally beginning to get some 
answers tonight about the question 
we've all been asking who's next? 
People 65 and up will be among the 
first to get vaccinated, and many 
here in south Mississippi are looking 0:00:17



forward to the opportunity. Tristan 
Ruppert reports.

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/4/2021 5pm News

GETTING FLU 
SHOTS WAITING 
FOR COVID SHOTS

As many people grow anxious to get 
the COVID vaccine- some are 
getting the flu shot. Health officials 
are stressing that people should 
continue on with their annual flu 
vaccine. Coastal Family Health is 
migrating across the coast in its 
mobile unit offering free flu shots. 0:00:33

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/4/2021 5pm News REEVES LATEST

For the first time since the vaccine's 
approval in early December, we're 
learning more about the State's 
plan to get the vaccine to 
Mississippi's most vulnerable 
citizens. Hugh Keeton joins us now 
in the newsroom to break down the 
governor's vaccine distribution plan 
for the coming weeks. 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/4/2021 5pm News VACCINE JAXCO

Vaccines already rolling out drive-
through style to South Mississippi's 
Healthcare workers Chancelor Winn 
joins us now live with a preview of 
what the process may be like when 
it's your turn for the shot. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/4/2021

630pm 
News VACCINE JAXCO

COVID-19 vaccines are now being 
administered to health care 
workers at drive-thru testing sites. 
There are two drive through 
locations on the coast. On Monday 
and Wednesday a drive thru will be 
set up at the Jackson County Health 
Department  0:00:21

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/4/2021 6pm News

FLU SHOTS 
WAITING FOR 
COVID SHOTS

During this time in the pandemic, 
we're also entering the peak of flu 
season. Health officials have been 
encouraging people to not put their 
flu shots on the back burner. 
Brandy McGill has more on how 
Coastal Family Health is working to 
remind people the importance of 
the preventative measure. 0:00:02

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/4/2021 6pm News

MEDPHARMICS 
VACCINE

One of the COVID-19 vaccines 
currently being distributed was 
tested in South Mississippi. A 
second vaccine still awaiting 
approval was also tested here. Now 
a third is in clinical trials and John 
Fitzhugh tells us they are recruiting 
volunteers to participate. 0:00:11



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/4/2021 6pm News VACCINE JAXCO

South Mississippi's healthcare 
workers are already getting in line 
for the vaccine the drive thru sites 
opening up today. There are two 
locations here on the coast, the first 
is in Pascagoula at the Jackson 
County Health Department on 
Mondays and Wednesdays 0:00:28

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/4/2021 6pm News

JAN 4 REEVES 
COVID UPDATE

The vaccination effort is picking up 
steam tonight Starting as early as 
next week residents 75 and older 
could start receiving vaccines and 
people 65 and up the following 
week. 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/4/2021 6pm News TEACHER VACCINE

Today the Mississippi state 
Department of health also 
announcing the timeframe for the 
different phases of vaccine 
distribution. Chancelor Winn joins 
us live with more details on who 
will be eligible for the next round of 
vaccinations. 0:00:04

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/4/2021

MON 4pm 
Show VACCINE JAXCO

Today drive-thru COVID-19 
vaccination sites are opening 
throughout Mississippi. As part of 
Phase one- only healthcare workers 
are eligible to receive the vaccine at 
the drive-thru locations. There are 
two drive-thru sites here on the 
coast.   0:00:29

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/5/2021

10pm 
News

COASTAL FAMILY 
VACCINE

The development of vaccines 
against coronavirus is only part of 
the battle. The logistics of 
distributing the vaccine to millions 
is going to be a huge task. And 
convincing some of the population 
that they should get the vaccine is 
another. Attitudes are shifting 
toward accepting the vaccine,  0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/5/2021

10pm 
News OS MAKE A WISH

The Make-A-Wish Foundation of 
Mississippi gathered the support of 
the community and various donors 
to make the dreams of one little girl 
come true. Harper a 3-year-old girl 
who was diagnosed with leukemia 
in February of 2020. At such a 
young age Harper must endure 
frequent chemotherapy treatment. 



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/5/2021

430AM 
GMM

GETTING FLU 
SHOTS WAITING 
FOR COVID SHOTS

As many people grow anxious to get 
the COVID vaccine- some are 
getting the flu shot. Health officials 
are stressing people should 
continue on with their annual flu 
vaccine. Coastal Family Health is 
migrating across the coast in its 
mobile unit offering free flu shots. 
The clinic says they  0:00:26

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/5/2021

630pm 
News

SENIORS VACCINE 
ACCESS

The wait is almost over for many 
Mississippi residents looking to 
receive a covid-19 vaccine. Next in 
line to get the vaccine -- seniors 75 
and older. About 30 seniors spent 
their day playing bingo at the 
Woolmarket prime of life center. 
Most in attendance have been 
counting down the da 0:00:29

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/5/2021 6pm News

PFIZER TEST 
UPDATE

People who have been willing to 
participate in coronavirus vaccine 
studies have been crucial to the 
development of those vaccines. But 
some of those participants in the 
double-blind studies at 
MedPharmics in Gulfport didn't 
actually receive the vaccine Now 
that the Pfizer vaccine has been 
approved 0:00:51

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/5/2021 6pm News HANK ROGERS OBIT

The coast community also suffering 
another great loss right now. Hank 
Rogers has died. Rogers a 
Mississippi Civil Air Patrol Colonel  
also served as a building official in 
both Biloxi and D'Iberville. 0:00:22

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/5/2021 6pm News

SENIORS VACCINE 
ACCESS

Those 75 and up will be able to get 
the vaccine as early as next week. 
With people 65 and up the 
following week. Our Brandy McGill 
spoke with a few seniors during 
their bingo session about how this 
upcoming vaccination will impact 
them. 0:01:53

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/5/2021 6pm News

GEORGE SEKUL 
OBIT

Today, South Mississippi mourns 
the loss of a legend both on and off 
the field. Michael Dugan joins us in 
the studio to remember Mississippi 
Gulf Coast icon, and Biloxi Native, 
George Sekul 0:00:00



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/5/2021 6pm News

COASTAL FAMILY 
VACCINE

While vaccines for coronavirus will 
become more available for the 
general public in the coming weeks 
and months. There are still many 
people who are skeptical about 
receiving the vaccine. This is 
especially true in minority 
communities and where language is 
a barrier. John Fitzhugh talks to on 0:00:17

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/6/2021

10pm 
News

VACCINE 
APPOINTMENTS

Singing River Health System is also 
rolling out it's plans to vaccinate 
people age 75 and older. Our 
Chancelor Winn has the details. 0:00:06

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/6/2021 6pm News

VACCINE 
APPOINTMENTS

You can visit the Orange Grove 
Specialty on Community Road, The 
Diamondhead Diagnostic Center, 
Memorial's Cedar Lake 
Multispecialty clinic on Popp's Ferry 
Road, or the Digestive Health 
Center in Ocean Springs That comes 
as health care workers at singing 
river health system begin getting 
their se 0:00:07

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/6/2021 Midday

VACCINE 
APPOINTMENTS

The available appointments at the 
Harrison and Jackson County health 
departments are already filled after 
going live sometime last night. It's 
now booked up until January 27th. 
But don't worry the state health 
department says more 
appointments will be added as it 
continues to get the vaccine 0:01:24

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/7/2021

10pm 
News

DHEAD VACCINE 
LINES

In Diamondhead today, people 
lined up early for the first 
opportunity to get a coronavirus 
vaccine. Dozens of people patiently 
stood in line outside the Memorial 
Hospital walk-in clinic for the shot. 
It was one of four Memorial sites 
that administered a total of 15 
hundred vaccines today.  0:00:16

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/7/2021

10pm 
News

COMMUNITY RD 
SITE

Memorial's Orange Grove clinic 
administrators using a numbering 
system for seniors to handle its 
limited daily supply of vaccine. 
Those who showed up early 
received a number and were 
guaranteed the vaccine. Those 
arriving later in the day were told 
they would have to return Thursday 
on a first- 0:00:07



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/7/2021

10pm 
News CASA TBT CHECK

Today CASA of Hancock County was 
given their end of the year 
matching campaign check by the 
Blind Tiger in Bay St Louis. Mayor 
Mike Farve and CASA's courthouse 
facility dog "Remy" were there as 
well. The owner of The Blind Tiger, 
Thomas Genin, committed to match 
up to five thousand dollars. 0:00:27

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/7/2021 5pm News

JAXCO 
FAIRGROUNDS 
VACCINE

And in Jackson County the Singing 
River Health System is also 
vaccinating hundreds of seniors 75 
and older. Their goal is to distribute 
1500 doses of the Moderna vaccine 
by the end of the day. Desirae 
Duncan takes us to their drive thru 
vaccination site. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/7/2021 5pm News

MEMORIAL COVID 
VACCINES

Those seniors waiting up to two 
hours in chilly temperatures to get 
the first round of the Moderna 
vaccination. However, for those we 
spoke with today, the irritation was 
minor. And staff made the wait as 
comfortable as possible with chairs 
set up along the line. 
Administrators admit the k 0:00:27

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/7/2021

630pm 
News

COMMUNITY RD 
SITE

Memorial Hospital rolling out 
COVID-19 vaccinations for those 75 
years and older at four physician 
clinics. At the Orange Grove clinic, 
administrators using a numbering 
system for seniors to handle it's 
limited daily supply of vaccine. 
Those show showed up early 
received a number and were g 0:00:38

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/7/2021 6pm News

MEMORIAL 75+ 
VACCINES

Memorial Hospital at Gulfport also 
opening up four locations on a first-
come, first-served basis to get the 
job done. Even with some hiccups 
with the process and long waits for 
seniors, As Mike Lacy reports -- 
those who got the shot   say it was 
worth the effort. Today, free 
COVID-19 vac 0:00:14

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/7/2021 6pm News

SINGING RIVER 
VACCINES

Sites across south Mississippi 
opening to those 75 years old and 
up. That distribution happening 
right now at a drive thru site in 
Jackson County. Chancelor Winn 
joins us live tonight with more on 
Singing River's efforts to battle the 
virus. 0:00:08



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/7/2021

WLOX 
News This 
Week VACCINE

Hi, I'm David Elliott we start with 
that the push to get more people in 
our community vaccinated. Singing 
River Health System Chief Medical 
Officer Dr. Randy Roth.

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/8/2021

10pm 
News

D'IBERVILLE 
MEMORIAL

Billy Forehand and Alan French 
were two D'Iberville sports steward 
cherished community members 
that were taken too soon. Tonight, 
hundreds gathered at the D'iberville 
football stadium to pay their 
respects and celebrate the two. 
Tristan Ruppert reports. 0:00:14

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/8/2021

10pm 
News

MSMA DOBBS 
UPDATE

But first tonight at 10 - right now 
health care workers, long term care 
residents and seniors over the age 
of 75 are the only people eligible to 
receive a Covid vaccine in 
Mississippi. But vaccine access will 
be expanding soon. State Health 
Officer Dr. Thomas Dobbs saying 
today people over  0:01:14

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/8/2021

10pm 
News

PFIZER VACCINE 
UPDATE

It is a rare opportunity for the 
scientist to become the subject of 
an experiment But that is just what 
happened in the case of a Biloxi 
clinical pharmacist that participated 
in the trials for the Pfizer COVID-19 
vaccine. John Fitzhugh learns why 
she wanted to be on the other side 
of science. 0:00:16

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/8/2021

630pm 
News

PFIZER VACCINE 
UPDATE

Before millions of Americans could 
begin receiving a coronavirus 
vaccine, thousands had to 
participate in the clinical studies. 
Two of those studies have been 
conducted in South Mississippi for 
the Pfizer-Bio-N-Tech and the Astra-
Zeneca vaccines. But those studies 
were double-blind, meaning ha 0:00:23

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/8/2021

630pm 
News

MEMORIAL 
VACCINE SITE

For the second straight day, 
Memorial Hospital offered free 
Moderna COVID-19 vaccinations for 
those 75 years and older. Today, 
the remaining 900 doses were 
administered at the D'Iberville 
Community Center. The wait time 
outside was shorter than it was on 
Thursday at the Memorial 
Physicians 0:00:45



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/8/2021 6pm News

WALMART COVID 
CLEANING

A local neighborhood Walmart is 
now closed for a deep cleaning. the 
store expected to remain closed 
through the weekend. our Tristan 
Ruppert is live tonight with more 
details on why the retailer decided 
to make this move. 0:00:11

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/8/2021 6pm News

MEMORIAL 
VACCINE SITE

Memorial Hospital once again 
offering free Moderna COVID-19 
vaccinations for those 75 years and 
older. This time being offered at the 
D'Iberville Community Center in 
order to administer the remaining 
900 doses. Mike Lacy tells us how 
today's vaccinations were much 
more efficient than Thursday's. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/8/2021 6pm News

MSMA DOBBS 
UPDATE

The vaccine effort now picking up 
steam. Hugh Keeton joins us in the 
newsroom with the latest update 
on how many more Mississippians 
will have access next week. 0:00:17

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/8/2021

FRI 4pm 
Show

CHRIS RAS MENTAL 
HEALTH

Stress is such a huge part of our 
lives from the pandemic to the 
violence at our Nation Capitol this 
week. Everyone is dealing with 
heightened tensions over the past 
year so far, they don't appear to be 
easing in 2021. 0:00:17

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/8/2021 Midday

MEMORIAL 
VACCINE SITE

Underway right now more long 
lines for people wanting to get a 
vaccine today. mike lacy joins us live 
with more. 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/9/2021

10pm 
Saturday

FITNESS 
INSTRUCTOR 
TRANSFORMATION

Health and fitness is - and always 
will be - a necessary part of 
everyone's life. Eating right and 
exercising helps us all physically and 
mentally. It gives us better focus, 
confidence and, of course, the 
added benefit of living longer. 0:00:21

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/10/2021

10pm 
Sunday

SINGING RIVER 
COVID TESTING, 
VACCINE

COVID-19 to be tested first before 
receiving your vaccination. 
"Normally if you're positive you 
have a ten da 0:01:32

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/11/2021

10pm 
News

COVID VACCINE 
MSDH

Nationally, patients are 
experiencing long wait times when 
heading out to get the COVID-19 
vaccine and that includes a 
Mississippi Department of Health 
site in Gulfport. Andres Fuentes has 
more on how patients felt about 
waiting in line. 0:00:13



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/11/2021 6pm News

COASTAL FAMILY 
HEALTH 
VACCINATIONS

At last check, more than 54 
thousand Mississippians have 
received a COVID-19 vaccination. 
This week Coastal Family health 
started their COVID-19 vaccination 
plan as those 75 and older set up 
appointments to get the injection. 
As Bill Snyder shows us, there's 
more to these vaccinations than 
just  0:00:19

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/11/2021 6pm News

COVID VACCINE 
MSDH

But first, across the nation, people 
are seeing delays in receiving their 
COVID-19 vaccines, even here in 
South Mississippi. At the Harrison 
County Health Department, 
residents most at risk of catching 
the virus had to wait long hours for 
the vaccines. Officials say they think 
people cu 0:00:14

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/11/2021

MON 4pm 
Show DR PENICO

Joining us now to talk about South 
Mississippi's battle with covid-19 
and the vaccination process. 
Infectious disease specialist at 
Memorial Hospital at Gulfport Dr. 
Jesse Penico. 0:04:10

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/11/2021

MON 4pm 
Show

COASTAL FAM 
HEALTH VACCINES

Today Coastal Family Health began 
its vaccination plan by seeing 
patients by appointment in 
Vancleave. We're told the vials of 
the Moderna COIVD-19 vaccine 
usually contain enough serum for 
10 injections and are stored in 
temperatures ranging anywhere 
from minus 13 to 5 degrees. 
Seventy-Five-Y 0:00:35

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/12/2021

10pm 
News

DAVID MOHLER 
OBIT

But first, tonight the Ocean Springs 
community mourns the passing of 
an icon. David Mohler has owned 
and operated TatoNut donuts for 
decades and his gourmet goodies 
have helped put the city of 
discovery on the map. Tristan 
Ruppert joins us live in downtown 
Ocean Springs with what he is  0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/12/2021

10pm 
News SRHS VACCINES

Today Singing River Health System 
administering more COVID-19 
vaccinations to people age 75 and 
older. Around 15-Hundred people 
were vaccinated at day Singing 
River Health System's Drive 
Through COVID-19 vaccination site 
at the Jackson County Fairgrounds. 0:00:29



Singing River Health System 
believes 

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/12/2021 5pm News

VACCINES COASTAL 
FAMILY HEALTH

COVID vaccinations kicked off in 
Pass Christian today with Coastal 
family health. Upon arrival people 
are assigned a parking spot after a 
short questionnaire the shot is 
administered. Once vaccination is 
complete you must sit and wait in 
your car 15 to 30 minutes. 0:00:23

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/12/2021 5pm News SRHS VACCINES

Today, Singing River is 
administering more COVID-19 
vaccinations to people age 75 and 
older. Our Chancelor Winn joins us 
live from the drive-thru vaccination 
site with a look at the process. 0:00:18

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/12/2021 6pm News PRC DISPATCH

First responder communication 
between Pearl River County and the 
cities of Picayune and Poplarville 
has taken a quantum leap into the 
future thanks to a new consolidated 
911-dispatch system. Bill Snyder 
takes us to today's ribbon-cutting. 0:00:13

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/12/2021 6pm News SRHS VACCINES

Happening now Singing River Health 
System is continuing to vaccinate 
people in Jackson County. 
Chancelor Winn Joins us live from 
the vaccination site. Chancelor 
how's it looking out there? 0:00:09

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/12/2021 6pm News AMR VACCINES

While Governor Reeves said first 
responders are on deck to get the 
COVID vaccine, some are already 
receiving it Firefighters, E-M-Ts and 
paramedics from across Harrison 
County got their first dose of the 
Moderna vaccine today about 100 
doses were made available through 
Memorial Hospital  0:00:24

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/12/2021

TUE 4pm 
Show MS DEATH RECORD

A new record number of COVID-19 
deaths 98 being reported in our 
state today and 1,648 new cases. Of 
those 256 cases and 19 deaths 
reported in our community. Eight of 
those South Mississippians who lost 
their lives, identified through death 
certificates from the past few 
months. 0:00:30



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/12/2021

TUE 4pm 
Show SRHS

Joining us now with his insight into 
the WIDENING OF WHO CAN GET A 
COVID-19 vaccine and the COVID-19 
battle in our community. Singing 
River Health System Emergency 
Physician Dr. Ambrose Campbell. 0:04:17

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/12/2021

TUE 4pm 
Show SRHS VACCINES

Today more people age 75 and 
older are receiving the COVID-19 
vaccine. Singing River Health 
System is administering around 15-
Hundred Pfizer vaccines at the 
Jackson County Fair Grounds. This is 
the second day Singing River Health 
System is operating the drive-thru 
vaccination site.  0:00:04

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/13/2021

10pm 
News

VACCINATION 
FRUSTRATION

Hospitals and health systems are 
waiting for more COVID-19 vaccines 
in order to continue administering 
More vaccinations and the 
Mississippi State Department of 
Health estimates that the next 
shipment of vaccines may not arrive 
until the middle of February. 
Chancelor Winn reports. 0:00:17

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/13/2021

10pm 
News VACCINE PATIENCE

The early days of coronavirus 
vaccine distribution have been filled 
with missteps and challenges. Even 
when the initial wave of people 
seeking vaccines are taken care of 
health experts say it will take 
months more to get the entire 
population vaccinated 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/13/2021 6pm News

BILOXI PD 
VACCINES

First responders in Biloxi are rolling 
up their sleeves to get protected 
against COVID 19. Desirae Duncan 
reports. 0:00:07

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/13/2021 6pm News OS REHAB CENTER

Meanwhile Ocean Springs Health 
and Rehab Center residents getting 
their first vaccinations today. 
Brandy McGill was there and has 
their story. 0:00:07

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/13/2021 6pm News VACCINE PATIENCE

The state health department 
announcement that it will be weeks 
before more of vaccine doses arrive 
in Mississippi came at the end of 
another long frustrating day for 
people trying to schedule 
appointments. John Fitzhugh spent 
some time at a Coastal Family 
Health vaccination site where folks 
were p 0:00:19



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/13/2021

WED 4pm 
Show

VACCINE 
APPOINTMENT 
FRUSTRATION

In Mississippi right now -- 
Frustration now as Mississippians 
try to sign up with the state for the 
COVID-19 vaccine. Busy phone lines 
and long waits online. After the 
Governor opened vaccines to 
people 65 and older and anyone 
with pre-existing conditions, the 
bottleneck at the state  0:01:34

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/14/2021

10pm 
News

HEALTH DEPT 
VACCINES

But first, Vaccination efforts 
continuing in our state with plans 
underway from state health officials 
As the state awaits the delivery of 
more doses WLOX news has 
confirmed the Mississippi State 
Department of Health is working to 
set up a mass vaccination site at the 0:00:53

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/14/2021 5pm News

REEVES COVID 
RESPONSE

Reeves says he anticipates being 
able to make appointments for the 
first week of February "in the very 
near future." 0:00:37

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/14/2021 5pm News SUNPLEX VACCINES

Today - residents and staff at the 
Sunplex Sub-Acute Center in 
Jackson County began receiving the 
first dose of the Pfizer vaccine. 
Desirae Duncan was there and has 
the story. 0:00:10

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/14/2021 5pm News

REEVES COVID 
RESPONSE

While on the Coast today, Governor 
Tate Reeves telling WLOX News 
Now that he understands the 
frustration of thousands of people 
trying to register for COVID-19 
vaccinations. This frustration 
growing as vaccinations have been 
expanded to those 65 and over and 
those with preexisting conditions 0:00:43

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/14/2021 6pm News REEVES COVID

Governor Tate Reeves on the Coast 
today, speaking on his frustration 
along with everyone else with the 
state's rollout of the COVID-19 
vaccination program. Mike Lacy has 
the story. 0:00:10

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/14/2021 6pm News AFTER THE VACCINE

Health experts say just because you 
have received one of the 
coronavirus vaccines, doesn't mean 
you can take your mask off It will be 
months before enough people have 
received a vaccine that we can 
begin to relax the precautions the 
C-D-C advises John Fitzhugh 0:00:18



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/14/2021 6pm News

HEALTH DEPT 
VACCINES

The Harrison County Health 
Department's lot was full today. 
Cars were bumper to bumper of 
people waiting to get the vaccine. 
However, visitors say that the 
process was smooth and well 
organized. 

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/14/2021 6pm News SUNPLEX VACCINES

Today, residents and staff at 
Sunplex Subacute Center in Jackson 
County rolled up their sleeves to 
receive the first dose of the Pfizer 
vaccine. Wal-greens pharmacists 
administered the vaccines. Nearly 
all of the facility's 43 residents were 
vaccinated. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/14/2021

THUR 4pm 
Show SRHS DR

New cases these past few days 
seem to be holding right there at 
that two thousand mark. How long 
is this surge going to last especially 
with the vaccine not being readily 
available to many of those who are 
eligible. Joining us with his insight   
Singing River Health System's Dr. 
Bob 0:00:22

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/15/2021

10pm 
News SECOND SHOT APPT

Most of the facilities giving COVID-
19 vaccines are scheduling the 
second shot for patients that day, 
But the State Health Department is 
not John Fitzhugh explains what the 
state is doing to make sure 
everybody gets two shots. 0:00:13

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/15/2021

10pm 
News

EXEC ORDER 
UPDATE

Tonight, the mask mandate remains 
in effect in all six South Mississippi 
coast counties. Governor Reeves 
extending the executive order until 
February, the third. Our Tristan 
Ruppert reports on the 
community's reaction. 0:00:12

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/15/2021 5AM GMM

SUNPLEX VACCINES 
6

While some are waiting to make 
appointments, others are getting 
vaccinated. This video shows 
residents and staff at Sunplex 
Subacute Center in Jackson County 
rolling up their sleeves to receive 
the first dose of the Pfizer vaccine 
Walgreens pharmacists 
administered the vaccines 
YESTERDAY. Near 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/15/2021 6pm News

EXEC ORDER 
UPDATE

Governor Tate Reeves extending a 
mask mandate in all six south 
Mississippi counties. Tristan 
Ruppert joins us now live from 0:00:10



Ocean Springs with more on today's 
announcement 

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/15/2021 6pm News DOCTOR TRAINING

Memorial Hospital at Gulfport 
looking to reach new heights in 
medical training. It is now 
developing a Graduate Medical 
Education program that will attract 
medical residents from around the 
country. Doctor Gretchen Holmes 
came in last year to develop the 
infrastructure for the program 0:00:25

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/15/2021 6pm News SECOND SHOT APPT

Most of the facilities giving COVID-
19 vaccines are scheduling the 
second shot for patients that day, 
But the State Health Department is 
not John Fitzhugh explains what the 
state is doing to make sure 
everybody gets two shots.

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/15/2021 6pm News

HOSPITAL BEHIND 
THE SCENES

They are the front-line health care 
workers that perform their duties 
behind the scenes during the battle 
against COVID-19. Janitorial services 
help keep hospitals safe and clean. 
And during this pandemic, their 
essential work really is helping to 
save lives. Mike Lacy has the story. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/15/2021

FRI 4pm 
Show

COASTAL FAMILY 
HEALTH

Joining us now with her insight into 
the covid-19 situation in South 
Mississippi Coastal Family Health's 
Dr. Wendy Williams. 0:00:02

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/15/2021

WLOX 
News This 
Week VACCINE

WIDER THAN NORMAL FOR THIS 
SHOW Hi, I'm David Elliott  We start 
with that  The State Department of 
Health says the next shipment of 
vaccine is coming to the state the 
middle of February. Joining us, the 
man in charge of the Singing River 
Health System Vaccines and 

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/17/2021

10pm 
Sunday

GULF COAST 
COLISEUM 
VACCINATION SITE

Good evening, thanks for joining us 
on this Sunday night. A popular 
covid-19 vaccine site in Harrison 
County is closing up shop and 
moving its operation to somewhere 
more spacious. Starting tomorrow 
the Mississippi Coast Coliseum will 
be the new site where the state 
health department will s 0:00:32

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/17/2021

10pm 
Sunday

GULF COAST 
COLISEUM 
VACCINATION SITE

If you already made an 
appointment for your vaccine, you 
should have received a notification 
for the location change and your 0:00:33



appointment time should remain 
the same.

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/18/2021

10pm 
News

VACCINE GOING 
BAD

Meanwhile 30-thousand people are 
signed up to receive a covid 
vaccination this week from the 
state department of health This 
afternoon after the health 
department opened appointments 
for next week. It didn't take long for 
those appointments to get filled up 
as well. 0:01:16

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/18/2021

10pm 
News COVID HEADLINES

That comes as health professionals 
across the country are also working 
to gain the trust of those who may 
still be skeptical of getting the 
vaccine. Infectious disease specialist 
at Memorial Hospital at Gulfport Dr. 
Jesse Penico shared with us the 
moments he got his second dose of 
the Modern 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/18/2021 5AM GMM

GULF COAST 
COLISEUM 
VACCINATION SITE

A popular covid-19 vaccine site in 
Harrison County is moving to 
somewhere much more spacious. 
STARTING TODAY, the state health 
department will be administering 
COVID-19 vaccines at the 
Mississippi Coast Coliseum. It 
replaces the drive-up site at the 
Harrison County Health Department 
build 0:00:03

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/18/2021 5AM GMM

GULF COAST 
COLISEUM 
VACCINATION SITE

If you already made an 
appointment for your vaccine, you 
should have received a notification 
for the location change and your 
appointment time should remain 
the same. 0:00:25

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/18/2021 6pm News

MSDH WEBSITE 
VACCINE

And one big improvement to make 
that happen more appointments 
are opening up through the 
Mississippi Department of Health. 
Karen Abernathy joins us now from 
the newsroom with the latest. 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/18/2021 6pm News

COLISEUM VACCINE 
SITE

As Karen just mentioned the state 
health department has now 
officially moved from the Harrison 
County health department 
vaccination site to the Mississippi 
Coast Coliseum. Brandy McGill was 
there for day one of the process 
and gives us a deeper look. 0:00:11



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/18/2021 6pm News COVID HEADLINES

That comes as another 14 hundred 
cases of covid-19 were reported 
across our state today. There have 
now been more 253 thousand total 
cases reported statewide since the 
pandemic began. 357 of those 
reported today originating in the six 
southernmost counties. Governor 
Tate Reeves today pr 0:00:30

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/18/2021 6pm News HOMELESS DEATH

There are multiple programs in 
South Mississippi to help the 
homeless. One of them, Home at 
Last, is administered through Back 
Bay Mission in Biloxi. But as John 
Fitzhugh tells us, the program was 
three days too late to save one man 
who was enrolled. 0:00:10

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/18/2021 Midday

COLISEUM VACCINE 
SITE

More room to work. The coast's 
newest site for Covid-19 vaccines 
opened just a few hours ago. 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/18/2021

MON 4pm 
Show REEVES

About an hour ago Governor Tate 
Reeves saying the state is working 
to get more COVID-19 vaccines in 
arms. He also says both the website 
and call center have been improved 
to handle more people making 
appointments. 0:00:11

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/18/2021

MON 4pm 
Show DR PENICO

Joining us now with his insight into 
South Mississippi's battle with 
covid-19. Infectious disease 
specialist at Memorial Hospital at 
Gulfport Dr. Jesse Penico and you 
are going to get your second dose 
of the Moderna vaccine right now 
with us. 0:00:07

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/18/2021

MON 4pm 
Show VACCINE SITE

Right now, day one wrapping up at 
the state health department's 
Coliseum vaccine site. Karen 
Abernathy is there and joins us now 
live with the latest. 0:00:11

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/19/2021 6pm News

FRONTLINE 
VACCINES

As frontline workers sacrifice long 
hours to protect the community, 
they're now hoping people will trust 
in the science when it comes to the 
covid-19 vaccine. Brandy McGill 
spoke with some healthcare 
workers who are getting the vaccine 
for the second time on why it's so 
important to them. 0:00:20



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/19/2021 6pm News

GEORGE REGIONAL 
VACCINES

George and Greene Counties began 
receiving COVID-19 vaccinations 
today. eleven hundred people 
rolled through the George County 
Fairgrounds in Lucedale and the 
Greene County Hospital in 
Leaksville. They expect about the 
same number of visitors tomorrow. 
you can go to their web site 
GEORGE-REGIO 0:00:13

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/19/2021 6pm News ST JUDE KICK OFF

Right now, you have a shot at 
winning a new home, while helping 
children who are fighting for their 
lives. Today St. Jude kicked off it's 
2021 Dream Home campaign. The 
four bedroom, two and a half bath 
home, valued at 450 thousand 
dollars is now under construction. 
It's located in the A 0:00:29

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/19/2021 6pm News COVID HEADLINES

Singing River Health System held its 
last scheduled day of the first round 
of vaccines until more arrive. 
Singing River RN Administrator 
Heath Thompson tells us by the end 
of today they will have given 8,325 
vaccines - that's all the first doses 
available. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/19/2021

TUE 4pm 
Show SRHS VACCINE

By the end of today Singing River 
Health System will have given 8,325 
vaccines - all first doses. Right now, 
all of the health system's vaccine 
appointments are filled. Joining us 
to talk about when that may open 
up again-- Singing River RN 
Administrator Heath Thompson. 0:04:26

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/20/2021

10pm 
News

ST MARTIN FOOD 
DISTRIBUTION

High School students at st martin 
are pitching in to help their 
community and their classmates. 
The school's Food for Thought 
Pantry provides extra food for 
families in need. Students in the Life 
Skills and Junior R-O-T-C classes 
organize and deliver the food once 
a month. 0:00:10

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/20/2021

430AM 
GMM

FRONTLINE 
VACCINES 6

As frontline workers sacrifice long 
hours to protect the community, 
they're now hoping people will trust 
in the science when it comes to the 
covid-19 vaccine. Brandy McGill 
spoke with some healthcare 
workers who are getting their final 
dose on why the vaccine is so 
important to them. 0:00:18



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/20/2021

430AM 
GMM COVID HEADLINES 6

Singing River Health System held its 
last scheduled day of the first round 
of vaccines until more arrive. 
Singing River RN Administrator 
Heath Thompson tells us they have 
given 8,325 vaccines - that's all the 
first doses available. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/20/2021

530AM 
GMM ST JUDE KICK OFF 6

Right now, you have a shot at 
winning a new home, while helping 
children who are fighting for their 
lives. St. Jude's 2021 Dream Home 
campaign is now off the ground and 
running. The four bedroom, two 
and a half bath home, valued at 450 
thousand dollars is under 
construction. 0:00:29

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/20/2021 5pm News

ST MARTIN FOOD 
DISTRIBUTION

A program at St. Martin is reaching 
out to low-income families and 
those affected by COVID-19 the 
school began its Food for Thought 
Pantry in November to provide 
extra food for families in need. The 
program has gone from helping 11 
to 19 families in three months and 
is expected to continue. 0:00:25

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/20/2021 5pm News

NURSING HOME 
VACCINES

More COVID vaccinations 
happening across South Mississippi. 
Pharmacies, like C-V-S have been 
traveling to long term care facilities 
to administer the vaccine. Here's 
what a few residents at Pass 
Christian rehabilitation center had 
to say about their experience. 0:00:16

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/20/2021 6AM GMM

GEORGE REGIONAL 
VACCINES

George and Greene Counties began 
receiving COVID-19 vaccinations 
THIS WEEK. Eleven hundred people 
rolled through the George County 
Fairgrounds in Lucedale and the 
Greene County Hospital in 
Leaksville they expect about the 
same number of visitors LATER 
TODAY. you can go to their website 
GEORGE 0:01:11

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/20/2021 6pm News

ST MARTIN FOOD 
DISTRIBUTION

High School students at St Martin 
are pitching in to help their 
community and their classmates. 
The school's Food for Thought 
Pantry provides extra food for 
families in need. Students in the Life 
Skills and Junior R-O-T-C classes 
organize and deliver the food once 
a month. About 60 per-cent of 0:00:23



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/20/2021

Wed4pm 
Show DR CONGER

COVID-19 very much a part of the 
inauguration. From today's speech 
to the memorial to the 400-
thousand people in our country 
who have died. The new president's 
vow is to get vaccines in American 
Arms. Joining us with latest on the 
battle against Covid-19 in South 
Mississippi. 0:03:40

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/21/2021

10pm 
News FOSTER FAMILIES

A loving home is a basic necessity 
for all children but here in South 
Mississippi that basic necessity isn't 
always a given. 0:00:06

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/21/2021

10pm 
News

MENTAL HEALTH 
AND COVID

According to the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, 
mental health concerns are 
extremely common. With an 
estimated 50 percent of all 
Americans diagnosed with a mental 
illness or disorder at some point in 
their lifetime. 0:00:36

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/21/2021

10pm 
News TELEMED

COVID-19 has taken a lot from us 
but it has also forced next level 
innovation. This includes in the 
medical field where telemedicine at 
Memorial Hospital has taken off. 
Tristan Ruppert reports on the 
astonishing growth we're 
witnessing in south Mississippi 0:00:03

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/21/2021

10pm 
News

MISSING MENTAL 
HEALTH

Developing tonight Gulfport Police 
are asking for your help to find a 
missing person. 27- year- old Kayla 
DeSilva was last seen in the 1900 
block of 24th Avenue on Sunday 
January 17. Her mother said DeSilva 
has mental health issues and may 
be a danger to herself. She is 5 feet, 
4 inches tall a 0:00:39

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/21/2021

10pm 
News

INFUSION 
TREATMENT

People testing positive for COVID-
19 may qualify for a new treatment 
at Singing River Health System. Our 
Chancelor Winn shares more details 
about this unique treatment that 
some patients are calling a miracle. 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/21/2021

430AM 
GMM

ST MARTIN FOOD 
DISTRIBUTION

High School students at st martin 
are pitching in to help their 
community and their classmates. 
The school's Food for Thought 
Pantry provides extra food for 
families in need. Students in the Life 
Skills and Junior R-O-T-C classes 
organize and deliver the food once 
a month. About 60 per-cent of 0:00:23



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/21/2021

430AM 
GMM

NURSING HOME 
VACCINES 5

Pharmacies, like C-V-S have been 
traveling to long term care facilities 
to administer the coronavirus 
vaccine. Here's what a few 
residents at Pass Christian 
rehabilitation center had to say 
about their experience. 0:00:13

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/21/2021 5pm News VACCINE SUPPLY

But first State health officials with 
the Mississippi Department of 
Health revealing most of the covid-
19 vaccine doses they receive are 
now being sent to the state's drive-
thru sites rather than hospitals. 
Chancelor Winn joining us now 
from Ocean Springs with reaction 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/21/2021

630AM 
GMM

NURSING HOME 
VACCINES

More COVID vaccinations 
happening across South Mississippi. 
Pharmacies, like C-V-S have been 
traveling to long term care facilities 
to administer the vaccine. Here's 
what a few residents at Pass 
Christian rehabilitation center had 
to say about their experience. 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/21/2021 6pm News MDHS TOWN HALL

Anyone who relies on the 
Mississippi Department of Human 
services for things like SNAP 
benefits, temporary assistance for 
needy families, or child support may 
be interested in clicking on a virtual 
event thats happening right now. 
DHS is hosting a series of virtual 
town halls aimed at help 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/21/2021 6pm News VACCINE SUPPLY

The other big story that we're 
following tonight is the news that 
all *new* doses of the covid-19 
vaccine will *only* be going to the 
state health department 
distribution sites. Although more 
appointments are now available for 
the vaccine through the State 
Health Department some are still 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/21/2021 6pm News

SECOND DOSE 
VACCINE

The state announced earlier today 
that another 12 thousand 
appointment slots were open for 
second shots. All those 
appointment slots have already 
been taken. Dr. Thomas Dobbs 
today described the online 
scheduling situation "a logistic 
monster". Barbara Comstock of 
Saucier has been trying t 0:00:09



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/22/2021

10pm 
News

COYOTES IN 
PASCAGOULA

The Pascagoula Police Department 
is getting more and more calls 
about coyotes in neighborhoods 
near Beach Boulevard. Residents 
say they see them mostly in the 
morning and while it's rare that 
they harm people, residents warn 
about what they can do to pets and 
other animals. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/22/2021

10pm 
News VACCINE EXPLAINER

There are a lot of questions 
surrounding the COVID-19 
Vaccination process. Who can get 
vaccinated right now? Where would 
they schedule and receive their 
shot? Tristan Ruppert joins us in the 
studio with a breakdown. 0:00:21

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/22/2021

10pm 
News CASA DONATION

Today, Allen Hyundai on Pass Road 
in Gulfport donated a 15,000-dollar 
check to CASA of Harrison and 
Stone counties. Hyundai made a 
goal of raising at least 10,000 
dollars for the organization, for 
each car sold in 2020 Hyundai 
would take a portion of the 
proceeds to donate. CASA member 0:00:24

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/22/2021 5pm News

HEALTH CARE 
WORKERS STRAIN

But first tonight   stress, anxiety, 
and even Post Traumatic Stress 
Disorder. National studies say that's 
what many health care workers are 
dealing with as the COIVD-19 global 
pandemic continues. In South 
Mississippi, those on the COVID 
frontlines are dealing with those 
same issues. 0:00:22

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/22/2021

630pm 
News

HEALTH CARE 
WORKER STRAIN

As you can imagine, the stress and 
strain on healthcare workers during 
the pandemic has been off the 
charts. But as Bill Snyder shows us, 
those on the frontlines say 
teamwork, passion and 
commitment are what keep them 
going. 0:00:14

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/22/2021

630pm 
News GOULA GIVE HOPE

Today, Pascagoula High School had 
a blood drive with COVID in mind. 
The "Goula Give Hope" drive may 
have been different than other 
years - with social distancing and 
safety protocols - but the purpose 
has stayed the same. Mike Lacy has 
the story. 0:00:14



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/22/2021 6pm News

HEALTHCARE 
HEROES

Today Gulfport's Memorial Hospital 
brightened up the day for some 
people by having a healthcare 
heroes celebration. The hospital 
partnered with Wallace Window 
Cleaning and had workers dress up 
as superheroes as they repelled 
down the side of the hospital. Our 
Jasmine Lotts has the story. 0:00:18

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/22/2021

FRI 4pm 
Show

HEALTHCARE 
HEROES

Today Memorial Hospital held a 
special celebration to show 
appreciation to our healthcare 
heroes, and to brighten patients' 
day. Both workers and patients got 
to see window cleaners dressed as 
superheroes as they repelled down 
the side of the hospital. 0:00:41

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/25/2021

10pm 
News

VACCINE 
FRUSTRATIONS

Now to the ongoing battle against 
covid-19. Frustrations now 
mounting over a lack of available 
vaccination appointments some 
who have already gotten their first 
shot are speaking out. Tristan 
Ruppert has the story. 0:00:12

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/25/2021

10pm 
News

BHM VACCINE 
CAMPAIGN

Organizations working together to 
raise awareness about the ongoing 
covid pandemic for Black History 
Month the 'Take the Shot - Score a 
Win Against COVID' Pledge 
Awareness will kick off with a 
COVID Vaccine Virtual Town Hall 
Meeting tomorrow. 0:00:23

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/25/2021 6pm News COVID HEADLINES

More doses of the Covid-19 
VACCINES are set to arrive in 
Mississippi this week. Officials say 
the state is getting 37-thousand 
doses of the vaccine each week but 
those doses are already spoken for. 
30-thousand doses are being sent 
to state-run drive-thru vaccination 
sites. 0:00:36

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/26/2021

10pm 
News

HISPANIC 
COMMUNITY COVID

COVID-19 has hit minority 
communities hard over the course 
of the pandemic. Andres Fuentes 
has more on how health experts are 
dealing with keeping Mississippi's 
Hispanic community safe. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/27/2021

10pm 
News BSL DOG RESCUE

A scary situation for a Bay St Louis 
resident proving just how far we 
will all go to save our four legged 
friends. Jwan Jordan has the story. 0:00:24



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/27/2021 6pm News FOOD GIVEAWAY

Getting food into the hands of 
those who need it most. Feeding 
the Gulf Coast hosted a drive-thru 
giveaway in Biloxi today. Bill Snyder 
was there and has more on the 
event. 0:00:12

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/28/2021

10pm 
News

MOSS POINT 
PARENTS

Developing out of Moss Point 
tonight - Mayor Mario King has 
extended the city's civil service 
emergency until Sunday. The 
curfew for minors was put into 
place earlier this week to help 
decrease the trend of violent crime 
in the area. 0:00:13

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/28/2021

10pm 
News

PRC SUICIDE 
PREVENTION RALLY

The death of a Pearl River County 
High senior brought current and 
former students together today to 
talk about bullying and suicide 
prevention. Gavin Pell was a senior 
at the school and passed away 
January 3. 0:00:21

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/29/2021

10pm 
News

FEMA VACCINE 
GRANT

MEMA now receiving a 32- million- 
dollar grant for COVID-19 vaccine 
distribution. The money is being 
provided by the federal emergency 
management agency. The grant will 
assist MEMA in administering the 
vaccine at public facilities 
throughout the state. MEMA 
applied for a total of 64 million 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/29/2021 5pm News

BILOXI EVENTS 
COVID IMPACT

The city of Biloxi is normally the 
epicenter of Carnival balls, but the 
pandemic has shut them down. 
That is, all but one. On Saturday 
night, the Krewe of Gemini will have 
its annual ball at the Biloxi Civic 
Center. But ball captain Shellie 
Moses says she is simply carrying 
out the will  0:00:36

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/29/2021 5pm News

CDC AVOID TRAVEL 
WARNING

Tourism directors say that the coast 
of Mississippi is the leading 
destination spot in the state. One-
third of tourism activities are along 
the coast. In the studio, Jasmine 
Lotts, WLOX News now 0:00:31

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/29/2021 5pm News

BILOXI EVENTS 
COVID IMPACT

We'll have more on this story at 6 
o'clock. 0:00:26

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/29/2021 6pm News CDC AVOID TRAVEL

The CDC now recommending 
people avoid travel at this time to 
decrease the number of covid 
cases. Some are concerned about 
the impact on our local economy 
while others think it's a good idea 0:00:03



to take the precautions. Our 
Jasmine Lotts reports.

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/29/2021 6pm News

ANSLEY GILICH 
BLOOD DRIVE

Today Red Cross hosted a blood 
drive in honor of Ansley Gilich. The 
eight-year-old is battling cancer and 
has been going through 
chemotherapy, The Gilich family 
says they wanted to help give back 
to others and raise awareness. The 
goal of the drive is to get 150 
donations, and the Gilich  0:00:31

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/29/2021 6pm News

JAN 29 MSDH 
COVID BRIEFING

We told you yesterday about the 
state's allocation increasing to 
43,000 first doses next week rather 
than the 37,000 we've been 
receiving. But in today's call with 
the Department of Health, we 
learned there will be another 9,000 
dose in the mix on top of that. Still, 
the state will stick with the  0:01:28

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/30/2021

10pm 
Saturday

OCEAN SPRINGS NO 
PARADE

Downtown Ocean Springs was 
supposed to be jammed with 
Carnival revelers today. Because of 
the pandemic, however, the Ocean 
Springs Elks parade - along with all 
the others in South Mississippi - was 
shut down. But, in this case, "no 
parade" meant "yes   party." 0:00:14

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 1/30/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM

CDC AVOID TRAVEL 
6

The CDC now recommending 
people avoid travel at this time to 
decrease the number of covid 
cases. Some are concerned about 
the impact on our local economy 
while others think it's a good idea 
to take the precautions. Our 
Jasmine Lotts has more. 0:00:01

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 1/1/2021

430AM 
GMM

KOI SUSHI FIRE 
FOLLOW 6

The fire we firs told you about 
earlier this week at Koi Sushi has 
turned deadly. We've learned 43-
year-old Iesha Causey died from 
smoke inhalation at a local hospital. 
Bill Snyder spoke with Iesha's father 
about the tragic blaze. 0:00:01

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 1/3/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News

MARKHAM 
BUILDING UPDATE

Original projections put the cost of 
renovations at about 30 million 
dollars. 0:00:47



Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 1/3/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News

MARKHAM 
BUILDING UPDATE

There's something missing in 
downtown Gulfport: a blighted 
Markham Hotel. In fact, about 90 
percent of the outside has been 
replaced and sealed, which has 
turned the property from an eye 
sore   to a sight for sore eyes. But it 
still may be a while before the 
building is operational. Lod 0:00:36

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 1/4/2021

530AM 
GMM

MARKHAM 
BUILDING UPDATE

Original projections put the cost of 
renovations at about 30 million 
dollars. 0:00:47

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 1/4/2021

530AM 
GMM

MARKHAM 
BUILDING UPDATE

There's something missing in 
downtown Gulfport: a blighted 
Markham Hotel. Have you noticed 
the facelift?? About 90 percent of 
the building's exterior has been 
replaced and sealed. But it still may 
be a while before the building is 
operational. Lodging & Leisure 
Investments bought the ho 0:00:39

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 1/11/2021 5pm News HOMELESS HELP

A fire at a Gulfport motel this 
morning brings homelessness in 
cold weather to the forefront The 
owner of the Super 8 motel says he 
rents rooms at a discount rate to 
the homeless in cold weather. He 
says he had about 20 people in 
need of shelter in the motel over 
the weekend. He claims that o 0:00:36

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 1/11/2021 6pm News HOMELESS HELP

A well-meaning motel owner in 
Gulfport apparently suffering from 
his good deed A fire he says was set 
by a homeless person in one of the 
rooms caused serious damage But 
as John Fitzhugh explains, it's not 
going to stop him from doing what 
he thinks is best. 0:00:14

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 1/17/2021

10pm 
Sunday

CHURCH 
EXPANSION

An exciting day for a south 
Mississippi church. Northwood 
Church celebrated the launch of its 
newest campus in Ocean Springs. 
Desirae Duncan has more on how 
the church battled the challenges of 
the pandemic to open its doors. 0:00:13

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 1/21/2021 6pm News

PASS ROAD 
CONSTRUCTION

Development continues in Gulfport, 
despite COVID. Most recently, you 
may have noticed construction 
work along Pass Road in the east 
side of town. As Mike Lacy reports, 
it's a result of business confidence, 
consumer demand and a lot of 
traffic. 0:00:13



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/1/2021 5AM GMM
JAXCO FATAL 
WRECK 10

Now to an update on the fatal crash 
in Jackson County yesterday 
morning. Highway Patrol has 
identified the victim as 17-year-old 
Collin Stockman. He was a senior at 
East central High School just days 
away from beginning his final 
semester of high school. 0:00:01

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/1/2021 6pm News
ZETA DISASTER 
ASSISTANCE

If you were impacted by Hurricane 
Zeta's damaging winds and storm 
surge back at the end of October, 
you now qualify for both public and 
individual assistance from the 
federal government. President 
Donald Trump signing off on public 
Assistance for eight counties: 
Jackson, Hancock, Harrison,  0:00:44

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/1/2021 6pm News BILOXI ZETA

Many Coast residents are still 
cleaning up and making home 
repairs two months after Zeta blew 
through the area. In Biloxi Louis 
Baker and his son used New Year's 
Day to start rebuilding a fence that 
was knocked over during the 
October 28th storm. Baker says the 
good news is, the fence was the 0:00:20

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/1/2021
FRI 4pm 
Show

HOLIDAY 
ENFORCEMENT

Taking a live look at eye-10 in 
Gulfport. traffic moving. Remember 
if you are out on the roads extra 
patrols are out keeping an eye out 
for drunk or distracted drivers right 
now. M-H-P's "Home for the 
Holidays" safety initiative will still 
be in effect through the weekend. 0:00:12

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/2/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

WEST BILOXI 
BOARDWALK

The west Biloxi boardwalk was 
completed last month in December. 
The project was made possible by 
roughly a million dollars in 
Tidelands funds. The project was 
broken down into two phases - the 
first runs from "Rodenberg Avenue" 
to "Veterans Avenue." 0:00:22

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/3/2021
10pm 
Sunday CTA HUB OPENING

Another former eyesore in 
downtown Gulfport has found new 
life. After four years of planning and 
two years of renovations, the 
former library will officially open for 
business in its new capacity as a 
state-of-the-art hub for Coast 
Transit Authority Monday morning. 
The bottom floor will serv 0:01:35



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/4/2021 5pm News

HOLIDAY 
ENFORCEMENT 
REPORT

Mississippi Highway Patrol now 
wrapping up their New Year's Safety 
campaign. Since Thursday, the M-H-
P wrote more than 6-thousand 
tickets statewide with 184 DUI 
arrests. There were 158 accidents 
across the state with three 
fatalities. 0:00:28

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/4/2021 6pm News HOUSE FIRES

A couple of Monday morning house 
fires had Harrison County crews 
busy putting out both blazes. 
Around two-thirty this morning this 
house just off of Canal Road went 
up in flames. A family of three got 
out safely after they we warned by 
smoke detectors. Crews eventually 
put out the blaze. 0:00:19

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/4/2021 6pm News CTA HUB OPENS

Coast Transit Authority opened 
their new Gulfport hub next door to 
the Mississippi Aquarium today. The 
hub is at Highway 90 and 20th 
Avenue in the old Harrison County 
Library building. The fate of the 
building that was damaged in 
Hurricane Katrina has been a 
subject of discussion for years. P 0:00:01

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/5/2021
10pm 
News

609 BRIDGE 
CLOSURE

But first tonight at 10 the beginning 
of a major project now underway in 
Jackson County impacting traffic in 
the area. Tristan Ruppert joins us 
live tonight with a breakdown. 0:00:11

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/5/2021 6pm News BILOXI OAK STREET

The city of Biloxi is in the process of 
replacing all its sewer and drainage 
lines with new ones. Right now Lane 
Construction is working on oak 
street. There are cones staged 
along the road to help with traffic 
until work is complete. This is a part 
of an ongoing project since Katrina 
the 0:00:31

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/7/2021
10pm 
News

BILOXI NORTH 
PAVING

Tonight, revitalized infrastructure 
improvements have city leaders and 
community members in Biloxi 
smiling. The north contract is finally 
nearing completion the final layer 
of asphalt was laid on Division 
Street earlier this afternoon. Tristan 
Ruppert reports. 0:00:13

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/7/2021 6pm News
BILOXI NORTH 
PAVING

Tonight, a smooth ride is possible 
down much of division street! The 
finishing touches are being laid on 
many of the roads involved in the 
north contract. Tristan Ruppert 0:00:04



joins us live tonight. Tell us Tristan 
how are businesses and community 
members reacting to the news?

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/8/2021 6pm News PICAYUNE HWY 11

Highway 11 in Picayune is getting 
some much needed repair work. 
However, as our Andres Fuentes 
reports, the construction is causing 
issues with businesses located along 
the road. 0:00:11

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/9/2021
10pm 
Saturday

HARCO BEACH 
REPAIR UPDATE

Good news on beach repairs 
following Hurricane Zeta. They are 
almost finished! Harrison County 
Sand Beach Director Chuck Loftis 
tells us that the county has replaced 
all the benches damaged on the 
boardwalk. Also, the benches and 
tables at all of the fire pits have 
been repaired. The co 0:00:54

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/9/2021
10pm 
Saturday

PASCAGOULA GOLF 
CARTS

New regulations are now in place 
for any golf carts in Pascagoula. 
Andres Fuentes has more on police 
efforts to make sure residents are 
following the law. 0:00:01

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/11/2021
10pm 
News

EAST BEACH 
SIDEWALK

Ocean Springs is steadily growing 
and while many in the small town 
are a fan of the hustle and bustle.  
One treasured secret has become a 
safety hazard with all the traffic. 
Tristan Ruppert reports. 0:00:00

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/11/2021 6pm News
COWART BRIDGE 
WORK

Starting today, the Jackson County 
Road Department is replacing two 
bridges in Moss Point. Both bridges 
are located on Cowart Street 
leading down to the Highway 63 
boat launch. The Jackson County 
Road Department estimates the 
project will take six weeks. 0:00:17

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/11/2021
MON 4pm 
Show TRAFFIC CHECK

Check out how its looking right now 
on Highway 90 in Biloxi. Traffic  0:00:08

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/12/2021
530AM 
GMM

COWART BRIDGE 
WORK

THIS WEEK, the Jackson County 
Road department is replacing two 
bridges in Moss Point. Both are 
located on Cowart Street leading 
down to the Highway 63 boat 
launch. The Jackson County Road 
Department estimates the project 
will take six weeks. The Highway 63 
boat launch will be closed those 0:00:25



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/12/2021 5pm News
RAILROAD CHAOS 
PICAYUNE

A communications breakdown in 
Picayune has left motorists 
wondering how to get around town 
this week. While most knew that 
railroad maintenance work has 
been going on along the Norfolk 
Southern lines, they were caught 
off guard when nearly all of the 
city's major railroad crossings were 
closed to 0:00:18

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/12/2021 6pm News
RAILROAD CHAOS 
PICAYUNE

Railroad work in Picayune causing 
safety concerns to residents  After 
nearly all of the city's major railroad 
crossings were closed  Norfolk 
Southern is replacing tracks in and 
around Picayune  The city's police 
chief says no one reached out the 
them to tell them any of the 
crossings 0:00:23

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/12/2021
TUE 4pm 
Show CTA

Coast Transit Authority has a lot 
happening right now. From dealing 
with public transportation and the 
pandemic, to last week's opening of 
the Transit Hub by the MS 
Aquarium and Hurricane Zeta 
repairs to some beach comfort 
stations. Here to give us an update, 
CTA Executive Director Kev 0:04:02

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/12/2021
TUE 4pm 
Show TRAFFIC CHECK

Now to a traffic update check out I-
10 in Gulfport traffic moving pretty 
good, not much out there, slow 
going) drive safe out there.

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/14/2021
10pm 
News MHP

The bill is being discussed due to a 
series of drag racing incidents near 
Jackson but in theory should make 
the entire state safer. 0:00:46

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/18/2021
10pm 
News

COMMUNITY 
CLEANUP

A day on not a day off in Gulfport, 
volunteers spent THIS martin Luther 
King Junior Day beautifying the city. 
Extend a Hand Help a Friend 
organized a Community clean up. 
Volunteers went to several 
communities, including Orange 
Grove, Gaston Point and North 
Gulfport, to pick up trash.  0:00:20

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/18/2021 6pm News EAST BEACH OS

The ocean Springs board of 
alderman will hold a public hearing 
Tuesday night discussing potential 
amendments to East Beach. 
Chancelor Winn joins us live with 
more details on the potential 
changes. 0:00:07



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/19/2021 6pm News BLX TROLLEY FIRE

A portion of the road in Biloxi near 
Highway 90 was closed off to traffic 
this afternoon after a CTA vehicle 
caught on fire. Andres Fuentes was 
there and has more information on 
the incident. 0:00:08

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/20/2021
10pm 
News

FOREST HEIGHTS 
LEVEE FUNDING

Flooding has long been an issue in 
the north Gulfport communities of 
Turkey Creek and Forest Heights. 
Tonight there is hope. Millions will 
be funneled into a levee project in 
the area, and community members 
couldn't be more excited. Tristan 
Ruppert has the story 0:00:15

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/20/2021 6pm News
FOREST HEIGHTS 
LEVEE FUNDING

15 million dollars is set to head to a 
south Mississippi project that the 
community has been championing 
for decades   Tristan Ruppert joins 
us live from forest heights with the 
latest. 0:00:06

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/21/2021
630pm 
News

GULFPORT SOUTH 
OF TRACKS

A tax incentive effort by the city of 
Gulfport to help encourage growth 
near Highway 90 has ended. City 
officials say it was successful, but 
not everyone jumped on board. 
Mike Lacy has the story. 0:00:12

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/21/2021 6AM GMM JAXCO PARKS PLAN

The Jackson County Parks and 
Recreation Department is 
conducting a virtual community 
engagement effort. The goal is to 
invite feedback and ideas from the 
community to incorporate into the 
county's Parks, Recreation, and 
Open Space Master Plan. The 
company "Lose Design" will develop 
the plan 0:00:21

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/21/2021 6pm News
LONG BEACH ZETA 
BOAT

In Long Beach there's still one boat 
marooned on land after being 
washed out of the harbor during 
Hurricane Zeta. The city and MDOT 
removed other vessels that landed 
on public property, and owners of 
others cleared their boats, but this 
one is on private property at 
Cleveland Avenue 0:00:17

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/21/2021 6pm News SAND PILE

We're learning more about a huge 
pile of sand in an empty lot north of 
Highway 90 in Gulfport between 
Highway 49 and 30th Avenue. M-
DOT tells us its sand removed from 
along highway 90 this hurricane 
season. No word when they expect 
to have the pile removed. 0:00:28



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/22/2021
430AM 
GMM

GULFPORT SOUTH 
OF TRACKS 630

A tax incentive effort by the city of 
Gulfport to help encourage growth 
near Highway 90 has ended. City 
officials say it was successful, but 
not everyone jumped on board. 
Mike Lacy has the story. 0:00:13

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/26/2021 5pm News
PAVING NEAR 
MEMORIAL HOSP

If you've been driving near 
Memorial Hospital, you may have 
noticed that the ride is a little 
bumpy along fifteenth street the 
Harrison County Board of 
Supervisors tell us that it's step one 
of a big project to restore the bad 
roads in the area. 0:00:31

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/26/2021
630pm 
News BILOXI GOLF CARTS

Today Biloxi city council also voted 
to allow low speed vehicles like golf 
carts on some roadways. In the 
council meeting vice president 
insured that low- speed vehicles are 
25 miles per hour or below and 
cannot cross highway 90. 

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/27/2021 5AM GMM
PAVING NEAR 
MEMORIAL HOSP

If you've been driving near 
Memorial Hospital, you may have 
noticed the ride is a little bumpy 
along fifteenth street the Harrison 
County Board of Supervisors tells 
us, repairing that road is part of a 
large improvement project. Right 
now milling is taking place.  0:00:25

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/27/2021 6pm News
TRANSPORTATION 
GRANTS

More than four-million dollars is set 
to come into the Mississippi 
Transportation Commission's 
Southern District. The commission 
announcing a series of grants from 
the Multimodal Transportation 
Improvement Fund. The largest 
grant worth 700-thousand dollars 
going to the Port of Pascagoula f 0:00:31

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/27/2021 6pm News AMTRAK UPDATE

The proposed Amtrack route across 
the Mississippi Coast got a possible 
shot in the arm this week. The man 
who will likely be the next 
Transportation Secretary said he 
would be interested in visiting 
South Mississippi. Dave Elliott is in 
the newsroom with that story. 0:00:07

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/28/2021
530AM 
GMM

TRANSPORTATION 
GRANTS

More than four-million dollars is set 
to come into the Mississippi 
Transportation Commission's 
Southern District. The commission 
announcing a series of grants from 
the Multimodal Transportation 
Improvement Fund. The largest 0:00:01



grant worth 700-thousand dollars 
going to the Port of Pascagoula f 

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/29/2021
10pm 
News CDC AVOID TRAVEL

The CDC now recommending 
people avoid travel at this time to 
decrease the number of covid 
cases. However, if you must travel 
then additional measures are now 
being placed to enhance safety. The 
CDC says that travelers coming into 
the United States must provide a 
negative covid test. Acc 0:00:01

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 1/29/2021 6pm News OIL SPILL

An early morning fuel spill at a 
shrimp dock has made a bad 
situation worse for neighbors. 
Residents who live near the docks 
on a canal off Old Fort Bayou in St. 
Martin have complained about the 
boats in the past to no avail John 
Fitzhugh gives us a look at the 
situation. 0:00:19

    



Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Children's Issues 2/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News CHEER COMPETITION

As you know   covid-19 has canceled 
many events. And although things are 
gradually getting back to normal   
some things just won't be the same as 
before. Tonight -- Brandy McGill brings 
us the sights and sounds   of a 
changing   and evolving   cheer 
competition. 0:00:15

Crime 2/1/2021
MON 4pm 
Show DEPUTY SHOT

A developing story, a Hancock County 
Deputy shot -- and right now in critical 
condition. It happened on Caesar 
Necaise Road this afternoon. Andres 
Feuntes has been following the 
investigation and joins us now live 
from the Sheriff's office in Bay St. 
Louis. 0:01:44

Crime 2/1/2021 10pm News
HANCO DEPUTY 
KILLED

Lt. Michael Boutte was responding to a 
disturbance call in the Necaise 
Community in Hancock County this 
afternoon when he was shot. The 
property was on Caesar Necaise road. 
After arriving on the scene Lt. Boutte 
was shot by someone at the home. 0:00:22

Crime 2/1/2021 6pm News MP CURFEW UPDATE

New tonight at 6 the battle against 
violent crime in moss point continues 
tonight. The curfew for minors 
throughout the city now being 
extended for another 5 days. Tristan 
Ruppert joins us live tonight from 
outside City Hall with the very latest 
details. 0:00:09

Crime 2/1/2021 6pm News DEPUTY SHOT

Straight to developing news out of 
Hancock County a deputy is in critical 
condition tonight after being shot in 
the line duty. We've had a crew out on 
the scene all afternoon at the home on 
Caesar Necaise Road where the 
incident took place earlier this 
afternoon. Andres Fuentes joins  0:00:22

Crime 2/1/2021 10pm News
REMEMBERING LT. 
BOUTTE

The news of Lieutenant Boutee's death 
has many local and state leaders 
reacting with shock and grief. Andres 
Fuentes joins us in the newsroom with 
more on his life and what loved ones 
are saying about him. 0:00:12

Crime 2/1/2021 10pm News
REDDIX MURDER 
REAX

Tonight, a mother grieving the loss of 
her only child 16- year- old Travis 
Reddix was shot multiple times on 
January 3rd. His mother, Keisha (key-
sha) Horsley (horse-Lee) sat down with 
our Tristan Ruppert to tell us more 
about her son and what made him 
special in the eyes of his mother. 0:00:17



Crime 2/1/2021 10pm News MP TEEN TALK

Tonight, moss point mayor Mario King 
hosted a 'teen talk' at pelican landing 
as part of ongoing discussion in the 
city about violent crime. teens were 
able to express their feelings in a 
roundtable discussion while some 
tuned in virtually many of them were 
very passionate. 0:00:17

Crime 2/2/2021
630pm 
News

REMEMBERING 
DEPUTY BOUTTE

As the procession went by the Hancock 
County Sheriff's Department his co-
workers were standing outside. Some 
embracing -- and sharing the loss of a 
friend and member of their work 
family. Officers say when there's a 
tragedy like this it means so much 
when the community and 0:00:14

Crime 2/2/2021 5pm News
REMEMBERING 
DEPUTY BOUTTE

Because Lt. Boutte died in New 
Orleans, his journey home was the first 
of many tributes to the veteran law 
enforcer. This morning a large 
procession of patrol cars from police 
and sheriff's departments in 
Mississippi and Louisiana traveled with 
Boutte along I-10, into Hancock County 0:00:24

Crime 2/2/2021 10pm News
HANCO SHERIFF 
PRESSER

friends, loved ones, and community 
members from across the region all 
finding ways to commemorate the 
fallen hero. Lt. Boutte was killed in the 
line of duty on Monday. Andres 
Fuentes has more on how the 
community is remembering the man 
that meant so much to so many. 0:00:01

Crime 2/2/2021 6pm News
REMEMBERING 
DEPUTY BOUTTE

Lieutenant Boutte was shot yesterday 
while on duty and later died from 
injuries. Tonight, friends, loved ones, 
and community members from across 
the region all finding ways to 
commemorate the fallen hero. Brandy 
McGill reports. 0:00:14

Crime 2/2/2021
TUE 4pm 
Show MP CURFEW UPDATE

Looking ahead to cut down on crime in 
Moss Point, Mayor Mario King wants 
to make a year-round curfew for 
minors He plans to bring that up at 
TONIGHT'S board of aldermen 
meeting. It comes one day after the 
mayor extended the current 8 p-m to 6 
a-m curfew through the end of the 
week.  0:00:22

Crime 2/2/2021 5pm News
SHERIFF NEWS 
CONFERENCE

South Mississippi mourning the loss of 
Lieutenant Michael Boutte - an 8-year 
deputy with the Hancock Sheriff's 
Office who was shot while responding 
to a call yesterday. Andres Fuentes 
joins us now from the Edmond Fahey 
Funeral Home where Butte's body 
arrived earlier today. 0:00:16



Crime 2/3/2021 10pm News
DANE MAXWELL NO 
CALL LIST

Mississippi is fining companies 
violating our state's No Call Law.  
Almost 10 million dollars saying that 
Robo-callers are breaking the law and 
preying on the state's most vulnerable. 
Mississippi Public Service Commission 
Chairman Dane Maxwell says so far 
this year there have been 690 
allegations. 0:00:15

Crime 2/3/2021 10pm News OS CRIME APP

Neighborhood streets throughout 
Ocean Springs will now have an extra 
layer of security. The new app is called 
RELAY and simply put - the relay app 
serves as a digital neighborhood 
watch. Allowing Ocean Springs 
residents to quickly report suspicious 
activity to police without having to call 0:00:00

Crime 2/3/2021 6pm News OS CRIME APP

Neighborhood streets throughout 
Ocean Springs will now have an extra 
layer of security. The new app is called 
RELAY and simply put - the relay app 
serves as a digital neighborhood 
watch. Allowing Ocean Springs 
residents to quickly report suspicious 
activity to police without having to call 

Crime 2/3/2021 10pm News MOSS POINT CURFEW

New tonight at 10 moss point mayor 
Mario King has extended the 8 p.m. 
curfew for minors. rules state that 
anyone under the age of 18 cannot be 
out between the hours of 8 p.m. and 6 
a.m. unless they are traveling to and 
from work or coming home from a 
school event. 0:00:13

Crime 2/3/2021 5pm News SAUCIER FIRE

Now to that blaze off highway 15 in 
Saucier that's where Chancelor Wynn 
joins us live from the scene Chancelor 
what are you seeing? 0:00:11

Crime 2/3/2021 Midday BOUTTE SUSPECT

Right now, the investigation into the 
killing of Hancock County Sheriff 
Deputy Lt. Michael Boutte's continues. 
We are learning more about the man 
accused of killing Lt. Boutte. The 
Mississippi Bureau of Investigation 
identifying the suspect as Joseph 
Michael Rohrbacker. 0:00:08

Crime 2/4/2021
630pm 
News OFFICERS COPING

Violent crime has a lot of victims. 
Among those, the law enforcement 
officers dealing with the tragedy of 
either one of their own, as in the case 
of Lt. Michael Boutte, or someone 
else. That is when the Law 
Enforcement Alliance for Peer Support 
can help. Mike Lacy has the story. 0:00:18



Crime 2/11/2021
THU 4pm 
Show

GPT HOSTAGE 
SHOOTING

But first, an investigation into a deadly 
officer involved shooting underway in 
Gulfport. It happened overnight at a 
house on David Street, not far from 
Klein Road. Gulfport police tell us 
officers were called out for a domestic 
dispute.  0:00:33

Crime 2/11/2021 10pm News
GPT OFFICER 
INVOLVED SHOOTING

Now to a story we've been following 
today of an officer involved shooting in 
Gulfport early this morning. A suspect 
is dead following a tense hostage 
stand-off with police. Officers were 
called to the scene in reference to a 
domestic dispute, but quickly realized 
they were dealing with a hostage 
situation. 0:00:13

Crime 2/11/2021 10pm News MP CURFEW

The nightly curfew for minors in Moss 
Point is being extended for five more 
days. Since enacting the curfew Moss 
Point Police Chief Brandon Ashley says 
there have been a couple of incidents 
of violence. 0:00:59

Crime 2/16/2021 10pm News
MP MINOR CURFEW 
ORDINANCE

The battle against violent crime in the 
River City continues. Moss Point's 
curfew for minors got an upgrade 
following tonight's Board of Alderman 
meeting. Andres Fuentes was there 
and has more on what city leaders are 
doing to combat the issue. 0:00:11

Crime 2/17/2021 Midday WALKER COURT

Happening in Jackson County, Scott 
Walker returning to Chancery court 
today Chet Landry was there and joins 
us now outside the courtroom with 
the judge's decision. 0:00:00

Crime 2/17/2021 10pm News
JOHN ANDERSON 
PRELIM

New tonight at 10 John Anderson will 
remain behind bars charged with the 
murder of his father. Judge Brandon 
Ladner denied a request to reduce 
Anderson's one- million- dollar bond 
during a hearing today. Anderson is 
accused of stabbing his father multiple 
times on Demaret Drive in Gulfport  0:00:37

Crime 2/17/2021
WED 4pm 
Show WALKER COURT

Scott Walker back in court today over 
comments he's said to have made 
during a conservatorship hearing of his 
parents Doctors Bill and Sharon 
Walker. At some point in the 
courtroom, Walker admitted to using 
the Lord's name in vain. 0:00:33

Crime 2/18/2021 6pm News
MOSS POINT WHAT'S 
NEXT

But first tonight at 6 - new 
developments in the federal charges 
against Moss point Mayor Mario King 
and his wife. Court documents now 
showing his intent to plead guilty. 
Chancelor Winn joins us live tonight 
with the very latest. 0:00:02



Crime 2/18/2021 10pm News HARCO BODY ID'D

Harrison County officials identifying 
the name of a woman whose body was 
found in Saucier 10 days ago Sheriff 
Troy Peterson says the body of 33-
year-old Andrea Fern Porch was found 
off a Forestry Road on February 8th. 
Porch is from Roanoke Rapids North 
Carolina.  0:00:22

Crime 2/18/2021 10pm News
MOSS POINT WHAT'S 
NEXT

Tonight, there are new developments 
in the federal case against Moss Point 
Mayor Mario King and his wife -- 
Natasha. Court documents now 
showing their intent to plead guilty. 
Chancelor Winn explains what this 
could mean for Mario King's future as 
the mayor of Moss Point. 0:00:15

Crime 2/19/2021 10pm News
MOSS POINT 
MEETING

But first tonight at 10 city leaders in 
Moss Point are now calling on mayor 
Mario King to step down. This comes 
as King is set to enter a guilty plea to a 
federal charge on Wednesday. Tristan 
Ruppert has the latest developments. 0:00:01

Crime 2/19/2021 6pm News
MOSS POINT 
MEETING

But first topping our news tonight at 6. 
Mayor Mario King is now being asked 
to step down amid talks that he and 
his wife plan to plead guilty to a 
federal charge. The Moss Point Board 
of Aldermen making that decision just 
hours ago. Tristan Ruppert joins us live 
tonight from Moss Point 0:00:18

Crime 2/19/2021
FRI 4pm 
Show

BAY WAVELAND 
GUNS

Two middle school students at Bay-
Waveland now facing felony charges 
after authorities say they had guns on 
school property. Deputies from the 
school resource division of the 
Hancock County Sheriff's office 
responded to the school yesterday 
after a fire alarm was triggered. 0:00:28

Crime 2/20/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

MOSS POINT 
MEETING 10

Thanks Andres in Moss Point, city 
leaders are now calling on mayor 
Mario King to step down. This comes 
as King is set to enter a guilty plea to a 
federal charge on Wednesday. Tristan 
Ruppert has the latest developments. 0:00:00

Crime 2/20/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

BAY WAVELAND KIDS 
6

Two middle school students at Bay-
Waveland are now facing felony 
charges after authorities say they had 
guns on school property. Deputies 
responded to the school earlier this 
week after a fire alarm was triggered. 
They were told a student had a gun 
and the campus was placed on lock-
down. 0:00:00



Crime 2/22/2021
MON 4pm 
Show

PICAYUNE SHOOTING 
FOLO

But first, happening now in Picayune- 
three individuals- all under the age of 
18, are currently recovering from non-
life threating gunshot wounds. 
Picayune police say they know who the 
shooter is and are actively searching 
for him now the suspected shooter is 
also a juvenile. 0:01:06

Crime 2/22/2021 6pm News PICAYUNE SHOOTING

But first tonight at 6 a search is 
underway right now for a suspect in 
Picayune following a shooting Sunday 
afternoon that left three people 
injured. Picayune police tell us that the 
alleged  shooter as well as the victims 
are all juveniles. Our Brandy McGill has 
the very latest.  0:00:09

Crime 2/22/2021 5pm News PICAYUNE SHOOTING

But first, Picayune police are actively 
searching for a minor accused of 
shooting three other minors. Police say 
an ongoing argument between the 
juveniles led to gunfire Sunday 
afternoon at the Grande Oaks 
apartments. The police chief did not 
give the ages of those involved, but 
said the  0:00:26

Crime 2/23/2021 10pm News KING LAST DAY

Change is underway at Moss Point City 
Hall. Mayor Mario King and his wife 
are expected to plead guilty tomorrow 
morning to at least one of 14 federal 
charges. Moss Point City Attorney Amy 
St. Pe is requesting the U.S. Attorneys' 
office include King's resignation in his 
plea. 0:00:32

Crime 2/23/2021
430AM 
GMM PICAYUNE SHOOTING

DEVELOPING NOW, the search 
continues for a teenager accused of 
shooting three other teenagers in 
Picayune. Police say an ongoing 
argument between the juveniles led to 
gunfire Sunday afternoon at the 
Grande Oaks apartments. The police 
chief did not give the ages of those 
involved, but said  0:01:35

Crime 2/23/2021 6pm News GPT GUN VIOLENCE

Gulfport police are also seeing an 
increase in the number of teens that 
have access to firearms our Tristan 
Ruppert sat down with the chief of 
police just a few hours ago, and joins 
us live with the details. 0:00:16

Crime 2/23/2021 6pm News GPT SHOOTING FOLO

Gulfport Police are still investigating 
the shooting that left three wounded 
in Gulfport on Saturday night. Gulfport 
Police Chief Chris Ryle called it an act 
of cowardice and says this case hits 
home. With innocent people hurt, 
including a three- year -old toddler 
investigators are working hard to 0:00:21



Crime 2/23/2021 6pm News BLX SHOOTING

Now to an update on that shooting a 
short while ago in the 800 block of 
Cedar Lake in Biloxi. Police say while 
they are still investigating, they believe 
the shooting was accidental. They say 
a 19-year-old man is being treated in 
the hospital right now after being shot 
in the chest.  0:00:22

Crime 2/23/2021 10pm News GPT GUN VIOLENCE

Right now, Gulfport police are still 
investigating a different shooting that 
occurred Saturday night leaving three 
people, including a three- year- old 
injured. Tristan Ruppert sat down with 
police chief Chris Ryle to learn more 
about the case, and the rise in teen 
violence. 0:00:13

Crime 2/24/2021 Midday
MCKEITHEN 
SENTENCING

A sentencing being handed down 
today for one of the suspects involved 
in the shooting death of Biloxi Police 
Officer Robert McKeithen. Today's 
ruling focused on one of the men who 
confessed to being an accessory after 
the fact to capital murder. Bill Snyder 
was in the courtroom this morning  0:00:18

Crime 2/24/2021
430AM 
GMM BLX SHOOTING

And another shooting took place 
YESTERDAY in Biloxi. But officials 
believe this one may have been an 
accident. They say a 19-year-old man is 
being treated in the hospital right now 
after being shot in the chest. He's 
listed in stable condition. The shooting 
took place in the 800 block 0:00:00

Crime 2/24/2021 10pm News KING PLEA CHANGE

That's where we begin tonight Former 
mayor of Moss Point, Mario King, 
resigning after pleading guilty to one 
count of wire fraud. That's a federal 
felony with a maximum penalty of 5 
years in prison. That plea came after 
an indictment filed last April accusing 
the couple of soliciting fu 0:00:38

Crime 2/24/2021 6pm News
PICAYUNE SHOOTING 
FOLO

The 13- year-old Picayune boy charged 
with shooting three other teens is 
being held right now on a million and a 
half dollar bond. He surrendered to 
police last night is being charged as an 
adult with three counts of aggravated 
assault. The shooting Sunday at the 
Grande Oak Apartments in Pi 0:00:00

Crime 2/24/2021 6pm News
MOSS POINT 
REACTION

the board of alderman voted 
unanimously this afternoon to appoint 
Robert Byrd to fill the mayor's vacancy. 
the board also voted 3-2 to appoint 
current alderman at large, David 
Chapman, as mayor pro- temp after 
those key roles were solidified, talk 
turned to former mayor Mario King 0:00:50



Crime 2/24/2021 6pm News KING PLEA CHANGE

This morning, Now *former* Moss 
Point Mayor Mario King and his wife, 
Natasha King, both pleaded guilty to 
conspiracy to commit wire fraud 
relating to the Mayor's Gala held in 
2019. Mike Lacy was in federal court 
today in Gulfport and joins us live 
tonight with more on how today's 
events unfolded. 0:00:21

Crime 2/24/2021 6pm News
MCKEITHEN 
SENTENCING

Today a sentence was handed down 
for one of the suspects who confessed 
to being an accessory after the fact to 
capital murder of Biloxi Police officer 
Robert McKeithen. Fifteen years in 
prison with eight years suspended. 
That equals seven years plus time 
already served for Dalentez Brice, 0:01:15

Crime 2/25/2021 Midday NEXT PLEAS

Darian Atkinson is set to stand trial in 
May for capital murder in the death of 
Officer McKeithen. Four others, 
including two of Atkinson's brothers 
have already pleaded guilty to helping 
Atkinson after McKeithen was killed. 
Wanya Atkinson, Davian Atkinson, 
Joshua Kovach and Andre Sullivan  

Crime 2/25/2021 Midday BRICE SENTENCE

Right now, Dalentez Brice officially 
beginning his seven- year prison 
sentence for his role in the death of 
Biloxi Police Officer Robert McKeithen 
Dalentez Brice was sentenced 
yesterday to 15 years with 8 
suspended. He pleaded guilty to 
accessory after the fact to capital 
murder. 

Crime 2/25/2021 6pm News MP DEEP BREATH

The shock waves from former Moss 
Point mayor Mario King's guilty plea to 
federal charges and resignation still 
being felt in Moss Point. And as Mike 
Lacy reports -- with an interim mayor 
in charge, the city has no choice but to 
move forward with the good and the 
bad. 0:00:08

Crime 2/26/2021 10pm News
HISTORIC SIGN 
VANDALIZED

A historical marker celebrating the 
heritage of Gulfport's Turkey Creek 
community is vandalized. Police tell us 
it appears someone intentionally cut 
this metal sign in half. The marker at 
the corner of Three Rivers Road and 
Rippy Road was put up in 2018 to bring 
attention to the area where 0:01:02

Crime 2/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

SOUTH MS DOG 
BREEDER

By now, you've likely heard of the 
frightening story about the shooting of 
Lady Gaga's dog walker and the theft 
of her French bulldogs. You've 
probably heard that the man is 
expected to recover and the dogs have 
been safely returned. But you may not 0:00:48



know why something like this 
happened.  

Crime 2/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

SOUTH MS DOG 
BREEDER

We'll have more on this story tonight 
at 10 o'clock. 0:00:18

Drugs & Alcohol 2/1/2021
MON 4pm 
Show ALCOHOL SALES

You might be able to buy liquor seven 
days a week in our state. State Senator 
Joel Carter has a bill in committee that 
if passed would end the state's ban on 
liquor sales on Sundays. Senate Bill 21-
73 would also allow liquor stores to be 
open on Christmas Day. 0:00:01

Drugs & Alcohol 2/9/2021
630AM 
GMM

MS VACCINE 
NUMBERS

New numbers show how the 
vaccination process in going in our 
state. So far 334-thousand doses have 
been administered. That's first and 
second doses combined. The coastal 
area is seeing some of the highest 
vaccination rates in the state. So far 
over 15-thousand doses have been 
administered 0:00:00

Drugs & Alcohol 2/19/2021
630AM 
GMM

MS COVID VACCINE 
UPD

TODAY, many State Department of 
Health drive-thru Covid-19 vaccination 
sites will remain closed due to the 
weather. The ones on the coast are 
open though. According to the latest 
report over 454 thousand doses have 
been administered statewide. And 
over 129-thousand people are now 0:00:24

Drugs & Alcohol 2/26/2021
630AM 
GMM

PSEDUOEPHEDRINE 
BILL

Happening at the state capitol the 
legislature is weighing the option of 
allowing you to buy medicine 
containing pseudoephedrine without a 
prescription. The House passed house 
bill 479 and it has been sent to the 
Senate. Meanwhile, the Senate passed 
senate bill 21-19   

Drugs & Alcohol 2/26/2021 Midday
PSEDUOEPHEDRINE 
BILL

The house passed house bill 4-79   and 
it now goes to the Senate for 
consideration. Meantime -- the Senate 
passed senate bill 21-19   and its 
awaiting committee review in the 
House. They are mirror bills that would 
set up the same structure for drug 
monitoring   while also eliminating the  0:00:32

Economy/Taxes 2/1/2021
630pm 
News

MOBY AT HARCO 
SUPS

A mixed- use development plan is 
drawing concern from one of its would 
be neighbors. Bill Snyder shows us 
more. 0:00:06

Economy/Taxes 2/1/2021
630pm 
News

STATE TREASURER 
UNCLAIMED FUNDS

In Mississippi, unclaimed money stays 
with the state treasurer forever so you 
could claim your money 10, 20 even 50 
years from now. 0:00:55



Economy/Taxes 2/1/2021
MON 4pm 
Show

UNCLAIMED 
PROPERTY

Today is National Unclaimed Property 
Day. And State Treasurer David McRae 
says Mississippians have millions of 
dollars in unclaimed money. He joins 
us now to tell you how you can see if 
any of that money is yours. 0:03:58

Economy/Taxes 2/2/2021 6pm News
GCCA MSAQ MARDI 
GRAS

Despite a majority of the annual 
events being cancelled Mississippi 
Aquarium is gearing up for Carnival 
season. Tristan Ruppert joins us live 
tonight from Gulfport where some 
coast royalty is lighting the iconic sails 
purple, green, and gold. 0:00:15

Economy/Taxes 2/2/2021
630pm 
News ROOF REPAIRS

Even though the major weather event 
known as Hurricane Zeta is three 
months behind us, many Coast 
residents still need roofs fixed on 
damaged houses. Bill Snyder talked 
with one repair crew that's been going 
non -stop since the day after Zeta 
made landfall. 0:00:13

Economy/Taxes 2/2/2021 6pm News GULFPORT SALES TAX

Gulfport Mayor Billy Hewes withdrew 
an item on today's agenda proposing a 
1 per-cent sales tax to help fund 
projects in the city. Hewes said he 
wanted to give city council members 
and citizens more time to digest the 
proposal. revenue from the tax would 
pay for a variety of projects. 0:00:04

Economy/Taxes 2/2/2021 5pm News SRHS SECOND DOSE

Happening now, people are receiving 
their second dose of the COVID-19 
vaccine thanks to Singing River Health 
System. Chancelor Winn joins us live 
from the Jackson county fairgrounds 
with a closer look. Chancelor 0:00:21

Economy/Taxes 2/2/2021 Midday BILL DEADLINE DAY

Happening right now. It's deadline day 
at the state capitol. In order to survive, 
bills must get out of committee by the 
end of today. Among the many bills 
being considered, criminal justice 
reform, putting more of the 
responsibility of state parks into the 
hands of ci 0:00:29

Economy/Taxes 2/2/2021 5pm News ROOF REPAIRS

Hurricane Zeta brought a ton of 
problems to South Mississippi when it 
ripped through the area a little more 
than three months ago. Today Bill 
Snyder caught up with one very busy 
home repair company as it tries to 
keep up with all the roof damage jobs 
out there. 0:00:18

Economy/Taxes 2/2/2021 5AM GMM
STATE TREASURER 
UNCLAIMED FUNDS

In Mississippi, unclaimed money stays 
with the state treasurer forever so you 
could claim your money 10, 20 even 50 
years from now. 0:00:56



Economy/Taxes 2/2/2021 6pm News
BHM GULFPORT FIRE 
MARSHAL

The city of Gulfport honored the city's 
first African American Fire Marshall in 
a ceremony today. In 1973, Edward 
"Eddie" Day became the second 
African American firefighter hired by 
the city. In 1989 he was promoted to 
Fire Marshall where he served until his 
retirement in 1994. Two of his 0:00:22

Economy/Taxes 2/2/2021 10pm News
OS KREWE OF 
PORCHES

The covid-19 pandemic took many 
things from us over the past year. One 
of those being a normal carnival 
season. Tristan Ruppert joins us live 
tonight with a look at how Ocean 
Springs residents are fighting back to 
celebrate this year's Mardi Gras in 
style. 0:00:03

Economy/Taxes 2/2/2021
630pm 
News

AMAZON FILM BY 
ESCATAWPA MAN

The life story of an Escatawpa man, is 
now streaming on Amazon Prime 
Video. The documentary, How Many 
Chances, takes viewers through the 
unbelievable life journey of the film 
studio owner, director and star of the 
movie, Creighton Hobbs. Now 44 years 
old, Hobbs has been through more 
than 2 0:00:30

Economy/Taxes 2/2/2021
630pm 
News

GCCA MSAQ MARDI 
GRAS

The Mississippi aquarium looking to 
help South Mississippi celebrate the 
Carnival season with the help of Coast 
royalty. Tristan Ruppert joins us live 
tonight from Gulfport with their efforts 0:00:05

Economy/Taxes 2/2/2021 10pm News
GCCA MSAQ MARDI 
GRAS

Tonight in Gulfport a reminder that 
while the celebrations will be quite 
different this year, the Mardi Gras 
spirit is alive and well. the Mississippi 
Aquarium partnering with the gulf 
coast carnival association to turn the 
sails of the aquarium purple, green 
and gold. Members of last year 0:00:51

Economy/Taxes 2/2/2021 6pm News
BILL DEADLINE AT 
CAPITOL

We spoke with State senator Joel 
Carter earlier about the proposed 
increase. He says despite any rumors 
that may be circulating about the 
process, ultimately the voters get to 
decide if the tax goes up. 0:00:24

Economy/Taxes 2/2/2021 10pm News GPT SALES TAX

When word of a proposed tax increase 
in Gulfport got out, the reaction was 
swift and negative. As a result, Mayor 
Billy Hewes withdrew a proposal from 
today's city council agenda. John 
Fitzhugh explains the proposal and 
what it would take to make it a reality. 0:00:15

Economy/Taxes 2/3/2021 Midday
GPT SALES TAX 
UPDATE

Now to a follow up -- Gulfport Mayor 
Billy Hewes withdrawing a proposal to 
up the city's sales tax by one per-cent 
to help fund projects in the city. Hewes 
saying he pulled it from Tuesday's 
council agenda so city council 0:00:37



members and residents can have more 
time to digest the proposal. 

Economy/Taxes 2/3/2021 6pm News
DR STRYCKER BOND 
ISSUE

Students in the Jackson County School 
District could soon be seeing some 
upgrades across the district. 
Superintendent Dr. John Sticker says 
they have gotten input from the 
community through surveys and also 
an engineering study of the facilities - 
and the consensus is that the school 
district  0:00:14

Economy/Taxes 2/3/2021 10pm News
SARAH THOMAS 
PREVIEW

When the Super Bowl kicks off Sunday 
one of our own from right here on the 
Coast will be helping break the N-F-L's 
glass ceiling. Pascagoula's Sarah 
Thomas will become the first woman 
to officiate a Super Bowl. Also making 
history -- a pair of female coaches will 
be on the field.  0:00:34

Economy/Taxes 2/4/2021 10pm News
SUPER BOWL PARTY 
IMPACT

Buzz building here in south Mississippi 
as super bowl Sunday is now just a few 
days away the big game always 
generates big business for sports 
books on the coast. Tristan Ruppert 
joins us live outside casino row with 
how many are getting in on the action. 0:00:15

Economy/Taxes 2/4/2021
WLOX News 
This Week TRAVEL

Hi, I’m David Elliott we start with that 
efforts to save the Travel Industry. 
Joining with is insight, U-S Travel 
Association President and C-E-O Roger 
Dow. 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 2/4/2021 6pm News
RON BARNES COAST 
ELECTRIC

Millions of dollars on the way to Coast 
Connect the grant awarded by the F-C-
C to help expand high-speed internet 
to rural areas in South Mississippi. 
Coast Electric President and C-E-O Ron 
Barnes tells us this development is a 
game changer for some coast 
residents. 0:00:17

Economy/Taxes 2/4/2021 6pm News YALL POLITICS

Tonight, we're getting insight into how 
voters are rating Governor Tate 
Reeves' first year in office. Frank 
Corder with Ya'll Politics says the 
statewide poll of Republican voters 
just conducted by the Impact 
Management Group gives Reeves 
positive reviews. 0:00:12

Economy/Taxes 2/4/2021 6pm News
BHM TAYLOR HARRIS 
DRUGS

Tonight, we are highlighting a black 
owned family drug store that has been 
around in South Mississippi for 95 
years. The Taylor-Harris Drug Store is 
historic to the Gulfport community 
where several generations have been a 0:00:47



part of the business. Jasmine Lotts has 
the story.

Economy/Taxes 2/5/2021 6pm News
THE SANDS 
DEVELOPMENT

A prime piece of real estate on the 
beach in Ocean Springs sits 
undeveloped while lawyers argue. The 
developer for The Sands at Front 
Beach says he is simply trying to 
improve the land and add to the city's 
tax rolls John Fitzhugh explains why 
this five-point-six -acre piece of land is  0:00:20

Economy/Taxes 2/5/2021 6pm News
RESTAURANT RELIEF 
ACT

But first developing tonight at 6 - a 
new proposal could help support those 
hard- hit restaurants that have 
struggled significantly during the 
pandemic this past year. Tristan 
Ruppert joins us live tonight with more 
on the "restaurants act" and what it 
could mean for our coast economy. 0:00:15

Economy/Taxes 2/5/2021 10pm News
CENTENNIAL 
CARRIAGE RIDES

in just over a week, centennial plaza 
will be bringing some "old world 
charm" to its visitors. starting on 
February 13th, horse drawn carriage 
rides will be a staple at the plaza every 
Saturday and Sunday for the entire 
month of February. Tessy Lambert says 
this is something they have wanted to 
bring 0:00:38

Economy/Taxes 2/5/2021
WLOX News 
This Week MICHAEL WATSON

Right now, there are several bills 
before our state legislature dealing 
with Election Reform. Joining us now 
to talk about this and other election 
issues. Mississippi Secretary of State 
Michael Watson. 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 2/5/2021 6pm News
QUALIFYING 
DEADLINE

Time is up for those interested in 
running for office in the upcoming 
municipal elections. Just over a hour 
ago was the deadline to file qualifying 
papers. Dave Elliot joins us in the 
studio with the details. 0:00:13

Economy/Taxes 2/5/2021 10pm News
COAST NOLA BAR 
IMPACT

Tonight, feelings of shock, anger and 
hope reverberate through the region. 
The shock and anger are in New 
Orleans while the hope is here in 
South Mississippi. As our Tristan 
Ruppert found out, local bar owners 
think they can salvage Carnival by 
capitalizing on what they consider the 
Big Easy 0:00:24



Economy/Taxes 2/5/2021 10pm News
QUALIFYING 
DEADLINE

Voters will go to the polls this year to 
select city leadership. Tonight, we're 
getting a picture of who'll you see on 
the ballot with the qualifying deadline 
for candidates expiring today. Eight 
cities in South Mississippi will have 
new mayors with incumbents not 
seeking re-election. 0:00:28

Economy/Taxes 2/6/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

THE SANDS 
DEVELOPMENT 6

Right now, a prime piece of real estate 
on the beach in Ocean Springs is tied 
up in a legal battle and in the 
meantime, it's mostly undeveloped. 
The developer for The Sands at Front 
Beach says he is simply trying to 
improve the land and add to the city's 
tax rolls. John Fitzhugh has the story 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 2/6/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

COAST NOLA BAR 
IMPACT 10

While the announcement has been 
met with some backlash in New 
Orleans, some people here on the 
coast say that they smell an 
opportunity. As our Tristan Ruppert 
reports, local bar owners think they 
might be able to capitalize on the 
situation and maybe even save the 
Mardi Gras spirit in the proc 0:00:16

Economy/Taxes 2/7/2021
10pm 
Sunday

BILOXI RAILROAD 
TRAIN

"It's dangerous. And I feel like they 
ought to cut it off." Long-time Nixon 
Street resident Sandra Brown has seen 
too much. "I witnessed a couple of 
accidents - more than two. I saw death 
there." I have seen people take too 
many unnecessary chances 0:01:37

Economy/Taxes 2/7/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News

LOCAL CANDY MAKER 
VALENTINES DAY

Candy-store Dot com reports 
chocolates are Mississippi's go-to 
sweet for Valentine's Day. 0:00:17

Economy/Taxes 2/7/2021
10pm 
Sunday

SUPER BOWL 
SHOPPING 10p

Many folks took to grocery stores 
today   to stock up on snacks and 
sweets   for the Super Bowl. Like many 
stores   Rouses in Diamondhead had 
designated areas specifically for game 
day foodies. Displays included things 
like party trays with sandwiches   chips   
dip and other stuff. 0:00:22

Economy/Taxes 2/7/2021
10pm 
Sunday

DIAMONDHEAD 
MAYOR

Municipal and county elections are 
right around the corner, but the city of 
Diamondhead will keep its current 
mayor -- Nancy Depreo. She was 
elected following the passing of 
previous mayor -- Tommy Schafer. 
With the deadline to qualify now 
behind us   Depreo is unopposed. 0:00:27

Economy/Taxes 2/7/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News

SUPER BOWL 
SHOPPING

Right now, Super Bowl 55 is underway 
and people rushed to get last-minute 
party food this morning. Brandy McGill 
was at one grocery store where she 
spoke with both Kansas City Chief fans 
and those rooting for Tampa Bay 0:00:15



buccaneers preparing for tonight's 
game.

Economy/Taxes 2/7/2021
10pm 
Sunday

DIAMONDHEAD 
MAYOR

She goes on to say   the community is 
mourning the loss of Lt. Michael 
Boutte   and work has begun   to 
establish a foundation in his name   
that will help fund children attending 
the Hancock county's sheriff camp. 0:00:30

Economy/Taxes 2/8/2021 10pm News BOOZE CRUISE

From the COVID-19 pandemic to the 
highly active hurricane season, 
Mississippi cruises and boat tours only 
had a handful of months with business 
last year - resulting in a lot of finacial 
loss. Andres Fuentes has more about 
what business leaders think about a 
new bill that could attract more people 0:00:15

Economy/Taxes 2/8/2021 10pm News WILLIS PASCAGOULA

Only one candidate will be on the 
ballot for Mayor of Pascagoula. Jay 
Willis is running unopposed and says 
he is looking forward to helping 
Pascagoula continue to grow. Willis 
believes revitalizing downtown will 
attract more businesses and residents. 
Over the next four months Willis says 0:00:17

Economy/Taxes 2/8/2021 6pm News WILLIS PASCAGOULA

Pascagoula mayoral candidate Jay 
Willis will be running unopposed in this 
upcoming election and says he is 
looking forward to helping Pascagoula 
continue to grow. Chancelor Winn 
joins us live with more on Willis's 
vision. 0:00:08

Economy/Taxes 2/8/2021 6pm News RUSTY QUAVE MAYOR

The city of D'Iberville will remain 
under the leadership of Mayor Rusty 
Quave.  Quave is running unopposed 
in the upcoming election and said that 
while he appreciates the vote of 
confidence from the community, there 
is still much work to be done. 0:00:08

Economy/Taxes 2/9/2021 10pm News
MASSAGE THERAPY 
REGS

a new bill passed by the Mississippi 
state house seeking to lessen the 
requirements to perform certain 
professions has some worried about 
the potential we spoke with one long 
beach woman who is urging senate 
lawmakers to vote no. 0:00:07

Economy/Taxes 2/9/2021 10pm News
STENNIS AIRPORT 
HANGAR

If you've been out near Stennis 
International Airport lately, you've 
seen lots of construction taking place. 
As Bill Snyder shows us, two new 
airplane hangars are going up along 
with the amenities that are already on 
site. 0:00:18



Economy/Taxes 2/9/2021 6pm News
BOUTTE FUNERAL 
SERVICE

While some gathered inside the Bay St. 
Louis Community Hall to honor Lt. 
Boutte many also held their own 
tributes just outside. Andres Fuentes 
joins us from the newsroom with 
more. 0:00:11

Economy/Taxes 2/10/2021 10pm News INGALLS STONE CO

Tonight, an opportunity for some 
career growth in stone county Ingalls 
hosted a job training fair in the parking 
lot of the stone high school gym. the 
event allowed individuals to register 
for training at no cost. Ingalls hopes 
events like these will better the 
workforce here in south M 0:00:20

Economy/Taxes 2/11/2021 6pm News GCCA FLOAT DEN

It's usually a beehive of activity. But 
this year, the Gulf Coast Carnival 
Association's float den is quiet thanks 
to COVID. 25 of the floats you see 
every year in the G-C-C-A Fat Tuesday 
parade are kept at the den all year. 
This year none of them will be seen 
rolling down the streets o 

Economy/Taxes 2/11/2021 10pm News INACTIVE VOTERS

Keeping voter rolls up to date has been 
a hot topic of conversation since the 
presidential election ended. Now a 
proposal to speed up the purging of 
voter rolls in Mississippi is moving it's 
way through the legislature. 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 2/11/2021
630pm 
News MARDI GRAS HOTELS

Official Carnival celebrations are shut 
down, and that's bad for business. And 
that includes the hotel industry. In the 
past, hotels have shown an uptick in 
occupancy because of Mardi Gras. But 
cancellation of parades and balls has 
added to the already long struggle for 
some hotels. 0:00:20

Economy/Taxes 2/11/2021 10pm News REAL ESTATE TRENDS

The Coronavirus pandemic has 
brought a lot of pain into the world. 
Thousands of small businesses are 
struggling but some are actually 
thriving in the chaos. Tristan Ruppert 
takes a look at a growing trend among 
some homeowners. 0:00:15

Economy/Taxes 2/11/2021 10pm News
BLX STATE OF THE 
CITY

Tonight, in a prepared video 
presentation Biloxi Mayor FoFo Gilich 
delivered his state of the city address. 0:00:05

Economy/Taxes 2/12/2021
FRI 4pm 
Show PALACE GRILL CLOSES

A crowd of loyal customers made their 
way to downtown Gulfport to say 
goodbye to a long-standing restaurant. 
The owners of the Palace Grill served 
their last lunch plate this afternoon 
after six decades of service. People 
from across the region and even some 
from out of state traveled to t 0:00:38

Economy/Taxes 2/12/2021
630pm 
News

BIRTHDAY GIFT TO 
BACK BAY MISSION

A local 12- year- old's birthday wish 
turning into a bigger pay it forward 
campaign to help feed the needy. Bill 
Snyder shares his story. 0:00:01



Economy/Taxes 2/12/2021
WLOX News 
This Week GUNN

Hi  I'm David Elliott  We start with that  
Joining us Mississippi Speaker of the 
House Philip Gunn.

Economy/Taxes 2/12/2021
630pm 
News PALACE GRILL CLOSES

It was a sad day at Palace Grill, 
customers came to say their last 
goodbyes to the Gulfport diner. The 
owners of Palace Grill served their last 
lunch plate this afternoon after six 
decades of service. People from across 
the region and even some from out of 
state traveled to the diner. 0:00:31

Economy/Taxes 2/12/2021
430AM 
GMM MARDI GRAS HOTELS

Official Carnival celebrations are shut 
down, and that's bad for business. And 
that includes the hotel industry. In the 
past, hotels have shown an uptick in 
occupancy because of Mardi Gras. But 
cancellation of parades and balls has 
added to the already long struggle for 
some hotels. 0:00:24

Economy/Taxes 2/12/2021
530AM 
GMM MARDI GRAS HOTELS

Official Carnival celebrations are shut 
down, and that's bad for business. And 
that includes the hotel industry. In the 
past, hotels have shown an uptick in 
occupancy because of Mardi Gras. But 
cancellation of parades and balls has 
added to the already long struggle for 
some hotels.  0:00:35

Economy/Taxes 2/12/2021 10pm News BARS MARDI GRAS

That decision causing people who 
would normally be reveling in New 
Orleans to bring their business to 
south Mississippi. Tristan Ruppert joins 
us live tonight from Bay St louis with 
more. 0:00:11

Economy/Taxes 2/12/2021
630pm 
News NO BEADS NO BUZZ

With Fat Tuesday just days away, we'd 
normally be gearing up for a very busy 
weekend celebrating Mardi Gras. But 
the pandemic has once again changed 
everything cancelling all of South 
Mississippi's parades. And that's 
impacting business at Mardi Gras 
Supplies in Gulfport. 0:00:37

Economy/Taxes 2/13/2021 10pm News
VALENTINES DAY 
SWEETS

| We're less than 48-hours away from 
Valentine's Day and Coast 
Candymakers is busy at work creating 
tasty treats to tempt any would-be 
Valentine. With more than 65 different 
types of candy to choose from, candy 
makers at the Island View's sweet shop 
are pulling long hours to make  

Economy/Taxes 2/13/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

VALENTINES DAY 
DINNER DATES

Valentine's Day may be tomorrow, but 
restaurants are trying to squeeze a 
little extra out of the holiday, 
especially since Fat Tuesday 
celebrations have been canceled. At 
Salute' in Gulfport, the Valentine's 
Special started Friday and goes all the 
way through the weekend 0:00:20



Economy/Taxes 2/13/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

VALENTINES DAY 
DINNER DATES

We'll have more on the Gemini effect 
on business tonight at 10. 0:00:36

Economy/Taxes 2/13/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM BARS MARDI GRAS 10

While that decision is leading many in 
the city to stay home, many others are 
looking for another place to celebrate 
Carnival. Tristan Ruppert HAS MORE 
from Bay St louis, where business 
owners hope that they choose to bring 
the party here. 0:00:02

Economy/Taxes 2/14/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

VALENTINES DAY 
DINNER DATES 6

Valentine's Day may not have officially 
started until today, but Coast 
restaurants are trying to squeeze a 
little extra out of the holiday, 
especially since Fat Tuesday 
celebrations have been canceled. At 
Salute' in Gulfport, the Valentine's 
Special started Friday and goes all the 
way through 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 2/16/2021 10pm News TAXES & COVID

It's tax season right now. And when 
you go to file your taxes there are a 
few things you need to know about 
how the pandemic impacts the way 
that you file especially if you recieved 
unemployment benefits this year. 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 2/16/2021
630pm 
News

MARDI GRAS 
MUSEUM

The pandemic creating a whole new 
Mardi Gras experience after parades 
were cancelled this year. Today's 
major change was no problem for 
those who decided to get in some Fat 
Tuesday fun. Those who wanted some 
Mardi Gras themed fun ended up 
touring the Coastal Mississippi Mardi 
Gras Museum in 0:00:34

Economy/Taxes 2/16/2021 10pm News
BLACKWATER BRASS 
MARDI GRAS

With New Orleans quiet, and parades 
cancelled across the southeast a 
historic Fat Tuesday is now almost in 
the book but the Blackwater brass 
band did all they could to make the 
day memorable for those here in 
South Mississippi that love Mardi Gras. 
Tristan Ruppert has the story. 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 2/17/2021 6pm News
SEAFOOD SALES ASH 
WEDNESDAY

Ash Wednesday is here, and some 
seafood spots' lines are longer than 
usual. We visited Desporte Seafood in 
Biloxi to see how business is doing. 
Lines were long earlier in the 
afternoon with people waiting for 
seafood. The restaurant says that the 
cold weather influenced crawfish suppl 0:00:21

Economy/Taxes 2/17/2021 6pm News
GREAT SOUTHERN 
CLUB

Great Southern Club has been 
operating since 1988, catering to club 
members only at the top of the 
Hancock Bank building in downtown 
Gulfport. But because of the 
pandemic, it is struggling. So, for the 
first time in its history, it will serve 
food to non-members. 0:00:01



Economy/Taxes 2/17/2021 6pm News
MS MARIJUANA 
PANEL

State leaders are moving forward and 
taking steps to bring medical 
marijuana sales to Mississippi. The 
state advisory committee led by Dr. 
Thomas Dobbs met for the first time 
today. Dobbs laid out the timeline of 
what has to be accomplished before 
sales licenses can be issued in mid-
August 0:00:50

Economy/Taxes 2/17/2021 10pm News CRAWFISH SALES

The supply and demand are there for 
crawfish as we look toward the spring, 
but will people be able to go out and 
enjoy the mudbugs despite COVID-19? 
Bill Snyder has details on what to 
expect this season. 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 2/17/2021 6pm News
MS GULF COAST 
MARATHON

We now know the dates for the 20-21 
Mississippi Gulf Coast Marathon. The 
annual event will take place on 
December 10th through the 12th. 
Organizers say holding last year's races 
during the pandemic, paves the way 
for this year's marathon weekend. 0:00:20

Economy/Taxes 2/18/2021 6pm News
PICAYUNE 
DOWNTOWN

Downtown Picayune is doing its own 
twist when it comes to creating artistic 
space. For the last three months, the 
city has been cleaning up two ugly 
alleyways near Canal Street. The alley 
on the north side of Canal has been 
paved with cobblestone, which 
organizer Christy Goss says will have 0:00:31

Economy/Taxes 2/18/2021 6pm News MGM PARK DAMAGE

Good news tonight for Shuckers fans. 
The team has now announced its 2021 
schedule. This comes after concerns 
over whether the season would 
happen at all Tristan Rupert joins us 
live tonight with the latest 
developments. 0:00:14

Economy/Taxes 2/18/2021
THUR 4pm 
Show

WINTER CLASSICS 
BEGINS

Here in South Mississippi, today 
marked the beginning of the Gulf 
Coast Winter Classics horse show. The 
premiere show-horse event is in it's 
23-rd year at the Harrison County 
Fairgrounds. 500 to 700 competitors 
come each of the six weeks of the 
United States Equestrian Federation 
sanctioned 0:00:33

Economy/Taxes 2/18/2021 10pm News HOPE FOR SPRING

It's been downright cold in South 
Mississippi this week, but for many 
local businesses, the hope is for 
warmer temperatures along with a 
sizzling spring and summer tourist 
season. Bill Snyder shows us more in 
this report.

Economy/Taxes 2/18/2021 5pm News HOPE FOR SPRING

It's been downright cold in South 
Mississippi this week, but for many 
local businesses, the hope is for 
warmer temperatures and a sizzling 



spring and summer tourist season. Bill 
Snyder shows us more in this report.

Economy/Taxes 2/18/2021 Midday
SOUVENIR CITY ZETA 
RECOVERY

Many of you along with a lot of South 
Mississippi businesses are still trying to 
bounce back from Hurricane Zeta 
related damage. That includes 
Souvenir City in Biloxi, which took a 
strong hit from the October storm. Bill 
Snyder shows us more. 0:00:15

Economy/Taxes 2/18/2021 6pm News SOUVENIR CITY ZETA

Many South Mississippi residents and 
businesses are still trying to bounce 
back from Hurricane Zeta related 
damage. That includes Souvenir City in 
Biloxi, which took a strong hit from the 
October storm. Bill Snyder has more 
on the recovery efforts. 0:00:45

Economy/Taxes 2/18/2021
630pm 
News HOPE FOR SPRING

Once the temperatures warm up this 
spring and summer, local businesses 
hope they feel the heat in terms of 
more visitors and more revenue. Bill 
Snyder shows us more. 0:00:11

Economy/Taxes 2/18/2021
530AM 
GMM LONG BEACH PROJECT

Right now, the city of Long Beach 
working on big improvement projects 
both to the harbor and the entry 
points of the city. Tristan Ruppert 
brings us the details. 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 2/18/2021
630pm 
News

WINTER CLASSICS 
BEGINS

The annual Gulf Coast Winter Classics 
horse show began today at the 
Harrison County Fairgrounds. The 
event is in it's 23rd year and will 
attract hundreds of riders from across 
the country. But like most events, 
things will be different this year 
because of the pandemic. The biggest 
impact is  0:00:22

Economy/Taxes 2/18/2021 10pm News MGM PARK DAMAGE

The countdown is now on! Shucker 
baseball will return to MGM park in 82 
days but what must the organization 
do to prepare? And how did shucker 
nation react to the good news? Tristan 
Ruppert has the story. 0:00:11

Economy/Taxes 2/18/2021 6pm News
WINTER CLASSICS 
BEGINS

The Gulf Coast Winter Classics horse 
show began today in appropriately 
chilly weather. The start was pushed 
back a day due to the winter weather 
delaying the judges' flights. But as John 
Fitzhugh tells us, the riders are excited 
to get started with the event that has 
become a mainstay on the hu 0:00:22



Economy/Taxes 2/18/2021 10pm News
GAUTIER SR MALL 
MONEY

three point five million dollars in 
Restore act funding is being awarded 
to Gautier to help purchase the singing 
river mall property. Gautier plans to 
develop the property as a private and 
public partnership. Gautier Mayor  Phil 
Torjusen  says this three point five 
million dollars in rest 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 2/19/2021
630pm 
News

JAXCO NATURE BIZ 
RECOGNITION

A few Jackson County attractions 
receiving recognition for their 
promotion of cultural resources. The 
"Friends of Arts, Culture and 
Education, Twisted Run Retreat, 
Mystic Charters, Wild at Heart and the 
Walter Anderson Museum all qualified 
for the Gulf Coast Outpost program. 
The Mississippi 0:00:28

Economy/Taxes 2/19/2021
630pm 
News

BILOXI NEXT 
BOARDWALK

Biloxi's next boardwalk project could 
provide a solution to an ongoing 
problem. Desirae Duncan has more. 0:00:06

Economy/Taxes 2/19/2021
430AM 
GMM HOPE FOR SPRING

It's been downright cold in South 
Mississippi this week, but for many 
local businesses, the hope is for 
warmer temperatures along with a 
sizzling spring and summer tourist 
season. Bill Snyder shows us more in 
this report. 0:00:14

Economy/Taxes 2/19/2021 6pm News FOFO UNOPPOSED

New tonight at 6 Biloxi Mayor Andrew 
"FoFo" Gilich will serve another term 
as the city's mayor. Today the 
Democratic Executive Committee ruled 
that Arneka Gardner-Keys did not live 
in the city limits and therefore did not 
meet the qualifications to run for the 
office. The commi 0:00:18

Economy/Taxes 2/19/2021 5AM GMM
WINTER CLASSICS 
BEGINS

The annual Gulf Coast Winter Classics 
horse show is now underway at the 
Harrison County Fairgrounds. The 
event is in it's 23rd year and attracts 
hundreds of riders from across the 
country. But like most events, things 
will be different this year because of 
the pandemic. The biggest imp 0:00:22

Economy/Taxes 2/19/2021
WLOX News 
This Week POWER GRID

The February Freeze impacting power 
grids in our country. Texas dealing with 
millions of people without power. 
Joining us to talk about what 
happened this past week and the state 
of power grids in America  Mississippi 
Public Service Commission Chairman 
Dane Maxwell.

Economy/Taxes 2/19/2021 10pm News
LEGACY BUSINESS 
LEAGUE

the legacy business league-- a league 
dedicated to providing resources to 
minority business owners and 
professionals-- has a new initiative. It's 
called TAP, or The Access Project. 
minority business owners or those 0:00:23



looking to start businesses can apply 
for the program online for a chance to 

Economy/Taxes 2/19/2021
630pm 
News

MOSS POINT 
MEETING

The Moss Point Board of Aldermen 
have officially requested that Mayor 
Mario King resign from his role as 
leader of the River city. Mayor King 
and his wife are set to enter a guilty 
plea for at least one federal charge 
next week. The two face 13 federal 
charges of wire fraud and one count of 0:00:27

Economy/Taxes 2/19/2021 6pm News TULLIS LABYRINTH

The Ohr O'Keefe Museum of Art is 
looking to add an outdoor, artistic 
attraction. The museum wants to build 
a 50-foot labyrinth on the old Tullis 
property, just east of the museum. 
This is a drawing of what it would look 
like. The non-permanent labyrinth will 
be constructed of red clay ram 0:00:28

Economy/Taxes 2/19/2021 10pm News FOOD SUPPLY

The weather in Texas has dominated 
the news this week, but the effects can 
be felt in South Mississippi as well. 
Supply chains that pass through or 
begin in Texas have been shut down by 
the snow and ice. John Fitzhugh shows 
us how that has impacted businesses 
here on the Coast. 0:00:15

Economy/Taxes 2/19/2021 10pm News GPT UTILITIES LOBBY

Those of you in Gulfport will likely 
have to pay your water bill through the 
drive-through line for three or four 
more weeks. The lobby of the 
downtown Gulfport office has been 
closed for at least two weeks to help 
protect staff and customers after a 
COVID-19 outbreak. 0:01:35

Economy/Taxes 2/20/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM FOFO UNOPPOSED 6

Meanwhile in Biloxi Mayor Andrew 
"FoFo" Gilich will now be running 
unopposed which means he will serve 
another term as the city's mayor. The 
Democratic Executive Committee has 
ruled that Arneka Gardner-Keys did 
not live in the city limits and therefore 
did not meet the qualifications. 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 2/20/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM FOOD SUPPLY 10

The weather in Texas has dominated 
the news this week, but the effects can 
be felt in South Mississippi as well. 
Supply chains that pass through or 
begin in Texas have been shut down by 
the snow and ice. John Fitzhugh shows 
us how that has impacted businesses 
here on the Coast. 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 2/21/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News PUBLIC SKATING ENDS

The last session for ice skating this 
season starts at 7 tonight and goes 
until 8:30. And we'll have more on this 
story tonight at 10.



Economy/Taxes 2/21/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News PUBLIC SKATING ENDS

You've got just a little time left to get 
in some ice skating at the Mississippi 
Coast Coliseum before the rink closes 
for the season. Public skating has been 
good for business. Coliseum executive 
director Matt McDonnell says around 
20,000 people have laced up the 
skates since it began in l 

Economy/Taxes 2/22/2021 10pm News LEE LUCEDALE

A familiar face in Lucedale is heading 
back to city hall. David Lee will be the 
next Mayor of Lucedale as he is 
running unopposed in the upcoming 
election. Over the last 40 years Lee has 
served four different terms as mayor 
and this will be his fifth term. Lee 
believes his experience and clos 0:00:24

Economy/Taxes 2/22/2021
430AM 
GMM PUBLIC SKATING ENDS

As for the spring season, Coliseum 
officials say bookings are looking good 
for the next four months a welcomed 
sign after the pandemic dramatically 
impacted bookings LAST YEAR. 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 2/22/2021
530AM 
GMM PUBLIC SKATING ENDS

As for the spring season, Coliseum 
officials say bookings are looking good 
for the next four month a welcomed 
sign after the pandemic dramatically 
impacted bookings LAST YEAR.

Economy/Taxes 2/22/2021
430AM 
GMM PUBLIC SKATING ENDS

Families enjoyed the extended ice- 
skating season at the Coliseum. But all 
good things must come to an end. 
SUNDAY NIGHT was the last chance to 
skate, but it will be back NEXT YEAR. 
And we're told the ice skating was 
good for business. 0:00:02

Economy/Taxes 2/22/2021 6pm News JAXCO SCHOOL BOND

Happening right now a discussion that 
could affect the youth in Jackson 
county for decades to come. The 
Jackson county school board is 
presenting their recommendation to 
the board of education regarding a 
potential school bond that would 
vastly improve school facilities in the 
county. The r 0:00:41

Economy/Taxes 2/22/2021 6pm News DHEAD FIRE GRANT

In Diamondhead, new lifesaving 
equipment has been purchased with 
the help of an 18 -thousand- dollar 
grant. John Fitzhugh tells us how the 
Firehouse Subs Public Safety 
Foundation is providing critical support 
to the Diamondhead Fire Department. 0:01:14

Economy/Taxes 2/22/2021 6pm News
LOREN D HEIGHTS 
EXPLOSION

Now to Gulfport a house fire, 
explosions, and a homeowner who 
escaped the flames, but lost 
everything else. Bill Snyder has the 
latest on that late Sunday evening 
blaze in the Loren "D" Heights 
neighborhood. 0:00:12



Economy/Taxes 2/24/2021
WLOX News 
This Week GUNN

Hi I'm David Elliott we start with The 
Tax Freedom Act the State House 
passing that tax reform measure 
Tuesday  it's now in the hands of the 
Senate. Joining us to talk about this 
and other issues Mississippi Speaker of 
the House Philip Gunn.

Economy/Taxes 2/24/2021 10pm News AMTRAK UPDATE

Passenger rail service is set to make a 
comeback on the Mississippi Gulf 
Coast. Amtrak is moving ahead with 
plans to begin service next year from 
New Orleans to Mobile with stops in 
Bay St. Louis, Gulfport, Biloxi and 
Pascagoula. Staying up late with us to 
discuss this developing  0:00:16

Economy/Taxes 2/24/2021 6pm News AMTRAK UPDATE

Passenger rail service with stops on 
the Mississippi Gulf Coast has been 
years in the making and now it's on 
track to become a reality in 2022. We 
learned today Amtrak plans to begin 
service next year from New Orleans to 
Mobile with stops in Bay St. Louis, 
Gulfport, Biloxi and Pascagoula.  0:00:28

Economy/Taxes 2/24/2021 5pm News
SPA OPENS IN 
PANDEMIC

Tolliver: "Been doing it 17 years" 
Tolliver says she started out massaging 
in local spas, but she wanted to switch 
things up and start her own business. 
She says the pandemic helped make 
that possible. Tolliver: "It gave me time 
to believe in myself and think and say, 
'You know what? Le 0:01:28

Economy/Taxes 2/24/2021 6pm News AMTRAK UPDATE

When Amtrak starts rolling in 2022 it 
will be the first time in more than 15 
years for passenger trains to make a 
stop on the Mississippi Gulf Coast. 0:00:29

Economy/Taxes 2/25/2021 5pm News TOURISM STUDY

A new study revealing that Coast 
tourism is performing among the best 
in the nation. While COVID-19 hit our 
tourism industry hard, the downturn 
has not been as severe as expected. 
Coastal Mississippi C-E-O Milton 
Segarra shared this latest tourism 
research with the Gulf Coast Business 0:00:51

Economy/Taxes 2/25/2021 Midday AMTRAK

Another potential boost for Coast 
tourism passenger rail service 
returning to South Mississippi next 
year. Amtrak will run from New 
Orleans to Mobile with stops on the 
Mississippi Gulf Coast. Trains will make 
stops in Bay St. Louis, Gulfport, Biloxi 
and Ocean Springs. 0:01:02

Economy/Taxes 2/25/2021 5pm News MP DEEP BREATH

But first, the city of Moss Point still 
feeling the shockwaves from Mario 
King's guilty plea to federal charges 
and his subsequent resignation as 
mayor. Today also means the first full 
day of interim mayor Robert Byrd. 0:00:13



Mike Lacy spent some time with him 
and is in the studio with more.

Economy/Taxes 2/25/2021 Midday SOUP KITCHEN NEEDS

Feeding the needy, not only in South 
Mississippi, but all over the Nation. Bill 
Snyder has more on your chance to 
help the cause. 0:00:02

Economy/Taxes 2/25/2021 Midday TOURISM STUDY

Just into the newsroom Coast Tourism 
performing among the best in the 
nation. New evidence that while 
COVID-19 hit our tourism industry 
hard, the downturn has not been as 
severe as expected. A short while ago 
Coastal Mississippi CEO Milton Segarra 
sharing this latest tourism rese 0:00:59

Economy/Taxes 2/25/2021 5pm News
GAUTIER TASTY 
THURSDAYS

Tasty Thursday making its return to 
Gautier that's where Chief 
Meterologist Carrie Duncan joins us 
from with a look at today's event and 
your South Mississippi weather. 0:00:08

Economy/Taxes 2/25/2021
THUR 4pm 
Show TOURISM

That happening as COVID-19 put so 
many restrictions on what we can do. 
While other tourist destinations 
shuttered completely South Mississippi 
was able to operate under pandemic 
restrictions families and groups 
enjoying our beaches and other 
tourism spots. All of this reveal 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 2/26/2021
630pm 
News OCEAN ENTERPRISE

A celebration today at the Port of 
Gulfport involving what officials hope 
will put the Gulf Coast in the spotlight 
of a blue economy initiative. The final 
beam being placed for the Roger F 
Wicker Center of Ocean Enterprise. 
The project broke ground in late 20-19. 0:00:27

Economy/Taxes 2/26/2021 5pm News ENVIVA TOUR

A renewable energy source harvested 
and produced right in South 
Mississippi. Tonight, Bill Snyder shows 
us how construction going at the (In-
vee-va) Enviva wood Pellet plant in 
Lucedale. 0:00:12

Economy/Taxes 2/26/2021 6pm News ENVIVA PLANT

By the end of this summer hopes to 
have it's 140- million- dollar plant in 
Lucedale up and running. Tonight, Bill 
Snyder shows us how construction is 
going on a facility that'll soon be 
producing more than 750 thousand 
wood pellets a year as a renewable 
energy source. 0:00:15

Economy/Taxes 2/26/2021 10pm News INLET BUSINESSES

Following a difficult twelve months 
things are looking optimistic in Ocean 
Springs. As Jwan Jordan reports while 
the pandemic continues it's not 
stopping a pair of new businesses from 
opening. 0:00:10



Economy/Taxes 2/26/2021 6pm News
MAYOR GILICH 
UNOPPOSED

For the first time in his political career, 
Mayor FoFo Gilich is running 
unopposed for Biloxi's mayoral seat. 
Since 20-15, Gilich has held the office, 
leading the city through rebuilding and 
infrastructure projects - as well as 
through the COVID-19 pandemic and 
multiple hurricane seasons. H 0:00:24

Economy/Taxes 2/26/2021 6pm News
MS DEEP SEA FISHING 
RODEO

Good news for saltwater sport fishing. 
The Mississippi Deep Sea Fishing 
Rodeo will be back this July. The event 
was shut down last year because of 
the pandemic. But rodeo president 
Richard Valdez telling WLOX News 
Now today that the board of directors 
will revive the beloved rodeo in Gulf 0:00:34

Economy/Taxes 2/26/2021 6pm News OCEAN ENTERPRISE

It was a simple ceremony for a big 
milestone at the Port of Gulfport. 
Today, was the topping off ceremony 
for the Roger Wicker Center of Ocean 
Enterprise. And that means the 
spotlight is getting brighter on 
Gulfport's effort to build a blue 
economy. Mike Lacy has the story. 0:00:16

Economy/Taxes 2/26/2021
FRI 4pm 
Show ENVIVA TOUR

Now for a construction update on the 
Enviva Wood pellet plant in Lucedale 
This is a look at today's walk through 
the ground- breaking for the plant was 
held in October of 20-19 Officials hope 
to soon have the plant completed 
Enviva is currently hiring in South 
Mississippi. Geo 0:00:21

Economy/Taxes 2/26/2021 10pm News
CRAWSFISH FESTIVAL 
PLANS

Right now, tickets for the crawfish 
music festival are available and there 
seems to be a heavy public demand 
even on day one of ticket sales. The 
annual event was cancelled last year 
due to covid-19 but is set to return 
with a bang. Tristan Ruppert has the 
story. 0:00:12

Economy/Taxes 2/26/2021 6pm News
DIB CANDIDATE 
CHALLENGE

The coast is gearing up for municipal 
elections but one candidate has been 
ruled out due to a last minute opinion 
from the state attorney general. 
Andres Fuentes joins us live tonight 
with the very latest. 0:00:11

Economy/Taxes 2/26/2021 6pm News
CRAWFISH FESTIVAL 
PLANS

Tickets for the crawfish music festival 
are now on sale. The annual event 
with carnival rides, country music and 
crawfish cancelled last year due to 
covid-19 but is set to return with a 
bang come April 14. At the festival's 
peak there have been over 13,000 
attendees on one day  0:00:27



Economy/Taxes 2/26/2021 5pm News
OCEAN ENTERPRISE 
UPDATE

Today, a big moment in the effort to 
build an industry studying the Gulf. 
The Roger Wicker Center of Ocean 
Enterprise is getting closer to 
completion, and officials took time to 
celebrate a memorable moment after 
a tough year of building. Mike Lacy has 
the story. 0:00:16

Economy/Taxes 2/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

BAY ST LOUIS DEPOT 
DISTRICT

Many folks are excited for Amtrak's 
passenger rail service   which is 
scheduled to welcome aboard gulf 
coast residents in 2022. One of the 
stops for this passenger rail service   is 
Bay St. Louis. And business owners are 
thrilled. One local owner who just 
opened up shop earlier this  0:00:23

Economy/Taxes 2/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

BAY ST LOUIS DEPOT 
DISTRICT

You can follow developments on 
Amtrak's planned rail service   on our 
website -- WLOX dot com. 0:00:31

Education 2/1/2021 5pm News JIMMY ESTES MGCCC

A longtime supporter of higher 
education is stepping away from his 
role after 23 years of service. Today 
Jimmy Estes was recognized by the 
Harrison County Board of Supervisors 
after serving on the Mississippi Gulf 
Coast Community College Board of 
Trustees since 19-97. 0:00:27

Education 2/1/2021 5pm News RESURRECTION HIGH

Catholic Schools Week is underway 
across the Coast. Students at 
Resurrection Catholic School kicked off 
the week by making their voices heard. 
Usually around this time of year, 
Resurrection takes a large group of 
students to Washington D-C to 
participate in the March For Life. 0:00:31

Education 2/2/2021
430AM 
GMM JIMMY ESTES MGCCC

A longtime supporter of higher 
education is stepping away from his 
role after 23 years of service. Jimmy 
Estes was recognized by the Harrison 
County Board of Supervisors after 
serving on the Mississippi Gulf Coast 
Community College Board of Trustees 
since 19-97. During that time M-G-C-C-
C h 0:00:27

Education 2/2/2021
430AM 
GMM RESURRECTION HIGH

Catholic Schools Week is underway 
across the Coast. Students at 
Resurrection Catholic School kicked off 
the week by making their voices heard. 
Usually around this time of year, 
Resurrection takes a large group of 
students to Washington D-C to 
participate in the March For Life. But 
due to C 0:00:32



Education 2/2/2021
530AM 
GMM RESURRECTION HIGH

Catholic Schools Week is underway 
across the Coast. Students at 
Resurrection Catholic School kicked off 
the week by making their voices heard. 
Usually around this time of year, 
Resurrection takes a large group of 
students to Washington D-C to 
participate in the March for Life. 0:00:30

Education 2/2/2021 6pm News JAXCO SCHOOLS

Students attending Jackson county 
schools could soon be seeing some 
upgrades across the district. Chancelor 
Winn shares how these changes could 
impact taxes in Jackson County. 0:00:10

Education 2/3/2021
WED 4pm 
Show MS ART CONTEST

If you are a student and like to create 
art that could just help pay for your 
college one day. The State Treasury 
'College Savings Mississippi Art 
Contest.' is underway. It's for student 
kindergarten through 12th grade. All 
they have to do is send in a piece of art 
showing what they want 0:00:02

Education 2/3/2021 10pm News JAXCO SCHOOLS

Jackson County Schools could soon see 
improvements to facilities throughout 
the entire district. To pay for the 
roughly 50 to 60 million dollars in 
upgrades the district is hoping to use a 
bond which could mean an increase in 
taxes. The district has conducted a 
survey of nearly 36-HUNDRE 0:01:10

Education 2/3/2021 Midday GPT HIGH SIGNING

Just short while ago four students 
there signed their national letters of 
intent to play at the next level. Trace 
Lander, Isaiah Washington, and Jalen 
Ephram all signed to play football at 
Southwest, and Jacob Stevenson 
signed with East Central. They said 
playing in a season unlike any other se 0:00:06

Education 2/3/2021 6pm News
BHM PRESERVING 
HISTORY

Soon Gulfport residents will be able to 
see their favorite Black historic figures 
in the Gulfport History Museum. This is 
the first time the museum has 
including a black history section to its 
exhibit honoring local figures from the 
community. Jasmine Lotts shows us 
how it's inspiring others. 0:00:19

Education 2/3/2021
WED 4pm 
Show JAXCO SCHOOL BOND

The Jackson County School District is 
looking to make improvements to 
facilities throughout the entire district 
and leaders are looking at a potential 
school bond to make the upgrades. 
Yesterday WLOX apparently incorrectly 
reported information about the 
possible increase to property taxes 0:00:17

Education 2/8/2021 6pm News
MEMORIAL INTERN 
TRAINING

Memorial Hospital will soon be the 
first public hospital in South 
Mississippi to offer a new residency 
program for Medical school graduates. 0:00:14



Brandy McGill has more on what 
Memorial is bringing to the gulf coast.

Education 2/10/2021 6pm News
HOSPITAL 
APPRENTICESHIPS

Today Mississippi Gulf Coast 
Community College and Memorial 
Hospital in Gulfport now partnering to 
create new training opportunities for 
healthcare students. Jasmine Lotts 
breaks down the details of the 
program and why it's so important to 
the two institutions. 0:00:03

Education 2/11/2021 5pm News
BAY WAVELAND 
CLASSROOM

Across the Bay Waveland School 
District, we're told 134 students spent 
the first semester taking their classes 
through virtual learning. Karen 0:00:29

Education 2/11/2021 5pm News
BAY WAVELAND 
CLASSROOM

Karen, administrators say they're 
excited to have everyone back in the 
building. When the school year 
started, Bay Waveland offered what so 
many other districts offered - a virtual 
learning option for any students who 
wanted to remain at home. At the 
conclusion of the first semester 0:00:47

Education 2/12/2021 10pm News
CDC SCHOOL 
RECOMMENDATIONS

a new set of guidelines from the CDC is 
now being released amid a national 
debate about when and how to 
reopen schools. the roadmap includes 
five key strategies the universal and 
correct wearing of masks, physical 
distancing, washing hands, cleaning 
facilities, and improving ventilation. a 0:00:01

Education 2/12/2021 5AM GMM
BAY WAVELAND 
CLASSROOM

Across the Bay Waveland School 
District, we're told 134 students spent 
the first semester taking their classes 
through virtual learning. 0:00:00

Education 2/12/2021 10pm News
INTERNATIONAL 
FESTIVAL

From Africa to France, you name it. 
The Gulfport School district hosted its 
inaugural International Festival at 
Central Elementary School. Students 
were able to travel the globe right in 
the hallways of their school. The 
festival included various music, food, 
and dances from different cult 

Education 2/12/2021 5AM GMM
BAY WAVELAND 
CLASSROOM

Meanwhile, the Bay Waveland School 
District has ended virtual learning. The 
district's second semester began 10-
days ago. When the school year 
started, Bay Waveland offered virtual 
learning option for any students who 
wanted to remain at home. 0:03:03



Education 2/12/2021 10pm News OSHS GRADUATION

Ocean Springs High School will have its 
graduation ceremony this year at 
Greyhound Stadium. That decision 
made Thursday night by the Ocean 
Springs School board. The football 
stadium provides an outdoor venue so 
graduates and their families can be 
together, yet remained socially distant 
to p 0:01:18

Education 2/12/2021 10pm News JA KINDNESS

The Junior Auxiliary of Gulfport 
teaming up with schools across 
Harrison County to teach students 
lessons in kindness. The organization's 
Provisional Class of new members 
hosted a Random Acts of Kindness 
Week in over 20 classrooms across the 
county. 0:00:51

Education 2/12/2021
630pm 
News JA KINDNESS

The Junior Auxiliary of Gulfport 
teaming up with schools across 
Harrison County to teach students 
lessons in kindness. The organization's 
Provisional Class of new members 
hosted a Random Acts of Kindness 
Week in over 20 classrooms across the 
county. Throughout the week, 
students participate 0:00:40

Education 2/13/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

OCEAN SPRINGS CIVIC 
CENTER ARBOR DAY

Boy Scout Troop 228 out of Vancleave 
helped hand out trees during the 
event. 0:00:30

Education 2/13/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

OCEAN SPRINGS CIVIC 
CENTER ARBOR DAY

Mississippi might have celebrated 
Arbor Day yesterday, but that didn't 
stop a group of Jackson County 
residents from celebrating   today! 
People gathered outside of the Ocean 
Springs Civic Center to hand out tree 
saplings as a way to get more people 
interested in gardening and going 
green.  0:00:25

Education 2/16/2021
630pm 
News PINTA LAST DAY

A few visitors saying their final 
goodbyes to a replica Columbus-era 
ship docked in Biloxi today. The Pinta 
welcomed guests for one last day 
today before setting sail for other 
ports across the United States. People 
got to see artifacts and learn history 
about what it was like traveling 0:00:25

Education 2/16/2021 10pm News
MSU RESEARCH 
CENTER

Mississippi State University is building 
a multi-million -dollar research lab at 
the Sunplex light industrial park. The 
Jackson County Port Authority and the 
Board of supervisors approving the 
sale of 4 acres to be the home of The 
Northern Gulf Aquatic Food Research 
Center. 0:00:31

Education 2/16/2021
630pm 
News PINTA LAST DAY

Organizers say they plan to be back in 
Biloxi next February. They hope to also 
bring the replica Nina after the ship 0:00:27



was damaged last year from Hurricane 
Sally.

Education 2/17/2021 6pm News GPT ASH WEDNESDAY

In downtown Gulfport, First United 
Methodist Church offered drive-by 
services this afternoon in front of its 
church. With COVID safety in mind, 
materials were handed out, and 
participants self-imposed the ashes. 
This was one of two services - the 
second happening right now: an in-
person service  0:00:23

Education 2/17/2021 6pm News BHM MOLLY HENCE

In honor of Black History month 
tonight we're highlighting a former 
Stone County track star as she reflects 
on her rise to the top decades ago. 
Molly Hence says none of it would 
have been possible without the 
support of her parents and 
community. Brandy McGill shares her 
story.  0:00:15

Education 2/17/2021
WED 4pm 
Show

SEAFOOD SALES ASH 
WEDNESDAY

Now that Lent has begun coast 
seafood spots are busier than usual. 
During Lent, Catholics avoid eating 
meat on Ash Wednesday, which is 
today and Fridays leading up to Easter. 
Desporte Seafood in Biloxi is bustling 
with business right now during lent the 
market and restaurant sees a 3 

Education 2/17/2021 6pm News
ASHES CATHOLIC 
CHURCHES

The season of Lent now underway, 
signaling a time for spiritual renewal, 
fasting, and reflection. Today 
Christians all over the world   took part 
in Ash Wednesday services like this 
one at Nativity B-V-M Cathedral in 
Biloxi. 0:00:09

Education 2/18/2021 5pm News
MARS LANDING 
WATCH PARTY

Kids were required to wear masks   
and there were sanitizing stations as 
well. 0:00:01

Education 2/18/2021 5pm News
MARS LANDING 
WATCH PARTY

Locally -- some South Mississippi kids 
joined the Lynn Meadows Discovery 
Center in Biloxi to watch the rover 
touch down on Mars. It was all fun and 
games today   as the youngsters 
enjoyed educational activities   while 
watching history being made. 0:00:42

Education 2/19/2021 5pm News

BLACK HISTORY 
SOUTHERN 
OUTREACH

Southern Outreach Christian Academy 
hosted its first Black History 
celebration program today. Students 
pre-k through fifth grade gave 
presentations of their favorite 
historical figure. The director of the 
program says   the goal is for students 
to research and find out more about 
Black 0:00:24



Education 2/19/2021 5pm News

BLACK HISTORY 
SOUTHERN 
OUTREACH

Terry says that the school plans to 
have its own wax museum for students 
to dress as their favorite role models. 
Currently -- 21 students are enrolled at 
the academy. 0:00:26

Education 2/19/2021 5pm News
NASA ROCKET 
UPDATE

The next step in NASA's plan to send 
humans back to the moon   comes 
next Thursday when the main engines 
for Space Launch System -- or S-L-S   
will go through another "Green Run 
Hot Fire" test out at Stennis Space 
Center. Tonight, Bill Snyder has details 
on why this test is vital, and what we  0:00:20

Education 2/19/2021 6pm News BLACK HISTORY

Today students at Southern Outreach 
Christian Academy were filled with 
excitement while they presented for 
the school as part of their black history 
program. Administrators say that 
students were assigned to research 
their favorite historical figures. The 
school opened in 2015 however the  0:00:26

Education 2/19/2021 10pm News
NASA ROCKET 
UPDATE

We're t-minus six days and counting 
until NASA test fires the engines that 
will eventually take humans back to 
the Moon and beyond. Next Thursday 
the four R-S- 25 engines that will help 
send the Space Launch System or SLS 
into orbit will be tested again at 
Stennis Space Center. Back on  0:00:35

Education 2/20/2021
GMM 
WKND 8AM

NASA ROCKET 
UPDATE 5

BREAKING this morning, the 
Mississippi Emergency Management 
agency reporting the first death in 
Mississippi from this week's winter 
storm Neshoba county e-m-a reporting 
an accident with fatalities connected 
to the storm. We'll continue to bring 
you the latest. 0:00:01

Education 2/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

RAILROAD MUSEUM 
EXPANSION

Model train engineers are getting 
everything in order for the open house 
of the Mississippi Coast Model 
Railroad Museum-South Station in 
Gulfport. Administrators say they had 
to expand because they've outgrown 
their original location in Gulfport. 
We're told the South Station will 0:00:00

Education 2/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

RAILROAD MUSEUM 
EXPANSION

Sutton says the open house will be on 
March 20th. 0:00:30

Education 2/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

PASCAGOULA SPORTS 
COMPLEX

The Pascagoula Sports Complex hosted 
its first tournament of 20-21. Andres 
Fuentes has more about how people 
are feeling about the new facility. 0:00:09

Education 2/21/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News HORSE SHOW

The competition runs until the March 
28th.



Education 2/21/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News HORSE SHOW

Today -- Gulfport's Annual Gulf Coast 
Winter Classics Horse Show   held its 
largest horse competition event -- The 
Grand Prix. And instead of cheering 
spectators   the stands were empty, 
because of coronavirus concerns. But 
that doesn't mean this 23-year-old 
event was smaller than previous 

Education 2/22/2021
630pm 
News

GULFPORT ACT 30 
CLUB

52 of Gulfport High School's best and 
brightest celebrated for their academic 
achievement. Banners hang in the 
school showing off those students who 
have scored 30 or higher on the A-C-T. 
As accomplishment school officials say 
only 7-percent of students in the 
nation can boast. But 0:00:23

Education 2/22/2021 6pm News USM VP CAMPBELL

A new addition will play a key role in 
leading the growth of the University of 
Southern Mississippi on the Coast. Dr. 
Shannon Campbell has been named 
the Senior Associate Vice President for 
Coastal Operations. She will work to 
make U-S-M a national leader 
addressing issues relevant to 0:00:22

Education 2/22/2021
430AM 
GMM HORSE SHOW

It was a big day for the Annual Gulf 
Coast Winter Classics Horse show the 
Grand Prix. But even though it was the 
biggest event so far stands were 
empty, because of coronavirus 
concerns. But that doesn't mean this 
23-year-old event was smaller than 
previous years. 0:00:19

Education 2/22/2021 10pm News BLX WADE IN EVENT

Tonight, local Civil Rights activist 
Bishop James Black took part in a 
virtual panel discussing segregated 
beaches throughout the country and 
the protests that followed. We spoke 
with him earlier today about the role 
that south Mississippi played in the 
civil right battle. 0:00:15

Education 2/23/2021
TUE 4pm 
Show

NICAUD NAACP 
AWARD

The C-E-O and President of Memorial 
Hospital being honored By the 
Gulfport branch of the NAACP. They 
say Kent Nicaud deserved the Dr. Felix 
Dunn Community leader award for his 
commitment to ensure Memorial 
Hospital has a diverse population of 
employees. 0:00:24

Education 2/24/2021 6pm News
BLACK GREEK 
ORGANIZATIONS

More than 100 years ago young 
women strived to uplift their 
community in a positive way. Black 
Greek Lettered Organizations known 
as the Divine Nine allowed them to do 
that. Here on the Gulf Coast many 
people are a part of those 
organizations, serving their community 
and carrying on the history.  0:00:17



Education 2/25/2021 6pm News
JACKSON GEORGE 
LIBRARIES

Good news for those itching to get 
their hands on some real books. After 
having been closed for the better part 
of a year, all 10 branches of the 
Jackson-George Regional Library 
System will open March 1. The plan 
allows libraries to limit visits to 50 
percent capacity, increasing to 75 perc 0:00:33

Education 2/25/2021 10pm News
JACKSON GEORGE 
LIBRARIES

Good news for those itching to get 
their hands on some real books. After 
having been closed for the better part 
of a year, all ten branches of the 
Jackson-George Regional Library 
System will open March 1st. The plan 
allows libraries to limit visits to 50 
percent capacity, increasing to 75 p 0:00:31

Education 2/25/2021 6pm News

MGCCC 
PERFORMANCE 
CENTER

The Coast has a new state-of-the-art 
performing arts center at Mississippi 
Gulf Coast Community College. And it 
will be the new home of the Gulf Coast 
Symphony. You're taking a live look at 
the school's very first performance in 
the space happening right now. John 
Fitzhugh tells us how t 0:00:21

Education 2/25/2021 5pm News

MGCCC 
PERFORMANCE 
CENTER

The Coast's newest facility for the 
performing arts will also be a center of 
education. Mississippi Gulf Coast 
Community college cut the ribbon on 
their 54 thousand square foot 
Performing Arts Center the IMPAC 
facility includes a 12 hundred seat 
state-of-the -art auditorium, 0:00:29

Education 2/25/2021 6pm News TOURISM STUDY

While COVID-19 hit our tourism 
industry hard, the downturn has not 
been as severe as expected -- and 
Coast Tourism is performing among 
the best in the nation. Today, Coastal 
Mississippi CEO Milton Segarra sharing 
this latest tourism research with the 
Gulf Coast Business Council. Segarra  0:00:43

Education 2/26/2021
430AM 
GMM TOURISM STUDY

A new study revealing that Coast 
tourism is performing among the best 
in the nation. While COVID-19 hit our 
tourism industry hard, the downturn 
has not been as severe as expected. 
Coastal Mississippi C-E-O Milton 
Segarra shared this latest tourism 
research with the Gulf Coast Business 0:00:01

Education 2/26/2021 10pm News
USM OLE MISS IN 
PERSON LEARNING

A sign of life returning back to normal 
Two of the state's largest universities 
Ole Miss and Southern Miss 
announcing plans for a full return to in 
person on campus learning during the 
2021 fall semester. Ole Miss 
Chancellor Glenn Boys says if progress 
continues in the fight against Covid-1 0:00:26



Education 2/26/2021 5pm News HARCO WM CAREY

But first tonight   the "Grow Your 
Own" teacher education collaborative 
signed today   will help Mississippi 
students become Mississippi teachers. 
Chet Landry was there and has the 
details. 0:00:10

Education 2/26/2021 5AM GMM
JACKSON GEORGE 
LIBRARIES

Good news for those itching to get 
their hands on some real books. After 
having been closed for the better part 
of a year, all 10 branches of the 
Jackson-George Regional Library 
System will open March 1. The plan 
allows libraries to limit visits to 50 
percent capacity, increasing to 75 perc 0:00:00

Education 2/26/2021 5pm News ORCHID SHOW

Happening right now -- the 41st annual 
Orchid show. The show features 
beautiful and unique flowers   along 
with vendors and exhibitors from 
across the region. It's taking place at 
the Gautier convention Center until six 
tonight then reopens tomorrow from 
10 in the morning till 6 in the 
afternoon. 0:00:26

Education 2/26/2021 5pm News
UNSUNG HEROES 
PASS ELEM

Pass Christian Elementary hopes to 
continue this performance every Black 
History Month. 0:00:20

Education 2/26/2021 6pm News
UNSUNG HEROES 
PASS ELEM

Students at Pass Christian Elementary 
School celebrated black history month 
today with a special performance. 
Desirae Duncan has more on how they 
were able to showcase their talents 
and learn a little along the way. 0:00:02

Education 2/26/2021 10pm News HARCO WM CAREY

Students in the Harrison County School 
District interested in becoming 
teachers now have a fast track to the 
profession. William Carey University 
inking the deal with the district to 
"grow" teachers as early the eleventh 
grade. In addition to the many benefits 
of an early start 0:00:02

Education 2/26/2021
530AM 
GMM

MGCCC 
PERFORMANCE 
CENTER

The Coast's newest facility for the 
performing arts will also be a center 
for quality education. Mississippi Gulf 
Coast Community college cut the 
ribbon on their 54 thousand square 
foot Performing Arts Center the IMPAC 
facility includes a 12 hundred seat 
state-of-the -art auditorium  0:00:25

Education 2/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News BAY ST LOUIS ANEX

Labat tells us -- the program will open 
Monday -- March first. 0:00:28

Education 2/27/2021
GMM 
WKND 8AM ORCHID SHOW 5

The 41st annual Orchid (OR-KID) show 
continuing today in Gautier-- The show 
features beautiful and unique flowers   
along with vendors and exhibitors 
from across the region. Doors open at 
the Gautier convention Center from 10 0:00:01



this morning until six tonight   then 
reopen tomorrow from 10 in  

Education 2/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News BAY ST LOUIS ANEX

Today -- Bay St. Louis business owners   
hosting an open house for the newest 
resource for students -- The Education 
Annex. It's a tutoring program that 
provides a learning space for kids who 
need additional help -- outside the 
classroom. Right now -- the Annex has 
four teachers that as 0:00:34

Environment 2/1/2021 5pm News OS BEACH PROJECT

Today Jackson county board of 
supervisors are signing a contract with 
D-C-D construction to build more 
concrete swales on front beach but 
not all residents are happy about the 
project. Chancelor Winn joins us now 
live in Ocean Springs Chancelor 0:00:15

Environment 2/12/2021
630pm 
News

LYMAN ARBOR DAY 
TREES

Today is Arbor Day in Mississippi. To 
celebrate, the Harrison County Soil and 
Water Conservation District held a 
drive thru tree distribution today at 
the Lyman Community Center. For five 
dollars, people could pick up a live 
Oak, two Blueberry bushes, a Southern 
Magnolia, and Bareroot seedlings. 0:00:25

Environment 2/16/2021
TUE 4pm 
Show

SNOW FLURRY 
EXCIETMENT

But first, a bit of Winter wonder 
reaching some families in South 
Mississippi Coast residents waking up 
early this morning to enjoy little snow 
flurries with hopes it would pour and 
actually stick. While that wasn't the 
case many still enjoyed the little bit of 
snow their neighborhood 0:00:34

Environment 2/16/2021
TUE 4pm 
Show GPT FIRES

Gulfport Fire Department had a busy 
morning today responding to two fires 
in the same hour First a trailer fire at 
the Hidden Acres Mobile Home Park 
on Touriel Road in Orange Grove 
Firefighters arrived to find flames 
coming from the trailer that neighbors 
said was unoccupied. While on that 0:00:33

Environment 2/17/2021 Midday COAST ELECTRIC

Right now, more than a dozen workers 
with Coast Electric are heading to the 
Taylorsville area to help restore power 
after the winter storm. The crews 
gathered at Coast Electric's staging 
area on highway 53 earlier this 
morning for a quick briefing and prayer 
before heading out. 0:00:30



Environment 2/18/2021 6pm News WIGGINS GAS LEAK

Tonight, Wiggins’ business owners are 
thankful that a gas scare didn't cause 
any more problems than it did. Fire 
fighters found a gas leak in the sewer 
lines of City Hall on College Avenue 
around eight this morning. The leak 
caused firefighters to evacuate people 0:00:00

Environment 2/19/2021 5pm News USM ARBOR DAY

A beautiful day across South 
Mississippi   allowed for U-S-M's Gulf 
Coast Research Lab   to finally hold this 
year's Arbor Day celebration. The 
university partnered with the Forestry 
Commission   and Fulgham's Tree 
Preservation Specialists   to hold a 
drive-thru sapling giveaway sit 

Environment 2/19/2021 10pm News
JAXCO NATURE BIZ 
RECOGNITION

A few South Mississippi businesses are 
getting some recognition for their 
environmental and cultural work. The 
"Friends of Arts, Culture and 
Education" "Twisted Run Retreat" 
Mystic Charters" ."Wild at Heart" .and 
the Walter Anderson Museum all 
qualified for the Gulf Coast Outpost 
prog 0:00:46

Environment 2/19/2021 10pm News ARBOR DAY

Organizers with USM's Gulf Coast 
Research Lab were finally able to hold 
their Arbor Day event in some sunny 
weather today. The group partnered 
with the state Forestry Commission 
and Fulgham's Incorporated to hand 
out hundreds of saplings at a drive-up 
site on campus. Organizers were 
happy to  

Environment 2/19/2021 5pm News
ST ROSE CATFISH 
SPECIAL

Today -- the smell of fried fish filled 
the air at St. Rose de Lima Church in 
Bay St. Louis. It marks the first fish fry 
of the Lenten Season   and folks were 
lined up in a matter of minutes to grab 
a bite. Like most things -- this year, the 
church is having a drive-thru for its 
customer 0:00:39

Environment 2/19/2021
630AM 
GMM USM ARBOR DAY

TODAY, officials at USM are 
encouraging you to 'branch' out and 
plant a tree or two. They are 
celebrating Arbor Day TODAY with a 
giveaway. The event was actually 
supposed to happen LAST FRIDAY on 
Mississippi's Arbor Day but had to be 
pushed back due to weather. The 
drive-thru sapling   0:00:21

Environment 2/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

MOSS POINT 
CLEANUP PROJECT

Moss Point community leaders spent 
their Saturday morning picking up 
trash. Organizers with the 200 Man 
Stand held a community clean up 
event in the neighborhood around 
Kreole Elementary. The organization 
teamed up with alderman Chuck 0:00:21



Redmond's cleanup efforts and devote 
every third Saturday 

Environment 2/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

MOSS POINT 
CLEANUP PROJECT

The group welcomes all volunteers 
who want to help out. All you have to 
do is show up to the clean-up spot. 
Supplies will be provided. 0:00:21

Environment 2/21/2021
10pm 
Sunday

ENJOYING THE SUN 
SHINE

When the winter weather is away   
South Mississippians are out to play. 
Some of the folks we caught up with in 
Biloxi today told us   they were 
surprised at how low temperatures 
dropped this last week   but they're 
grateful for days like today   when the 
warm sun brings beautiful weather 0:00:17

Environment 2/21/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News

ENJOYING THE SUN 
SHINE 530p

When the winter weather is away   
South Mississippians are out to play. 
Some of the folks we caught up with in 
Biloxi today told us   they were 
surprised at how low temperatures 
dropped this last week   but they're 
grateful for days like today   when the 
warm sun brings beautiful weather 

Environment 2/22/2021 5pm News DIAMONDHEAD FIRE

Firefighters responding to a call at 
Highpoint Townhomes today found 
smoke coming from one unit and barks 
from another. They were able to 
quickly get inside and put out the fire 
that was along the wall adjoining the 
neighboring unit-- where a dog was 
trapped inside. When Firefighters 
heard  0:00:29

Environment 2/22/2021 6pm News NURSERY DAMAGE

Many plants are now suffering from 
the frigid temperatures brought on by 
the winter storm. Chancelor Winn has 
more on how Nurseries are working to 
protect their vegetation during hard 
freezes. 0:00:12

Environment 2/23/2021 5AM GMM DIAMONDHEAD FIRE

Firefighters responding to a call at 
Highpoint Townhomes in 
Diamondhead found smoke coming 
from one unit and barks from another. 
This all unfold YESTERDAY Firefighters 
were able to quickly get inside and put 
out the fire that was along the wall 
adjoining the neighboring unit-- where  0:01:26

Environment 2/26/2021
630AM 
GMM 2LIVE: ZETA DEADLINE

On the coast, many are still struggling 
to make repairs from Hurricane Zeta 
LAST OCTOBER. Bill Snyder is live with 
more on how you can get help. 0:00:09



Environment 2/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

GULFPORT 
COMMUNITY 
CLEANUP

Over in Gulfport   a group of residents 
spent the morning   cleaning up litter. 
Organizers with "Extend a Hand   Help 
a Friend" held the cleanup event 
around the "Emerald Pine 
Apartments"   as a part of ongoing 
efforts to promote unity among 
residents and improve the quality of 
life  0:00:25

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/1/2021 5pm News

TRANSPORTATION 
MASKS

Going into effect tonight everyone 
traveling by public transportation must 
wear a mask. The C-D-C enforcing this 
after President Joe Biden ordered in 
late January for agencies to 
immediately take action against 
COVID-19. Brandy McGill reports. 0:00:17

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/1/2021

MON 4pm 
Show DR PENICO

Joining us now with his insight into 
South Mississippi's battle with covid-
19 Infectious disease specialist at 
Memorial Hospital at Gulfport Dr. 
Jesse Penico 0:00:03

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/1/2021

630pm 
News

GARDENS COVID 
VACCINES

Long-Term care facilities have been 
challenged in many ways by the 
coronavirus pandemic Keeping 
residents involved during long months 
of isolation has been a priority. 0:00:09

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/1/2021 10pm News

GARDENS COVID 
VACCINES

Some seniors at The Gardens Senior 
Community in Oceans Springs getting 
their COVID-19 vaccines today. The 
staff there making it more for the 
residents than just getting a shot in the 
arm. Staff dressed up as Ninjas ready 
to battle the novel coronavirus. 0:00:18

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/1/2021 6pm News

GARDENS COVID 
VACCINES

The partnership created to roll COVID-
19 vaccines out to nursing homes is on 
schedule in Mississippi. CVS Health is 
sending teams out to vaccinate 
residents and staff at 211 long-term 
care facilities across the state. John 
Fitzhugh gives us an update on the 
efforts. 0:00:08

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/1/2021 10pm News

TRANSPORTATION 
MASKS

Turning now to the latest 
developments in the battle against 
covid-19. Wearing a mask on public 
transit is no longer an option, going 
into effect in a little under one hour 
nationwide. The CDC announced this 
order late Friday following President 
Joe Biden's executive order promoting 
COVID 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/2/2021 Midday SRHS SECOND DOSE

Happening right now in Jackson 
County people who got their first does 
vaccines with Singing River Health 
System, now getting their second dose 
vaccines. That's happening at the 
Jackson County Fairgrounds -- our 
Chancelor Winn is there and joins us 
live. 0:00:02



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/2/2021

TUE 4pm 
Show SRHS VACCINE

Joining us to talk about today's 
vaccination efforts and what might be 
available going forward. Singing River 
Health System-- Ocean Springs 
Hospital Administrator Heath 
Thompson who is also an RN. 0:04:03

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/2/2021 6pm News

FEB 2 REEVES COVID 
UPDATE

Now to the battle against covid-19 in 
our state. More vaccines are being 
sent to Mississippi each week. State 
health officials are now expecting the 
number of weekly vaccinations to soon 
increase to 60-thousand up from the 
30 to 49 thousand range. 0:00:22

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/2/2021 Midday

FAUCI QUESTIONS 
TUGALOO

One of the nation's forefront leaders 
against the coronavirus outbreak will 
answer questions virtually for the 
Magnolia State next week. Doctor 
Anthony Fauci will take part in 
Tougaloo College's virtual panel 
discussion next Friday. The panel will 
be discussing the impact the covid-19 
vaccine 0:00:02

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/2/2021 6pm News COVID HEADLINES

people in Jackson county are now 
beginning to receive their second dose 
of the COVID-19 vaccine thanks to 
Singing River Health System. Over 
1,500 people got their second dose of 
the vaccine today at the Jackson 
county fairgrounds. We spoke with 
Singing River Health System - Ocean 
Springs Hospital 0:00:14

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/3/2021 6pm News

PASS DIXIE WHITE 
HOUSE PARADE

Despite the Pandemic it is carnival 
time and the good times will still roll 
Mardi Gras Day at a Pass Christian 
nursing home just a little differently. 
Normally, Dixie White House nursing 
home hosts an indoor Mardi Gras 
parade every year WITH its residents. 
But instead, due to COVID 0:00:32

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/3/2021 5pm News

WHEELCHAIR FITINESS 
WOMAN

Each day we face new challenges, 
some greater than others. One South 
Mississippi resident isn't backing 
down, working to beat the odds on a 
daily basis to become the best version 
of herself despite disadvantages. 
Brandy McGill shares her story. 0:00:18

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/3/2021 Midday MORE VACCINES

Forty-five-thousand more doses of the 
COVID-19 vaccine coming to our state 
next week Governor Tate Reeves says 
the goal now is to get more vaccines in 
more locations. Because of that 10- 
percent of those vaccines   will go 
specifically to a federal partnership 
with Walmart.  0:00:20

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/3/2021

WED 4pm 
Show DR CONGER

Joining us now with the latest on the 
battle against Covid-19 in South 
Mississippi Memorial Hospital 0:00:04



Infectious Disease Specialist Dr. 
Nicholas Conger 

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/3/2021 6pm News BACK THE BLUE

Lt. Boutte's death hits especially hard 
for family members of law 
enforcement officers. Like Kristin 
Stachura Allen, the wife of a Biloxi 
Police officer. Over the last several 
years she's made it her mission to raise 
support and thousands of dollars for 
law enforcers facing difficult times 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/3/2021 6pm News

NEW FRONTLINE 
HEROES

More than 800 Mississippi national 
Guard Members have volunteered to 
join other frontline healthcare heroes 
in the fight against COVID-19. Bill 
Snyder shows us more. 0:00:06

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/3/2021 10pm News COVID CATCH 22

Now to the last on the coronavirus. 
Governor Tate Reeves today extending 
his executive order including the mask 
mandate until March 3rd. That comes 
as many are struggling to get an 
appointment for the vaccine. Some 
patients tell us they make it to the final 
step in the process only to be  0:00:07

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/3/2021

630pm 
News

WHEELCHAIR FITINESS 
WOMAN

One South Mississippi resident is 
striving to be the best version of 
herself despite her circumstances. 
Each day Jill Carney runs your not so 
average morning run. A little over 
twenty years ago Carney lost her leg 
during a tragedy. Her children who are 
now grown motivated her to 0:00:03

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/3/2021 6pm News

SAVING A HERO'S 
PLACE

Right now, the "saving a hero's place" 
organization is headed to Florida to 
honor another hero who lost their life 
in the line of duty but first they're 
making a stop in Mississippi to meet 
the family of Fallen hero deputy 
Marshall Josie wells. Tristan Ruppert 
joins us live with the details. 0:00:16

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/3/2021 10pm News

DEPUTY BOUTTE PRC 
MEMORIES

The loss of lieutenant Michael Boutte 
being felt today in Pearl River County, 
where he once lived and served his 
community. Those who served with 
him for years say he will leave a legacy 
of hard work, dedication and love for 
people. Mike Lacy has the story. 0:00:06

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/3/2021 5pm News

NEW FRONTLINE 
HEROES

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, 
we've shown you the hard work our 
frontline heroes are doing at medical 
centers and hospitals all over South 
Mississippi. Right now, they're joined 
on the vaccination frontlines by 
members of Mississippi's National 
Guard. Tonight, Bill Snyder shares their 
story. 0:00:19



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/3/2021 6pm News

DEPUTY BOUTTE PRC 
MEMORIES

Today, Pearl River County mourning 
the loss of Lieutenant Michael Boutte, 
who was shot and killed Monday when 
responding to a call with the Hancock 
County Sheriff's office. Mike Lacy joins 
us from the newsroom with more. 0:00:17

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/3/2021 10pm News

SAVING A HERO'S 
PLACE

Tonight, an effort to honor another 
fallen officer of the law passed 
through south Mississippi. Even with 
the law enforcement community here 
hurting, several with the Hancock 
County Sheriff's Department made 
sure to thank the organization for 
what they do and help ensure they get 
through the  0:00:11

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/4/2021

THUR 4pm 
Show SRHS DOCTOR

185 new cases of covid-19 being 
reported by state health officials in 
South Mississippi as Governor Tate 
Reeves extends a mask mandate in all 
six southern counties here with his 
insight, Singing River Health System 
pulmonologist, Dr. Ijlal Babar. 0:00:12

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/4/2021 6pm News OFFICERS COPING

After the shooting death of Lieutenant 
Boutte with the Hancock County 
Sheriff's Office, officers from agencies 
throughout the region were there 
within minutes. But they weren't there 
to process the crime. They were there 
to help deputies deal with the trauma. 
Mike Lacy has more on a program c 0:00:17

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/4/2021 Midday BLAKE MARDI GRAS

Biloxi's newest senior living center also 
getting in on the Mardi Gras fun. Bill 
Snyder takes us to their carnival 
celebration now 0:00:07

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/4/2021 10pm News

SECOND DOSE 
FREEDOM

But first tonight at 10 we begin with 
the latest on covid-19 in our state. 
Thousands of people are receiving 
their second dose of the vaccine this 
week. Chancelor Winn takes us to the 
Singing River vaccination site at the 
Jackson County Fair Grounds. 0:00:08

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/4/2021 6pm News FOSTER CARE

Hancock County youth court has seen 
tremendous success in the last few 
years Children in Child Protective 
Services custody has dropped from 
365 in 2017 to 65 currently. John 
Fitzhugh introduces us to the judge in 
charge and the new head of CPS who 
came to visit. 0:00:09

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/4/2021 6pm News

SECOND DOSE 
FREEDOM

Those numbers come as South 
Mississippians are racing to get their 
covid-19 vaccinations as soon as they 
become available. Chancelor Winn 
joins us live tonight from Jackson 
County with more on Singing River's 
vaccination efforts. 0:00:02



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/4/2021 6pm News

PALAZZO BOUTTE 
TRIBUTE

Tonight, the coast community 
continues to mourn the loss of Lt. 
Michael Boutte. As friends and 
colleagues across the region pay 
tribute to his life. Today Congressman 
Steven Palazzo spoke on the floor of 
the U.S. House of Representatives to 
honor the fallen deputy. 0:00:13

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/5/2021

430AM 
GMM OFFICERS COPING 6

After Lieutenant Boutte's death, 
officers from agencies throughout the 
region were there within minutes. But 
they weren't there to process the 
crime. They were there to help 
deputies deal with the trauma. Mike 
Lacy has more on a program called 
"Law Enforcement Alliance for Peer 
Support". 0:00:16

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/5/2021 6pm News BOUTTE FAMILY PRC

As the reality settles in over the 
shooting death of Lt. Michael Boutte, 
the impact he had on people is 
becoming even more apparent. It's not 
just South Mississippi mourning his 
loss, it's all over the country. Our Mike 
Lacy spoke to his family who say they 
are feeling the love. 0:00:02

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/5/2021 6pm News LOVE BIG MOVEMENT

College Park Elementary has pink and 
red all over the school, but it's not for 
Valentine's Day, it's for KJ North. North 
passed away in a car accident with his 
grandmother, Ollie Armstrong. 
Community members coming together 
by purchasing "Love Big" campaign 
items after they heard about  0:00:19

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/5/2021 5AM GMM FOSTER CARE 6

Hancock County youth court has seen 
tremendous success in the last few 
years. The number of children in Child 
Protective Services custody has 
dropped from 365 in 2017  to 65 
today. John Fitzhugh introduces us to 
the judge in charge and the new head 
of CPS who came to visit. 0:00:18

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/5/2021 6pm News SCHOOL BUS SAFETY

Now to an update on yesterday's 
traffic accident in Jackson County 
where a child was hit by a car as she 
crossed the street to get on the school 
bus. We just learned from the Jackson 
County Sheriff's Department the 
woman driving the car is now charged 
with Overtaking a School Bus, which 
me 0:00:31

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/5/2021 6pm News COVID HEADLINES

That comes as another 12-hundred 
new cases of covid-19 and 40 new 
deaths is being reported today across 
the state. South Mississippi accounting 
for almost 200 of those cases. As that 
statewide total inches closer to 280-
thousand cases with over 62-hundred 
deaths due to covid-19.  0:01:01



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/6/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM LOVE BIG MOVEMENT

If you visit College Park Elementary, 
you'll be seeing a lot of pink and red all 
over the school but it's not for 
Valentine's Day, it's for K-J North. 
North passed away in a car accident 
with his grandmother, Ollie Armstrong. 
Community members coming together 
by purchasing "Love Big" campaign 0:00:19

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/6/2021

630pm 
News HIV TESTING

Leading up to National Black H-I-V 
AIDS Awareness Day this weekend, 
one coastal health group did its part to 
keep the community safe. The Coastal 
Family Health Center offered free H-I-V 
tests and organized a booth in its 
lobby to promote S-T-D education and 
prevention. Organizers wanted  0:00:29

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/8/2021

MON 4pm 
Show

LONG BEACH SENIOR 
CENTER

Because of the pandemic the Long 
Beach Senior Activity Center has been 
closed off and one the last closure 
happening at Thanksgiving -- but next 
Tuesday it's re-opening on the Senior 
side only. You are looking at video the 
center before the coronavirus forced it 
to close. 0:00:12

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/8/2021 10pm News

WALMART VACCINE 
SITE

But first tonight at 10 rollout of the 
coronavirus vaccine continues in our 
state. Beginning tomorrow you will 
now be able to make an appointment 
to get your vaccine at one of 31 
different Walmart Pharmacies 
throughout the state. 3 of those are 
here in south Mississippi one in 
Gulfport 0:00:10

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/8/2021 6pm News

WALMART VACCINE 
SITES

But first topping our news tonight at 6 
top state health officials announcing 
you will now be able to get your covid 
vaccination at certain Walmart 
pharmacies and can begin making 
appointments as early as tomorrow. 
Three of 31 stores across the state 
offering the service are here in south 0:00:32

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/8/2021

MON 4pm 
Show DR PENICO

Health officials continue to repeat that 
the solution is to get vaccinated as 
soon as possible and take steps to 
avoid infection. Thus far in our state 
334-thousand total vaccines have been 
given that includes first and second 
doses. And there's concern right now 
about a possible  0:05:03

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/8/2021 6pm News SHERIFF ADAM

Lt. Michael Boutte will be laid to rest 
tomorrow. In the week since he was 
gunned down while making a call in 
Hancock County. His fellow deputies 
have continued going on with their 
work. Today in an exclusive interview 
Sheriff Ricky Adam told me while the 
hearts of his department remain 0:00:47



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/8/2021 10pm News SHERIFF ADAM

So many people at the Hancock county 
sheriff's office and in the community 
have told us how Lt. Boutte was such a 
happy man and always smiling. the 
sheriff's office shared these pictures 
with us showing Lt. Boutte's cheerful 
smile. These pictures come from the 
department's facial recognition 0:00:26

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/8/2021 6pm News VISITING MEMORIAL

The memorials and tributes continue 
growing for Lt. Boutte. Outside the 
sheriff's department where he served 
since 2016 a patrol car is covered with 
flowers. Today Charlene Arnold made 
a special trip from Pearl River County 
to show her respects. She knew Boutte 
and like so many others we've 0:00:16

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/8/2021 10pm News BOUTTE FAMILY

Tomorrow south Mississippi will have 
the chance to say good- bye to a hero, 
and a staple of the community. 
Lieutenant Michael Boutte made it his 
life mission to protect and serve 
making many proud in the process. 
None more so than his own family. Our 
Tristan Ruppert sat down with the 
Bouttes 0:00:19

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/9/2021 6pm News LEE BRUMFIELD

64 -year- old William Lee Brumfield 
was killed after being hit by a car just 
after 6 this morning while taking his 
morning walk on the beach. Gulfport 
Police tell us the car was going 
eastbound on 90 near Cowan Road 
when it veered off the highway and 
then into the sand where it hit and 0:00:13

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/9/2021

TUE 4pm 
Show SRHS DR

COVID-19 cases in South Mississippi 
below one thousand again today. 
Hopeful signs in the battle against 
COVID-19. Joining us   Singing River 
Health System's Dr. Bobby Swinney. 0:03:49

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/9/2021 6pm News FUNERAL SERVICE

Hundreds gathered at the funeral 
service in Bay St louis earlier today as 
friends and colleagues shared 
memories of the man who was a friend 
to so many. Tonight, we bring you a 
glimpse of the military service for the 
fallen Hancock County Deputy. 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/9/2021 10pm News

BOUTTE MEMORIAL 
IMAGES

Lt. Boutte was laid to rest today at 
Biloxi National Cemetery. Before that, 
he was remembered during a funeral 
with police honors in Bay St. Louis. 
Tonight, John Fitzhugh brings us 
images from that service. 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/9/2021 Midday

BILOXI WALMART 
SHOTS

Now to the latest on COVID-19 
vaccinations at Walmart. There is a big 
change this morning and it's causing a 
lot of confusion. Desirae Duncan joins 
us live to explain. 0:00:13



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/9/2021 6pm News

BOARDWALK 
TRAGEDY

Those in the community are shaken up 
following Brumfield's death. That now 
has walkers and runners who frequent 
parts of the beach along highway 90 
putting their guard up. Brandy McGill 
reports. 0:00:11

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/9/2021 6pm News BSL FUNERAL ROUTE

Today's procession for Lt. Michael 
Boutte starting in Bay St. Louis and 
ending up in Biloxi with up to 15 miles 
of law enforcement vehicles taking 
part. As Mike Lacy reports it was an 
experience that will be remembered 
for a long time for those who knew 
him   and those who didn't get the hon 0:00:18

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/10/2021 5AM GMM VACCINE PROCCES

As local Walmart prepare to 
administer covid-19 vaccines, the 
Singing River Health System continues 
to give doses at the Jackson County 
fairgrounds. But many people are still 
struggling to even schedule their first 
dose appointment. Chancelor Winn 
shares more details on the vaccination 
process. 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/10/2021 5pm News

HOSPITAL 
APPRENTICES HIPS

Both MGCCC and Memorial Hospital 
say they made sure they created 
pathways to meet the need for trained 
healthcare professionals, while 
students learn at the same time. 
Administrators say the college and 
hospital worked with the Department 
of Labor to create both the 
apprenticeship and scholarship 0:00:48

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/10/2021 6pm News SECOND DOSE REAX

Many coastal Mississippians are now a 
week into being fully vaccinated. Our 
Chancelor Winn joins us live tonight 
with more on what that means and 
how south Mississippi residents are 
reacting. 0:00:23

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/10/2021

WED 4pm 
Show CORONA HEADLINES

Memorial Hospital administering 12-
hundred doses of the Moderna vaccine 
in Long Beach and Gulfport this is a 
look at today's efforts at the Isaiah 
Fredericks Community Center in 
Gulfport. Officials say as more vaccines 
are allocated to Memorial more 
vaccination events will be made 
available. 0:00:22

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/10/2021

WED 4pm 
Show

HOSPITAL 
APPRENTICESHIPS

Mississippi Gulf Coast Community 
College healthcare students are 
getting new training opportunities 
through Memorial Hospital at 
Gulfport. Both M-G-C-C-C and 
Memorial Hospital officials signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding today 
at the college's Bryant Center to make 
it official. 0:00:38



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/10/2021 5pm News

COLISEUM 
VACCINATION SNAFU

Some people who were expecting to 
get vaccinations at the Mississippi 
Coast Coliseum today   left 
disappointed. The health department 
pushed back the vaccine appointments 
originally scheduled for today and the 
Coliseum gates were locked. An email 
was sent out earlier this month telling  0:00:31

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/10/2021

WED 4pm 
Show

GAUTIER HIGH BLOOD 
DRIVE

Students at Gautier High School rolled 
up their sleeves today for a good 
cause. The school partnered with the 
Blood Center to host a community 
blood drive. The goal of the drive was 
to collect 60 donations. Officials with 
the Blood Center say there's an urgent 
need for blood right 0:00:30

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/10/2021 10pm News MENTAL HEALTH

Students have been dealing with a 
much more stressful school year 
because of COVID-19. And the 
Pascagoula Gautier School District is 
heightening their focus on mental 
health as part of the "Whole Child 
Education initiative". Chancelor Winn 
shares how those in the district are 
benefiting from the 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/10/2021 5pm News

SENIOR LIVING 
CONCERNS

Thanks, Jasmine. If all goes as planned, 
next week some Coast senior citizens 
will have a new assisted living option 
to consider. The Blake, a 25- million- 
dollar facility on Popp's Ferry Road in 
Biloxi, is set to open on Monday. As Bill 
Snyder shows us, one future resident 
is happy for the opening,  0:00:19

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/10/2021 10pm News

FITZGERALD VACCINE 
FOLO

Today 74-year-old Jessie Fitzgerald is 
celebrating her husband's 89th 
birthday after she received the COVID-
19 vaccine. Fitzgerald's struggles to 
schedule an appointment ended 
yesterday evening as she finally 
received the shot she has been longing 
for. Fitzgerald's husband is battling  0:00:24

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/10/2021 5pm News MEMORIAL VACCINES

Vaccinations continue to ramp up 
across the state as the total number of 
shots in Mississippi surpasses the total 
number of infections. Memorial 
Hospital administered another 12-
hundred doses of the Moderna vaccine 
in Long Beach and Gulfport. 
Appointments were opened up on 
Monday and Tuesday 0:00:23

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/10/2021 5pm News MEMORIAL VACCINES

Walker says that as more vaccines are 
allocated to Memorial, more 
vaccination events will be made 
available to the community. 0:00:37



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/11/2021 5AM GMM

HOSPITAL 
APPRENTICES HIPS

Healthcare students at Mississippi Gulf 
Coast Community College   will now be 
able to get hands-on experience 
through training at Memorial Hospital 
in Gulfport. Administrators say the 
training is a three-tiered model. 
Through apprenticeship, students will 
be able to learn while on the job.  0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/11/2021

THU 4pm 
Show SRHS VACCINE

Singing River Health System 
administering more COVID-19 vaccines 
this week. Joining us, the man in 
charge of the Singing River Health 
System Vaccines and also COVID drug 
Treatments, lead Clinical pharmacist 
Chris Ayers. 0:00:09

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/12/2021 10pm News

HOME OF GRACE 
GRADUATION

Home of Grace, an addiction 
counseling and recovery center on the 
Coast, was not exempt from the 
struggles brought on by the 
coronavirus pandemic. However, it has 
managed to navigate through the crisis 
and still provide recovery services to 
those in need. 0:00:12

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/12/2021 10pm News

MS POWER 
COMMUNITY 
CONNECTION

Mississippi Power's Coast Chapter of 
Community Connection found a 
creative way to spread the love this 
Valentine's Day. Volunteers assembled 
more than 50 goody bags for the 
residents of the Pass Christian Health 
and Rehabilitation Center. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/12/2021 10pm News MEDICAL MARIJUANA

The fight to have medical marijuana in 
Mississippi didn't end with the passage 
of Initiative 65 last year. Initiative 65 
was voted into the state constitution 
by 74 percent of the population. But 
state senators say they are worried 
that legal challenges may undo 
everything. So, the senate 0:00:08

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/12/2021 10pm News

TOUGALOO COVID 
TALK

The rate of infection and death from 
COVID-19 among African Americans is 
disproportionately high, but their 
vaccination rate is disproportionately 
low. The reasons behind those 
statistics were the topic of discussion 
today among Mississippi health care 
leaders and Dr. Anthony Fauci. 0:00:20

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/13/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

HOME OF GRACE 
GRADUATION 10

Home of Grace, an addiction 
counseling and recovery center on the 
Coast, was hit hard by the coronavirus 
pandemic. However, as Alison Spann 
reports, it has managed to navigate 
through the crisis and still provide 
recovery services to those in need. 0:00:02



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/13/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

MEDICAL MARIJUANA 
10

The fight to have medical marijuana in 
Mississippi didn't end with the passage 
of Initiative 65 last year. Initiative 65 
was voted into the state constitution 
by 74 percent of the population. But 
state senators say they are worried 
that legal challenges may undo 
everything. So, the senate 0:00:38

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/16/2021 10pm News GPT FIREFIGHTER

Firefighters risk their lives every time 
they walk into a burning building. It's a 
risk they accept when they take the 
job, but it is no less intense when 
there is a close call. That happened 
today to a Gulfport firefighter as John 
Fitzhugh tell us. 0:00:09

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/16/2021 10pm News COLD SHELTERS

If you or someone you know needs a 
warm place to spend the night we 
have a list of cold weather shelters 
now open across the coast. The 
Salvation Army shelter in Gulfport and 
Pascagoula are now open. Along with 
the D'Iberville Civic Center which will 
be open tonight and tomorrow. And In 0:01:16

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/16/2021 10pm News MSDH VACCINE APPTS

if you were supposed to receive your 
vaccination today and the 
appointment was cancelled due to the 
winter weather don't worry. it will 
automatically be rescheduled for the 
same time at a later date. 
appointments at the Harrison county 
center were open today and Jackson 
county sites will be 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/16/2021 10pm News

AWAKE BRAIN 
SURGERY

Imagine being on the operating table 
awake and alert as doctors perform 
surgery on your brain. It's not just 
something you'll see on TV but it's an 
actual surgery known as awake 
craniotomy. Only a handful of 
hospitals across the country, including 
Memorial Hospital, specialize in awake 
brain 0:00:28

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/16/2021 10pm News COVID HEADLINES

Progress continues to be made on the 
vaccination front at last check just 
under 450-thousand doses had been 
administered. 125-thousand-845 
Mississippians are now fully 
vaccinated. That comes as another 734 
new cases of covid-19 were reported 
today statewide along with 37 new 
deaths.  0:00:05

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/16/2021 5AM GMM PETS COLD

Very chilly weather is sticking around 
for another day. So you'll need to 
make sure your pets stay warm again 
TONIGHT. The humane society works 
to make sure all their animals are nice 
and warm-- and they're encouraging 
people with pets to do the same at 
home. They say it's extremely i 0:00:26



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/16/2021

430AM 
GMM HOMELESS COLD

Weather shelters across the coast 
opened up for those needing a warm 
place to stay. Loaves and Fishes in 
Biloxi and the Salvation Army on 22-nd 
Street in Gulfport were both open, 
OVER NIGHT. And they will reopen 
once again TONIGHT. Loaves and 
Fishes opened as a shelter after the 
building p 0:00:31

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/16/2021

530AM 
GMM HOMELESS COLD

Weather shelters across the coast 
opened up for those needing a warm 
place to stay. Loaves and Fishes in 
Biloxi and the Salvation Army on 22-nd 
Street in Gulfport were both open, 
OVER NIGHT. And they will reopen 
once again TONIGHT. Loaves and 
Fishes opened as a shelter after the 
building p 0:00:27

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/17/2021 6pm News

SHUCKERS BLOOD 
DRIVE

Happening TODAY. The Biloxi Shuckers 
and the American Red Cross teaming 
up to save lives. The two will host a 
blood drive a M-G-M Park. Officials say 
there is a big need RIGHT NOW as 
many drives have been canceled due 
to the pandemic and the winter 
weather. The drive in Biloxi runs from 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/17/2021 10pm News

VETERAN HOME 
FUNDING

Proposed legislation in the nation 
capitol could make it possible for a 
veterans home project here on the 
Coast to move forward with 
construction. Senator Roger Wicker 
introduced the state veteran’s homes 
relief act. If passed it would provide 
five-hundred million dollars for 
outstanding  0:01:06

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/17/2021 6AM GMM

MSDH VACCINE APPTS 
10

The C-D-C says the winter storms will 
cause widespread delays of vaccine 
shipments over the next few days. In 
Mississippi, the health department will 
only open vaccination sites *TODAY in 
Harrison, Jackson, Forrest and Jones 
counties. All other locations will be 
closed. If your appointment 0:00:23

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/18/2021 5pm News

SHELTER VOLUNTEERS 
NEEDED

Cold weather shelters are preparing to 
open tonight ahead of more frigid 
temperatures. But one shelter is in 
need of more volunteers. The 
Salvation Army is looking for extra help 
to man its cold weather shelter on 
22nd street in Gulfport. The 
organization welcomes all volunteers 
as they wo 0:00:27



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/18/2021 6pm News COVID STUFF

Now to the latest on the battle against 
covid-19 in our state. Today's report 
from the state department of health 
was released just in the last two hours. 
As of today, 454 thousand 926 
vaccination doses have been 
administered statewide. Bringing the 
total number of Mississippians who a 0:00:02

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/18/2021 6pm News

MARCH OF MAYORS 
FOOD CAMPAIGN

Right now, with the pandemic and 
people out of work, food pantries on 
the coast are seeing a 30 to 50 percent 
increase in the demand for food. 
Mayors across South Mississippi are 
now asking you to help those in need 
by helping restock food pantries. The 
March of Mayors Food Campaign has  0:00:24

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/18/2021 5pm News

SHELTER VOLUNTEERS 
NEEDED

The shelter will open tonight and 
tomorrow night from 6 p-m to 7 a-m. If 
you want to volunteer, call the number 
on your screen. 0:00:29

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/19/2021 6pm News SOUPER FRIDAY

After nearly 11 months battling the 
COVID-19 pandemic, staff members at 
a coast senior living center wanted to 
show their thanks to frontline workers. 
Organizers with "The Gardens" 
cooked, bagged and drove lunches to 
medical workers across the coast. The 
bags were filled with soup, bread  0:00:33

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/19/2021 5pm News

SRHS GULFPORT 
VACCINE

At this point, Singing River Health 
System has the vaccines for 
appointments made, including the 
second dosage following today's event. 
So far, Singing River has delivered 
about 18,000 vaccinations. 0:00:32

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/19/2021 5AM GMM

SHELTER VOLUNTEERS 
NEEDED

Cold weather shelters are preparing to 
REOPEN TONIGHT ahead of more frigid 
temperatures. But one shelter is in 
need of more volunteers. The 
Salvation Army is looking for extra help 
to man its cold weather shelter on 
22nd street in Gulfport. The 
organization welcomes all volunteers 
as they  0:00:11

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/19/2021

FRI 4pm 
Show COVID HEART

Compared to the general population, 
people with cardiovascular disease are 
more than twice as likely to develop 
severe forms of COVID-19. And even 
though death rates from COVID-19 
have dropped significantly, heart 
disease remains a major predictor of 
poor outcome. As part of Heart 
Awareness Month,  0:00:29

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/19/2021 5pm News

SRHS GULFPORT 
VACCINE

Even with nationwide delays in vaccine 
deliveries caused by unprecedented 
winter storm, the Coast continues to 
put shots into arms. Today, Singing 
River Health System had its third drive-
through COVID vaccination at its 0:00:49



Gulfport hospital. 1,150 recipients 
drove through Singing River Health 

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/19/2021 10pm News HEARTWORMS

February is American Heart Month for 
humans. But it's a heart-focused 
month for dogs too! The Humane 
Society of South Mississippi is having 
their annual "Have a Heart" campaign 
to help treat their dogs with heart 
worms. H-S-S-M staff say that 35% of 
dogs that are brought to the shelter 0:00:17

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/19/2021 6pm News COVID HEART

February is American Heart Month and 
focusing on your heart health has 
never been more important. Karen 
Abernathy joins us now with more. 0:00:07

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/19/2021

WLOX News 
This Week DR PENICO

Hi, I'm David Elliott we start with that 
cases down in the last month about 50 
percent Memorial Hospital infectious 
specialist Dr. Jesse Penico joins us. 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/19/2021

FRI 4pm 
Show DR PENICO

Joining us now with his insight into 
South Mississippi's battle with covid-
19 Infectious disease specialist at 
Memorial Hospital at Gulfport Dr. 
Jesse Penico 0:00:11

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/19/2021 10pm News SHELTER SUPPORT

The extreme cold temperatures we've 
experienced this week can be fatal for 
those living on the streets. Tonight, is 
the seventh straight night the 
emergency cold weather shelter in 
D’Iberville is open. This week the 
number of people seeking shelter has 
doubled and the supplies, combined 0:00:29

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/19/2021 5AM GMM

SHELTER VOLUNTEERS 
NEEDED

The shelter will open TONIGHT from 6 
p-m to 7 a-m. If you want to volunteer, 
call the number on your screen. 0:00:41

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/19/2021 5pm News SOUPER FRIDAY

We're approaching a year of battling 
this coronavirus pandemic, here in 
Mississippi. Health care workers -- 
under immense stress. That's why one 
senior living facility in Ocean Springs   
wanted to show its appreciation. 
Andres Fuentes has the story for us 
tonight. 0:00:14

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/19/2021 6pm News SRHS GPT VACCINE

While the freezing weather in much of 
the country has hampered some 
distribution of COVID-19 vaccinations, 
the Coast hasn't slowed down. Today, 
Singing River Health System having 
another drive-through COVID 
vaccination at its Gulfport hospital. 
And recipients are happy and relieved. 
Mike Lacy  0:00:16



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News SATURDAY VACCINES

At the coliseum   gate three at 
Beauvoir Road serves as an entrance 
and exit to help traffic run more 
smoothly. 0:00:24

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News DRIVE BY COOKIES

Harrison is located across the street 
from Checkers on Pass Road and says 
she will be selling cookies tomorrow. 0:00:32

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News DRIVE BY COOKIES

South Mississippi Girl Scouts aren't 
letting COVID stop them from selling 
cookies, but they have a little twist. 
Now, some of troop 35-42 are selling 
them   by hosting a drive thru. 
Normally, girl scouts sell cookies in 
front of local grocery stores. This year, 
Anita Harrison says she an 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News SATURDAY VACCINES

Today -- more vaccinations going into 
the arms of Mississippians. National 
guard members   hard at work -- 
catching up inoculations for 
Mississippians who had appointments 
rescheduled from Monday   due to 
freezing temperatures. Hundreds of 
cars went through the drive-through 
vaccination 0:00:25

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/21/2021

GMM 
WKND 8AM

SATURDAY VACCINES 
6

Back here on the coast-- things are 
finally getting back to normal as the 
temperatures climb back up. National 
guard members are hard at work, 
catching up on vaccinations for 
Mississippians who had appointments 
rescheduled thanks to the weather. 
Hundreds of cars went through the 
drive-through 0:00:02

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/22/2021 6pm News COVID HEADLINES

Despite that devastating milestone 
cases of Covid-19 continue a 
downward trend in Mississippi. Today 
242 new cases were reported 
statewide along with no new deaths. 
37 of those new positive cases were in 
the six southernmost counties. 
Memorial Hospital's Doctor Jesse 
Penico says he sees se 0:00:46

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/22/2021 10pm News COVID HEADLINES

In the Magnolia State health officials 
are reporting just 242 new cases of 
covid-19 today and no new deaths. 
South Mississippi residents making up 
of 37 those cases. When it comes to 
vaccinations just over 487-thousand 
doses have been administered overall. 
With more than 145-thousa 0:01:21

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/22/2021 10pm News COVID FAMILIES

Mississippi has not been immune to 
those struggles. Neither have the 
family, friends and loved ones that 
mourn for their losses. Tonight, Andres 
Fuentes has more from one coast 
family who has seen just how 
devastating this pandemic can be. 0:00:10



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/22/2021 6pm News COVID MILESTONES

The COVID-19 pandemic reaching a 
sobering new milestone today with 
more than 500-thousand people now 
dead from the virus. Andres Fuentes 
has more on how that number is 
impacting families here along the gulf 
coast. 0:00:12

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/23/2021 10pm News

TEACHERS & FIRST 
RESPONDERS

And starting tomorrow even more 
people will be able to sign up to 
receive those vaccines. Governor Tate 
Reeves announcing today teachers and 
first responders are now eligible to get 
their shots. Andres Fuentes spoke with 
educators and first responders today 
about the new developments. 0:00:02

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/23/2021 6pm News VACCINATION STATUS

As of today, over 505-thousand doses 
of the vaccine have been administered 
statewide with over 156-thousand 
Mississippians now *fully* vaccinated. 
However, there are still many people 
who are struggling to get THEIR shot. 
Our Brandy McGill tell us how 
Memorial hospital has been working to  0:00:22

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/23/2021

TUE 4pm 
Show

SUNPLEX WAVE 
PARADE

Decked out in purple, green and yellow 
residents at the Sunplex rehabilitation 
center enjoyed a little Mardi Gras fun. 
Family and friends circle the parking 
lot to throw out beads and other 
treats to keep the Mardi Gras tradition 
going despite the pandemic. The 
facility originally planned the  0:00:22

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/23/2021 10pm News

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 
TRAINING

Educating people about domestic 
violence is one of the keys to 
preventing it So when the Gulf Coast 
Center for Nonviolence got the chance 
to train 800 casino workers, they 
jumped at the chance. The training 
offered by the Scarlet Pearl will teach 
them how to recognize signs of 
domestic viol 0:00:42

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/23/2021 6pm News

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 
TRAINING

One in Three women and one in four 
men in South Mississippi have been 
affected by domestic violence. That 
number is higher than the national 
average which shows the critical need 
for awareness and training here on the 
gulf coast. John Fitzhugh tells us how 
one Coast casino is making that 
happen 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/23/2021 6pm News COVID BABY BOOM

Right now, a COVID Baby Boom 
happening at Singing River Health 
System. Births are up since the 
pandemic began. The Health System is 
preparing for a 30 percent increase in 
baby births. 0:00:36



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/23/2021

TUE 4pm 
Show MS WATER SUPPORT

South Mississippi working together to 
help residents in need in the capitol 
city after winter storms impacted the 
water supply of thousands. Extend a 
hand-help a friend is partnering with 
state representative Sonya Williams 
Barnes and several other coast groups 
and individuals  0:00:30

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/23/2021 6pm News

TEACHERS & FIRST 
RESPONDERS

That comes as eligibility to the covid-
19 vaccine now opening up to 
additional Mississippians. Teachers 
and first responders now joining the 
group. Andres Fuentes joins us live 
tonight with the latest developments. 0:00:11

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/23/2021 6pm News MS WATER SUPPORT

The coast community is coming 
together to help our neighbors to the 
north after the winter storm. Extend a 
hand, help a friend is partnering with 
state representative Sonya Williams 
Barnes and several other coast groups 
and individuals to collect bottled water 
to deliver to Jackson-- where thousand 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/23/2021

TUE 4pm 
Show VACCINATION STATUS

The state passing another milestone 
involving vaccinations with more than 
half a million doses now administered 
in the state. One-thousand-170 doses 
of the Pfizer vaccine being given today 
to local residents at the Lyman 
Community Center. The vaccinations 
were available through Memorial Ho 0:00:27

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/23/2021 6pm News FEB 23 REEVES COVID

With access to the vaccine expanding 
covid cases and hospitalizations 
continue dropping in Mississippi. 
Today Governor Tate Reeves said his 
current executive orders designed to 
slow the spread of the virus are set to 
expire next week on March third. And 
discussions are underway to loosen 0:00:54

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/23/2021 10pm News DWINDLING DIVAS

Wool market elementary school is one 
of 115 schools nationwide taking on 
the healthy wage challenge. As Jwan 
Jordan reports -- A group of the 
school's teachers are training 
rigorously in hopes of winning the 
grand prize of ten-thousand dollars. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/24/2021 6pm News WATER FOR JACKSON

A Coast group has stepped in to help 
people in the capitol city after last 
week's winter storm. Volunteers with 
Extend a Hand Help a Friend left early 
this morning to deliver water to 
Jackson to help thousands of people 
who still don't have a steady supply of 
drinking water. 0:00:00



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/24/2021 Midday WATER FOR JACKSON

A Coast group has stepped in to help 
people in the capitol city after last 
week's winter storm. Volunteers with 
Extend a Hand Help a Friend left early 
this morning to deliver water to 
Jackson to help thousands of people 
who still don't have a steady supply of 
drinking water. Earlier this  0:00:41

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/24/2021 10pm News

VA DISINFECTING 
ROBOTS

It looks like a tanning bed for a 
hospital room but instead of warming 
your skin, it is killing viruses, including 
the novel coronavirus. John Fitzhugh 
explains how the Biloxi Veterans 
Affairs is using a robot to keep rooms 
clean 0:00:17

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/24/2021 10pm News VACCINE TOWN HALL

Over 525-thousand doses of the covid-
19 vaccine have been administered 
across our state. And for those who 
are still hesitant tomorrow night you 
are invited to bring your questions on 
the vaccines to a virtual town hall 
meeting. Karen Abernathy joins us in 
the studio with details on how 0:00:02

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/24/2021 5AM GMM COVID BABY BOOM

Right now, a COVID Baby Boom 
happening at Singing River Health 
System. Births are up since the 
pandemic began. The Health System is 
preparing for a 30 percent increase in 
baby births. 0:00:33

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/24/2021 5pm News

GAUTIER BATTLE OF 
THE BADGES

Today Gautier Rotary Club is 
partnering with law enforcement and 
the Mississippi Highway Patrol to host 
the Battle of the Badges Blood Drive-- 
Organizers say the goal of the drive is 
to help those in need of blood, as well 
as inform others about safety behind 
the wheel. Organizers encourage 0:00:44

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/25/2021 Midday VA ROBOT

A robot NOW helping make hospital 
rooms in South Mississippi safer during 
the pandemic and saving time too. The 
Biloxi VA hospital is using this robotic 
cleaner to disinfect rooms. The robot 
uses U-V radiation that disinfects by 
killing viruses by breaking the bonds in 
their DNA Disinfect 0:01:32

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/25/2021

THUR 4pm 
Show COVID TOWN HALL

And this reminder If you have 
questions about the COVID-19 Vaccine 
are any questions about the virus 
tonight is your chance to get some 
answers. The People's Town Hall on 
Covid is open to the public the event is 
virtual happening on Zoom tonight at 
7. 0:00:07



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/25/2021

THUR 4pm 
Show SRHS VACCINE

Efforts underway right now to get our 
teachers and first responders signed 
up for vaccine appointments. They can 
begin getting shots Monday in our 
state. Joining with the latest on 
vaccination efforts. Singing River 
Health System-- Ocean Springs 
Hospital Ad 0:04:24

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/25/2021

630pm 
News SOUP KITCHEN NEEDS

Feeding families in need, not only in 
South Mississippi, but all over the 
Nation. Bill Snyder has more on how 
you can help. 0:00:05

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/25/2021 Midday COVID TOWN HALL

If you have questions about the 
COVID-19 Vaccine are any questions 
about the virus tonight is your chance 
to get some answers. TONIGHT, local 
health officials are reaching out and 
inviting you to bring those questions to 
a virtual town hall meeting. The 
People's Town Hall on C 0:00:07

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/25/2021 6pm News

VACCINE HESITATION 
TOWN HALL

One of the concerns is that some 
people simply do not trust vaccines, 
nor the government. They still 
remember the Tuskegee Syphilis study 
that had tragic results for black men. 
There's also a mindset of "wait and 
see" because of concern about how 
fast the COVID-19 vaccines were 
approved.  0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/25/2021 Midday MSDH VACCINE MAP

Right now, the Mississippi State Health 
Department has a new tool for you to 
use if you are trying to make a COVID-
19 VACCINE appointment. It's an 
interactive map that allows you to 
search for vaccine appointment sites 
by location. You can find this map on 
the health department's website. 0:00:14

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/25/2021 5pm News SOUP KITCHEN NEEDS

South Mississippians stepping up to 
feed those in need during the COVID-
19 pandemic. Tonight, Bill Snyder 
shows us more on how you have 
answered the call to help, and how 
you can continue to make a difference. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/25/2021 6pm News COVID HEADLINES

That comes as an uptick in coronavirus 
cases is being reported across the 
state .920 new cases along with 8 new 
deaths. 0:00:40

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/25/2021 6pm News

VACCINE HESITATION 
TOWN HALL

The virtual town hall starts at seven 
tonight on Zoom. You see the 
information right there on your screen. 
You can also go to wlox.com for that 
information. 0:00:54

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/26/2021 10pm News

BONES FEEDING 
AMERICA

A special Grand Ole Opry presentation 
will air Saturday night   featuring Chris 
Janson, Travis Tritt and Hailey 
Whitters. You can find out more about 
this initiative   on our website, WLOX 
dot com. 0:00:33



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/26/2021 10pm News

OS MAYORS MARCH 
COLLECTION

Mayors across South Mississippi are 
now asking you to help those in need 
by helping restock food pantries. The 
March of Mayors Food Campaign has 
each city collecting one kind of canned 
or dried food. The donations will go to 
Extra Tables's eight partner pantries 
across the coast. You can 0:00:19

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/26/2021

430AM 
GMM

VACCINE HESITATION 
TOWN HALL

SO FAR, more than 547-thousand 
doses of the covid-19 vaccine have 
been administered in Mississippi. And 
despite zero signs of adverse reactions 
so-far, many Mississippians are still 
skeptical. They still remember the 
Tuskegee Syphilis study that had tragic 
results for black men. There's a 0:00:36

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/26/2021

530AM 
GMM

VACCINE HESITATION 
TOWN HALL

SO FAR, more than 547-thousand 
doses of the covid-19 vaccine have 
been administered in Mississippi. And 
despite zero signs of adverse reactions 
so-far, many Mississippians are still 
skeptical. They still remember the 
Tuskegee Syphilis study that had tragic 
results for black men. There 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/26/2021

430AM 
GMM

VACCINE HESITATION 
TOWN HALL

Spagner: "I haven't had a side effect 
and my arm is not sore yet." "Just 
listen. You still have to decide if you 
want to believe what they say and take 
into account if this is something you 
want to do. It's still an individual 
decision." Spagner admits she doesn't 
trust the government 0:00:29

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/26/2021

530AM 
GMM

VACCINE HESITATION 
TOWN HALL

Spagner: "I haven't had a side effect 
and my arm is not sore yet." "Just 
listen. You still have to decide if you 
want to believe what they say and take 
into account if this is something you 
want to do. It's still an individual 
decision." Spagner admits she doesn't 
trust the government 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/26/2021 6pm News VACCINE UPDATE

That comes as the vaccination effort 
continues to ramp up across our state. 
As of today, 573-thousand-123 doses 
of the coronavirus vaccine have been 
administered overall statewide. With 
191-thousand-874 Mississippians now 
*fully* vaccinated. Earlier today we 
spoke with Coastal Family Health 0:00:27

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/26/2021 10pm News TEACHER VACCINES

When COVID-19 vaccinations were 
opened to school employees this 
week, many teachers were finally able 
to breathe a sigh of relief. Jasmine 
Lotts shows us how Singing River 
Health System is working to get 
employees in the Pascagoula Gautier 
School District protected as soon as 
possible. 0:00:14



Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News FRAT BLOOD DRIVE

A group of South Mississippi fraternity 
brothers met their goal today   in this 
year's Gulf Coast Blood Drive. The 
"Iota Upsilon" Chapter of "Omega Psi 
Phi"   successfully harvested 37 pints 
of blood   at their donation site in 
Edgewater Mall. The annual drive is 
done in honor of one 0:00:30

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/27/2021

GMM 
WKND 8AM

BONES FEEDING 
AMERICA 10

A special Grand Ole Opry presentation 
will air tonight featuring Chris Janson, 
Travis Tritt and Hailey Whitters. You 
can find out more about this initiative   
on our website, WLOX dot com. 0:00:54

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News VA VACCINES

Good evening, thanks for joining us on 
this 27th night of February. Today -- 
communities coming together   hosting 
blood drives and clean up events 
across our area. We'll tell you about 
them   in just a moment   but first -- 
some South Mississippi veterans spent 
the morning   0:00:48

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News VA VACCINES

More than 60 staff members help run 
these mass vaccination events. For 
more information   you can call this 
number   1-800   296   8872. 0:00:41

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News FRAT BLOOD DRIVE

The Red Cross will also test each blood 
donation for COVID-19 antibodies. 0:00:24

Healthcare/Care for the 
Elderly/Childcare 2/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

HELENE HICKS 
CELEBRATION

Today marks a very special day   as 
friends and family gathered at the St. 
Martin Community Center   to 
celebrate the life of Helene Hicks. 
She's been a major advocate for 
animal rescues in South Mississippi   
and was even featured on WLOX as a 
"Mississippi Strong Hero." Last year    0:00:31

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 2/3/2021 5pm News KLEIN RD FIRE

Fire crews putting out a house fire 
today on Klein Road in Gulfport. First 
Responders say it started around 11 
this morning there are no reported 
injuries. Authorities say the fire could 
have been started due to electrical 
issues the homeowner says that earlier 
in the morning  0:00:31

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 2/18/2021 5pm News WIGGINS GAS LEAK

A fright for some business owners in 
Wiggins today   as firefighters found a 
gas leak in the sewer lines at City Hall   
prompting an evacuation of a three-
block area. From East Hatten Avenue   
to East Carvers Avenue   people 
evacuated as first responders worked 
to fix the leak. 0:00:28

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 2/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

D'IBERVILLE MAN 
SENDING TEXAS AID

People all through Texas are facing a 
daunting task in their recovery from 
devastating winter storms. But, as 
usual, New Life Disaster Relief is ready 
to help. One of the biggest items 
needed is water. And today, 0:00:34



volunteers with the 15-year-old Coast 
organization stocked up on supplies  

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 2/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

D'IBERVILLE MAN 
SENDING TEXAS AID

We'll have more on this story - 
including how you can help - tonight at 
10 o'clock. 0:00:19

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 2/21/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

D'IBERVILLE MAN 
SENDING TEXAS AID 6

If you would like to help New Life 
Disaster Relief, check out this story on 
our website, WLOX Dot com. 0:00:01

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 2/21/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

D'IBERVILLE MAN 
SENDING TEXAS AID 6

People all through Texas are facing a 
daunting task in their recovery from 
devastating winter storms. But, as 
usual, New Life Disaster Relief is ready 
to help. One of the biggest items 
needed is water. volunteers with the 
15-year-old Coast organization are 
stocking up on supplies that the 0:00:45

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 2/25/2021 6pm News SOUP KITCHEN NEEDS

As you can imagine, the need for food 
donations has gone up since the 
COVID-19 pandemic began. Now add 
in last week's brutal winter storm, and 
those numbers are even higher. 
Locally, the volunteers and staff at 
soup kitchens like Feed My Sheep in 
Gulfport have also seen that need 
increase.  0:00:56

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 2/25/2021 6pm News SOUP KITCHEN NEEDS

WLOX and Gray-TV are partnering with 
the Grand Ole Opry for a special 
broadcast. It will feature several 
performances from country artists like 
Chris Janson, Travis Tritt and Hailey 
Whitters. You can watch that show 
Saturday night at eight on WLOX-CBS. 
All proceeds raised will  0:00:00

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/1/2021
MON 4pm 
Show TRAFFIC CHECK

Check out how it's looking live on I-10 
right now in D'Iberville. Traffic 
(normal, moving slow going).

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/1/2021 6pm News OS BEACH PROJECT

Front beach in Ocean Springs will soon 
see more construction of concrete 
swales, despite some residents 
expressing their concern to the 
Jackson County Board of Supervisors. 
Chancelor Winn explains. 0:00:06

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/1/2021 10pm News BLX RAIL CROSSINGS

The city of Biloxi plan to close rail 
crossings in East Biloxi will begin to 
take shape next week. Crossings at 
Dorries and Nixon streets will 
permanently close as a new connector 
road parallel to the CSX railway nears 
completion. The crossings will close 
Monday, a week from today.  0:00:29



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/1/2021
MON 4pm 
Show

MOBY AT HARCO 
SUPS

The head of Institute for Marine 
Mammal Studies, Moby Solangi taking 
concerns about a mix use facility 
planned just down the road from the 
institute to the Harrison County Board 
of Supervisors. Solangi is worried 
about the particulars of the mix use 
development and how it will affect IM 0:00:41

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/1/2021 6pm News FEMA DEADLINES

Those still recovering from Hurricane 
Zeta have one more month to get in an 
application for FEMA assistance. 
Mississippi residents with uninsured 
losses have until March 1st to register 
for federal disaster financial 
assistance. More than 26 million 
dollars has already been approved for 
re 0:00:01

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/2/2021 6pm News ROOF REPAIRS

As you can imagine, roof repairs are 
still needed by many South 
Mississippians more than three 
months after Hurricane Zeta tore 
through the area. We caught up with a 
local roofing business as their team 
members worked on a house in 
Jackson County. They tell us since Zeta, 
they've worked on 38  0:00:24

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/2/2021
TUE 4pm 
Show TRAFFIC CHECK

Taking a live look now Highway 90 in 
Biloxi ---  

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/3/2021 6pm News
100 MEN HALL 
UPDATE

A place steeped in history won't be 
able to celebrate Black History month 
this year. The roof of the historic 100 
Men Hall in Bay St. Louis is still covered 
with a tarp, hiding the damage from 
Hurricane Zeta. Some repairs have 
begun, but there's a long way to go. 
The artifacts that tell  0:00:22

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/3/2021 6pm News SAUCIER TRAILER FIRE

But first tonight at 6 cleanup efforts 
are underway right now following a 
massive fire off of Highway 15 in 
Saucier. You're taking a look now at 
video from that blaze that could be 
seen all the way from the IP Casino 
Tower cam. Chancelor Winn joins us 
live now with the details. 0:00:20

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/3/2021 10pm News SAUCIER TRAILER FIRE

Clean up is now underway in Saucier 
after firefighters spent over an hour 
battling a trailer fire. Inside the trailer 
ammunition began exploding forcing 
firefighters to keep their distance. First 
on the scene was Harrison County Fire 
Rescue who then called for assistance 
from D'Iberville 0:00:25

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/3/2021 10pm News FRONT BEACH LIGHTS

Ocean Springs is moving forward in the 
process to replace lights on Front 
beach. The city lost its appeal with 
FEMA to receive federal funds to pay 
for the lights   but are continuing with 
the project. Mayor Shea Dobson tells 0:00:30



WLOX that Mississippi Power will be 
fixing the bulbs and the ci 

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/4/2021 Midday
CHILD HIT BY CAR 
JAXCO

We begin with those terrifying 
moments in Vancleave earlier this 
morning. A child hit by a car while 
getting on a school bus. It happened 
on Jim Ramsay Road not far from Old 
Fort Bayou Road. Here's a look at 
where it happened. The scene had 
cleared by the time our cameras 
arrived 0:00:08

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/5/2021 10pm News BRIDGE LIGHTS

Biloxi city leaders might soon be taking 
the next step toward replacing the 
lights along the Biloxi Bay Bridge. Next 
week, the city council will vote on a 
memorandum that would let MDOT 
replace all the lights along the bridge 
in both Biloxi and Ocean Springs. Once 
the new LED lights are in 0:00:28

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/5/2021 6pm News BRIDGE LIGHTS

There could soon finally be some good 
news for walkers and bikers that use 
the Biloxi Bay Bridge. Andres Fuentes 
joins us live tonight with more. 0:00:05

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/7/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News

BILOXI CROSSINGS 
RAILROAD

The city of Biloxi's years-long plan to 
close railroad crossings is moving 
along. In August last year, Dorries 
Street was the first to close as the new 
connector road parallel to the C-S-X 
railway came through. And, starting 
Monday, the city will close the Nixon 
Street crossing as well. B 0:00:28

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/7/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News

BILOXI CROSSINGS 
RAILROAD

The closings are not only about safety, 
but also in exchange for a new crossing 
for the planned Popp's Ferry Road 
extension. In all, there are 29 rail 
crossings in the eight miles of railway 
in Biloxi. 0:00:45

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/8/2021 6pm News
POPPS FERRY 
EXTENSION

Biloxi leaders have been working for 
years to get the money and property 
needed to extended Popp's Ferry 
south to Highway 90. Today the 
Harrison County Supervisor signed off 
on selling four pieces of property 
around the Coliseum needed for 
easement and right of way for the new 
road. As for f 0:00:01

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/8/2021
MON 4pm 
Show

BOUTTE FUNERAL & 
TRAFFIC

But tomorrow there will be some slow 
going on Highway 90 from about one 
in the afternoon until just after two as 
South Mississippi says goodbye to 
fallen Hancock County Deputy Lt. 
Michael Boutte. We are told the 
funeral procession will stretch from 
Bay St. Louis to Biloxi.   0:00:13



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/10/2021 6pm News DRIVE CAMPAIGN

70 teenagers lost their lives in traffic 
accidents on Mississippi roadways last 
year. That sobering statistic prompting 
Mississippi Highway Patrol to 
implement a new campaign. Tristan 
Ruppert joins us live tonight with more 
on the "drive" initiative. 0:00:11

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/10/2021 10pm News DRIVE CAMPAIGN

Right now, millions are on the road 
many of them are younger drivers. The 
future of our society but are they 
driving safely? the Mississippi Highway 
Patrol now beginning a new safety 
campaign to achieve that goal. Tristan 
Ruppert has more. 0:00:00

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/11/2021
THU 4pm 
Show WAVELAND ROADS

Road Repairs and upgrades in 
Waveland could soon be happening. 
The city is considering issuing around 
two million dollars in bonds to make 
that a reality. Joining us with his 
insight Waveland Mayor Mike Smith. 
Road Paving Ahead- Waveland is 
considering issuing around $2 million   0:00:15

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/11/2021 10pm News GOULA ROAD WORK

Roadwork projects in Pascagoula are 
altering the flow of traffic. Chancelor 
Winn joins us live tonight with more 
on what drivers can expect when they 
hit the roads. 0:00:12

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/16/2021
630pm 
News GAUTIER RAILROAD

Gautier city council is discussing a way 
to prevent lengthy delays at railroad 
crossings. Tonight, members of city 
council will vote on a new ordinance 
prohibiting obstruction of streets at 
railroad crossings for excessive time 
periods. If the ordinance passes a train 
blocks a railroad crossing 0:00:30

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/17/2021 6pm News LB GATEWAY STUDY

Right now, the city of Long Beach is 
working on big improvement projects 
both to the harbor and the entry 
points of the city. Tristan Ruppert 
brings us the details on the potential 
renovations. 0:00:09

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/17/2021 10pm News
FORCED POWER 
OUTAGES

That extreme winter weather 
continuing to cause power issues 
across the region. Some residents in 
George County going without power 
for hours in what is being called a 
"forced outage." Chancelor Winn has 
more. 0:01:02

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/17/2021 10pm News
OS BRIDGE LIGHTS 
UPDATE

The future of the Ocean springs Biloxi 
bridge is set to get a little brighter. The 
two cities finally coming to an 
agreement on how to move forward 
with light fixtures on the bridge. 
Tristan Ruppert joins us live tonight 
with the latest developments. 0:00:12



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/18/2021 10pm News LOTTERY ROADS

Counties and cities across the state 
literally will hit the lottery if a new bill 
passed by the Mississippi Senate 
becomes law. Senate Bill 28-25 would 
redirect 80 million dollars of lottery 
revenue from MDOT to the Emergency 
Road and Bridge Repair Fund for three 
years. Mike Lacy has more on how 0:00:21

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/18/2021 10pm News 609 REALIGNMENT

The Jackson County Board of 
Supervisors is taking to steps to make 
one of the county's busiest 
intersections safer. The Supervisors 
are proposing to realign the 
intersection of State Route 609 right 
off eye-10. Also known as Washington 
Avenue and Old Fort Bayou Road. 0:00:01

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/19/2021 6pm News D'IB POLICE STATION

Construction delays are never a 
surprise, but when a project gets so 
close to completion, it is frustrating. 
That is the situation for the new 
D'Iberville Police Station on Lamey 
Bridge Road that was scheduled to be 
completed last year. The building itself 
is almost complete. Workers are d 0:00:57

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/19/2021 10pm News

MS POWER 
RESTORATION 
COMPLETE

Mississippi Power now has the lights 
back on for all of the customers in its 
service area. Back -to- back winter 
storms impacted thousands of 
customers and damaged many power 
lines. Meridian and its surrounding 
communities were hit the hardest. 
According to company representatives 
near 0:00:20

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/23/2021 6pm News
MARTIN BLUFF 
WIDENING

The effort to widen Martin Bluff Road 
in Gautier continues to experience 
delays. The project started out with 
estimated cost of 12 million dollars 
with funding from the Mississippi 
Department of Transportation but 
Gautier Mayor  Phil Torjusen  says the 
cost to complete the roadwork cam 0:01:16

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/24/2021 5AM GMM
MARTIN BLUFF 
WIDENING

The effort to widen Martin Bluff Road 
in Gautier continues to experience 
delays. The project started out with 
estimated cost of 12 million dollars 
with funding from the Mississippi 
Department of Transportation but 
Gautier Mayor Phil Torjusen says the 
cost to complete the roadwork came 0:00:13

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/25/2021 Midday 609 DETOUR

A traffic alert for you. The Fort Bayou 
drawbridge will be closed overnight  
starting at ten and going until five in 
the morning. That's so M-DOT crews 
can do prep work for the big repair 
project starting in mid-March on the 
bridge. At that point the bridge will 
stay closed for 0:00:09



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/25/2021 6pm News 609 BRIDGE IMPACT

A traffic alert tonight the Fort Bayou 
drawbridge will be closed temporarily 
starting at 10 o clock tonight lasting 
until 5 am on Friday this is just a small 
preview of things to come.  Starting in 
mid- March the fort bayou drawbridge 
will close for 45-days while MDOT 
crews complete  0:00:40

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/25/2021 6pm News 609 BRIDGE IMPACT

If you use that portion of 609 in Ocean 
Springs, also known as Washington 
Avenue to get to I-10 you will need to 
take a detour. You'll have to either go 
west and use I-110 or go east to 
Highway 57. 0:00:52

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

GASTON POINT 
JACKSON UHAUL 
UPDATE

Some Gulf Coast volunteers are back 
home   after delivering much needed 
supplies to Jackson. The groups 
stepped up   helping people in the 
capital city following last week's winter 
storm   by delivering trucks filled with 
water. In total, the group collected 13-
hundred cases of water 0:00:24

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 2/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

GASTON POINT 
JACKSON UHAUL 
UPDATE

They're hoping to host another 
donation drive   if the need is still 
there. 0:00:14



Issue Date Program Segment Summary Duration

Children's Issues 3/11/2021

THUR 
4pm 
Show PANDEMIC SPORTS

High School athletes and all 
student athletes having to cope 
the past 12 months with the 
impact of the pandemic on the 
sports they love. From 
cancellations to mask wearing, 
social distancing and 
quarantining. Joining us with 
his insight Gulfport Schools 
Athletics Director Bryan 
Caldwell 0:04:00

Children's Issues 3/12/2021
10pm 
News

OCEAN SPRINGS 
PROM

Those stories ahead but first   
prom Season is almost upon us 
-- and it is a tradition the class 
of 2020 had to go without. The 
Ocean Springs Greyhounds 
students and staff got creative 
finding ways to protect 
themselves from COVID-19 
while attempting to create life- 
long memories. Tristan 0:00:17

Children's Issues 3/16/2021
430AM 
GMM MAKE A WISH

A young boy with severe health 
conditions has a new lease on 
life thanks to Make-A-Wish 
Five-year-old Preston Jones of 
Carriere received a motorized 
Action Track-chair that will give 
him greater mobility. Jones has 
only half a heart and no 
esophagus, so he is on a 
breathing machine and a  0:00:31

Children's Issues 3/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

ALDERMAN GILL 
PARADE

The Easter bunny arrived a little 
early in Ocean Springs today 
stopping first in the Fort Bayou 
neighborhood. But he wasn't 
traveling alone. Ward One 
Alderman "John Gill" was by his 
side, along with Ocean Springs 
firefighters. The Fort Bayou 
Civic Association put together a 
parade to  0:00:20



Children's Issues 3/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

BAY ST LOUIS 
EGGHUNT

In Bay St. Louis   easter eggs 
were spotted at the train 
depot. And where there are 
eggs   the Easter Bunny isn't too 
far behind. Kids got a chance to 
hunt for those elusive eggs   
winning prizes   and filling up 
on tasty treats. The City's 
Mayor says   last year's egg 
hunt was c 0:00:21

Children's Issues 3/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

D'IBERVILLE EGG 
HUNT

Today   more than 200 kids got 
a chance to make a mad dash   
for easter eggs at the Rusty 
Quave Sports Complex in 
D'Iberville. Around five-
thousand eggs were hidden 
throughout the area and after 
the hunt -- kids were given 
various prizes based on the 
number of eggs they found. 0:00:25

Children's Issues 3/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

BAY ST LOUIS 
EGGHUNT

With help from city hall and 
community members   right at 
four thousand eggs were 
scattered and hidden. 0:00:22

Crime 3/2/2021
10pm 
News PALAZZO ETHICS

Congressmen Steven Palazzo is 
now accused of three ethics 
violations including the use of 
campaign money for expenses 
related to his personal 
property. These allegations 
came to light this week with 
the release of a nearly 50 page 
report from the Office of 
Congressional Ethics. 0:01:11

Crime 3/2/2021
6pm 
News PALAZZO ETHICS

A report by the Office of 
Congressional Ethics says 
there's quote "substantial 
reason to believe" 
congressman steven Palazzo 
misused campaign and 
congressional money Dave 
Elliott is following these 
developments and talked to 
Palazzo's attorney. 0:00:00



Crime 3/3/2021
430AM 
GMM PALAZZO ETHICS

Congressmen Steven Palazzo is 
now accused of three ethics 
violations including the use of 
campaign money for expenses 
related to his personal 
property. These allegations 
came to light this week with 
the release of a nearly 50-page 
report from the Office of 
Congressional Ethics. 0:03:13

Crime 3/3/2021
5pm 
News

GPT 19TH ST 
SHOOTING

But first, two people are dead 
as a shooting investigation gets 
underway in Gulfport Tristan 
Ruppert joining us now live 
from the scene Tristan what are 
you hearing? 0:00:09

Crime 3/8/2021
430AM 
GMM

PROTEST AT 
FROOGEL'S

A crowd gathered outside of a 
grocery store in Gulfport 
Sunday, after a customer said 
she was called a racial slur by 
an employee. A woman and her 
fiancée said the incident 
happened at Froogles LAST 
WEEK. YESTERDAY, members of 
Black Lives Matter Mississippi 
lead a protest in front of the 
store. 0:00:25

Crime 3/8/2021
430AM 
GMM

PROTEST AT 
FROOGEL'S

WLOX spoke with the store's 
manager. The on-record 
response is that the incident is 
being investigated, as of yet 
nothing has been concluded. 0:00:26

Crime 3/10/2021
10pm 
News PPE BLACK MARKET

Hospitals have been fighting a 
battle behind the scenes of the 
pandemic for the last year. 
Keeping enough supplies, 
especially PPE, was a constant 
logistic and financial challenge. 
Memorial Hospital at Gulfport's 
director of supply tells our John 
Fitzhugh about one aspect that 
led him to call 0:00:05

Crime 3/10/2021
10pm 
News TEENS AND GUNS

Shots ringing out overnight in 
Jackson County leaves one 
dead and a 14 -year-old now 
facing a manslaughter charge. 
Chancelor Winn takes us to the 0:00:13



moments deputies arrived on 
the scene.

Crime 3/10/2021
WED 4pm 
Show

JACKSON CO FATAL 
SHOOTING

But first, a 14-year-old girl from 
Jackson County now charged as 
an adult with manslaughter as 
authorities investigate the 
shooting death of a 19-year-
old. Authorities say Mikell 
Gordon of Ocean Springs was 
found lying in the road near the 
intersection of Center Street 
and Spruce Street 0:00:29

Crime 3/11/2021
10pm 
News

LAW 
ENFORCEMENT 
TRAINING

In Pearl River County several 
law enforcement officers from 
different agencies   came 
together   to train. It happened 
at the Southern Tactical Supply. 
It's a national company   that 
trains officers through the 
"National Guard Bureau." The 
training covers things like   
handling 0:00:23

Crime 3/12/2021
430AM 
GMM JAXCO TEEN INITIAL

THIS MORNING, a 14-year-old 
girl is facing a second degree 
murder charge, following the 
death of 19-year-old Mikell 
Gordon. The Jackson County 
Sheriff's department has 
identified the suspect as 
Bridgett Leann Forehand. 
Forehand is now being charged 
as an adult with second degree 
murder.  0:00:30

Crime 3/12/2021
5AM 
GMM

LAW 
ENFORCEMENT 
TRAINING

In Pearl River County several 
law enforcements officers from 
different agencies came 
together to train. It happened 
at the Southern Tactical Supply. 
It's a national company that 
trains officers through the 
"National Guard Bureau." The 
training covers things like 
handling armed situations an 0:00:00



Crime 3/12/2021
5AM 
GMM

LAW 
ENFORCEMENT 
TRAINING

Officers from 13 different 
agencies across states came to 
Pearl River County for training 
YESTERDAY. 0:00:00

Crime 3/14/2021
10pm 
Sunday BILOXI B ALERT

Starting tomorrow, an essential 
service in Biloxi will be 
changing. The city will be 
switching its B-Alert texting 
service to another provider. 
Signing up is easy   for a lot in 
return. 0:00:01

Crime 3/14/2021
10pm 
Sunday

DANTE 
WASHINGOTN 
MEMORIAL

They Family of D'Ante 
Washington celebrated his 
birthday in Bay St Louis today   
without him. That's because   in 
June 2018   he was tragically 
gunned down   in what family 
members describe as -- being in 
the wrong place   at the wrong 
time. 0:00:18

Crime 3/16/2021
10pm 
News GORDON FAMILY

As Mickell Gordon's family is 
preparing for his funeral I 
talked with his brother and 
sister today. They called 
Mickell's death the result of 
senseless violence. But they're 
choosing to reflect -- not on 
how the 2020 Ocean Springs 
graduate died   but on the joy 
he brought to all who knew him 0:00:17

Crime 3/16/2021
4pm 
Show

ROHRBACKER 
RETURNS

The suspect in connection to 
the shooting death of Hancock 
County Deputy Lieutenant 
Michael Boutte now faces a 
Capital Murder charge. Today  
The Mississippi Bureau of 
Investigation and the Louisiana 
State Police Extradited 30 year 
old  Michael Rohr-backer from 
Louisiana to the Harrison 
County Jail. 0:00:27



Crime 3/18/2021
10pm 
News

VIGIL FOR MICKELL 
GORDON

19- year- old Mickell Gordon 
may have tragically lost his life 
to gun violence but the 
memories he created will live 
on in the hearts of his friends 
and family. Tonight, those who 
knew Mickell Gordon the best 
lit up candles in his honor. They 
shared stories of what made 
him s 0:00:20

Crime 3/18/2021
10pm 
News ROHRBACKER

But first, the man accused of 
killing Lt. Michael Boutte 
making his first appearance in 
court today Joseph Rohrbacker 
appearing in front of Judge 
Trent Favre in the Hancock 
County courthouse. Rohrbacker 
is charged with capital murder 
in the February 1st shooting 
death of Lt. Boutte. 0:00:22

Crime 3/18/2021
6pm 
News GPT SHOOTING

A shooting investigation 
underway in Gulfport. The 
shooting happening earlier this 
afternoon around one-30 on 
Ponderosa Drive. that's where 
police found one person 
suffering from a gunshot 
wound. Gulfport authorities 
arresting 32-year-old Earnesto 
West now charged with one 
count of aggravated 0:00:27

Crime 3/18/2021 Midday ROHRBACKER

We begin with that first court 
appearance-- of the man 
charged with capital murder of 
Hancock County Sheriff's Lt. 
Michael Boutte. Joseph 
Rohrbacker set to be in court in 
Hancock County this afternoon. 
Our own Mike Lacy will be 
covering that hearing and he 
joins us now live. 0:00:02



Crime 3/19/2021
6pm 
News

AMBULANCE 
DRIVER NOT 
GUILTY

Back in August   an ambulance 
driver was arrested -- accused 
of driving under the influence. 
Today   a judge found "Kerstii 
Groce" -- the former A-M-R 
driver not guilty. You may 
remember seeing this video 
circulating on social media last 
August it shows the ambulance  0:00:35

Crime 3/19/2021
6pm 
News

AMBULANCE 
DRIVER NOT 
GUILTY

Groce was placed on 
administrative leave by A-M-R 
after the incident. Right now -- 
she's not sure what her plans 
are for returning to work. A-M-
R says they will, quote "now 
follow company protocols with 
regards to her employment." 0:00:57

Crime 3/21/2021
10pm 
Sunday STOP AAPI HATE

Around the U-S   there are calls 
to spotlight the rise in violence 
toward Asian Americans. This 
movement   pre-dates last 
week's shooting in Atlanta   
that killed six Asian women. 
Tonight -- Andres Fuentes tells 
us about one organization   and 
its collection of hate reports. 0:00:14

Crime 3/22/2021
5pm 
News

GULFPORT 
SHOOTING

But first, a shooting 
investigation underway right 
now in a Gulfport 
neighborhood  Andres Fuentes 
joins us now live from the 
Scene  Andres what are you 
seeing? 0:00:15

Crime 3/24/2021
10pm 
News

ADAMS 
SENTENCING

Adams' sentencing comes as a 
relief for Amber's family who 
have had to live with agony 
since she first went missing. 0:00:06

Crime 3/24/2021
4pm 
Show FAULK

New Developments involving 
Hancock Coroner Jim Faulk. 
WLOX News Now has learned 
the State Medical Examiner has 
suspended the services of Faulk 
based on potential violations of 
the Mississippi Medical 
Examiner Act. This coming in a 
letter to Hancock County 
Supervisors saying among 0:00:01



Crime 3/25/2021
10pm 
News

GULFPORT STOP 
VIOLENCE 
MEETING

Just days after bullets flew into 
vehicles and homes in north 
Gulfport, the community and 
law enforcement coming 
together. Searching for answers 
from one another and trying to 
find ways to make Gulfport 
safer in the weeks ahead. 
Tristan Ruppert reports. 0:00:14

Crime 3/25/2021
430AM 
GMM

ADAMS 
SENTENCING

Adams' sentencing comes as a 
relief for Amber's family who 
have had to live with agony 
since she first went missing. 
Hugh Keeton has the story. 0:00:00

Crime 3/25/2021
5pm 
News

ROHRBACKER 
PRELIM

Just a short while ago County 
Judge Trent Favre ruled there 
was enough evidence against 
Rohrbacker to send the case to 
the grand jury saying he found 
probable cause that 
Rohrbacker likely committed 
the crime. The lone witness 
brought by prosecutor Olen 
Anderson was the chief 
investigator 0:00:00

Crime 3/25/2021
6pm 
News

WAVELAND 
SHOOTING

It's one of the toughest things a 
family can go through -- losing 
a loved one. Last month   
Christian Jones was shot to 
death in Waveland   leaving the 
hearts of his family members -- 
shattered. His family says the 
missing puzzle pieces in this 
investigation don't make things 
easier 0:00:21

Crime 3/25/2021

WLOX 
News This 
Week GUN CONTROL

Two more mass shootings in 
recent weeks first in Atlanta 
and now Colorado. This deadly 
violence sparking gun control 
talk again. Joining us with his 
insight, criminologist Tom 
Payne.



Crime 3/26/2021
6pm 
News

BILOXI PD RING 
DOORBELL

Biloxi police are joining in   on 
what they hope will be a new 
crime-fighting tool. The 
department is joining Ring 
Doorbell Neighbors App in an 
effort to give them a new way 
to communicate with residents 
The app allows users to share 
photos, videos and information 
related to local crime an 0:00:27

Crime 3/26/2021
6pm 
News

DIB PD MOVE IN 
DAY

It's not quite going from the 
outhouse to the penthouse, but 
for the officers and staff with 
the D'Iberville Police 
Department, today's move into 
their new five- million- dollar 
facility is a major step up from 
their old building. Bill Snyder 
shows us more. 0:00:14

Crime 3/26/2021
6pm 
News PASS PD DISPATCH

Pass Christian is celebrating a 
new emergency 
communications center by 
naming it after a man who 
dedicated his life to community 
service. The dispatch center 
means a lot to police, 
firefighters and residents. And 
now it means even more to the 
family of James Stewart Junior. 
Mike Lacy has the  0:00:16

Crime 3/26/2021
6pm 
News

BILOXI PD RING 
DOORBELL

The app associates all Ring 
Doorbell owners within a half 
mile of each other as 
neighbors. They are able to 
share videos and information 
with each other, and the police 
can reach out to specific 
neighbors for anonymous 
information. 0:00:33

Crime 3/27/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

BILOXI PD RING 
DOORBELL 6

Back here on the coast, Biloxi 
police are joining in on what 
they hope will be the latest in 
crime-fighting technology. The 
department is joining Ring 
Doorbell Neighbors App in an 
effort to give them a new way 
to communicate with residents 0:00:00



Crime 3/28/2021
10pm 
Sunday

SCARLET PEARL 
DOMESTIC 
VIOLENCE 
AWARENESS

Workers at the Scarlet Pearl 
Casino   wearing purple shirts 
today   in memory of their late 
co-worker, August Brooks. She 
was killed in a murder-suicide   
and to honor her memory -- the 
casino purchased purple shirts 
to raise awareness of domestic 
violence. Workers we spoke to   
say  0:00:19

Crime 3/29/2021
5AM 
GMM

SCARLET PEARL 
DOMESTIC 
VIOLENCE 
AWARENESS 10

If you visited the Scarlet Pearl 
Casino yesterday, you saw 
employees wearing purple 
shirts--- That was all in memory 
of their late co-worker, August 
Brooks. She was killed in a 
murder-suicide   and to honor 
her memory -- the casino 
purchased purple shirts to raise 
awareness of domestic 0:00:19

Crime 3/30/2021
630pm 
News

LAWN BUSINESS 
THEFT

Caught on camera, a Gulfport 
man's entire business stolen in 
the middle of the night on 
Saturday. Daniel Clute is on the 
lookout for the person driving 
this truck. Clute says he's now 
out of work- including two of 
his employees- because the 
thief took his truck with all his 
lawn care 0:00:28

Drugs & Alcohol 3/3/2021
6AM 
GMM

SRHS J&J VACCINES 
10

When these restrictions are 
officially rolled back THIS 
AFTERNOON, Governor Reeves 
says more than 700-thousand 
vaccine doses will have been 
administered in our state. And 
we expect the numbers to keep 
rising as more options become 
available. 0:00:14

Drugs & Alcohol 3/10/2021
6AM 
GMM

INITIATIVE 65 
DOBSON 6

A bill designed to add 
additional layers to 
Mississippi's medical marijuana 
program is making its way 
through the state legislature. 
The senate passed the measure 
and it's now on the way to the 
House for consideration. 0:00:47



Senate Bill 27-65 is the so 
called 'back up' plan. It sets up  

Economy/Taxes 3/1/2021
430AM 
GMM

HOWARD AVENUE 
GREEN SPACE

If you would like more 
information, go to Downtown 
Biloxi Dot Com. 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 3/1/2021
430AM 
GMM

HOWARD AVENUE 
GREEN SPACE

It's Monday, but maybe you're 
already planning for the 
weekend? This Friday, new 
place to relax is coming to 
downtown Biloxi. Friday will be 
the grand opening of "The 
District Green," an outdoor 
space for entertainment on 
Howard Avenue. A block party 
will kick off at noon with a 
ribbon cut 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 3/1/2021
530AM 
GMM

HOWARD AVENUE 
GREEN SPACE

If you would like more 
information, go to Downtown 
Biloxi Dot Com. 0:00:17

Economy/Taxes 3/1/2021
5AM 
GMM

BETSY ANN 
RIVERBOAT 
LAUNCH PREP

A big step forward for the 
tourism industry happening this 
week. On Wednesday, the 
Betsy Ann Riverboat will launch 
the 2021 season with its 
afternoon "Historical and 
Ecological Tour" and evening 
"Sunset Eco Tour." With COVID 
cutting business drastically and 
then Hurricane Zeta stopping 
tour 0:00:35

Economy/Taxes 3/1/2021
5AM 
GMM

BETSY ANN 
RIVERBOAT 
LAUNCH PREP

The Betsy Ann Riverboat, which 
is docked between Golden 
Nugget and Margaritaville in 
Biloxi, is the only sternwheel 
paddlewheel boat that 
operates in the state of 
Mississippi. 0:00:33



Economy/Taxes 3/1/2021

MON 
4pm 
Show

ST JUDE DREAM 
HOME

Right now, there are only about 
530 tickets left to buy for a 
chance to win the 20-21 Gulf 
Coast St. Jude Dream Home. Bill 
Snyder shows us more as Elliott 
Homes nears the end of the 
construction phase of this 
home one lucky ticket holder 
will win in April. 0:00:17

Economy/Taxes 3/2/2021
10pm 
News

BLACK BEACH 
WEEKEND

Spring Break normally draws 
thousands to south Mississippi 
but even with Governor Reeves 
relaxing restrictions, the week 
will be very different this year. 
Our Tristan Ruppert has more. 0:00:10

Economy/Taxes 3/3/2021
10pm 
News

THE DISTRICT 
OPENING

A new outdoor space for 
entertainment is making its 
debut this weekend in 
downtown Biloxi. Friday "The 
District Green" will officially 
open with a block party to kick 
off the fun in conjunction with 
Biloxi Main Street's First Friday. 
Earlier we spoke with the 
District on Howard Avenue M 0:00:25

Economy/Taxes 3/3/2021
10pm 
News BARS REJOICE

Tonight, restaurants and bar 
owners are rejoicing the 
restrictions that have haunted 
their bottom line are now gone. 
What does this mean for the 
future of the industry? And will 
some safety measure be left in 
place by the owners? Tristan 
Ruppert reports. 0:00:17

Economy/Taxes 3/3/2021
10pm 
News

RAIL LINE 
ECONOMIC IMPACT 
USM

We're getting a better picture 
tonight of what the return of 
passenger rail service could 
mean for us. A study recently 
conducted by U-S-M shows the 
economic impact could be a 
boost to the South Mississippi 
economy of anywhere from 24 
to 485 million dollars. 0:00:20



Economy/Taxes 3/3/2021
430AM 
GMM

BLACK BEACH 
WEEKEND

Spring Break normally draws 
thousands to south Mississippi 
but even with Governor Reeves 
relaxing restrictions, the week 
will be very different this year. 
Our Tristan Ruppert has more. 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 3/3/2021
5pm 
News

RELAXED 
RESTRICTIONS

A majority of the statewide 
covid-19 restrictions put in 
place by Governor Tate Reeves 
expiring just minutes ago. 
Brandy McGill spoke with 
restaurant owners and people 
in the community and brings us 
their reactions. 0:00:15

Economy/Taxes 3/3/2021 Midday SURVIVING BILLS

Happening at the state capitol 
Several bills stay alive making it 
through another round of 
deadlines. Let's take a look at 
some still moving forward -A 
bill to potentially give teachers 
another pay raise. -The bills to 
allow college athletes to earn 
money from their own n 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 3/3/2021 Midday RAPISCAN

The Rapiscan Systems 
tournament is returning to the 
green THIS MONTH. But it will 
be a private pro-am, charity 
challenge. Rapiscan Systems 
Classic along with Coastal 
Mississippi is hosting the 
competition. Twenty-six PGA 
Tour Champions will play on 
March 24th through the 25th at  0:00:10

Economy/Taxes 3/3/2021
WED 4pm 
Show THE DISTRICT

Friday "The District Green" an 
outdoor space for 
entertainment in downtown 
Biloxi is officially opening. A 
block party will kick off at noon 
will kick off this new park. 
Joining us now with details on 
this new outdoor venue The 
District on Howard Avenue 
Marketing and Leasing 0:05:38



Economy/Taxes 3/4/2021
10pm 
News

CASINOS COVID 
PROTOCOLS

But first tonight we begin with 
changes to how our coast 
casinos operate amid the 
pandemic. New guidance being 
issued today by the Mississippi 
Gaming Commission. Our 
Tristan Ruppert breaks down 
some of the newest 
developments and what it 
means for South Mississippi. 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 3/4/2021
5pm 
News CASINOS COVID

But first, a decision being 
handed down by the 
Mississippi Gaming Commission 
Masks will remain a 
requirement in Mississippi 
casinos Tristan Ruppert joining 
us now live from Treasure Bay 
with more on today's 
announcement. 0:01:05

Economy/Taxes 3/4/2021
5pm 
News

FCC 
COMMISSIONER

Federal Communications 
Commissioner Brendan Carr 
was in South Mississippi today 
working with state community 
college leaders and Southern 
District P-S-C Commissioner 
Dane Maxwell on creating 
more internet-broadband 
based jobs for that expanding 
industry. Bill Snyder shows us 
more in this report. 0:00:19

Economy/Taxes 3/4/2021
5pm 
News

BEAUTY SALONS 
COVID

Now that masks aren't a 
requirement for most 
establishments in the state 
some beauty salons and barber 
shops have to make 
adjustments to the state's mask 
mandate being lifted. Some 
stylists say they are leery about 
how close they are to 
customers to perform services. 
We spoke with Gulfport 0:00:30



Economy/Taxes 3/4/2021

THUR 
4pm 
Show

CASINOS AND 
COVID

As we told you at the top of 
this newscast Masks and Social 
Distancing still be required in 
our Casinos. That from the 
Mississippi Gaming Commission 
today despite the Governor 
dropping the mask mandate 
and most other restrictions in 
the state. Joining us with his 
insight, Mississippi  0:00:05

Economy/Taxes 3/5/2021
10pm 
News DISTRICT GREEN

Back here at home It felt like 
things were getting back to 
normal tonight in Downtown 
Biloxi with the return of first 
Friday featuring a little live 
music and dancing. Tristan 
Rupert joins us now with more 
on how tonight's event also 
sets the stage for many more 
parties to come. 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 3/5/2021
10pm 
News DAVID SHEFFIELD

Fans of Eddie Murphy's 1988 
hit Coming to America, are 
excited about the premiere of 
the sequel tonight on Amazon 
Prime. But what those fans may 
not realize is a coast native 
happens to be the co-writer of 
the film. David Sheffield wrote 
for Saturday Night Live, and 
wrote films like The Nutt 0:00:02

Economy/Taxes 3/5/2021
10pm 
News

INGALLS GLASS 
CEILING

Ingalls Shipbuilding made 
history today when the 
company announced its new 
president, Kari Wilkinson will 
take the helm and in doing so 
will become the shipyard's first 
female president. Jasmine Lotts 
has more on what this change 
in leadership means to those in 
the industry. 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 3/5/2021
5pm 
News

SOUTHERN RAIL 
MEETING

New at Five - Amtrak just 
announced it bringing its first 
passengers to Coastal 
Mississippi as soon as 2022 
begins. Today new details 
emerging about how Amtrak 
will go about setting up service 
for the four train stops on the 0:00:33



coast. Amtrak representatives 
telling the Southern Rail C 

Economy/Taxes 3/5/2021
5pm 
News

SOUTHERN RAIL 
MEETING

They are looking at possibly 
two phases to start service. 
One would be working with the 
existing condition. And two 
which would be the longer 
term of bringing in new 
platforms at every location, 
depot improvements and so 
on. Handera says funding is in 
place for the first three years of 
serv 0:00:35

Economy/Taxes 3/5/2021
6pm 
News DISTRICT GREEN

A new outdoor space for 
entertainment is making its 
debut tonight in downtown 
Biloxi. Tristan Ruppert joins us 
live tonight with a look at the 
party going on over at the 
District Green. "The District 
Green" is officially opening 
today. Officials say the new 
outdoor space for enterta 0:00:10

Economy/Taxes 3/5/2021
6pm 
News

INGALLS GLASS 
CEILING

Big changes are happening at 
Huntington Ingalls Industries. 
The current president of Ingalls 
Shipbuilding, Brian Cuccias 
(koo-chus) announcing his 
retirement   and his 
replacement has already been 
named. Jasmine Lotts joins us 
live tonight with more on why 
this development is so 
important. 0:00:16

Economy/Taxes 3/5/2021
6pm 
News AMTRAK LATEST

The long await return of 
passenger rail service to the 
coast will be here soon. Amtrak 
announced this morning that it 
hopes to begin running trains in 
January of 2022. The company 
says funding is secured for the 
first three years of operations 0:00:04



for the New Orleans to Mobile 
service. How 

Economy/Taxes 3/6/2021
630pm 
News

BILOXI FIRST 
FRIDAY

First Friday celebrations making 
its big return to Biloxi tonight 
and it's all happening right 
now, Tristan Ruppert joins us 
now live with a look at all the 
fun 0:00:08

Economy/Taxes 3/6/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

INGALLS GLASS 
CEILING 10

Thanks Andres-- History is 
being made at one of the 
largest employers on the coast. 
Ingalls Shipbuilding announcing 
its new president, Kari 
Wilkinson is taking the wheel-- 
and becoming the shipyard's 
first female president. Jasmine 
Lotts has more on what this 
change in leadership means to 
those 0:00:07

Economy/Taxes 3/7/2021
10pm 
Sunday

BOUTTE BENEFIT 
PICAYUNE

Money raised today   will go to 
Lt. Boutte's children. 0:00:31

Economy/Taxes 3/7/2021
10pm 
Sunday

BOUTTE BENEFIT 
PICAYUNE

The American Legion Post 73 of 
Pearl River County wants to 
give back to Lieutenant Michael 
Boutte's family   for all the 
sacrifices the fallen deputy has 
made for the area. That's why a 
benefit was held today   in 
Boutte's honor   with proceeds 
going to his children. Post 73   
raise 0:00:36

Economy/Taxes 3/8/2021
10pm 
News

CULTURAL IMPACT 
OF COVID

Among the hardest hit 
industries during first year of 
the pandemic are the theatre 
and the arts. The places that 
we usually turn to for a 
departure from the stresses of 
the world were forced to 
shutter. As Chet Landry reports, 
their dark days of the past are 
helping to shape their bright fu 0:00:17



Economy/Taxes 3/8/2021
10pm 
News WOMEN & COVID

While we celebrate the women 
closest to us on this 
International Women's Day, we 
also step back to remember the 
hardships and adversities they 
have faced before and during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Andres Fuentes has more. 0:00:10

Economy/Taxes 3/8/2021
6pm 
News MAIN ST PICAYUNE

"Making Downtown more 
loveable--" That's the title of an 
award- winning design by 
Picayune Main Street. Today 
the city put another piece of 
that entire project in place 
across from City Hall. Bill 
Snyder shows us more. 0:00:09

Economy/Taxes 3/9/2021
5AM 
GMM CLOTHES CLOSET

Tonight, a tug-of-war over a 
clothing donation closet set up 
to help families in Harrison 
County. It's the latest 
controversy connected to 
Harrison County Youth Court 
Judge Michael Dickinson. The 
woman who started the 
charitable effort told County 
Supervisors that the judge took 
over the clothes  0:00:20

Economy/Taxes 3/9/2021
6pm 
News

INITIATIVE 65 
DOBSON

A bill designed to add 
additional layers to 
Mississippi's medical marijuana 
program is making it's way 
through the state legislature. 
The senate passed the measure 
and it's now on the way to the 
House for consideration. Ocean 
Springs Mayor Shea Dobson 
who's been a proponent for 
medical mar 0:00:22

Economy/Taxes 3/9/2021
6pm 
News SPRING TOURISM

But first, Spring break tends to 
draw in a crowd to South 
Mississippi but could the 
ongoing pandemic and the C-D-
C urging people to stay home 
leave a mark on local tourism? 
Tristan Ruppert has been 
checking in with businesses 
across the coast he joins us 
now live outside 0:00:21



Economy/Taxes 3/9/2021
6pm 
News

OS BRIDGE 
BILLBOARD

One of three routes into 
downtown Ocean Springs 
about to be cut off starting 
Sunday because of a repair 
project to the Fort Bayou 
Bridge. M-DOT closing the 
bridge for 45 days so repairs 
can be made. And this 
afternoon city leaders voting to 
put a billboard up on eye-one-
10 to direct p 0:00:25

Economy/Taxes 3/9/2021 Midday
SLAVIC 
TOURNAMENT

A Coast tradition is coming 
back this fall. Today Bill Snyder 
tees up some details for us on 
the forty-sixth Slavic 
Invitational golf tournament. 0:00:09

Economy/Taxes 3/9/2021 Midday MOVIE

Right now -- a film crew is 
shooting a movie on the coast. 
We've learned it's a small 
independent film and the 
producers are using downtown 
Gulfport as well as other scenic 
coast sites as their backdrops. 
As of now, the movie makers 
are not releasing much 
information about 0:00:19

Economy/Taxes 3/10/2021
10pm 
News PRC DEVELOPMENT

Pearl River County has landed a 
new industry that could change 
the region's economic 
trajectory. Leisure Pools has 
purchased an 83-thousand-
square-foot building - along 
with adjacent acreage in the 
Picayune Industrial Park that 
has been vacant for about 10 
years. The company is one of 
the w 0:00:32

Economy/Taxes 3/10/2021
430AM 
GMM

INITIATIVE 65 
DOBSON

A bill designed to add 
additional layers to 
Mississippi's medical marijuana 
program is making it's way 
through the state legislature. 
The senate passed the measure 
and it's now on the way to the 
House for consideration. Ocean 
Springs Mayor Shea Dobson 
who's been a proponent for 
medical mar 0:00:01



Economy/Taxes 3/10/2021
6pm 
News

PANDEMIC 
BUSINESS 1 YEAR 
LATER

During the past year   
businesses of all types   have 
faced unprecedented 
challenges. Today we also 
spoke with Mississippi Gulf 
Coast Chamber of Commerce C-
E-O Adele Lyons about the 
evolution of industries amid the 
pandemic. 0:00:49

Economy/Taxes 3/10/2021
6pm 
News PRC DEVELOPMENT

More industrial growth coming 
to Pearl River County. Leisure 
Pools will soon open a regional 
manufacturing and distribution 
center in Picayune. And, as 
Mike Lacy reports, officials are 
expecting a domino effect that 
could fundamentally change 
the area's economy. 0:00:12

Economy/Taxes 3/10/2021
6pm 
News

MARGARITAVILLE 
OPEN

The doors have opened back up 
at Margaritaville in Biloxi. 
Margaritaville has been closed 
since October 28th after 
getting slammed by Hurricane 
Zeta. The goal was not only to 
come back but to come back 
better. This comes at a good 
time when COVID rates are 
down and many of the 
restrictions 0:00:43

Economy/Taxes 3/10/2021
6pm 
News CLOTHES CLOSET

Tonight, a tug-of-war over a 
clothing donation closet set up 
to help families in Harrison 
County. It's the latest 
controversy connected to 
Harrison County Youth Court 
Judge Michael Dickinson. The 
woman who started the 
charitable effort told County 
Supervisors today the judge 
took over the clothes 0:01:48

Economy/Taxes 3/10/2021
WED 4pm 
Show

PANDEMIC 
BUSINESS 1YL

As we've been talking about - 
tomorrow marks the one- year 
anniversary of the first COVID-
19 diagnosis in our state. 
During the past year businesses 
have faced challenges unlike 
any others. Joining us with her 
insight Mississippi Gulf Coast 0:00:20



Chamber of Commerce C-E-O 
Adele Lyons 

Economy/Taxes 3/11/2021
10pm 
News

OCEAN SPRINGS 
ELECTION FORUM

Tonight-- community leaders 
seeking to represent the city of 
discovery took to the stage the 
Ocean Springs Chamber of 
Commerce hosted an election 
forum, as candidates battle for 
eight different public offices. 
Our Tristan Ruppert spoke with 
the Mayoral Candidates about 
their plans for economic 0:00:17

Economy/Taxes 3/11/2021
5pm 
News JUDGE SWORN IN

South Mississippi gaining a new 
circuit court judge this 
afternoon following today's 
swearing in ceremony for Randi 
Peresich Mueller. Mueller was 
a partner in the Brunini 
Attorney at Law group before 
this appointment representing 
companies across the 
Southeast in 0:00:22

Economy/Taxes 3/11/2021
6pm 
News HEWES CAMPAIGN

Gulfport Mayor Billy Hewes 
officially opening his campaign 
office and his campaign for 
another term as mayor. The 
ceremony including a room of 
supporters from Gulfport and 
all along the Coast. Hewes, who 
began working as mayor eight 
years ago, says his 
administration has a long 
history of w 0:00:27

Economy/Taxes 3/11/2021
6pm 
News HEWES CAMPAIGN

Hewes faces two challengers in 
the G-O-P Primary William 
Thompson and Jennifer Adams 
the primary is April 6th. 0:00:29



Economy/Taxes 3/12/2021
10pm 
News

WAVELAND FOOD 
TRUCKS

In Waveland   the city's food 
truck event is back in action   
after a pandemic-induced 
hiatus. Food trucks   jeep crews   
and folks of all ages   gathered 
at the event. Traditionally   the 
Waveland Civic Association 
would host a ball for its teens 
but not this year. Instead  0:00:20

Economy/Taxes 3/12/2021
10pm 
News

WAVELAND FOOD 
TRUCKS

On March first the city of 
Waveland decided to permit 
the WCA's annual St. Patrick 
day parade which will be 
Sunday the 21st. To learn more 
go to the Waveland Civic 
Association facebook page. 0:00:31

Economy/Taxes 3/12/2021
5AM 
GMM JUDGE SWORN IN

South Mississippi gaining a new 
circuit court judge. Randi 
Peresich Mueller was sworn in 
YESTERDAY. Mueller was a 
partner in the Brunini Attorney 
at Law group before this 
appointment, representing 
companies across the 
Southeast in complex 
commercial, product liability 
and mass tort litigation 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 3/12/2021
5pm 
News CTA BUS LINES

A big announcement from the 
C-T-A as they look to say 
goodbye to two services Tristan 
Ruppert joining us now live 
from Biloxi with more Tristan 0:00:10

Economy/Taxes 3/12/2021
5pm 
News

ZACH GRADY 
ELECTION CONTEST

But first, we will have to wait 
until next week to know the 
ruling of a case involving a 
D'Iberville Council member 
candidiate that no longer 
qualifies. In Harrison County 
circuit court, Zack Grady's team 
argued why he should be 
included on the upcoming 
primary election for Ward 3 
council 0:00:40



Economy/Taxes 3/12/2021
5pm 
News

OSSD VIRTUAL JOB 
FAIR

Looking ahead to tomorrow, 
the Ocean Springs School 
District will host its first ever 
virtual job fair. Interested 
candidates will be able to 
interview with administration 
and staff via Zoom. Last year, 
the district was just days away 
from hosting an in- person job 
fair when it was canceled d 0:00:30

Economy/Taxes 3/12/2021
5pm 
News SHUCKERS SURVIVE

Since the pandemic shut the 
doors of M-G-M Park one year 
ago, the Shuckers faced 
unprecedented challenges to 
get the team back on the field. 
Michael Dugan has more on 
how the organization spent its 
time during what would have 
been the 20-20 season, to 
prepare for 20-21. 0:00:19

Economy/Taxes 3/12/2021
5pm 
News

GULF COAST 
SYMPHONY

The Gulf Coast Symphony is 
performing tomorrow for the 
first time since COVID-19 shut 
down live performances over a 
year ago. Hugh Keeton joins us 
live from Gulf Coast's Harrison 
County campus where the 
musicians are going through 
final rehearsals. 0:00:11

Economy/Taxes 3/12/2021
630pm 
News

AFRICAN 
AMERICAN 
VACCINE

Across the country and in 
Mississippi, health officials say 
African Americans are not 
getting vaccinated at the same 
rate as whites. One reason for 
that is a lack of access for 
African Americans, but the 
other is trust Many simply 
don't trust a medical system 
they believe has lied to them in 0:00:31

Economy/Taxes 3/13/2021
10pm 
Saturday

BAY ST LOUIS 
SECOND SATURDAY

Some Bay St. Louis customers 
were ready to shop 'til they 
dropped on Main Street for 
"Second Saturday"   but this 
time without state restrictions. 
Jasmine Lotts shows us how 
business was booming for some 
of those stores. 0:00:11



Economy/Taxes 3/13/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM

ANDRES LIVE: 
VOLLYBALL 
TOURNEY

Neighbors are getting out and 
about THIS WEEKEND. The 
vaccine has made South 
Mississippians more confident 
to gather in person once again. 
AND TODAY, hundreds of 
people will be inside the Coast 
Coliseum for an epic Volleyball 
tournament. Andres Fuentas 
joins us live with more. 0:00:03

Economy/Taxes 3/13/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM

ZACH GRADY 
ELECTION CONTEST

We will have to wait until next 
week to know the ruling of a 
case involving a D'Iberville 
Council member candidiate 
that no longer qualifies. In 
Harrison County circuit court, 
Zack Grady's team argued why 
he should be included on the 
upcoming primary election for 
Ward 3 councilman. An opinion 0:00:39

Economy/Taxes 3/16/2021
10pm 
News

LIGHTHOUSE PARK 
IMPROVEMENTS

Improvements are inbound for 
one of Pascagoula's most 
popular spots Lighthouse park 
is normally packed during the 
summer especially on the 
weekend. The city council 
agreeing tonight on 
improvements for the popular 
park all made possible from 
funding made available through 
the department 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 3/16/2021
10pm 
News

LIGHTHOUSE PARK 
IMPROVEMENTS

The changes will include 
parking lot improvements, 
more swings for children, and 
more space for vendors during 
large events. 0:00:27

Economy/Taxes 3/16/2021
10pm 
News

RESTAURANT 
RELIEF

TODAY, MISSISSIPPI SENATOR 
ROGER WICKER AND ARIZONA 
SENATOR KYRSTEN SINEMA 
HELD A ZOOM CALL TO TALK 
ABOUT THE SUCCESS OF THEIR 
BIPARTISAN RESTAURANT ACTS 
LEGISLATION. 0:00:09



Economy/Taxes 3/16/2021
6pm 
News

STIMULUS 
SPENDING

Check your bank account 
because your stimulus check 
may be there. People who have 
received their money have 
already began shopping   but 
those who are still waiting -- 
are anxious. Brandy McGill tells 
us more. 0:00:43

Economy/Taxes 3/16/2021
6pm 
News

DMR CARES ACT 
MONEY

Monday for Mississippi's 
Seafood industry through the 
CARES Act. Today the 
Commission on Marine 
Resources met and talked 
about who's getting that one 
and a half million dollars in aid. 
Bill Snyder breaks down the 
numbers for us. 0:00:13

Economy/Taxes 3/17/2021
430AM 
GMM

RESTAURANT 
RELIEF

MISSISSIPPI SENATOR ROGER 
WICKER AND ARIZONA 
SENATOR KYRSTEN SINEMA 
HELD A ZOOM CALL TO TALK 
ABOUT THE SUCCESS OF THEIR 
BIPARTISAN RESTAURANT ACTS 
LEGISLATION. Alison Spann has 
the story. 0:00:14

Economy/Taxes 3/17/2021
5pm 
News

MGCCC COACH 
FAMILY

Right now, Mississippi Gulf 
Coast Community College 
football coaches are coming 
together to help not only a 
coworker but a friend who lost 
a child who was also a student 
at MGCCC. Brandy McGill 
shows us how they are coming 
together to show support. 0:00:17

Economy/Taxes 3/18/2021
10pm 
News FIREFLY AT MARY C

Tonight â€” the beginning of a 
new chapter for the Mary C 
O'Keefe cultural center. Two 
different events combining art 
and music into a can't miss 
atmosphere Tristan Ruppert 
takes us there. 0:00:13

Economy/Taxes 3/18/2021
6pm 
News FIREFLY AT MARY C

A new monthly showcase 
making its debut to the South 
Mississippi public right now at 
the Mary C. in Ocean Springs 
That's where Tristan Ruppert 
joins us now live with a look at 0:00:12



what the Firefly is offering 
guests.

Economy/Taxes 3/19/2021
10pm 
News

POPLARVILLE 
CHURCH

A church fire in Poplarville   is 
bringing the community 
together in an effort to rebuild 
the place of worship. "First 
United Pentecostal" caught fire 
Sunday   while Pastor Colby 
Meadows and his congregation 
were having service. And 
because the fire started in the 
back of the building 0:00:22

Economy/Taxes 3/19/2021
10pm 
News

POPLARVILLE 
CHURCH

If you would like to help with 
this Fire Relief fund   you can 
text "4-4-4 Give" to 7-3-2-5-6. 0:00:45

Economy/Taxes 3/19/2021
5pm 
News

FEEDING THE 
COAST

Two mobile food pantries in 
South Mississippi heading out 
tomorrow to help feed families 
in need. The first will open up 
at 10 A-M at Abundant Life 
Evangelistic Church on 
Rodenberg Avenue in Biloxi the 
second will begin handing out 
food at 1 P-M at Pleasant Hill 
Baptist Church on Highway 0:00:32

Economy/Taxes 3/19/2021
6pm 
News FUNERAL HELP

One part of President Biden's 
American Rescue Plan   is 
getting money to Americans 
who have lost loved ones. As 
Chet Landry explains, FEMA is 
now stepping in to help in a 
different kind of disaster. 0:00:10

Economy/Taxes 3/20/2021
10pm 
Saturday

VOLKSWAGON CAR 
SHOW

About 100 Volkswagens were 
entered in the car show. 
Money from registration will go 
toward charity and scholarship 
programs. 0:00:26

Economy/Taxes 3/20/2021
10pm 
Saturday

VOLKSWAGON CAR 
SHOW

Volkswagens filled the grounds 
of Beauvoir this morning as the 
Mississippi Gulf Coast V-W Club 
hosted its 26th annual car 
show. Volkswagens of all sorts 
pulled up to the registration 
tent before parking. Many of 0:00:21



the owners we spoke to   say -- 
a lot of creativity and money go 
into fixing 

Economy/Taxes 3/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

VOLKSWAGON CAR 
SHOW

An annual event   raising 
money for charity   and 
bringing in car lovers to South 
Mississippi   is celebrating more 
than two decades of car 
showcasing. Brandy McGill 
takes us to the 26th annual 
Mississippi Gulf Coast 
Volkswagen car show. 0:00:13

Economy/Taxes 3/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

SPRING 
MARKETPLACE

Today -- folks gathered at the 
Coast Coliseum in Biloxi   for a 
spring marketplace   featuring 
crafts, home decor, fashion -- 
and more. Andres Fuentes 
brings us a look at the fun. 0:00:10

Economy/Taxes 3/20/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM

FEEDING THE 
COAST 5

Right now, two mobile food 
pantries in South Mississippi 
are getting ready to head out 
to help feed families in need. 
The first will open up at 10 A-M 
at Abundant Life Evangelistic 
Church on Rodenberg Avenue 
in Biloxi the second will begin 
handing out food at 1 P-M at 
Pleasant Hill Baptist 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 3/21/2021
10pm 
Sunday

ST VINCENT DE 
PAUL THRIFT 
STORE

Saint Vincent De Paul is 
opening a new thrift store in 
Ocean Springs with the goal of 
raising money to help people in 
need. Chancelor Winn brings us 
their story. 0:00:10

Economy/Taxes 3/21/2021
10pm 
Sunday

COMMUNITY 
GARDEN UPDATE

While people at the 34th Street 
Wholistic Community Garden in 
Gulfport   plant year-round, 
spring is the time to reboot. 
And with nearly a year of 
neglect because of COVID-19 
and a nasty punch from 
Hurricane Zeta, there's a little 
more work that needs to be 0:00:18



done   to get going   and 
growing  

Economy/Taxes 3/21/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

VOLKSWAGON CAR 
SHOW 10

Volkswagen enthusiasts from 
across the region flocked to 
Beauvoir this weekend as the 
Mississippi Gulf Coast V-W Club 
hosted its 26th annual car 
show. Volkswagens of all sorts 
pulled up to the registration 
tent before parking. Many of 
the owners we spoke to   say -- 
a lot of creativity a 0:00:01

Economy/Taxes 3/22/2021
5pm 
News AIR TRAVEL SURGE

Air travel is surging that 
according to the Transportation 
Security Administration. With 
spring break travel underway, 
more people are hitting the 
skies even amid the pandemic. 
Sunday marked the 11-th 
straight day that more than a 
million people traveled through 
U-S airports. The T-S-A 0:00:33

Economy/Taxes 3/22/2021
5pm 
News

OPEN DOORS 
RENTAL 
ASSISTANCE

Some Harrison County 
residents who have struggled 
to pay their rent because of the 
pandemic now have a chance 
for relief. The Harrison County 
Board of Supervisors today 
approved hiring the Open 
Doors Homeless Coalition to 
administer distribution of six-
million dollars in emergency 
rental  0:00:36

Economy/Taxes 3/22/2021
5pm 
News HELP WANTED

The help wanted ad is up at 
many coast restaurants. They 
say they are having trouble 
finding workers. Half Shell in 
Biloxi saying as more 
unemployment benefits roll out 
it makes it even more 
challenging to find workers. 0:00:26



Economy/Taxes 3/22/2021

MON 
4pm 
Show ARMY RECRUITING

If you are among the thousands 
of workers unemployed 
because of COVID-19, the Army 
Reserve wants you. Joining us 
to talk about a virtual career 
fair and explain just who the 
Army Reserve wants to sign up. 
Virtual Recruiter, Sgt. 1st Class 
Jared Victor. 0:00:25

Economy/Taxes 3/22/2021

MON 
4pm 
Show

RESTAURANT BIZ & 
COVID

The pandemic over the past 12 
months has hit a lot of 
businesses hard -- but one of 
the hardest hit is the restaurant 
industry. Joining us with her 
insight Mississippi Coast 
Restaurant and Beverage 
Association Executive Director 
Susan Perkins. 0:03:21

Economy/Taxes 3/24/2021
10pm 
News

OS SPRING CRAFT 
SHOW

The ocean springs chamber of 
commerce hard at work 
preparing for the 20-21 spring 
arts festival but the closure of 
the fort bayou bridge has 
forced organizers to step up 
their game as many businesses 
rely on big festivals to keep 
their doors open. Tristan 
Ruppert reports. 0:00:17

Economy/Taxes 3/24/2021
430AM 
GMM

MP MAYORAL 
FORUM

The candidates for the Mayor 
of Moss Point spoke at a public 
forum. Chancelor Winn shares 
how each candidate plans to 
increase economic growth in 
the River City. 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 3/24/2021
4pm 
Show INFINITY FUTURE

Infinity Science will reopen its 
doors this summer! This after 
being closed since the new year 
because of the Pandemic. Here 
to tell us more about what's to 
come and what the center has 
been doing since January, 
Infinity Science Center 
Education Manager Donna 
Torres. 0:03:29



Economy/Taxes 3/24/2021
6AM 
GMM

MP MAYORAL 
FORUM

The campaign trail is heating 
up. And several candidates are 
vying for votes to become Moss 
Point's next mayor. During a 
public forum all talked about 
increasing economic growth. 0:01:15

Economy/Taxes 3/24/2021
6pm 
News PORT FUTURE

The Port of Gulfport now has a 
new C-E-O and executive 
director. Jon Nass was 
introduced today to staff and 
the media after an eight-
month, nationwide search. As 
Mike Lacy reports, his goal of 
building business starts with 
building relationships. 0:00:15

Economy/Taxes 3/25/2021
10pm 
News

MGM PARK 
UPDATE

Season tickets, otherwise 
known as Shuck Nation 
memberships, are on sale now. 0:00:46

Economy/Taxes 3/25/2021
10pm 
News

MGM PARK 
UPDATE

Work to repair damage caused 
by Hurricane Zeta is underway 
at MGM Park in Biloxi The Biloxi 
Shuckers and the City of Biloxi 
are working together to get the 
ballpark ready for the 2021 
season. The "AA" farm team 
did not play last season 
because of the coronavirus 
pandemic the team will play 0:00:22

Economy/Taxes 3/25/2021
6pm 
News

BOUTTE 
SCHOLARSHIP

A scholarship in the name of 
Lieutenant Boutte is being 
established in Hancock County. 
And to kick it off will be the first 
Lieutenant Michael Boutte 
scholarship crawfish boil April 
10-TH. The crawfish boil will be 
from 11 A-M to five at the Bay 
St. Louis historic Depot 
grounds. 0:01:03

Economy/Taxes 3/25/2021
6pm 
News

BOUTTE 
SCHOLARSHIP

Organizers plan for the 
scholarship crawfish boil to 
become an annual event. 0:00:22



Economy/Taxes 3/25/2021
6pm 
News

SILVER SLIPPER 
HOTEL

Right now - the Silver Slipper 
Casino is one step closer to 
adding new hotel rooms. Silver 
Slipper's parent company, Full 
House Resorts, has finalized 
terms with the state for an 
option to lease tidelands 
adjacent to the casino for the 
project. The lease would last 
for a 30-year period. T 0:00:24

Economy/Taxes 3/25/2021
6pm 
News

SILVER SLIPPER 
HOTEL

THE EXPANSION, ESTIMATED 
TO BE A 75 MILLION DOLLAR 
INVESTMENT WOULD INCLUDE 
A NEW HOTEL TOWER WITH 
MORE THAN 150 WATERFRONT 
GUEST ROOMS, DEDICATED 
MEETING SPACE, A SPA AND A 
NEW FINE DINING 
RESTAURANT. 0:00:39

Economy/Taxes 3/25/2021

WLOX 
News This 
Week XGR

Hi I'm David Elliott we start 
with that  Joining us with his 
insight State Senator Brice 
Wiggins.

Economy/Taxes 3/26/2021
5AM 
GMM

SILVER SLIPPER 
HOTEL

THE EXPANSION, ESTIMATED 
TO BE A 75 MILLION DOLLAR 
INVESTMENT WOULD INCLUDE 
A NEW HOTEL TOWER WITH 
MORE THAN 150 WATERFRONT 
GUEST ROOMS, DEDICATED 
MEETING SPACE, A SPA AND A 
NEW FINE DINING 
RESTAURANT. 0:00:37

Economy/Taxes 3/26/2021
5pm 
News PASS PD DISPATCH

A special ceremony from The 
Pass Christian Police 
Department at the 
department's new emergency 
communication center. And 
today, it has a new name. 
Today, the city dedicated its 
newest amenity to James H. 
Stewart Junior   an employee at 
the Pass Christian Police 
Department for nearly 30 ye 0:00:38



Economy/Taxes 3/26/2021
5pm 
News DIB PD MOVE IN

While it was a cloudy and foggy 
day for most, the officers and 
staff with the D'Iberville Police 
Department felt the sunshine 
as they moved into their brand 
new five-million- dollar public 
safety building. Today city 
manager Clay Jones gave Bill 
Snyder a tour of the facility, 
and he has this re 0:00:20

Economy/Taxes 3/26/2021
630pm 
News PASS PD DISPATCH

Today Pass Christian celebrated 
its newest amenity its 
emergency communications 
center. And officials named it 
after a man who dedicated his 
life to service. Mike Lacy has 
the story. 0:00:12

Economy/Taxes 3/26/2021
FRI 4pm 
Show

SPRING ARTS 
FESTIVAL

Set up underway right now in 
Ocean Springs for his 
weekend's 28th Annual Spring 
Arts Festival. The Festival 
returning this year after the 
pandemic canceled it last year. 
Joining us from where all that 
action is happening, Ocean 
Springs Chamber of Commerce 
Executive Director Cynthia 
Sutton 0:04:01

Economy/Taxes 3/27/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

PASS PD DISPATCH 
630

Right now, Pass Christian is 
celebrating its new emergency 
communications center. And 
officials named it after a man 
who dedicated his life to 
service. Mike Lacy has the 
story. 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 3/27/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM DIB PD MOVE IN 5

This week, officers and staff 
with the D'Iberville Police 
Department will be settling into 
their brand new five-million 
dollar public safety building. 
city manager Clay Jones gave 
Bill Snyder a tour of the facility, 
and he has this report. 0:00:02



Economy/Taxes 3/28/2021
10pm 
Sunday

OCEAN SPRINGS 
ART FEST DAY TWO

After a weekend of art 
showcasing   the Spring Arts 
Festival in downtown Ocean 
Springs   wrapped up   with a 
lot of guests -- and vendors -- 
walking away happy. Jasmine 
Lotts brings us a look at the 
fun. 0:00:12

Economy/Taxes 3/29/2021
5pm 
News

BUILDING SUPPLY 
CRUNCH

A chain reaction of events has 
led to a major issue with access 
to building and construction 
supplies all over the country, 
and here on the Coast. As Bill 
Snyder shows us, the current 
demand for those materials far 
outweighs the supply. 0:00:16

Economy/Taxes 3/29/2021
6AM 
GMM

OS SPRING ART 
FEST DAY TWO 530

Back here on the coast, people 
came out to enjoy the Ocean 
Springs Arts Festival OVER THE 
WEEKEND. More than 100 
artists and crafters came out 
for this weekend event. Some 
of the attendees we spoke to   
say -- they were nervous about 
the turnout   due to the 
weather and the Fort Bayou b 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 3/29/2021
6AM 
GMM

OS SPRING ART 
FEST DAY TWO 530

This festival was cancelled last 
year due to the pandemic. 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 3/29/2021 Midday
BUILDING SUPPLY 
CRUNCH

Many families on the gulf coast 
remain in recovery mode. 
months after Hurricane Zeta 
struck South Mississippi. with 
recent weather creating delays 
in the rebuilding process. Bill 
Snyder reports. 0:00:10

Economy/Taxes 3/30/2021
10pm 
News GOMESA

The Coast is also getting a big 
win fall from Go-Mesa funding. 
More than 36 -million- dollars 
coming to our state for Coastal 
Conservation, Restoration and 
Hurricane Protection. The 
money is available from oil and 
gas leases and distributed by 
the U-S Interior Department. 
Hancock  0:00:25



Economy/Taxes 3/30/2021
10pm 
News

ALCOHOL DELIVERY 
BILL

This coming summer wine and 
other alcoholic beverages could 
come to you if you're 21 and 
older saving a trip to the liquor 
store. A bill for alcohol delivery 
in Mississippi now awaits the 
Governor's signature. Andres 
Fuentes is in the newsroom and 
joins us to explain 0:00:03

Economy/Taxes 3/30/2021
5AM 
GMM

BUILDING SUPPLY 
CRUNCH

A chain reaction of events has 
led to a major issue with access 
to building and construction 
supplies all over the country, 
and here on the Coast. As Bill 
Snyder shows us, the current 
demand for those materials far 
outweighs the supply. 0:00:00

Economy/Taxes 3/30/2021
5pm 
News

VANQUISH 
RELEASE

Looking ahead, A film shot right 
here in South Mississippi 
starring Morgan Freeman and 
Ruby Rose is set to debut in 
select theatres on April 16-th. 
"Vanquish" will also be 
released on demand and digital 
on the 20-th of April followed 
by a release on Blu-Ray and D-
V-D on the 27-th.  

Economy/Taxes 3/30/2021
5pm 
News

SWING FOR THE 
CAUSE

Right now, the 17th annual 
Swing for a Cause Golf Classic is 
wrapping up in Hancock 
County. The tournament is 
typically held every year in 
October-- but was rescheduled 
due to COVID. More than 100 
golfers participated this year. 
The tournament raises money 
to benefit the Hancock 
Community 0:00:12

Economy/Taxes 3/30/2021
6pm 
News

MP GOULA 
RESTORATION 
PROJECTS

Millions of dollars are coming 
to South Mississippi thanks to 
Gulf Coast Restoration Funds. 
Our Chancelor Winn joins us 
live with more details on how 
the additional funding will 
impact residents. 0:00:10



Economy/Taxes 3/30/2021
TUE 4pm 
Show

TEACHER PAY 
RAISE

A pay raise now on the way to 
Mississippi teachers. Governor 
Tate Reeves signing the teacher 
pay raise bill into law, giving 
most a one-thousand dollar pay 
raise. Joining us with her insight 
Mississippi Association of 
Educators President Erica 
Jones. Governor Tate Reeves 
signed S 0:02:38

Economy/Taxes 3/30/2021
TUE 4pm 
Show DR KELLY RETIRING

New at 4-- a change in 
leadership coming to our 
state's Second Largest city. 
Gulfport-- Chief Administrative 
Officer Dr. John Kelly is retiring 
the end of June. He announced 
that just hours ago and Dr. 
Kelly joins us now to talk about 
his 15 years of helping to grow 
and guide Gulfport 0:00:09

Education 3/1/2021
430AM 
GMM

BLACK HISTORY OF 
CHIEF WILLIAMS

He also says the organization 
will add more local figures from 
the community on the wall of 
excellence soon. 0:00:04

Education 3/1/2021
530AM 
GMM

BLACK HISTORY OF 
CHIEF WILLIAMS

He also says the organization 
will add more local figures from 
the community on the wall of 
excellence soon. 0:00:27

Education 3/1/2021
5AM 
GMM LT BOUTTE CRUISE

A group of South Mississippi car 
enthusiasts honoring fallen 
Hancock County Deputy Lt. 
Michael Boutte. And while 
many folks across our area 
continue mourning the loss, 
Andres Fuentes shows us why 
this group of car-lovers thought 
a cruise was the perfect way to 
commemorate the slain 
deputy. 0:00:01

Education 3/1/2021
5AM 
GMM

EQUALITY COUNCIL 
ON EQUALITY ACT

South Mississippi LGBTQ 
activists are keeping a close eye 
on the Equality Act as it makes 
its way to the U.S. Senate. The 
House passed the measure last 
Thursday after three 
Republicans joined the 
Democrats for its approval. The 
bill would prevent businesses 0:00:00



and institutions from 
discrimination 

Education 3/1/2021
5AM 
GMM

JACKSON GEORGE 
LIBRARIES

You now have more chances to 
dive into a good book TODAY. 
After having been closed to the 
better part of a year, all 10 
branches of the Jackson-
George Regional Library System 
will OPEN. The plan allows 
libraries to limit visits to 50 
percent capacity, increasing to 
75 percent in the coming w 0:00:28

Education 3/1/2021
6pm 
News

HS BASKETBALL 
SEMI FINALS

The girls basketball teams from 
Pass Christian and Moss Point 
each take the court today in 
Jackson for the state semi-
finals. Michael Dugan joins us 
live from the Mississippi 
Coliseum with more on the 
action. 0:00:11

Education 3/2/2021
630pm 
News

GULFPORT READ 
ACROSS AMERICA

Today is Read Across America 
Day, also known as Dr. Seuss 
Day in honor of the famous 
author's birthday. To Celebrate, 
Central Elementary 
administrators dressed up as 
book characters and read to 
students. You're looking at 
video of assistant principal 
LaWanda Thornton dressed as 
Cat 0:00:38

Education 3/2/2021
6pm 
News

SRHS DOCS 
READING

Singing River Pediatric clinics 
participated TODAY in Read 
Across America Day along with 
Reach Out and Read Week. Dr. 
Tamara Harper of Singing River 
Pediatrics Gulfport dressed as 
the Cat in the Hat and read 
Green Eggs and Ham to her 
patients. The clinic also handed 
out books to the patients.  0:00:25



Education 3/3/2021
5pm 
News ROY GILL

After more than three decades 
in education Roy Gill is looking 
toward retirement. Gill has 
been the Harrison County 
School District's superintendent 
for five years Recently he has 
helped tackle numerous issues 
that have come up with 
restrictions and mandates 
involving the pandemic  0:00:17

Education 3/3/2021
5pm 
News

HARRISON 
CENTRAL 
SEMIFINALS

Day three of the high school 
basketball semifinals are 
underway up in Jackson, and a 
pair of coast squads will each 
play tonight for a place in the 
state championship. Michael 
Dugan joins us now live from 
the capitol city with more. 0:00:14

Education 3/3/2021
630pm 
News ROY GILL

Roy Gill's spent thirty- five- 
years in education, with five as 
the superintendent of the 
Harrison County School District. 
This week he announced his 
upcoming retirement, and 
today Bill Snyder spoke with 
him about the district's growth 
during his tenure. 0:00:13

Education 3/3/2021 Midday ROY GILL RETIRING

Harrison County School District 
Superintendent Roy Gill is 
retiring the end of June. Gill has 
spent 35 years in education and 
been superintendent for FIVE 
of those years. This morning Bill 
Snyder had a chance to talk 
with Gill about his decision to 
retire. 0:00:02

Education 3/3/2021 Midday USM

Students at the University of 
Southern Mississippi will be 
returning to the classroom this 
fall. After months of zoom 
classes and online teaching, 
teachers are eager to get back 
to a more traditional setting. 
Leaders at USM say they watch 
the Covid numbers daily and 
they have continued 0:00:35



Education 3/4/2021
10pm 
News

PGSD HELPING 
LIBRARIES

A fire at a Texas school library 
has prompted the Pascagoula-
Gautier School District to help 
Gautier Middle School librarian 
Rachel Williams began the 
effort to help Dew school 
district now all the district's 
librarians are helping donate 
books and contribute to an 
Amazon Book Drive 0:00:43

Education 3/4/2021
430AM 
GMM ROY GILL

After more than three decades 
in education Roy Gill is looking 
toward retirement. Gill has 
been the Harrison County 
School District's superintendent 
for five years recently he has 
helped tackle numerous issues 
that have come up with 
restrictions and mandates 
involving the pandemic  0:00:24

Education 3/4/2021
630pm 
News

PGSD HELPING 
LIBRARIES

A fire at a Texas school library 
has prompted the Pascagoula-
Gautier School District to help 
Gautier Middle School librarian 
Rachel Williams began the 
effort to help Dew school 
district now all the district's 
librarians are helping donate 
books and contribute to an 
Amazon Book Drive. And  0:00:35

Education 3/4/2021
6pm 
News

FCC 
COMMISSIONER

Fast, reliable internet for 
everyone, and skilled jobs to 
get the broadband system in 
place. National, state and local 
officials talked about that and 
much more today over at 
Mississippi Gulf Coast 
Community College's Harrison 
County Campus. Bill Snyder has 
details. 0:00:14

Education 3/4/2021

THUR 
4pm 
Show USM FALL CLASSES

University of South Mississippi 
students will resume in person 
classes for the fall semester. 
The University making that 
decision this week. Joining us 
now, USM Student Affairs Vice 
President Dr. Dee Anderson. 
The University of Southern 0:02:52



Mississippi announced it is 
preparing for a 

Education 3/5/2021
5AM 
GMM

FCC 
COMMISSIONER

Fast, reliable internet for 
everyone, and skilled jobs to 
get the broadband system in 
place. National, state and local 
officials talked about that and 
much more over at Mississippi 
Gulf Coast Community College's 
Harrison County Campus. Bill 
Snyder has details. 0:00:27

Education 3/5/2021
5pm 
News

READ ACROSS 
AMERICA

Today -- our very own Chet 
Landry and Meggan Gray   
reading to students at West 
Elementary School in Gulfport   
as part of Read across America 
week. Like most things   this 
year was different   with the 
reading taking place virtually. 
Kids in Ms. Hoeg's class   
crowded around 

Education 3/5/2021
6pm 
News

READ ACROSS 
AMERICA

Today -- our very own Chet 
Landry and Meggan Gray   
reading to students at West 
Elementary School in Gulfport   
as part of Read across America 
week. Kids crowded around a 
monitor listening to our Good 
Morning Mississippi anchors 
read a couple of stories. 0:00:20

Education 3/7/2021
10pm 
Sunday

PROTEST AT 
FROOGEL'S

Today, accusations of racism -- 
prompting a protest at a 
Gulfport grocery store. A 
couple -- claiming an employee 
at Froogel's used a racial slur 
toward them as they were 
shopping. And now -- they are 
speaking out with help from 
Black Lives Matter Mississippi. 0:00:14



Education 3/9/2021
5pm 
News DEDEAUX RETIRING

In Hancock County-- School 
District Superintendent Alan 
Dedeaux is retiring effective 
June 30-th. Dedeaux saying he 
will present his official letter of 
retirement at the April first 
school board meeting. The 
Hancock County native retiring 
after a 38-year career in 
education-- and 13 years as su 0:01:00

Education 3/9/2021
5pm 
News

NATIONAL SCHOOL 
BREAKFAST WEEK

Right now, It's National School 
Breakfast Week   a week 
dedicated to highlighting the 
importance of that first meal 
before classes start. And coast 
schools are celebrating with 
different activities to make 
breakfast more exciting. At 
Woolmarket Elementary, 
students who eat breakfast are 0:00:37

Education 3/9/2021 Midday
NATIONAL SCHOOL 
BREAKFAST WEEK

It's National School Breakfast 
Week   a week dedicated to 
highlighting the importance of 
that first meal before classes 
start. And coast schools are 
celebrating with different 
activities to make breakfast 
more exciting. At Woolmarket 
Elementary, students who eat 
breakfast are entered into 0:00:37

Education 3/9/2021 Midday DEDEAUX RETIRING

This just in Hancock County 
School District Superintendent 
Alan Dedeaux is retiring 
effective June 30-th. Dedeaux 
saying he will present his 
official letter of retirement at 
the April first school board 
meeting. The Hancock County 
native retiring after a 38-year 
career in education.  0:00:34



Education 3/10/2021
WED 4pm 
Show

MP STREET 
DEDICATION

Today Moss Point community 
members hosting a street 
dedication ceremony honoring 
late educator, Dr. Willie C. 
Williams. Community members 
say Williams was a part of the 
Moss Point School District for 
over 30 years. Family members 
say Williams was loved by the 
community and touched the 
hear 0:00:32

Education 3/11/2021
10pm 
News

AUDUBON 
PARTNERSHIP

A mutual love for sunshine   
sand   and gulf coast heritage   
has created a partnership 
between a local poet and 
painter. Their latest work is 
now on display at the 
Pascagoula Rivera Audubon 
Center. A social event was held 
today   for folks to meet artist 
"Tami Curtis" and author 

Education 3/11/2021
10pm 
News

AUDUBON 
PARTNERSHIP

From now until May Third   the 
works of art will be displayed at 
the Audubon Center.

Education 3/11/2021
5pm 
News

BATTLE ON THE 
BEACH BASEBALL

37 high school baseball teams, 
and a week full of action. It all 
starts tonight at venues all over 
the Coast. Bill Snyder has a 
preview of the fifth annual 
battle on the Beach. 0:00:14

Education 3/12/2021
10pm 
News

GULFPORT VIRTUAL 
TEACHERS

Student applications are being 
accepted through March 31. 
For more information, check 
out this story on our website, 
WLOX Dot com. 0:00:27

Education 3/12/2021
10pm 
News

GULFPORT VIRTUAL 
TEACHERS

Virtual learning is officially hear 
to stay   at least in the Gulfport 
School District. When school 
begins next term in July, 
students in grades K through 10 
will have the ability to have 
virtual class through a new 
program called Virtual 
Academy. Through the 
program, there will be teacher 0:00:27



Education 3/12/2021
430AM 
GMM

AUDUBON 
PARTNERSHIP

A mutual love for sunshine, 
sand, and gulf coast heritage 
has created a partnership 
between a local poet and 
painter. A social event was held 
YESTERDAY for folks to meet 
artist "Tami Curtis" and author 
"Perry Guy." Their latest work is 
now on display at the 
Pascagoula River Audubon 
Center.  

Education 3/12/2021
430AM 
GMM

AUDUBON 
PARTNERSHIP

From now until May Third   the 
works of art will be displayed at 
the Audubon Center.

Education 3/12/2021
630AM 
GMM LIVE: OS SCHOOLS

New THIS MORNING, Teachers 
and staff are getting ready for 
the upcoming school year. 
Desirae Duncan is live in Ocean 
Springs with details. 0:00:09

Education 3/12/2021
630pm 
News

CATHOLIC 
SCHOOLS 
REMEMBER

A year ago this week, schools in 
the Biloxi Catholic Diocese 
switched to virtual learning as a 
result of the COVID pandemic. 
And the challenge proved that 
will power can overcome 
obstacles. Mike Lacy has the 
story. 0:00:16

Education 3/12/2021
630pm 
News

MUSIC TEACHER 
GRAMMY

It's GRAMMY week for the 63-
rd annual GRAMMY awards. 
This year's music educator 
GRAMMY award has been 
announced and the winner is 
Biloxi native Dr. Jeffrey 
Murdock. Murdock, now an 
associate professor of music 
education at the University of 
Arkansas, says he's ecstatic 
about the honor 0:00:27

Education 3/12/2021

WLOX 
News This 
Week SCHOOLS & COVID

Educators and students facing 
some huge challenges in the 
last year because of COVID-19. 
From school shutdowns to 
virtual learning, and in person 
learning with social distancing. 
Joining us to reflect on the last 
12 months, Gulfport Schools 
Superintendent, Glen East.



Education 3/13/2021
10pm 
Saturday

LONG BEACH 
POLITICAL FORUM

Mississippi's April primaries are 
coming up and Long Beach 
candidates got to state their 
case today. The city held a 
political forum for aldermen 
and mayoral candidates to 
participate in political debates. 
Candidates spoke to the crowd 
in the Harper McCaughan Town 
Green. 0:00:31

Education 3/13/2021
10pm 
Saturday

LONG BEACH 
POLITICAL FORUM

The primary election will be 
April 6th. 0:00:40

Education 3/13/2021
10pm 
Saturday

GULF COAST 
SYMPHANY 
ORCHESTRA 10

Today was a special day for the 
Gulf Coast Symphony 
Orchestra. It made its 20-21 
debut   in its new home   
located at Mississippi Gulf 
Coast Community College's 
Immersive performing arts 
center. Jwan Jordan attended 
the event   and now brings us 
this report. 0:00:14

Education 3/13/2021
10pm 
Saturday

100TH BIRTHDAY 
AT AVIATION 
MUSEUM 10

Today, Tom Adams Jr. of Pass 
Christian celebrated his 100th 
year on this earth. The veteran 
of three wars was honored not 
just for his age   not just for his 
accomplishments   but also for 
his humanity. And, as you'll see, 
people simply love him. 0:00:11

Education 3/14/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM

100TH BIRTHDAY 
AT AVIATION 
MUSEUM 10

Tom Adams Jr. of Pass Christian 
celebrated his 100th year on 
this earth yesterday. The 
veteran of three wars was 
honored not just for his age   
not just for his 
accomplishments   but also for 
his humanity. Mike Lacy 
reports. 0:00:00

Education 3/16/2021
430AM 
GMM

YEAR ROUND 
DAYCARE AND 
AFTER SCHOOL

One pre-school's "after school" 
Program is preparing to help 
parents out in the Gulfport 
school district as the year-
round school year gets closer. 
Kid Academy has adjusted its 
after school pick up route. Out 
of seven schools, three are in 
the Gulfport school district. 0:00:26



Education 3/17/2021
6pm 
News

GPT EDUCATION 
UPDATE

East says that under the 
current State Superintendent, 
Dr. Carey Wright, Mississippi 
schools are more focused on 
student achievement - of all 
students - than they have been 
in decades. 0:00:53

Education 3/18/2021
10pm 
News NEW BOAT LAWS

A heads up for some boat 
owners especially those with 
older models. The coast guard 
announcing boats under 26 
feet will soon require an 
"Engine Cut Off Switch." The 
switch is an important safety 
feature preventing the boat 
from running off if the driver 
falls overboard. Most new boa 0:00:27

Education 3/18/2021
10pm 
News

GPD CHOPPIN 
EVENT

The Gulfport Police 
Department working on 
forming new connections with 
their community by helping to 
open up discussions with 
residents. They hope to do this 
with a special event kicking off 
tomorrow the event is called 
"Chopping with Twelve" and 
the goal is to meet at what 
many consider to  0:00:23

Education 3/18/2021
10pm 
News

TEACHER PAY 
RAISE

Today Mississippi lawmakers 
passing a bill that will increase 
the salary and starting wage for 
teachers in the Magnolia State. 
Chancelor Winn shares how 
teacher’s salaries will be 
changing once Governor Tate 
Reeves signs the bill into law. 0:00:13

Education 3/18/2021
6pm 
News

NASA HOT FIRE 
TEST

Excitement today out of 
Hancock County as the future 
of space exploration sees a 
boost with the roaring of four 
rockets out at Stennis Space 
Center today Bill Snyder was 
there during today's big test. 
and brings us the importance 
behind today's success. 0:00:12



Education 3/18/2021
6pm 
News

TEACHER PAY 
RAISE

Today the house is passing bill 
eight-52 meaning teachers 
could soon be seeing a boost in 
their salary. Once Governor 
Tate Reeves signs the teacher 
pay raise bill Assistant teachers 
and certified teachers with 
more than three years' 
experience will receive a salary 
increase of one-thousand- 0:00:38

Education 3/19/2021
10pm 
News

FEEDING THE 
COAST

It's been a challenging year for 
everybody, including for 
organizations that help others 
in need "Feeding the Gulf 
Coast" provides food to   24 
counties in three states, 
including eight in South 
Mississippi As John Fitzhugh 
tells us, they have met the 
challenges of the pandemic, 
with a little he 0:00:01

Education 3/19/2021
10pm 
News

HIGH SCHOOL 
RODEO

The Poplarville Rodeo was held 
today   featuring a variety of 
talented South Mississippi 
students. The young 
contestants had to perform 
breakaway roping   barrel 
racing   and more. Some of the 
kids are also competing in the 
National Rodeo Junior Finals. 
Parents involved with 

Education 3/19/2021
430AM 
GMM NEW BOAT LAWS

A heads up for some boat 
owners especially those with 
older models. The coast guard 
announcing boats under 26 
feet will soon require an 
"Engine Cut Off Switch." The 
switch is an important safety 
feature preventing the boat 
from running off if the driver 
falls overboard. Most new  0:00:31



Education 3/19/2021
430AM 
GMM

TEACHER PAY 
RAISE

The state house of 
representatives is passing bill 
eight-52 meaning teachers 
could soon be seeing a boost in 
their salary. Once Governor 
Tate Reeves signs the teacher 
pay raise bill Assistant teachers 
and certified teachers with 
more than three years' 
experience will receive a salary 
in 0:00:42

Education 3/19/2021
5AM 
GMM

GPD CHOPPIN 
EVENT

Gulfport Police teaming up with 
a barbershop this week. Instead 
of cutting hair, they'll be 
connecting with the 
community. TODAY  7-D-S 
Ricky's Barbershop will 
welcome officers to the shop 
on Creosote Road for a 
community meeting. It's called 
"Choppin with Twelve." 0:00:01

Education 3/19/2021
5pm 
News LINCOLN LESSONS

Some students in the Jackson 
County school district got a 
surprise visit from the 16-th 
president of the United States 
today. Superintendent Dr. John 
Strycker put on a top hat and 
dressed as Abraham Lincoln, 
making a stop at all the lower 
elementary schools in the 
district. Honest Abe went  0:00:37

Education 3/19/2021
5pm 
News GRAD CONCERNS

The Mississippi Coast Coliseum 
back in business with 
graduations   now that COVID 
restrictions have eased. In 20-
20, seven high schools used the 
coliseum for their graduation 
ceremonies with tight 
restrictions. Now, the coliseum 
will host graduations from 11 
high schools. That includes  0:00:41



Education 3/19/2021
5pm 
News

NORTH GPT 
ATHLETICS

Today, North Gulfport Middle 
School alumni celebrating the 
contributions of members in 
the community. Alumni giving 
back to the school with a one-
thousand-dollar scholarship 
check to the athletic 
department. The proceeds 
from M-G-C-C-C Hall of Famer, 
Beverley Coleman's, co-
authored book  0:00:26

Education 3/19/2021
6pm 
News

NORTH GULFPORT 
ATHELTICS

North Gulfport Middle School is 
celebrating "Beverly Coleman 
Day" by holding a ceremony -- 
in honor of the school's alumni. 
Beverly Coleman played 
basketball at the school and 
decided to start a scholarship 
for the athletics department. 
She raised one thousand dollars 
for the scholarship 0:00:01

Education 3/19/2021 Midday CHOPPIN WITH 12

Right now, Gulfport police are 
working on building a stronger 
relationship with the 
community hoping to work 
together to find solutions. It's 
all happening through "Choppin 
with 12". Andres Fuentes joins 
us live with the very latest. 0:00:11

Education 3/19/2021 Midday ABE LINCOLN

Some students in the Jackson 
County school district got a 
surprise visit from the 16th 
president of the United States 
today. Superintendent Dr. John 
Strycker put on a top hat and 
dressed as Abraham Lincoln, 
making a stop at all the lower 
elementary schools in the 
district. Honest Abe went cl 0:00:30

Education 3/20/2021
10pm 
Saturday UNITED IN PRIDE

A Pride event in Gulfport is 
bringing the L-G-B-T-Q 
community together. The drive-
in drag show was held in the 
parking lot of "Sipps." Since the 
pandemic began   most drag 
shows have been canceled and 
made financial situations 0:00:16



difficult for artists who make 
their living doing these shows 

Education 3/20/2021
10pm 
Saturday BOUTTE BENEFIT

Good evening, thanks for 
joining us on this third Saturday 
of March. We begin tonight in 
Hancock County   where many 
folks enjoyed a day filled with 
music, food and fun   all in 
honor of the late Lieutenant 
Michael Boutte. His memorial 
Committee says -- it hosted the 
benefit to raise mon 0:00:28

Education 3/20/2021
10pm 
Saturday

BILOXI EASTER 
EVENT

Spring is officially here   and as 
Easter Sunday approaches   a 
seasonal holiday tradition is 
bouncing back after being 
canceled last year because of 
covid concerns. Andres Fuentes 
tells us more. 0:00:09

Education 3/20/2021
10pm 
Saturday UNITED IN PRIDE

There are more events planned 
-- with the goal of giving like-
minded individuals a chance to 
connect and support each 
other. 0:00:25

Education 3/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

RAILROAD 
MUSEUM

Both exhibits are open to folks 
of all ages. You can read more 
about the museum   on our 
website -- WLOX dot com. 0:00:22

Education 3/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

GEEKS AND 
GAMERS

If the phrase "turtle power" 
means anything to you   listen 
up! The iconic 80's cartoon 
"The Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles" are making an 
appearance at "Gamer's and 
Geek's" in Mobile. This mini 
convention features the crime 
fightin' turtles   and vendor 
booths selling all types of 
memorabilia 0:00:33



Education 3/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

RAILROAD 
MUSEUM

The Mississippi Coast Model 
Railroad Museum in Gulfport   
chugging across the street for 
its South Station grand opening 
today. Because the museum is 
growing   it needs extra space 
for its exhibits   and this South 
Station will include more 
railroad displays, extra train 
models   and m 0:00:01

Education 3/20/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM

LINCOLN LESSONS 
5

Some students in the Jackson 
County school district got a 
surprise visit from the 16-th 
president of the United States. 
Superintendent Dr. John 
Strycker put on a top hat and 
dressed as Abraham Lincoln, 
making a stop at all the lower 
elementary schools in the 
district. Honest Abe went 
classroom 0:00:37

Education 3/20/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM GRAD CONCERNS 5

The Mississippi Coast Coliseum 
back in business with 
graduations   now that COVID 
restrictions have eased. In 20-
20, seven high schools used the 
coliseum for their graduation 
ceremonies with tight 
restrictions. Now, the coliseum 
will host graduations from 11 
high schools. That includes  0:00:05

Education 3/21/2021
10pm 
Sunday

MISS MISSISSIPPI 
FROM JAXCO

South Mississippi now has 
another native   representing 
our state as Miss Mississippi U-
S-A. The last time that 
happened   was more than 30 
years ago. Brandy McGill 
introduces us to the newest 
Magnolia state beauty -- Bailey 
Anderson. 0:00:00

Education 3/21/2021
10pm 
Sunday

WAVELAND ST. 
PATS PARADE

Today, folks flooded the streets 
of Waveland for the St. 
Patrick's Day parade. Members 
with the Waveland Civic 
Association say this year's 
parade had the largest turnout. 
Jasmine Lotts shows us why 0:00:12



Education 3/21/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

GEEKS AND 
GAMERS 6

The event is free-- You can go 
to "Jaks comics" Facebook page 
for more details. 0:00:42

Education 3/21/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

RAILROAD 
MUSEUM 6

The Mississippi Coast Model 
Railroad Museum in Gulfport 
holding a grand opening for 
their South Station this 
weekend. Because the museum 
is growing   it needs extra space 
for its exhibits   and this South 
Station will include more 
railroad displays, extra train 
models   and more than one-
mil 0:00:00

Education 3/21/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM

BILOXI EASTER 
EVENT 10

As Easter Sunday approaches   
a seasonal holiday tradition is 
bouncing back after being 
canceled last year because of 
covid concerns. Andres Fuentes 
tells us more. 0:00:02

Education 3/24/2021
4pm 
Show DIBERVILLE MIDDLE

Praise today for D'Iberville 
Middle School's quick action 
when yesterday's high winds 
ripped part of the roof off the 
school's gym. Police posting to 
social media that training and 
the action of all involved kept 
everyone safe. Today even 
though the Gym roof is still 
leaking 

Education 3/25/2021
10pm 
News

CSPIRE COMPUTER 
BILL

C Spire has been heavily 
involved in efforts to promote 
computer science education in 
Mississippi since 2015. 0:00:46

Education 3/25/2021
10pm 
News

CSPIRE COMPUTER 
BILL

Governor Tate Reeves signed 
the bill that will make sure 
students are ready to compete 
in the digital world. The bill 
passed with overwhelming 
support and was backed by 
CSpire. We spoke with Chris 
Champion, Vice President of 
Government Relations, about 
these advancements 0:00:02



Education 3/26/2021
10pm 
News

OCEAN SPRINGS 
FIRE DOG

Good evening, thanks for 
joining us on this Friday. As we 
come on the air tonight   dense 
fog advisories are in effect for 
area of South Mississippi. We'll 
hear from Eric in just a moment   
but first -- being an emergency 
responder   is never easy. They 
are the first ones on scene. 0:00:01

Education 3/26/2021
10pm 
News

GOULA SPORTS 
COMPLEX

In Pascagoula the city council 
held a ribbon cutting for the 
new Sports complex. The 
twelve-million- dollar project 
features four baseball fields   
three softball fields   batting 
cages   shaded bleachers   and a 
multitude of other amenities. 
There are 21 tournaments lined 
up from 0:00:28

Education 3/26/2021
10pm 
News

GOULA SPORTS 
COMPLEX

There are 21 tournaments lined 
up from February to June which 
will bring in an estimated 30-
thousand people to Pascagoula 
over the next seven months.

Education 3/26/2021
10pm 
News

OCEAN SPRINGS 
FIRE DOG

This newest addition to the 
department is being funded 
100 percent by the ocean 
springs firefighters themselves. 0:00:28

Education 3/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

OCEAN SPRINGS 
ARTS FEST

In Ocean Springs   more than a 
hundred vendors are spending 
the weekend downtown   for 
the Spring Arts Festival. The 
pandemic postponed   and 
ultimately cancelled   last year's 
festival. But this year -- 
organizers   guests   and local 
business owners   are more 
than happy 0:00:21

Education 3/27/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

GOULA SPORTS 
COMPLEX 10

There are 21 tournaments lined 
up from February to June-- 
which will bring in an estimated 
30-thousand people to 
Pascagoula over the next seven 
months. 0:00:39



Education 3/27/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

GOULA SPORTS 
COMPLEX 10

Today marks the first weekend 
of operations for the brand- 
new Pascagoula sports 
complex. The city holding a 
ribbon cutting ceremony for 
the facility yesterday-- The $12 
million dollar Sports Complex 
features four baseball fields 
including a turf championship 
field, three softball fields, 0:00:00

Education 3/27/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM

OCEAN SPRINGS 
FIRE DOG 10

This newest addition to the 
department is being funded 
100 percent by the ocean 
springs firefighters themselves. 0:00:42

Education 3/28/2021
10pm 
Sunday

PASCAGOULA 
PASTOR 
ANNIVERSARY

After forty years at The Greater 
Antioch Church in Pascagoula   
members wanted to celebrate 
all that Pastor John Davis and 
his wife have done for the 
community. Andres Fuentes 
attended the special service   to 
bring us the sights and sounds   
of this 'thank you' from the 
community. 0:00:15

Education 3/28/2021
10pm 
Sunday

FASHION SHOW 
WHITE PILLAR

Never underestimate a group 
of community-minded, teen-
age girls when it comes to 
finishing a fundraising project 
for charity    Especially, if they 
can do it while styling some 
cool fashions on the runway. 0:00:12

Education 3/28/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News

PASCAGOULA 
PASTOR 
ANNIVERSARY

Visitors remained socially 
distant and masked up for the 
entire event. And those who 
couldn't make it -- watched at 
home through a live stream. 0:00:18

Education 3/28/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News PALM SUNDAY

With Coronavirus restrictions 
relaxed   many churches have 
seen   an up-tick in worshipers 
heading back to in-person 
services. Andres Fuentes shows 
us how Palm Sunday looked   in 
Biloxi. 0:00:11



Education 3/29/2021
5AM 
GMM

PASCAGOULA 
PASTOR 
ANNIVERSARY 10

After forty years at The Greater 
Antioch Church members 
wanted to celebrate all that 
Pastor John Davis and his wife 
have done for Pascagoula. 
Andres Fuentes attended the 
special service   to bring us the 
sights and sounds   of this 
'thank you' from the 
community. 0:00:15

Education 3/29/2021

MON 
4pm 
Show ALAN DEDEAUX

For School Superintendents the 
pandemic has made this a year 
like none other. Hancock 
County School District 
Superintendent Alan Dedeaux 
joins us now with his insight 
and talk about his retirement 0:04:11

Education 3/30/2021
630pm 
News DR KELLY

A leadership change happening 
in the Coast's largest city. 
Gulfport Chief Administrative 
Officer Dr. John Kelly is retiring 
after 15 years. June 30th will be 
his last day on the job. Kelly 
became C-A-O 15 years ago just 
after Hurricane Katrina. Kelly 
credited with helping guide the 
city 0:00:31

Environment 3/1/2021
430AM 
GMM

PASCAGOULA 
POINT POSSIBLE 
DROWNING

DEVELOPING NOW, A man is 
still missing, following an 
apparent accidental drowning. 
Crews were out until late into 
the night searching for the 
victim. According to Pascagoula 
police   the marine patrol 
division found an empty fishing 
boat in Yazoo Bayou   across 
from the Point Pier. 0:02:10

Environment 3/1/2021
530AM 
GMM

PASCAGOULA 
POINT POSSIBLE 
DROWNING

DEVELOPING NOW, A man is 
still missing, following an 
apparent accidental drowning 
in Pascagoula crews were 
searching for the victim late 
into the night. According to 
Pascagoula police   the marine 
patrol division found an empty 
fishing boat in Yazoo Bayou   
across from the Point Pie 0:00:57



Environment 3/5/2021
5pm 
News

DIBERVILLE 
RECYCLING

Local high school students 
being proactive and taking care 
of the environment, with a little 
help from Mississippi Power. 
Tonight, Bill Snyder shows us 
how D'Iberville High School's 
environmental club is working 
to make recycling a priority in 
every classroom. 0:00:16

Environment 3/8/2021
430AM 
GMM PICKING UP LITTER

If you know of any roads that 
could use cleaning up reach out 
to the Pascagoula Police 
Department on Facebook. 0:00:26

Environment 3/8/2021
430AM 
GMM PICKING UP LITTER

Pascagoula Police officers 
teamed up with neighbors, 
helping to pick up litter 
throughout the city. This group 
has cleaned up parks and 
neighborhood streets every 
weekend over the past few 
months. The Pascagoula Police 
Department, volunteers, and 
people in need of community 
service, are work 0:00:36

Environment 3/8/2021

MON 
4pm 
Show GPT HOUSE FIRE

But first, an investigation 
underway involving a blaze in 
Gulfport off Hewes Avenue   
The fire breaking out just after 
twelve-thirty this afternoon. 
Thankfully no one was inside. 
Gulfport fire chief Michael 
Beyerstedt says the home has 
been vacant for a few years.  0:00:21

Environment 3/9/2021
TUE 4pm 
Show VANCLEAVE FIRE

Andres Fuentes has been at the 
scene of the blaze for the last 
couple of hours he takes us 
there now live Andres how it 
looking? 0:00:01

Environment 3/12/2021
6pm 
News

HARCO FIRES 
UPDATE

But first happening right now 
fire crews in Harrison county 
now wrapping up what turned 
into a multi-day event as 
wildfires continue to spark 
across the county. Andres 
Fuentes joins us live tonight 
with the very latest 
developments. 0:01:23



Environment 3/16/2021
10pm 
News

GEORGE COUNTY 
TIRE FIRE

A fire in Lucedale today kept 
the Jackson County fire 
department busy. The fire 
department isn't sure how the 
fire started yet but it began 
behind Magnolia trailers where 
they store old tires. Thus far its 
taken an estimated 60,000 
gallons of water to fight the tire 
flames. Tire fires are pa 0:00:34

Environment 3/17/2021
430AM 
GMM

GEORGE COUNTY 
TIRE FIRE

A fire in Lucedale kept fire 
fighters busy overnight. The fire 
department isn't sure how the 
fire started yet but it began 
behind Magnolia trailers where 
they store old tires. It has taken 
an estimated 60 thousand 
gallons of water to fight the 
flames. Tire fires are 
particularly difficult  0:00:35

Environment 3/17/2021
6pm 
News

SOUTH MS 
HARBORS

Boat Owners on the coast 
spending their day making 
preparations to keep their 
vessels safe. Chancelor Winn 
joining us now from Biloxi's 
Small Craft Harbor with more 
on the steps being taken 
Chancelor 0:00:10

Environment 3/17/2021
6pm 
News

HANCOCK COUNTY 
SAFE SHELTER

That expected weather leading 
Hancock County officials to 
open the doors of their shelter. 
Tristan Ruppert kicking off our 
team coverage from the Kiln 
Tristan what are you seeing? 0:00:10

Environment 3/17/2021
6pm 
News HWY 90 SAND

Tons of sand on Highway 90 
medians in Harrison County. 
Tonight, Bill Snyder shows us 
how sand beach crews are 
working through high winds 
and heavy traffic to clean up 
the mess.



Environment 3/17/2021
6pm 
News

GEO CO ZETA 
DAMAGE RISK

While there is an enhanced risk 
of severe weather through all 
of South Mississippi, George 
County has an additional 
problem. Debris from Hurricane 
Zeta is still on the ground 
throughout the county. In a bad 
storm or a tornado, officials say 
tree limbs and stumps could be 
like cannonballs in  0:00:21

Environment 3/18/2021

WLOX 
News This 
Week SPRAGGINS

Twenty-one million dollars in 
federal aid coming to those in 
the seafood industry still 
reeling from the 2019 openings 
of the Bonnet Carre Spillway. 
Joining us with his insight on 
this Department of Marine 
Resources Executive Director 
Joe Spraggins.

Environment 3/19/2021
10pm 
News CHOPPIN WITH 12

As COVID-19 restrictions ease 
up, Gulfport Police officers are 
eagerly hosting community 
relations events again. Officers 
held dialogues and answered 
questions at Ricky's Barbershop   
to help build trust with 
neighbors and ease any worries 
people may have. 0:00:24

Environment 3/19/2021
4pm 
Show

GULF OF MEXICO 
ALLIANCE

Each of us can help improve the 
health of the Gulf. That's the 
goal of the Gulf of Mexico 
Alliance. Joining us to talk 
about this initiative, Executive 
Director Laura Bowie. 0:03:35

Environment 3/19/2021
6pm 
News NASA ROCKETS

They say to get to the Moon, 
you have to through Hancock 
County, and the world saw that 
Thursday during NASA'S S-L-S 
hot fire test at Stennis Space 
Center. Tonight, Bill Snyder has 
more on the technology behind 
those RS-25 engines, and the 
people who make them come 
to life. 0:00:16



Environment 3/20/2021
10pm 
Saturday

RAILROAD 
MUSEUM

The Mississippi Coast Model 
Railroad Museum in Gulfport   
chugging across the street for 
its South Station grand opening 
today. Because the museum is 
growing   it needs extra space 
for its exhibits   and this South 
Station will include more 
railroad displays, extra train 
models   and  0:00:27

Environment 3/24/2021
10pm 
News RISING RIVERS

The recent South Mississippi 
storms sending rivers on the 
rise flooding South Mississippi 
roadways and yards. Chancelor 
Winn joining us now live from 
Gulfport near the Biloxi river. 0:00:13

Environment 3/24/2021
430AM 
GMM

WOOLMARKET 
DAMAGE

The roof of a Biloxi resident's 
home still hasn't been fixed 
from Hurricane Zeta and LAST 
NIGHT'S persistent rainfall is 
causing more complications. 
Rain poured in from Tonia 
Sheely's ceiling. She says 
medical issues have made it 
difficult to pay for repairs 0:00:00

Environment 3/24/2021
6pm 
News RIVERS RISING

The continuous rain overnight 
causing rivers to rise and flood 
into South Mississippi roadways 
and yards. Chancelor Winn 
joins us live from the bank of 
the Biloxi river. Chancelor how 
are things looking? 0:00:11

Environment 3/25/2021
10pm 
News

PASS CHRISTIAN 
MAYORAL FORUM

Pass Christian residents with a 
chance tonight to meet their 
candidates for mayor. The Gulf 
Coast Chamber of Commerce 
hosting a forum moderated by 
WLOX News Director Brad 
Kessie. The two republican 
candidates for mayor Adam 
Pace and Jimmy Rafferty along 
with independent Zenas Cappie 
answer 0:00:01



Environment 3/25/2021
5pm 
News

EARLY RIVER 
FLOODING

It could've been, and still could 
be much worse. The good news 
about some of the river 
flooding we've seen is that's for 
the most part been minor. But 
as Bill Snyder shows us, any 
flooding threat has to be taken 
seriously. 0:00:16

Environment 3/25/2021
630pm 
News

STONE CO FLOOD 
WARNING

One area that floods is around 
Red Creek in Stone County. Red 
Creek came out of its banks a 
little, the E-M-A director says it 
recedes quickly when the rain 
stops. One resident called us 
concerned because the river 
flooded overnight -- trapping 
him in his home. The river did 
recede when the 0:00:32

Environment 3/26/2021
5pm 
News

MSAQ SEA TURTLE 
RELEASE

After months in rehabilitation. 
some very special turtles are 
making their way back home 
into the wild. Jasmine Lotts was 
there for their release. and 
joins us now from the beach 
near Courthouse Road Jasmine 0:00:14

Environment 3/26/2021
5pm 
News

GCRL TREE 
PROJECT

Students at U-S-M's Gulf Coast 
Research Lab working to 
beautify their campus today. 
The students planted five trees 
on the campus as part of a 
service learning project. A 
licensed arborist with 
Fulgham's Incorporated was on 
hand to guide students through 
the process. The goal was to 
rep 0:00:23

Environment 3/26/2021
FRI 4pm 
Show TURTLE RELEASE

Happening right now, the 
Mississippi Aquarium set to 
release 10 Kemps Ridley Sea 
Turtles into the Mississippi 
Sound. Jasmine Lotts is down 
on the beach near Courthouse 
Road in Gulfport where that 
release is happening and joins 
us live. 0:00:02



Environment 3/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

BAY ST LOUIS 
CLEANUP

D'Iberville isn't the only area 
looking to spring clean. A 
Hancock County Neighborhood 
is looking better already   
thanks to a group of local 
women. As Brandy McGill 
reports   these ladies spent the 
morning -- cleaning up trash 
and storm debris. 0:00:13

Environment 3/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

D'IBERVILLE 
SPRING CLEANING

Springs is in the air   and that 
means cleaning initiatives are 
"springing up" across the 
nation. In D'Iberville   both city 
leaders and the chamber of 
commerce   partnering up   to 
expand access to dumpsters in 
three locations in the city. 0:00:30

Environment 3/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

OYSTER COOKOFF 
& FESTIVAL

The festival continues 
tomorrow from 11 a.m. to 5 
p.m. 0:00:25

Environment 3/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

OYSTER COOKOFF 
& FESTIVAL

The Fifth annual Gulf Coast 
Oyster Cook-off & Festival is 
back. Today, hundreds came 
out to Point Cadet Plaza in 
Biloxi to enjoy plenty of oysters 
prepared by Coast restaurants. 
And festival goers had a chance 
to shop at vendor tables; enjoy 
live music under the pavilion 
and work off all  0:00:30

Environment 3/28/2021
10pm 
Sunday GARDEN BIZ

For folks feeling a bit timid 
about gardening   the nursery 
says -- its staff is more than 
happy to offer tips and 
techniques   to start your 
garden. 0:00:35

Environment 3/28/2021
10pm 
Sunday GARDEN BIZ

Springtime is known for two 
things   cleaning, of course   
and gardening. That's why 
horticulture enthusiasts   
flocked to Pine Hills Nursery in 
Pass Christian today   stocking 
up on all things needed to 
spruce up their yard. 0:00:01



Environment 3/28/2021

530pm 
Sunday 
News GARDENING BIZ

What started off as a sunshine 
filled weekend   has now 
turned a little bit wet. But 
today's showers may do some 
good for those who headed out 
to purchase gardening supplies   
to spruce up yards across South 
Mississippi. Brandy McGill has 
that story. 0:00:13

Environment 3/28/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

BAY ST LOUIS 
CLEANUP 6 
BRANDY

You may notice that one 
Hancock County neighborhood 
is looking a little cleaner than 
normal this morning-- That's all 
thanks to a group of women 
who spent their Saturday 
cleaning up trash and storm 
debris. 0:00:01

Environment 3/29/2021
6AM 
GMM GARDEN BIZ 10

For folks feeling a bit timid 
about gardening   the nursery 
says -- its staff is more than 
happy to offer tips and 
techniques   to start your 
garden. 0:00:35

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/1/2021

10pm 
News

J AND J VACCINE 
UPDATE

a shot of hope as the rollout 
begins. Johnson and Johnson's 
vaccine  now being shipped 
across the country. proven in 
tests to be 85% effective 
against severe illness. the 
Johnson and Johnson vaccine 
comes as millions still await 
their opportunity to get 
vaccinated but what makes  0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/1/2021

10pm 
News

PM MISSING 
BOATER

But first tonight at 10 new 
details in the efforts to find a 
man who was last seen going 
underwater while trying to 
retrieve his boat in Pascagoula. 
Andres Fuentes joins us from 
the newsroom with the very 
latest on what we know right 
now. But first topping our news 
tonight at 6 the s 0:00:09



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/1/2021

10pm 
News OSSD VACCINES

One school district on the coast 
taking additional measures to 
protect ITS students, teachers, 
and staff members. The Ocean 
Springs School District has 
partnered with Singing River 
Health system. This will now 
bring COVID vaccines directly to 
teachers and staff beginning 
Thursday morning.  0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/1/2021

10pm 
News

GPT SCHOOLS 
VACCINES

The Gulfport School District is 
also partnering up with 
Memorial Hospital and Singing 
River Health system to 
vaccinate its employees. 
Memorial Hospital will 
distribute vaccines for all 
school district employees and 
the Gulfport Middle School 
staff at Gulfport Central Middle 
school tomorrow. 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/1/2021

10pm 
News

FIRE VICTIM 
REMEMBERED

Turning tragedy into a 
celebration of life. Just more 
than a year after a Gulfport 
man was killed during a home 
fire his friends and family 
gathered on what would have 
been his 44th birthday. With 
balloons released into the air 
Claude Thornhill was 
remembered on top of the 
parking 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/1/2021

430AM 
GMM HEART AWARNESS

Experts also say you can do 
light upper-body exercises with 
canned foods or even using a 
bath towel. This year marks the 
57th year the American Heart 
Association has highlighted 
heart awareness. 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/1/2021

430AM 
GMM HEART AWARNESS

Health experts are reminding 
South Mississippians to keep 
their hearts healthy. According 
to the American Heart 
Association heart disease is the 
number one cause of death for 
Americans. One expert we 
spoke to says small indoor 
workouts can do wonders for 0:00:01



the body and help maintain a 
heal 

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/1/2021

530AM 
GMM HEART AWARNESS

Experts also say you can do 
light upper-body exercises with 
canned foods or even using a 
bath towel. This year marks the 
57th year the American Heart 
Association has highlighted 
heart awareness. 0:00:21

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/1/2021

6pm 
News

FIRE VICTIM 
REMEMBERED

A Gulfport man loses his life 
while saving two others from a 
burning condominium. Hugh 
Keeton joins us live from Biloxi 
with more on how his friends 
and family are remembering 
him tonight. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/1/2021

6pm 
News

MISSING BOATER 
SEARCH

But first topping our news 
tonight at 6 the search 
continues tonight for a man 
who was last seen going 
underwater while trying to 
retrieve his boat in Pascagoula. 
Andres Fuentes joins us live 
tonight with the very latest 
developments. 0:00:05

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/1/2021

6pm 
News OSSD VACCINES

Teachers in the Ocean Springs 
School District will now have an 
additional layer of protection in 
the fight against the 
coronavirus. Our Brandy McGill 
tells us how the district is 
working to keep its students 
and staff safe. 0:00:06

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/1/2021

6pm 
News ICU RATES

The number of reported 
positive coronavirus cases in 
Mississippi has been dropping 
dramatically. And one Coast 
hospital today reported a new 
low in patients on its COVID 
wing and in its COVID ICU. As 
John Fitzhugh tells us, the staff 0:00:17



is relieved and hopeful that the 
trend will continue.

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/2/2021

10pm 
News

GULFPORT 
TEACHER VACCINES

As more COVID19 vaccines 
come available, schools are 
working to get their teachers 
and staff vaccinated. The 
Gulfport school district 
partnering with Memorial 
Health, bringing the vaccines to 
elementary teachers in the 
district. Operating out of the 
gym at Gulfport Central Middle 
school, m 0:00:26

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/2/2021

10pm 
News

HEALTH CARE 
WORKERS ON 
MASKS

Governor Tate Reeves today 
also urging people to continue 
to listen to their health advisors 
for advice on how to avoid 
COVID. In recent interviews, 
health care workers from 
Memorial Hospital at Gulfport 
were consistent with one 
message Continue wearing a 
mask, despite the improving 
statistics. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/2/2021

10pm 
News

MASK MANDATE 
ENDS

South Mississippi residents 
have mixed reactions to the 
Governor's announcement 
today. Andres Fuentes caught 
up with some of them to see 
how they feel about the easing 
of restrictions. 0:00:09

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/2/2021

10pm 
News THANK YOU NOTES

Throughout the last year, 
health care workers have been 
bolstered by community 
support. Today, WLOX News 
Now was on hand when one of 
those moments happened. 
Students from Lizana 
Elementary in Harrison County 
wrote thank you notes to 
health care workers. 0:00:34



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/2/2021

630pm 
News

LB PC TEACHER 
VACCINATIONS

Long beach and Pass Christian 
teachers also got their COVID 
vaccine today. Operating out of 
the West Harrison community 
center, Memorial prepped 
about 300 shots for the 
educators and first responders. 
Many teachers describe the 
vaccine as a sense of relief in 
protecting themselves and their 
stud 0:00:39

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/2/2021

6pm 
News

MASK MANDATE 
ENDS

It's been a mixed bag of 
reactions over the scaling back 
of mask mandates. Andres 
Fuentes has been talking with 
people throughout South 
Mississippi and joins us live 
tonight with more. 0:00:22

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/2/2021

6pm 
News

GULFPORT 
TEACHER VACCINES

School districts are now 
working to make sure their 
teachers can get the COVID-19 
vaccine. Brandy McGill has 
more on how the Gulfport 
School District is working to get 
shots in arms on its campuses. 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/2/2021

6pm 
News

HEALTH CARE 
WORKERS ON 
MASKS

What will the effect of 
Governor Reeves dropping all 
county mask mandates be? 
Health care workers are 
worried that it could lead to a 
new spike in cases Reeves 
acted in the belief that fewer 
cases in hospital means the 
mandate is no longer 
necessary. Health care workers 
we spoke to over 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/2/2021 Midday

GULFPORT 
TEACHER VACCINES

Happening right now- teachers 
lining up to get the COVID-19 
vaccine. Brandy McGill is live in 
Gulfport where they're getting 
their first dose. 0:00:05



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/3/2021

10pm 
News VACCINE UPDATES

Meanwhile vaccination efforts 
continue across the state. 
Today's report from the state 
department of health showing 
over 666-thousand doses of the 
coronavirus vaccine have been 
administered statewide. With 
over 236-thousand 
Mississippians now *fully* 
vaccinated. That comes as the 
first 0:00:28

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/3/2021

5pm 
News

BEAU RIVAGE 
WATER DONATION

Today Biloxi's Beau Rivage 
Resort and Casino is giving 
back. The casino partnered 
with Gulfport's Extend a Hand-
Help a Friend to give bottled 
water to families in Jackson 
impacted by winter storms. 
Directors say the casino is 
donating 250 cases of water. 
We're told Extend a Hand-Help 0:00:37

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/3/2021

5pm 
News STELLA THE SHARK

You may remember the story 
about Stella, the sand tiger 
shark, at the Mississippi 
Aquarium. She underwent a 
unique spinal surgery to 
stabilize her curvature in 
September 2020. Well, now 
she's back, and her caretakers 
couldn't be happier. Mike Lacy 
has the story. 0:00:21

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/3/2021

630pm 
News

MEMORIAL 
SECOND DOSE

Today, some residents on the 
Coast were getting their second 
Pfizer vaccinations for COVID 
through Memorial Hospital in 
Gulfport and in Long Beach. 
The Isaiah Fredericks 
Community Center in Gulfport 
was busy today with 738 
appointments. West Harrison 
Civic Center in Long Beach had 
521. 0:00:31



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/3/2021 Midday

MEMORIAL 
SECOND DOSE

And also happening right now 
in Gulfport people rolling up 
their sleeves to get their 
second COVID-19 vaccines. 
These Second dose vaccines 
being given by appointment 
only at the Isaiah Fredericks 
Community that's where our 
own Mike Lacy is and he joins 
us now live. 0:00:14

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/3/2021

WED 4pm 
Show DR CONGER

Joining us now with his insight 
into vaccines COVID restrictions 
lifting and more. Memorial 
Hospital Infectious Disease 
Specialist Dr. Nicholas Conger 0:00:07

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/3/2021

WED 4pm 
Show

BILOXI TEACHERS 
VACCINES

Right now, Biloxi teachers 
rolling up their sleeves and 
getting their COVID-19 
vaccines. Jasmine Lotts is at the 
sports arena at the High School 
where this is happening and 
joins us now live. 0:00:06

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/4/2021

10pm 
News

FIRST RESPONDER 
VACCINES

Across Mississippi   first 
responders are getting covid-19 
vaccines this week. Here locally 
-- Singing River Health System 
provided doses for those brave 
men and women today   at the 
Jackson County Fairgrounds in 
Pascagoula. With wait times 
less than ten minutes many 0:00:26

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/4/2021

10pm 
News

BEAUTY SALONS 
COVID IMPACT

Among those expressing 
concern over the state's 
removal of a mask mandate   
hairstylists. The reason? 
Because of the close contact 
they have with customers. The 
nature of their job   makes it 
hard for social distancing to be 
implemented. That's why 
"Antonian Salon" in Gulfport    0:00:27



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/4/2021

10pm 
News

MS EXPANDED AGE 
GROUP 
VACCINATION 
REAX

Tuesday   Governor Tate 
Reeves said -- in the coming 
weeks -- the target age group 
for vaccinations   will be 
lowered to fifty and older. Now 
-- just two days later   it's 
reality. As Mississippians adjust 
to a "personal responsibility" 
approach to coronavirus 
restrictions from state l 0:00:48

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/4/2021

430AM 
GMM

BEAU RIVAGE 
WATER DONATION

LATER THIS MORNING, 
members of "Extend a Hand, 
Help A friend" will deliver 
another round of water bottle 
to Jackson thanks to a generous 
donation. The Beau Rivage 
donated several cases of water 
LAST WEEK, and now it is giving 
away 250 cases of water. 
Organizers with Extend A Hand 0:00:31

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/4/2021

430AM 
GMM

MEMORIAL 
SECOND DOSE

Meanwhile, some residents on 
the Coast were getting their 
second Pfizer vaccinations for 
COVID through Memorial 
Hospital in Gulfport and in Long 
Beach. The Isaiah Fredericks 
Community Center in Gulfport 
was busy YESTERDAY with 738 
appointments. West Harrison 
Civic Center in Long Beach had  0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/4/2021

5pm 
News OSSD VACCINES

More teachers getting 
vaccinated against COVID-19 
The Singing River Health 
System set up a site today at 
the Greyhound Stadium for 
employees in the Ocean Springs 
School District. More than 250 
Pfizer vaccines were provided. 
Educators say they're glad to 
have this extra layer of 
protection 0:00:20



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/4/2021

5pm 
News MP VACCINES

The Covid-19 vaccine now 
available for residents aged 50 
and older Vaccination efforts 
continuing in full force across 
the state and right here in 
South Mississippi Jasmine Lotts 
joins us now live from Moss 
Point High School where 
vaccinations are happening 
right now Jasmine? 0:00:16

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/4/2021

6pm 
News OSSD VACCINES

We showed you teachers 
getting vaccinated at the top of 
this newscast and this morning 
even more educators getting 
vaccinated. The Singing River 
Health System set up a site 
today at the Greyhound 
Stadium for employees in the 
Ocean Springs School District. 0:00:20

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/4/2021

THUR 
4pm 
Show SRHS DR ROTH

In fact, hospitals say their 
hotlines are already seeing a 
big increase in demand since 
the announcement earlier 
today. Joining us now with his 
insight Singing River Health 
System Chief Medical Officer 
Dr. Randy Roth. 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/4/2021

THUR 
4pm 
Show 50 + VACCINES

The opening of the new age 
group for vaccine eligibility 
coming in tweets from State 
Health Officer Dr Thomas 
Dobbs and Governor Tate 
Reeves. You can make 
appointments for by going to 
the state health department's 
online scheduler at covid-
vaccine.umc.edu or the vaccine 
Hotline 0:01:13

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/5/2021

5pm 
News

GRUICH CENTER 
VACCINES

Memorial Hospital vaccinated 
around 12-hundred south 
Mississippians at the Dr. Frank 
Gruich Senior Community 
Center today. Memorial 
partnered with the Biloxi 
branch of the NAACP to make 
this vaccine site in East Biloxi 
possible. The goal was to 0:00:24



vaccinate more members of 
minority communities  

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/5/2021

5pm 
News

GRUICH CENTER 
VACCINES

Memorial will return to the 
Gruich Center in three weeks 
for people to get their second 
dose. 0:00:31

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/5/2021

6pm 
News REEVES COVID

Mississippi is approaching the 
one- year anniversary of the 
first case of coronavirus being 
detected in the state. The date 
was March 11th, 2020. Dave 
Elliott talked to Governor Tate 
Reeves today about this 
extraordinary year. 0:00:12

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/5/2021

6pm 
News PRCC VACCINES

Pearl River County residents 
also happily receiving a big 
weapon to fight COVID-19. 
Today, Highland Community 
Hospital was kept busy 
administering 240 first doses. 
Administrators say this is an 
important offering for residents 
who can't get to Hattiesburg or 
the Coast for their shots. 0:01:07

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/5/2021

6pm 
News

GRUICH CENTER 
VACCINES

That comes as more and more 
Mississippians are getting the 
chance to arm themselves with 
some extra protection in the 
battle against covid-19. 
Memorial Hospital vaccinated 
around 12-hundred Coast 
residents today in East Biloxi 
their largest vaccine 
distribution to date. And as 
Desirae 0:00:12



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/6/2021

630pm 
News PRCC VACCINES

Today, Highland Community 
Hospital in Pearl River County 
was kept busy Staff at the 
hospital administering 240 first 
doses of Moderna's covid-19 
vaccine today. Administrators 
say this is an important offering 
for residents who can't get to 
Hattiesburg or the Coast for 
their shots. 0:00:18

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/6/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

GRUICH CENTER 
VACCINES 6

Memorial Hospital vaccinated 
around 12-hundred Coast 
residents in East Biloxi 
yesterday that's their largest 
vaccine distribution to date. 
Memorial partnered with the 
Biloxi branch of the NAACP to 
make this vaccine site in East 
Biloxi possible. The goal was to 
vaccinate more members of 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/6/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

GRUICH CENTER 
VACCINES 6

Memorial will return to the 
Gruich Center in three weeks 
for people to get their second 
dose. 0:00:45

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/7/2021

10pm 
Sunday

MARDI GRAS 
SOCIAL BRUNCH

Biloxi's Mystic Crew of Seven 
Seas wouldn't let coronavirus 
concerns stop their late Mardi 
Gras fun. The group decided to 
celebrate in their own way   by 
hosting a Mardi Gras-themed 
brunch, omellete, waffles   
mimosas -- all available at the 
celebration today. After brunch   
member 0:00:26

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/7/2021

10pm 
Sunday OUTDOOR EVENTS

Outside of churches   people 
had other reasons to get out on 
this first weekend without 
mandates. As Andres Fuentes 
reports   many spent their day 
at baseball tournaments   in 
South Mississippi. 0:00:10

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/7/2021

10pm 
Sunday

MARDI GRAS 
SOCIAL BRUNCH

The group says -- they can't 
wait for next year   in hopes 
that Mardi Gras will be bigger -- 
and better -- than ever. 0:00:30

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/7/2021

10pm 
Sunday

COVID SURVIVOR 
MARK MORGAN

Tonight, we hear the story of 
one man's surprising battle 0:00:07



against covid-19. Here's 
Chancelor Winn with details.

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/8/2021

6pm 
News VACCINE UPDATES

South Mississippians hoping to 
get their vaccine now have a 
few more options when it 
comes to locations. Tristan 
Ruppert joins us live tonight 
with more on the newest 
additions to the coronavirus 
vaccine distribution sites. 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/8/2021

6pm 
News

J & J VACCINE 
RELIEF

The first doses of the Johnson 
& Johnson COVID vaccine were 
distributed in South Mississippi 
Today. The one-shot vaccine is 
expected to help speed up the 
process of getting people 
vaccinated across the country. 
John Fitzhugh watched as one 
Biloxi couple was overjoyed in 
getting their shots. 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/8/2021

MON 
4pm 
Show DR PENICO

Joining us now with more on 
the latest developments in the 
covid-19 battle in South 
Mississippi Memorial Hospital 
Infectious Disease Specialist, 
Dr. Jesse Penico. 0:00:10

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/8/2021

MON 
4pm 
Show DAVE J&J VACCINE

Singing River Health System 
beginning its vaccination efforts 
using the single dose Johnson 
and Johnson vaccine our own 
David Elliot sitting himself in 
the hot seat earlier today  to 
find out more as he receives his 
own dose. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/9/2021

430AM 
GMM

J & J VACCINE 
RELIEF

The first doses of the Johnson 
& Johnson COVID vaccine were 
distributed in South Mississippi 
Today. The one-shot vaccine is 
expected to help speed up the 
process of getting people 
vaccinated across the country. 
John Fitzhugh watched as one 
Biloxi couple was overjoyed in 
getting their shots. 0:00:16



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/9/2021

5pm 
News

DIAMONDHEAD 
VACCINES

Even more people getting 
protected against covid-19 
today-- Memorial Hospital 
giving the Pfizer COVID-19 first 
dose vaccine to people with 
appointments at Diamondhead 
City Hall earlier today. So far, 
well over *half a million* 
Mississippians have received at 
least one dose of the vaccine-- 
285-t 0:00:31

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/9/2021

5pm 
News

VACCINES AND 
HUGS

With those increasing numbers 
of vaccinations comes an 
increased sense of normalcy for 
South Mississippi Seniors--- 
Now that many restrictions 
have been lifted, many seniors 
are able to return to senior 
centers. Today marked day two 
since the Pascagoula Senior 
Center opened its doors-- and  0:00:17

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/9/2021

6pm 
News

DAYLIGHT SAVING 
SAFETY

Chief Beyerstedt says low or 
moderate income families can 
reach out to the Gulfport Fire 
Department for a free smoke 
alarm they will also send 
someone out to help senior 
citizens change their smoke 
alarm's batteries if needed. 0:00:45

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/9/2021

6pm 
News

SMALL RX 
VACCINES

The demand for COVID-19 
vaccines continues to outpace 
supply in Mississippi One 
source for vaccines, however, 
has been overlooked by many 
people seeking a shot John 
Fitzhugh tells us about 
independent pharmacies' role 
in battling the pandemic. 0:00:16

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/9/2021 Midday

WINN DIXIE 
VACCINES

And more vaccine sites opening 
for your convenience. Winn-
Dixie stores in Harrison County 
are set to receive doses of 
Pfizer's vaccine. That includes 
the Gulfport, Long Beach and 
D'Iberville locations. Winn-Dixie 
will administer the vaccine to 
eligible people with 
appointments. 0:00:20



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/9/2021 Midday DHEAD VACCINE

More than a million doses of 
the covid vaccine have been 
distributed to health care 
providers across Mississippi 
and a majority of those have 
already been administered to 
people who meet the eligibility 
requirements. More people are 
getting their first doses right 
now in Diamondhead   0:00:12

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/9/2021 Midday VACCINES

New numbers this morning 
show so far NEARLY 779-
thousand shots have gone into 
arms in our state. That includes 
first and second doses, as well 
as the one-dose Johnson and 
Johnson vaccine. And according 
to the latest report, more than 
285-thousand people who 
either live or work in 
Mississippi 0:00:31

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/10/2021

10pm 
News

SCARLET PEARL 
VACCINES

Now to the coronavirus 
vaccination effort across our 
state. Many businesses are 
hopeful that their employees 
will get their shot, but one 
south Mississippi casino is 
doing more than hoping. The 
scarlet Pearl is encouraging 
their employees, and even 
providing an incentive. Tristan 
Ruppert 0:00:18

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/10/2021

10pm 
News PANDEMIC ER

Through this pandemic the 
numbers of patients being 
admitted into hospitals with 
the coronavirus have 
fluctuated. singing river 
hospital saw three distinct 
surges with the peak being on 
January 18th of 2020. however, 
now numbers are trending 
down. on January 18th there 
were 52 patients  0:00:29



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/10/2021

10pm 
News

ROY IRONS COVID 
SURVIVOR

Tonight, one Coast man is 
sharing the story of his battle 
against COVID 19. Dr. Roy Irons 
thought the worst when he was 
diagnosed with the virus but he 
survived to tell the tale. Desirae 
Duncan caught up with him to 
see how the experience has 
changed his life. 0:00:04

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/10/2021

5AM 
GMM

VACCINES AND 
HUGS

With increasing numbers of 
vaccinations comes an 
increased sense of normalcy for 
South Mississippi Seniors--- 
Now that many restrictions 
have been lifted, many seniors 
are able to return to senior 
centers. TODAY marks the third 
day, the Pascagoula Senior 
Center will be able to open its 
door 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/10/2021

5pm 
News

RX REAX PSEUDO 
BILL PASSES

Getting medications for 
treating colds in our local drug 
stores is going to be a little bit 
easier soon. The drug known as 
pseudo-ephedrin is said to be 
the most effective 
antihistamine - decongestant 
on the market, but in 
Mississippi this kind of drug is 
only available by prescription. 
Now a  0:00:36

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/10/2021

6pm 
News

SCARLET PEARL 
VACCINES

Getting employees vaccinated   
that's the name of the game for 
many businesses across the 
nation. Here in South 
Mississippi   one casino is 
offering an incentive   that is 
hard to turn down. The Scarlet 
Pearl   says it will pay its 
employees a *bonus*   of more 
than a hundred dollars  0:00:03



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/10/2021

6pm 
News

MP STREET 
DEDICATION

Today Moss Point community 
members honoring a former 
educator who made a 
difference in the lives of 
students, the school district, 
and the community. The late 
Willie C. Williams now has a 
street dedicated to him, in 
memory of his legacy. Jasmine 
Lotts has more. 0:00:16

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/10/2021

6pm 
News

HATTIESBURG 
DOCTOR

Tomorrow marks one year 
since the first case of COVID-19 
was diagnosed in our state. 
Karen Abernathy spoke with 
the Hattiesburg doctor who 
made that diagnosis and joins 
us now in the studio with more. 0:00:05

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/10/2021

WED 4pm 
Show DR CONGER

By this time tomorrow, the 
Magnolia state should surpass 
a new covid-19 milestone with 
just a few hundred doses 
separating Mississippi from 
800-thousand doses 
administered. Joining us now 
with more on what we're 
seeing in South Mississippi 
Memorial Hospital Infectious 
Disease 0:00:19

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/11/2021

10pm 
News

RESTAURANT 
RELIEF

Breaking news as we come on 
the air tonight. Struggling 
Mississippians   can soon 
expect some relief   from the 
federal government. Just hours 
ago   President Joe Biden   
making his first prime-time 
address   after signing the one-
point-nine trillion dollar covid 
relief package   int 0:00:28

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/11/2021

10pm 
News COVID WEDDING

Jeff Nabors of Gulfport said he 
knew COVID would kill him. He 
was right. Before he died he 
was able to marry his 
sweetheart of 17 years. He had 
avoided the illness for most of 
the pandemic, but finally tested 
positive on January 11th. John 
Fitzhugh brings us this 
bittersweet love story. 0:00:01



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/11/2021

5pm 
News

HEALTHCARE HERO 
DAY

And today a celebration one 
year in the making taking place 
in Gulfport. Staff at Memorial 
Hospital acknowledged on 
Healthcare Heroes Day for their 
fight against the pandemic. 
Mike Lacy was there and joins 
us now live with more on 
today's special event 0:00:18

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/11/2021

5pm 
News

PRC HIGHLAND 
COMMEMORATION

Pearl River County became 
Mississippi's first COVID-19 hot 
spot today Highland 
Community Hospital hosted a 
tribute to remember the lives 
lost as well as acknowledge our 
health care heroes' hard work. 
Jasmine Lotts has the story. 0:00:17

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/11/2021

6pm 
News INFANT MORTALITY

Babies in Mississippi are dying 
at an alarming rate, and the 
problem is only getting worse. 
Nearly nine out of every 1-
thousand babies born in our 
state die before they turn one. 
Tonight -- Desirae Duncan looks 
into the grim numbers   and 
shows us what health 
professionals on the coast are 0:00:17

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/11/2021

6pm 
News

PRC HIGHLAND 
COMMEMORATION

Commemorating lives lost to 
COVID-19   and celebrating 
front line workers. That was the 
theme of a ceremony held at 
the Highland Community 
Hospital in Pearl River County 
today. That area was one of the 
first hard-hit by coronavirus in 
our state. At one point -- more 
than half of the hospital 0:00:31

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/11/2021

6pm 
News

PRC HIGHLAND 
COMMEMORATION

Highland Community Hospital 
gets 200 doses of COVID-19 
vaccines a week. And the 
hospital is working with the 
school districts to ensure 
teachers and staff get 
vaccinated. 0:00:25



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/11/2021

6pm 
News

HEALTHCARE HERO 
DAY

Today was a celebration a year 
in the making. Gulfport Mayor 
Billy Hewes proclaiming today 
as "Healthcare Heroes Day" 
one year since the first COVID-
19 positive case was reported 
in Mississippi. Mike Lacy has 
the story. 0:00:14

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/11/2021

THUR 
4pm 
Show SRHS BOND

Our healthcare workers on the 
frontlines of the COVID-19 
battle since day one 12 months 
ago today. Joining with his 
insight into the evolution of the 
pandemic and medical 
response from testing to 
treatment to vaccines Singing 
River Health System C-E-O Lee 
Bond. 0:00:03

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/11/2021

THUR 
4pm 
Show

MS NATIONAL 
GUARD COVID

The COVID-19 battle right now 
is focused on getting people 
vaccinated. Helping with that 
Mission is the Mississippi 
National Guard. If you've been 
to a State Department of 
Health vaccination site like the 
Mississippi Coast Coliseum, you 
probably saw the military 
helping out you may  0:00:06

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/11/2021

WLOX 
News This 
Week DR WILLIAMS

Joining us now with her insight 
into the push to get South 
Mississippians vaccinated and 
the covid-19 battle Coastal 
Family Health's Dr. Wendy 
Williams. 0:00:10

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/12/2021

430AM 
GMM INFANT MORTALITY

Babies in Mississippi are dying 
at an alarming rate, and the 
problem is only getting worse. 
Nearly nine out of every 1-
thousand babies born in our 
state die before they turn one. I 
spoke with health professionals 
on the coast on what they are 
doing to solve the problem. 0:00:18



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/12/2021

5AM 
GMM

PRC HIGHLAND 
COMMEMORATION

Commemorating lives lost to 
COVID-19   and celebrating 
front line workers. That was the 
theme of a ceremony held at 
the Highland Community 
Hospital in Pearl River County 
YESTERDAY. At one point -- 
more than half of the hospital 
beds at Highland   were filled 
with COVID patients. Now w 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/12/2021

5AM 
GMM

PRC HIGHLAND 
COMMEMORATION

Highland Community Hospital 
gets 200 doses of COVID-19 
vaccines a week. And the 
hospital is working with the 
school districts to ensure 
teachers and staff get 
vaccinated. 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/12/2021

5AM 
GMM COVID WEDDING

Jeff Nabors of Gulfport said he 
knew COVID would kill him. He 
was right. But before he died 
he was able to marry his 
sweetheart of 17 years. He had 
avoided the illness for most of 
the pandemic, but finally tested 
positive on January 11th. John 
Fitzhugh brings us this 
bittersweet love story. 0:00:17

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/12/2021

5pm 
News

AFRICAN 
AMERICAN 
VACCINE

As vaccination numbers grow, 
health experts say a smaller 
percentage of the African 
American population are 
receiving the shot. Only 27 
percent of vaccines 
administered in Mississippi so 
far have gone to African 
Americans compared to 65 
percent to whites. There are 
many still hesitant to get the  0:00:25

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/12/2021

5pm 
News

MAYOR MARCH 
FOOD DRIVE

Today was the last day to 
donate to the "March of the 
Mayors" food drive a 
partnership with Extra Table. 
Volunteers and city officials 
came to Lyman Community 
Center in Gulfport where the 
organization partnered with 
mayors from 10 cities to donate 
food. 0:00:28



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/12/2021

FRI 4pm 
Show VACCINE LATEST

Now the push to get 
Mississippians vaccinated. Right 
now, more than 312 thousand 
people in our state are fully 
vaccinated against COVID-19. 
All total more than 855-
thousand vaccines have been 
given. But as you can see our 
state's population is almost 
three million people that mean 0:00:12

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/12/2021

WLOX 
News This 
Week DR ROTH

Hi, I'm David Elliott we start 
with that the marking of a 
pandemic milestone. Thursday 
day 356 one year of living and 
battling COVID-19. Joining us to 
talk about that Singing River 
Health System Chief Medical 
Officer Dr. Randy Roth.

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/14/2021

10pm 
Sunday

BREAST CANCER 
DURING COVID

According to the CDC, cancer is 
the second most common 
cause of death among women 
behind heart disease. 0:00:21

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/14/2021

10pm 
Sunday

BREAST CANCER 
DURING COVID

Being diagnosed with a fatal 
illness during the health crisis 
creates tremendous health and 
financial hardships for patients 
and their families   and for one 
Coast resident -- that's a reality. 
Monica Ellis is battling breast 
cancer after her diagnosis in 
December. Ellis said she lived a  0:00:33

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/16/2021

10pm 
News MSDH UPDATE

That's where we begin our 
coverage at ten. Accessibility 
has been an issue health- care 
officials have been trying to 
solve when dealing with COVID-
19 vaccines. And now as Andres 
Fuentes reports they want to 
bring shots to people instead of 
having them come to mass 
vaccination sites. 0:00:17



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/16/2021

6pm 
News MSDH UPDATE

And just because older, more 
at-risk people are being 
prioritized right now that isn’t 
stopping health officials from 
encouraging all eligible people 
to get the vaccine when they 
can. While the focus is still on 
at-risk residents, is there any 
more focused on communities 
with less access to 0:01:05

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/16/2021

6pm 
News SRHS VACCINES

She also says -- word of mouth 
and Facebook have been great 
ways to reach out to the 
community and plan to have 
another vaccination event next 
Friday in Gulfport.

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/17/2021

WED 4pm 
Show DR CONGER

While severe weather threat 
halted all Mississippi State 
Department of Health vaccines 
the battle against COVID-19 
continues right now. Joining us 
with the latest, Memorial 
Hospital Infectious Disease 
Specialist Dr. Nicholas Conger 0:04:48

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/18/2021

10pm 
News ROTARY VACCINES

Jackson County Rotary clubs 
kicking off a campaign today to 
encourage more Mississippians 
to get vaccinated. Yard signs 
reading "Sleeves Up 
Mississippi. Vaccinate" are 
being distributed to members 
across the county. Participants 
at an event today explained to 
John Fitzhugh why it is so 
important. 0:00:17

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/18/2021

5AM 
GMM

MEMORIAL 
NURSING OATH

Exactly one year ago today 
Gulfport's Memorial Hospital 
had its first COVID-19 patient. 
The hospital acknowledging the 
affect COVID had on patients 
and nurses by renewing the 
Nursing Commitment to 
Compassionate Care Oath. 
Directors say officials made the 
oath decades ago to p 0:00:16



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/18/2021

6pm 
News ROTARY VACCINES

Community groups are joining 
the effort to encourage people 
to get a COVID-19 vaccine. In 
Pascagoula today, Rotary Clubs 
of Jackson County held an 
event asking Mississippians to 
'Roll up their Sleeves." Jackson 
County Mike Ezell, who said he 
has been hesitant to get a shot, 
came out for his fi 0:00:26

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/18/2021

6pm 
News KAFB COVID CLINIC

Keesler Air Force Base 
supporting the fight against 
COVID-19 by working to get 
shots into the arms of more 
Mississippians. The base's 
COVID clinic has been open 
since December and its staying 
busy. So far, they've 
administered around 10-
thousand Pfizer vaccines. The 
clinic is on the third 0:00:21

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/18/2021 Midday VACCINES

And right now -- an update on 
just how many vaccines have 
been given in South Mississippi. 
In the six coastal counties the 
State Health Department 
reporting more than 48-
thousand people are now fully 
vaccinated against coronavirus. 
That's nearly 10 percent of 
people in who live in the 6  0:00:20

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/18/2021 Midday VACCINES

Right now, Mississippi State 
Health Department COVID-19 
vaccine sites are up and 
running again. That after being 
closed due to weather, 
yesterday. The health 
department working right now 
to reschedule those 
appointments that were 
canceled. 0:00:17

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/18/2021

THUR 
4pm 
Show SRHS VACCINE

Joining with the latest on 
vaccination efforts. Singing 
River Health System-- Ocean 
Springs Hospital Administrator 
Heath Thompson who is also an 
RN. 0:00:00



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/18/2021

THUR 
4pm 
Show VACCINES

Now to the battle against 
COVID-19 and the push to 
getting South Mississippians 
vaccinated. Check out how 
many vaccines have now been 
given in South Mississippi. In 
the six coastal counties the 
State Health Department 
reporting more than 49-
thousand people are now fully 
vaccina 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/18/2021

WLOX 
News This 
Week CVS VACCINES

Right now, you can sign up for a 
COVID-19 Vaccine at some CVS 
pharmacies. Seven C-V-S stores 
across our state will begin 
offering shots this Sunday-- and 
one of those locations is in 
Jackson County. Joining with 
details on this effort, CVS 
Health in Mississippi District 

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/19/2021

10pm 
News

SINGING RIVER 
MASS 
VACCINATION

For more information about 
registering for your COVID-19 
appointment, visit our website 
WLOX.com. 0:00:38

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/19/2021

4pm 
Show CVS VACCINES

Right now, you can sign up for a 
COVID-19 Vaccine at some CVS 
pharmacies. Seven C-V-S stores 
across our state will begin 
offering shots this Sunday-- and 
one of those locations is in 
Jackson County. Joining with 
details on this effort, CVS 
Health in Mississippi District 0:04:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/19/2021

5pm 
News

DOBBS BYERS NEW 
VARIANT

State Health officer Dr. Thomas 
Dobbs added some vaccines 
may not be as effective against 
these new strains. But they will 
continue studying it. 0:00:28

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/19/2021

6pm 
News

YOUNGER 
VACCINES

For more information about 
registering for your COVID-19 
appointment, visit our website 
WLOX.com. 0:00:16



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/19/2021

6pm 
News

CDC 3FT AT 
SCHOOLS

The Centers for Disease Control   
is relaxing some social 
distancing guidelines inside 
schools   from six feet apart   to 
three. But -- not every school 
district is making big changes 
just yet. Jamine Lotts visits 
Gulfport High School   to find 
out why. 0:00:16

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/19/2021

6pm 
News

DOBBS BYERS NEW 
VARIANT

The health department has also 
reported ten cases of the U-K 
strain of the virus. 0:00:31

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/19/2021

6pm 
News

HIGH SCHOOL 
GRADUATION 
COLISEUM

The Mississippi Coast Coliseum 
is essentially back in business 
when it comes to hosting high 
school graduations, now that 
COVID restrictions have eased 
up. As Mike Lacy reports, even 
with limitations, a venue switch 
to the coliseum by one school 
has been well received. 0:00:13

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/19/2021 Midday VACCINE

Right now, in our state, we are 
nearing the one million mark of 
COVID- 19 vaccine doses 
administered statewide. This 
overhead view from our WLOX 
drone at the coast coliseum 
vaccination site in Biloxi 
showing the magnitude of the 
efforts underway, with each car 
that you see here helping move 
our  0:00:26

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/19/2021 Midday CVS VACCINE

Yet another option now for 
getting your vaccine. C-V-S 
Pharmacies will begin 
vaccinating people in 
Mississippi Sunday on the coast 
the Jackson County location will 
be offering the shots. There are 
six other locations around the 
state. To make your COVID-19 
vaccine appointment 0:00:23

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/19/2021

WLOX 
News This 
Week VACCINE UPDATE

Hi, I'm David Elliott we start 
with that vaccinating against 
COVID-19. Joining us, the man 
in charge of the Singing River 
Health System Vaccines, lead 
Clinical pharmacist Chris Ayers.



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/20/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM

CDC 3FT AT 
SCHOOLS 6

The Centers for Disease Control   
is relaxing some social 
distancing guidelines inside 
schools   from six feet apart   to 
three. But -- not every school 
district is making big changes 
just yet. Jamine Lotts visits 
Gulfport High School   to find 
out why. 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/21/2021

10pm 
Sunday

VACCINE MAKEUP 
DAY

Our state health department is 
doing its best -- trying to make 
up the nearly 13-thousand 
vaccination appointments that 
had to be rescheduled due to 
last week's storms. Today, the 
department held a make-up 
day for people at the Gulf Coast 
Coliseum. Cars lined up early 
this morning   with 0:00:27

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/21/2021

10pm 
Sunday

VACCINE MAKEUP 
DAY

You can find out how to sign up 
for the covid-19 vaccine   plus 
other stories on vaccinating 
South Mississippi   by checking 
out our website -- WLOX dot 
com. 0:00:22

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/22/2021

5pm 
News REEVES UPDATE

Reeves says the best way to 
keep driving those numbers 
down is for more people to get 
vaccinated. 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/22/2021

MON 
4pm 
Show REEVES

Governor Tate Reeves making 
the announcement today at a 
mass vaccination site in Pearl. 
He says the one-millionth shot 
is a reason for the state to be 
proud but there's much more 
work to be done before we can 
celebrate victory over Covid-19. 0:00:14

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/22/2021

MON 
4pm 
Show DR PENICO

Memorial Hospital seeing a bit 
of an up-tick in COVID-19 cases 
today. This morning at least 
three cases coming through the 
Emergency Room with two now 
in ICU. Joining us to talk about 
this and more, Memorial 
Hospital infectious disease 
specialist Dr. Jesse Penico 0:03:58



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/24/2021

10pm 
News

BILOXI HIGH 
SECOND DOSE

More south Mississippi 
educators becoming fully 
vaccinated against covid-19 
today Biloxi school district 
teachers getting their second 
dose of the Pfizer vaccine this 
week. During an event today at 
the high school Singing River 
Health Systems administered 
170 doses. On Friday Memoria 0:00:01

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/24/2021

430AM 
GMM SRHS ROBOTS

Singing River Health System is 
highlighting robotic surgery. 
Singing River is being 
designated as a center of 
excellence in robotic surgery by 
Surgical Review Corporation 
and is the only accredited 
center in the region. This 
accreditation is awarded to 
hospitals that provide a high 
quality 0:00:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/24/2021

4pm 
Show DR CONGER

Right now, healthcare workers 
still battling COVID-19 in South 
Mississippi. Just a short while 
ago I spoke with Memorial 
Hospital Infectious Disease 
Specialist Dr. Nicholas Conger 
on just what's happening. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/24/2021

4pm 
Show

TEACHERS SECOND 
DOSES

Right now, move COVID-19 
vaccines going into the arms of 
our teachers. Crews with the 
Singing River Health System at 
coast schools today giving 
educators their second dose 
shots. You are looking live at 
Biloxi High School where for 
the next hour those vaccines 
are being given.  0:00:33

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/24/2021

6pm 
News DR CONGER

Dr. Conger also told us some 
studies show immunity 
following covid-19 can last for 
about six months 0:00:30



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/24/2021

6pm 
News

TEACHERS SECOND 
DOSES

Many teachers across South 
Mississippi taking steps closer 
to normalcy- rolling up their 
sleeve for the last time this 
week. Our Brandy McGill takes 
us to Gulfport High School as 
teachers receive their second 
dose of the COVID vaccine 
today. 0:00:15

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/24/2021

6pm 
News

SECOND DOSE 
IMPACT

Many teachers in the Gulfport 
School district can now say 
they're fully vaccinated. With 
help from Singing River Health 
System about 80 teachers 
received their second shot 
today at Gulfport High School. 
Many of the educators say this 
second shot is yet another step 
closer to normalcy. Teachers 

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/25/2021

10pm 
News CHURCH VACCINES

A Moss Point church is joining 
the fight against COVID 19. 
Solomon Temple A-M-E Zion 
Church partnered with Singing 
River Health System today to 
host a vaccine clinic. They were 
able vaccinate 50 people with 
the first dose of the Pfizer 
vaccine. The church's pastor 
says this is one way 0:00:20

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/25/2021

10pm 
News CHURCH VACCINES

The church will host another 
vaccine clinic in three weeks for 
people to receive their second 
dose. 0:00:29

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/25/2021

430AM 
GMM

TEACHERS SECOND 
DOSES

And it wasn't just Biloxi 
teachers that got their second 
shot. Brandy McGill shares how 
teachers rolled up their sleeves 
at Gulfport high School. 0:00:11

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/25/2021

5pm 
News CHURCH VACCINES

A Moss Point Church joining 
the fight against COVID 19. And 
as Desirae Duncan shows us, 
the church is just one of several 
making sure people get 
vaccinated. 0:00:11



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/25/2021

5pm 
News

COASTAL FAMILY 
HEALTH GRANT

Mississippi health centers 
receiving over 77 million dollars 
to support COVID-19 
vaccinations. More than 9-
million-dollars from the 
Mississippi American Rescue 
Plan Act is heading to South 
Mississippi to Coastal Family 
Health. In total. 20 health 
centers across the state will 0:01:00

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/25/2021

630pm 
News

COASTAL FAMILY 
HEALTH GRANT

Mississippi health centers 
receiving over 77 million dollars 
to support COVID-19 
vaccinations. More than 9-
million-dollars from the 
Mississippi American Rescue 
Plan Act is heading to South 
Mississippi to Coastal Family 
Health. In total. 20 health 
centers across the state will 0:00:18

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/25/2021

THUR 
4pm 
Show MINORITY SHOTS

The push right now to get more 
minorities vaccinated. Just a 
short while ago David Elliott 
had a chance to talk with Dr. 
Kevin Stephens from New 
Orleans, who is helping lead 
the charge in our region. 0:00:12

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/26/2021

5pm 
News DOBBS MSMA

Also, the health department 
announcing two new covid-19 
variants have been identified in 
Mississippi. These are California 
strains and are considered 
more contagious. 0:00:33

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/26/2021

5pm 
News

COASTAL FAMILY 
HEALTH FUNDING

Now to an update on the 
Millions of dollars of federal 
dollars heading to Coastal 
Family Health center to help 
battle COVID-19 in our 
community. Andres Fuentes 
joins us in the studio with 
details 0:00:08



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/26/2021

6pm 
News

HISPANIC VACCINE 
SITE

State and local health officials 
have worked for months to get 
COVID-19 vaccine to under-
served communities across 
Mississippi. Andres Fuentes has 
more on how one South 
Mississippi health center is 
serving the coast's Hispanic 
community. 0:00:11

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/26/2021

FRI 4pm 
Show DR WILLIAMS

And now that health Center set 
to receive nine and a half 
million in federal dollars for 
COVID-19 response. Joining us 
with her insight into just what 
this means to the covid-19 
battle in South Mississippi 
Coastal Family Health's Dr. 
Wendy Williams. 0:00:06

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/26/2021

FRI 4pm 
Show EL PUEBLO

El Pueblo and Coastal Family 
Health joining forces on today's 
vaccine clinic. Eighty doses 
going into arms at this drive 
thru clinic happening at the 
Kroc Center in Biloxi. This 
vaccination clinic just one of 
the many efforts that Coastal 
Family Health has been part of 
in the past 12 month 0:00:12

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

MORNING STAR 
BAPTIST BABY 
SHOWER

A drive-thru baby shower for 
mothers   hosted by "Sharing 
Health Education and 
Awareness" today   with the 
goal of showing local women   
how many resources are 
available to them   when they 
are in need. Organizations 
across the coast gathered to 
provide diapers, feminine 
products and  0:00:24

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

MORNING STAR 
BAPTIST BABY 
SHOWER

The organization hopes to host 
another drive-thru baby 
shower event   within the 
coming months. 0:00:27

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/28/2021

10pm 
Sunday BRIDGE IMPACT

Right now -- crews plan to have 
the bridge work completed in 
April. 0:00:20



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/29/2021

5pm 
News

BACK BAY 
VACCINATIONS

Coastal Family Health Center 
was founded as part of Back 
Bay Mission, and they have 
maintained a close tie with the 
community they serve. As 
coronavirus vaccines become 
more available, Coastal Family 
is reaching out to under-served 
communities. Their mobile unit 
was at Back Bay Mission today 0:00:29

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/29/2021

5pm 
News

DIAMONDHEAD 
VACCINES

Hospitals and clinics are still 
hard at work vaccinating 
hundreds of people each day. 
Operating of Diamondhead 
today Memorial hospital set up 
a vaccination site at city hall. 
Memorial says 400 first dose 
appointments were scheduled 
Memorial staff says younger 
people have been just as eager 0:00:25

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/29/2021

6AM 
GMM BRIDGE IMPACT 10

Right now -- crews plan to have 
the bridge work completed in 
April. 0:00:20

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/29/2021 Midday

DIAMONDHEAD 
VACCINES

Covid-19 vaccinations 
continuing in full force in the 
Magnolia State. With over 450-
thousand Mississippi residents 
now fully vaccinated from 
covid-19. Brandy McGill joining 
us now live from Diamondhead 
with a look at some of today's 
efforts. 0:00:14

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/29/2021

MON 
4pm 
Show DR PENICO

Those vaccines apparently help 
keep COVID-19 cases down. 
That slight COVID-19 uptick 
Memorial Hospital was seeing 
last week, now back down 
today. Joining us to talk about 
this and more, Memorial 
Hospital infectious disease 
specialist Dr. Jesse Penico 0:01:19



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/30/2021

10pm 
News

VIETNAMESE 
CHURCH VACCINES

Around 70 second vaccines 
administered today to 
members of the Vietnamese 
community in East Biloxi. 
Coastal Family Health Center's 
mobile unit was at the 
Vietnamese Martyrs Catholic 
Church today. The community 
has been very receptive to 
getting vaccinated-- and that's 
especially true for the  0:00:22

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/30/2021

430AM 
GMM

BACK BAY 
VACCINATIONS

Coastal Family Health Center 
was founded as part of Back 
Bay Mission, and they have 
maintained a close tie with the 
community they serve. As 
coronavirus vaccines become 
more available, Coastal Family 
is reaching out to under-served 
communities. Their mobile unit 
was at Back Bay Mission 
yesterday 0:00:29

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/30/2021

5pm 
News

VIETNAMESE 
CHURCH VACCINES

Even with the love being shown 
for our healthcare workers-- 
vaccination efforts aren't 
slowing down. Around 70 
second vaccines were 
administered today to 
members of the Vietnamese 
community in East Biloxi. 
Coastal Family Health Center's 
mobile unit was at the 
Vietnamese Martyrs Catholic 
Church 

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/30/2021

5pm 
News

SRHS DOCTORS 
DAY

Today everyone is showing 
come much-deserved extra 
appreciation for our doctors. 
It's National Doctor's Day-- and 
hospitals like Singing River in 
Ocean Springs served a special 
baseball themed lunch to its 
doctors -- giving them a meal to 
show thanks for all they do. 
Singing River Heal 0:00:24



Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/30/2021

6pm 
News

JOHNSON AND 
JOHNSON VACCINE

Supply is not meeting demand 
when it comes to the Johnson 
& Johnson COVID-19 vaccine. 
Pharmacists along the Coast 
are saying that people want the 
J-and-J vaccine, but they cannot 
get enough of it The drug 
company is expected to greatly 
increase its production over the 
next weeks. The hope   0:00:25

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/30/2021

6pm 
News COVID TESTING

This past year has been a 
difficult one for everyone and 
while the pandemic continues 
to evolve . it looks like we're 
finally turning a corner. But 
that doesn't mean it's time to 
let down our guard. Karen 
Abernathy joins us now with 
more. 0:00:12

Healthcare/Care for 
the Elderly/Childcare 3/30/2021

TUE 4pm 
Show SHRS

Of course, while COVID-19 
cases in our community are 
much lower -- doctors and 
healthcare workers are still 
battling the virus. And Singing 
River Health System is offering 
vaccines now at all of its clinics. 
Joining us now with an update. 
Singing River Chief Nursing 
Officer Susan Russe 0:04:06

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 3/4/2021

6pm 
News

PGSD HELPING 
LIBRARIES

Students and faculty at the 
Pascagoula-Gautier School 
District are reaching out to help 
a district in Texas. The district's 
library burned during the ice 
storm last month, leaving the 
small town without books for 
students. John Fitzhugh tells us 
how they are helping and how 
you can help too 0:00:17

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 3/11/2021

5pm 
News

WOMEN BUILD 
HOUSE

International Women Build 
Week being celebrated in South 
Mississippi today as Habitat for 
Humanity shows off the 
completion of their Women 
Build 20-20 home in Gautier. 
Tristan Rupert takes us there. 0:00:13



Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 3/11/2021

6pm 
News

GULFPORT HIGH 
PEANUT BUTTER

The March of the mayors is in 
the home stretch. And the 
Gulfport School District has set 
the bar rather high. Chet 
Landry has the story. 0:00:02

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 3/12/2021

10pm 
News

LACROSSE 
VETERANS

Passion and pride also on 
display just north of Ocean 
Springs in St. Martin where the 
Greyhound Lacrosse team was 
raising money for veterans in 
need. The team laced up their 
cleats and took the field against 
Lower Alabama Lacrosse and 
while the two teams slugged it 
out on the field, there  0:00:22

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 3/12/2021

10pm 
News

LACROSSE 
VETERANS

The team helped raise 12 
hundred dollars tonight for 
veterans right here in south 
Mississippi and is hopeful to 
continue to grow the sport on 
the coast in the years ahead. 0:00:28

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 3/12/2021

430AM 
GMM

WOMEN BUILD 
HOUSE

International Women Build 
Week being celebrated in South 
Mississippi THURSDAY as 
Habitat for Humanity shows off 
the completion of their Women 
Build 20-20 home in Gautier. 
Tristan Rupert takes us there. 0:00:14

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 3/16/2021

10pm 
News

GOULA CITY 
CENTRE

An eight million dollar 
investment in downtown 
Pascagoula has city leaders 
excited the city council voting 
unanimously tonight   to give 
city Centre developers a huge 
tax break on the project. 
Tristan Ruppert brings us the 
story. 0:00:12

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 3/16/2021

6pm 
News

BAY ST LOUIS 
POLICE STATION

The Bay St. Louis Police 
Department has been without a 
home of their own for three 
years. The Bay City Council is 
meeting now and is expected 
to vote on a proposal to spend 
two point five million dollars to 
build a new station Police chief 
Gary Pontieux (Pon Che) Jr. told 
our John Fitzhugh why it 0:00:19



Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 3/17/2021

5AM 
GMM

BAY ST LOUIS 
POLICE STATION

The Bay St. Louis Police 
Department has been without a 
home of their own for three 
years. The Bay City Council is 
meeting now and is expected 
to vote on a proposal to spend 
two point five million dollars to 
build a new station Police chief 
Gary Pontieux (Pon Che) Jr. told 
our John Fitzhugh why  0:00:05

Housing 
Shortage/Affordable 
Housing 3/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

GULFPORT FOOD 
DISTRIBUTION

Some Gulfport families are now 
home with a full belly   thanks 
to a food drive hosted by 
Venture Church. Through a 
partnership with "Feeding the 
Gulf coast"   the church hopes 
to feed 400 families through a 
series of food drives. Today -- 
18-hundred pounds of food 
was given out. Organ 0:00:21

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/1/2021
5AM 
GMM

CAR STRIKES 
UTILITY POLE 
GULFPORT

A few hundred customers were 
without power LAST NIGHT, 
after a truck crashed into utility 
pole. Thankfully, no one was 
seriously injured. The driver of 
the truck refused treatment at 
the scene. Even still, the force 
of the crash was strong enough 
to cause power issues for 
people. 0:00:01

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/1/2021
6pm 
News MEMA DIRECTORS

Families and businesses still 
needing to apply for Hurricane 
Zeta assistance from FEMA or 
the Small Business 
Administration have until 
midnight tonight. We spoke 
with MEMA Director Stephen 
McCraney who says it's crucial 
for those in need of assistance 
to get into the system tonight. 0:00:18



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/1/2021
6pm 
News

GAY LEMON PARK 
DRAINAGE

The city of Ocean Springs is 
working to rejuvenate Gay 
Lemon park located off Deena 
road. Tomorrow the board of 
alderman will meet to discuss 
various updates and the budget 
needed to get work started. 
Parks and recreation says 
Hurricane zeta damaged some 
of the lights and other 
amenities  0:00:20

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/3/2021
10pm 
News

COWAN LORRAINE 
BRIDGE ACCIDENT

But first tonight we begin with 
a traffic alert out of Gulfport. A 
multi-car accident on the 
Kremer Marina Bridge has had 
both north and southbound 
lanes of Cowan-Lorraine Road 
backed up for hours. Our Alison 
Spann joins us live tonight from 
the scene with the latest 
details. 0:00:00

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/3/2021
10pm 
News OAK ST BILOXI

Now to a traffic alert for those 
of you traveling in downtown 
Biloxi over the next few days. 
The section of Oak Street from 
Third street to the railroad 
crossing will be closed 
beginning tomorrow and 
lasting until Sunday. According 
to the city of Biloxi the road will 
be closed for 0:00:21

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/3/2021
5pm 
News COOK RD UPDATE

The Road Closed signs on phase 
one of the Cook Road 
connector Project will be 
coming down soon. Bill Snyder 
has a look at how 
construction's going near the 
Harrison County-Jackson 
County Line. 0:00:15

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/4/2021
5AM 
GMM COOK RD UPDATE

The Road Closed signs on phase 
one of the Cook Road 
connector Project will be 
coming down soon. Bill Snyder 
has a look at how 
construction's going near the 
Harrison County-Jackson 
County Line. 0:00:12



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/4/2021
630AM 
GMM OAK ST BILOXI 10

A heads up for those of you 
who travel through down-town 
Biloxi. A section of Oak street 
will be closed TODAY. Third 
street to the railroad crossing 
will be blocked off as crews 
move in for infrastructure 
work. This closure is expected 
to last through Sunday. If you 
drive in that area, y 0:00:17

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/4/2021

THUR 
4pm 
Show

POPPS FERRY 
LIGHTS

The Lights on the Popp's Ferry 
Bridge are now being repaired. 
The city's crews fixing seven of 
the bridge's twenty-one lights 
damaged five months ago 
when Hurricane Zeta blew 
through South Mississippi. 
Motorists are asked to exercise 
patience and caution when 
driving across the bridge as 0:00:27

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/4/2021

THUR 
4pm 
Show WIGGINS HWY 49

Traffic flowing again on 
Highway 49 in Wiggins. That 
after a power line fell across 
the Highway at College Avenue. 
Wiggins Fire Chief Jody Hatten 
says M-DOT crews clearing 
trees on the right of way cut a 
tree that fell onto the power 
line knocking it down. For a 
little more than two hours 0:00:15

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/9/2021
6pm 
News

OS BRIDGE 
CLOSING IMPACT

Brandy McGill spoke with some 
business owners along highway 
609 who have concerns about 
how the bridge closure will 
impact them. She brings us 
their stories 0:00:10

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/11/2021

THUR 
4pm 
Show TRAFFIC CHECK

A detour right now on Highway 
90 in front of the MS Aquarium 
Both lanes shut down and 
traffic being rerouted. 
Apparently there's a multi 
vehicle accident. 0:00:00



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/11/2021

THUR 
4pm 
Show 18 WHEELER

And in this same area just 
before 11 today an accident 
causing an eighteen- wheeler 
to flip over in the westbound 
lane bringing traffic to a halt 
across all lanes of I-10. This 
happening near the Lamey 
Bridge Exit. The Mississippi 
Highway Patrol getting traffic 
back rolling with 

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/12/2021
630AM 
GMM 609 DETOUR

In just two days, drivers will 
have to take a major detour in 
Jackson County. The Fort Bayou 
Bridge on Highway 609, 
connecting St. Martin to Ocean 
Springs will close SUNDAY 
NIGHT at 10. It will stay blocked 
off for 45 days. Officials say the 
month and a half closure is 0:00:19

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/12/2021
6pm 
News ACADIAN BRIDGE

And when the bridge shuts 
down, Acadian Ambulance 
drivers will have to adjust their 
plans when responding to 
traffic accidents and other 
emergencies. Bill Snyder 
reports on those plans to make 
sure an ambulance can get to 
you if you need it. 0:00:12

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/13/2021

GMM 
WKND 
8AM 609 DETOUR

Looking ahead to TOMORROW. 
Drivers will have to take a 
major detour in Jackson 
County. The Fort Bayou Bridge 
on Highway 609, connecting St. 
Martin to Ocean Springs will 
close TOMORROW NIGHT at 
10. It will stay blocked off for 
45 days. Officials say the month 
and a half long closure is  0:00:25

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/16/2021
10pm 
News

ZETA ROOF 
REPAIRS

FEMA has also approved just 
over 22 million dollars in Small 
Business Administration Loans 0:00:00



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/16/2021
10pm 
News

ZETA ROOF 
REPAIRS

There's plenty of work available 
for roofers across South 
Mississippi. And now there is 
money to pay them. FEMA has 
approved four thousand seven 
hundred and twenty-four 
Individual Assistance grants 
Those grants total almost 17 
million dollars. The window to 
apply for FEMA assistance has  0:00:00

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/17/2021
5AM 
GMM

ZETA ROOF 
REPAIRS

FEMA has also approved just 
over 22 million dollars in Small 
Business Administration Loans 0:00:01

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/17/2021
5AM 
GMM

ZETA ROOF 
REPAIRS

There's plenty of work available 
for roofers across South 
Mississippi. And now there is 
money to pay them. FEMA has 
approved 4-thousand-724 
Individual Assistance grants. 
Those grants total almost 17 
million dollars. The window to 
apply for FEMA assistance has 
closed, and the agency is  0:02:18

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/17/2021
6pm 
News

MGCCC COACH 
FAMILY

A South Mississippi community 
working to help one of its own   
the M-G-C-C-C- football 
coaching staff has pulled 
together- creating a Go Fund 
Me. Money raised will go to 
their fellow colleague, Coach 
Bam Bryant and his wife - after 
the loss of their son in 
Saturday's fatal car accident in 0:00:30

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/17/2021
6pm 
News HWY 90 SAND

Sand beach crews were out in 
today's strong winds to help 
clear the way for South 
Mississippi drivers. Crews 
worked to clean up sand from 
highway 90's medians most of 
which officials say has been 
there since last year's storms. 
By cleaning up the sand earlier 
today they're helping 



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/18/2021
430AM 
GMM

MGCCC COACH 
FAMILY

A South Mississippi community 
working to help one of its own   
The M-G-C-C-C- football 
coaching staff has pulled 
together to create a Go Fund 
Me account money raised will 
go to their fellow colleague, 
Coach Bam Bryant and his wife 
- after the loss of their son in 
Saturday's fatal car ac 0:00:32

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/18/2021
430AM 
GMM JACKSON COUNTY

It was a drencher in Jackson 
County. People had to dodge 
the rain drops while going to 
Keith's Super Store in Gautier. 
Gas stations were all but 
abandoned, as people chose to 
stay home during the rain. And 
it got wet in Pascagoula, too. 
Roads became slick when the 
storm finally rolled in 0:00:30

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/18/2021
6AM 
GMM LIVE: HWY 90

And the road is still a bit of a 
mess THIS MORNING. Desirae 
Duncan is live with more on the 
conditions along Highway 90 as 
you head out the door. 0:00:00

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/18/2021
6pm 
News

FORT BAYOU 
BRIDGE

New video tonight as crews 
continue repairs on the Fort 
Bayou Bridge on highway 609 
This bird eye's view coming 
from our WLOX drone 
capturing this footage today as 
M-Dot works to complete the 
20-million- dollar project. 
During the 45 day estimated 
closure crews are replacing the 0:00:24

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/20/2021
10pm 
Saturday

POPP'S FERRY 
CAUSEWAY 
UPDATE

Biloxi Mayor FoFo Gilich wants 
a little insurance for a multi-
million- dollar asset that was 
decades in the making. Gilich 
wants to establish a "No-Wake 
Zone" around the Popp's Ferry 
Causeway Park to protect it and 
make it safer. But he'll have to 
navigate some bureaucracy to 
do it. 0:00:16



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/20/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

POPP'S FERRY 
CAUSEWAY 
UPDATE

Next week, Biloxi Mayor FoFo 
Gilich is hoping to protect a big 
investment. But he'll have to go 
through some red tape to do it. 
Gilich wants to establish a "No-
Wake Zone" around the Popp's 
Ferry Causeway, saying that 
excess boat speeds can damage 
the natural shoreline and man-
made structure 0:00:38

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/22/2021 Midday
FORT BAYOU 
BRIDGE UPDATE

A week into construction and 
many drivers are still being 
caught off guard by the Fort 
Bayou bridge closure. Bill 
Snyder is there this morning 
and shows us more. 0:00:03

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/24/2021
10pm 
News

SHRINERS 
DRAINAGE

If you frequently take 
Woolmarket Road then you 
should be prepared for detours 
coming in April. The drainage 
project that's been taking place 
along Woolmarket Road will 
soon cross Shriners boulevard. 
This will cause the 11-thousand 
motorists that drive the road 
daily to take a detour.  

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/24/2021
4pm 
Show HENDERSON POINT

All the rain and wind making a 
mess on Highway 90 earlier 
today. Storms blowing in sand. 
This is Pass Christian earlier 
today you can see the water 
and sand can make driving 
hazardous. Extra caution being 
advised for drivers when water 
is ponding and in areas where 
sand is c 

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/24/2021
4pm 
Show RISING RIVERS

Thanks Carrie, Chancelor Winn 
is checking out our rivers and 
joins us live from the Biloxi 
River near Lyman. 0:00:25



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/24/2021
6pm 
News

MARTIN AVE 
DRAINAGE ISSUE

One Ocean Springs resident is 
demanding solutions from the 
city due to her drainage issue. 
Now that spring is here, Paula 
Rychtar says she's worried the 
rain will cause even more 
damage to her backyard. 
Rychtar has natural drain 
culverts in her backyard and 
said she always had some 
flooding 0:00:30

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/26/2021
10pm 
News

WOLF RIVER 
FLOODING

The storms from earlier this 
week have inundated south 
Mississippi with water both the 
Biloxi and Wolf rivers are in 
minor flooding stage right now  
Covering some streets with 
water and forcing emergency 
management crews to close 
roads. Luckily there is no 
damage to any homes or 
proper 0:00:33

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/26/2021
6pm 
News

ONE THIRTY ONE 
LAMEUSE

Talk of downtown 
rejuvenations seem constant 
across the Coast. Ocean Springs   
Gulfport   and Bay St. Louis 
have all seen a successful post-
Katrina boom As John Fitzhugh 
reports, Biloxi may be on the 
edge of completing theirs. 0:00:10

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

SALVATION ARMY 
ALABAMA RELIEF

If you are interested in helping 
the Salvation Army in its relief 
efforts, you can contact the 
Kroc Center. The information   
is on our website, WLOX Dot 
Com. 0:00:26

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/27/2021

6pm 
Saturday 
News

SALVATION ARMY 
ALABAMA RELIEF

The Salvation Army is on its 
way to parts of Alabama that 
were devastated by tornadoes 
and severe storms just days 
ago. A crew spent the morning 
loading up the disaster relief 
truck and gathering enough 
food to feed 200 people once 
they get to Alabama. The truck 
also has cleaning supplies an 0:00:27



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/28/2021
10pm 
Sunday BRIDGE IMPACT

Some folks were concerned 
about how the arts festival 
would be impacted by the Fort 
Bayou Bridge closure. Drivers 
coming into Ocean Springs   
forced to detour to Biloxi   or to 
Vancleave   since the closing of 
the bridge that connects 
highway 609 to Washington 
Avenue. Despite the added 0:00:23

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/28/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

SALVATION ARMY 
ALABAMA RELIEF 6

If you are interested in helping 
the Salvation Army in its relief 
efforts, you can contact the 
Kroc Center. The information   
is on our website, WLOX Dot 
Com. 0:00:40

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/28/2021

GMM 
WKND 
630AM

SALVATION ARMY 
ALABAMA RELIEF 6

The Salvation Army is 
distributing supplies to victims 
of those storms in the 
Birmingham area. Yesterday, a 
disaster relief truck with 
enough food to feed 200 
people rolled out from Biloxi. 
The truck also has cleaning 
supplies and other much 
needed items during a time of 
crisis. 0:00:00

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/29/2021
6AM 
GMM BRIDGE IMPACT 10

Some folks were concerned 
about how the arts festival 
would be impacted by the Fort 
Bayou Bridge closure. Drivers 
coming into Ocean Springs   
forced to detour to Biloxi   or to 
Vancleave since the closing of 
the bridge that connects 
Washington Avenue to highway 
90. Despite the added 0:00:23

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/29/2021

MON 
4pm 
Show

PROM TEEN 
DRIVERS

A push right now to make sure 
our teen drivers are safe on our 
roads. It's called "PROM" - 
Please Return on Monday. Here 
with details Mississippi 
Department of Rehabilitation 
Services Executive Director 
Chris Howard. 0:03:19



Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/30/2021
630pm 
News ACCIDENT

An accident, causing traffic 
backup on I-10 eastbound by 
Cedar Lake in Biloxi earlier -- 
but traffic now flowing again. It 
was a mess for a couple of 
hours, starting about three this 
afternoon. Police say a flatbed 
truck had its debris spill out 
causing an 18 -wheeler to 
swerve and overturn.  0:00:20

Roads/Traffic/Drainage 3/30/2021
TUE 4pm 
Show ACCIDENT

Traffic is backed up about five 
miles in the eastbound lane. 
You should avoid this area right 
now. Andres Feuntes is on the 
scene and joins us now live 
with just what happened. 0:00:02



 
                                                             

April 1, 2021

To:  Station Management

Re:  ABC Television Network First Quarter, 2021 Program Information

Attached is the First Quarter review of the ABC Television Network News & Public Affairs 
Programming.  The information, which we will continue to issue on a quarterly basis, may be useful to 
licensees in compiling their FCC quarterly issues/program list for your station's public inspection files.  All 
related legal materials will be posted on the A-Net prior to the 10th day of the new quarter (Word version 
7.0).

If you have any questions regarding this report, please contact your Station Relations representative, or 
send an e-mail to abc.affiliate.relations@abc.com.  

Regards,

Susi D'Ambra-Coplan
Vice President
Affiliate Relations
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ABC NEWS PROGRAMS – First Quarter, 2021
WORLD NEWS NOW

Monday thru Friday 
   2:00 - 4:30 AM ET
 12:00 - 4:30 AM PT (Monday)
 1:06:30 - 4:30 AM PT (Tuesday-Friday)

Comprised of thirty-minute segments, ABC's WORLD NEWS NOW, with co-anchors Kenneth 
Moton and Mona Kosar Abdi offers up-to-date news coverage including a mixture of live and 
taped coverage of domestic and international news issues.  

AMERICA THIS MORNING
Monday through Friday 
  4:00 - 7:00 AM ET 
4:30 - 7:00 AM PT

Kenneth Moton and Mona Kosar Abdi co-anchor this morning news program which provides 
viewers with late-breaking national and international news, sports, weather and financial reports.  
Featuring separate and distinct fifteen-minute segments, information about overnight events is 
constantly updated.

GOOD MORNING AMERICA
Monday through Friday 
7:00 - 9:00 AM ET / PT

George Stephanopoulos, Robin Roberts and Michael Strahan provide viewers with timely news 
reports, informative features, weather information, and up-to-the minute interviews with world 
leaders.

Saturday 
 8:00-10:00AM ET / 7:00-9:00AM PT

Sunday
  8:00 – 9:00 AM ET / 7:00 – 8:00AM PT

ABC News Correspondents Dan Harris, Eva Pilgrim and Whit Johnson will co-anchor providing 
viewers with timely reports, informative features, weather information, and up-to-the minute 
interviews with world leaders.

GMA3: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
Monday through Friday

 1:00 – 2:00 PM ET / 12:00 – 1:00PM PT / CT

A one-hour program co-anchored by Amy Robach and TJ Holmes, also featuring other ABC 
News Correspondents including Dr. Jennifer Ashton, to address the widespread issues caused by 
the global pandemic and a mix of news, takeaways and inspiration.



THE VIEW 
Monday through Friday
 11:00 AM – 12:00 PM ET / 10:00 – 11:00 AM PT

A one-hour talk show hosted by Whoopi Goldberg, Joy Behar, Sunny Hostin, Meghan McCain, 
Ana Navarro and Sara Haines features the hottest topics, headline-making conversations, 
politics, pop culture, celebrity guests and newsmakers, broadcast live from New York.

ABC NEWS BRIEF
Monday through Friday
apprx. 2:58 - 3:00PM ET / 1:58 - 2:00PM PT

This two-minute news capsule updates important news events of the day.

NOTE: As events warrant, ABC NEWS BRIEF may be expanded or re-scheduled, or an 
additional News Brief may be scheduled.

ABC WORLD NEWS TONIGHT WITH DAVID MUIR
Monday through Friday
  6:30 - 7:00PM ET and 7:00 - 7:30PM ET
  5:30 - 6:00PM PT and 6:00 - 6:30PM PT and 6:30 - 7:00PM PT

ABC News Anchor David Muir keeps viewers informed about world news events in this half-hour 
news review

SOUL OF A NATION
Tuesday (Effective March 2, 2021 thru April 6, 2021 – 6 Part Series)
  10:00 – 11:00PM ET

A primetime newscast, the first broadcast network newsmagazine that aims to put Black life in 
America front and center. The historic six-episode series will present viewers with a unique window 
into authentic realities of Black life and dive deeper into this critical moment of racial reckoning.

THE CON
Wednesday
10:00 – 11:00PM ET

A Primetime series, The Con, is narrated by “The View” moderator Whoopi Goldberg. The series 
explores the troubling tales of people taken in by claims and promises that proved too good to be 
true.

20/20
Friday
  9:01 - 11:00PM ET

Note:  on occasion, 20/20 will air on another night 

Informational News magazine combines hard-hitting investigative reports, newsmaker interviews, 
compelling human interest and feature stories, and offers viewers a chance to learn more about 
the world around them. ABC News Correspondents David Muir and Amy Robach anchor 20/20.

NIGHTLINE



Monday through Friday
12:37 - 1:06:30 AM ET / PT

Ju Ju Chang and Byron Pitts co-anchor the program which provides in-depth discussion of 
current events.

NOTE: As news events warrant, ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE may be expanded.  Please
refer to the NIGHTLINE section for exact program times.

WORLD NEWS TONIGHT SATURDAY 
ABC WORLD NEWS TONIGHT WITH DAVID MUIR (Saturday)
Tom Llamas, Anchor (thru 1/31/21)
Whit Johnson, Anchor (effective 2/06/21)

Saturday
  6:00 - 6:30PM ET and 6:30 - 7:00PM ET
  5:30 - 6:00PM PT and 6:00 - 6:30PM PT

WORLD NEWS TONIGHT SUNDAY
ABC WORLD NEWS TONIGHT WITH DAVID MUIR (Sunday)
Tom Llamas, Anchor (thru 1/31/21)
Linsey Davis, Anchor (effective 2/07/21)
  Sunday 
    6:00 - 6:30PM ET and 6:30 - 7:00PM ET

  5:00 - 5:30PM PT and 5:30 - 6:00PM PT

This half-hour news program reviews the day's major events from around the country and around 
the world on the weekend.  

NOTE: ABC Sports programs may necessitate the preemption or rescheduling of various
news feeds.

THIS WEEK WITH GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS
Sunday
  9:00 – 10:00AM ET / 8:00 –   9:00AM PT

               10:30 – 11:30AM ET / 9:00 – 10:00AM PT
   

ABC News Correspondents George Stephanopoulos and Martha Raddatz co-anchor this 
news/interview program which focuses on the latest news events.  World leaders and policy 
makers participate in roundtable discussions.

NOTE: ABC Sports programs may necessitate the pre-emption or re-scheduling of various
news feeds.



ABC NEWS PROGRAMS – First Quarter, 2021

20/20 
Friday, January 1, 2021 (9:01 – 11:00PM ET)
Bizarre Murder Mystery
After an early retirement, Tom and Jackie Hawks bought a 55-foot yacht and spent several years enjoying 
the ocean, using their boat as their primary residence. When they became grandparents, they decided to 
relocate closer to their grandchild. But as they prepared to sell their yacht to move, they vanished without 
a trace. A two-hour “20/20” unravels the bizarre mystery surrounding the couple’s disappearance.

Friday, January 8, 2021 (9:01 – 11:00PM ET) 
The Dating Game Killer
In this two-hour program, 20/20 reports on killer, Rodney Alcala who, 1968, began a reign of cross-
country attacks that spanned more than a decade.  He used his good looks and charm to lure his 
victims.  Through first-hand accounts from investigators, victims, eyewitnesses and psychologist, 
20/20 reports on the most notorious serial killers of modern times.

Friday, January 15, 2021 (9:01 – 11:00PM ET) 
Who Killed JonBenet?
Over 24 years later, authorities are still trying to find the murderer of JonBenet Ramsey.  A new 
20/20 episode provides insight into the murder and showcases the exclusive network premiere of 
the video diaries of legendary detective Lou Smit, who was brought out of retirement to investigate.  
On his deathbed, he requested family members to keep his search for killer alive.  20/20 co-anchor 
Amy Robach reports.

Friday, January 22, 2021 (9:01 – 11:00PM ET)
New Hampshire Murder Mystery
20/20” reports on a murder mystery that unraveled across the country for over three decades, 
including details about how cutting-edge DNA technology and a mysterious 5-year-old girl provided 
crucial clues that helped authorities solve the case. (OAD:  3/20/20)

Friday, January 29, 2021 (9:01 – 11:00PM ET)
While He Was Sleeping
In a new interview with 20/20’s, Scott Falater, whose sleepwalking defense made national headlines 
in the ‘90s, says he still doesn’t know what happened the night he murdered his wife.  Amy Robach 
reports.ed his wife.

Friday, February 5, 2021 (9:01 – 11:00PM ET)
Tragic Beauty:  Ana Nicole Smith
On the anniversary of iconic model, actress and reality star Anna Nicole Smith’s death, “20/20” exclusively 
features her now 14-year-old daughter, Dannielynn Birkhead, as she visits the most influential places in 
Anna Nicole’s life for the first time with her father, Larry Birkhead Featuring reporting by ABC News Senior 
National Affairs correspondent Deborah Roberts, the two-hour program takes a comprehensive look at 
Anna Nicole through new interviews with those closest to her, never-before-seen and rarely seen video, as 
well as material from the ABC News archives.

Friday, February 12, 2021 (9:00 – 11:00PM ET)
True Lies
A new two-hour “20/20” reports on Benita Alexander, a television producer who fell head over heels in love 
with world-renowned surgeon Paolo Macchiarini while producing a report on his revolutionary new surgery 
technique. What Alexander thought was a perfect match turned out to be a web of lies. Co-anchor Amy 
Robach sat down for an interview with Alexander who opened up about how she fell for the whirlwind 
relationship and was blinded by love.



Friday, February 19, 2021 (9:01 – 11:00PM ET)
Five Weddings & A Murder
After four failed marriages, millionaire and hard-nosed businessman, Ron Rudin. is found shot and 
dead.  Dubbed Black Widow of Las Vegas, Margaret Rudin, is convicted of her husband’s murder.  
Just out of prison, Margaret discusses with 20/20 her desire to prove her innocence in the murder of her 
husband, after serving 20 years in prison for his death.

Friday, February 26, 2021 (9:01 – 11:00PM ET)
The Gravedigger’s Wife
One year ago, authorities arrested Lori Vallow in Hawaii following the disappearance of her two 
children, later found dead, charging her with desertion and nonsupport of dependent children, and 
her and Chad Daybell with concealing and destroying of evidence. Now, co-anchor Amy Robach in 
a new two-hour “20/20” feature, reports from its year-long investigation on details of Vallow’s past.

Friday, March 5, 2021 (9:01 – 11:00PM ET)
Twisted Love Triangle
While working at a Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, restaurant, 20-year-old Heather Elvis met Sidney 
Moorer, a 37-year-old husband and father of three. The two became romantically involved but after 
Sidney’s wife, Tammy Moorer, uncovered the affair, she began threatening Elvis. Elvis vanished 
shortly after without a trace and is still missing today. A new two-hour “20/20” reports on the 
shocking details surrounding the twisted love triangle.

Friday, March 12, 2021 (9:01 – 11:00PM ET)
Wrongfully Accused
Bestselling crime novelist Scott Turow (“Presumed Innocent,” “The Last Trial”) takes viewers through the 
case that keeps him up at night: the 1996 murder of Angie Dodge, which landed the wrong man in prison 
for 20 years. After Angie Dodge’s brutal murder in Idaho Falls, her mother, Carol Dodge, desperately tried 
to track down the killer. When a jury convicted Chris Tapp, Carol pushed for the death penalty in an effort 
to gain justice for her daughter’s death. However, when she later gained access to Tapp’s confession tapes, 
she became convinced Tapp was innocent and that her daughter’s killer was still at large. Through Carol’s 
tenacious search for the truth and investigative genetic genealogist CeCe Moore’s work, DNA evidence 
connected Brian Dripps to the crime and exonerated Chris Tapp.

Friday, March 19, 2021 (9:01 – 11:00PM ET)
Teen Abduction
In October 2013, 14-year-old Abby Hernandez disappeared on her way home from school without a trace. 
Nine months later, the New Hampshire teen returned home with a harrowing story of kidnapping, captivity 
and unspeakable abuse. Mostly silent for nearly five years since she disappeared, Abby tells her story for 
the first time to ABC News correspondent Deborah Roberts. (OAD: 9/07/18)

Friday, March 26, 2021 (9:01 – 11:00PM ET)
Vanished
Just weeks ago, Don the Lucas was sentenced to life in prison for the murder of his pregnant girlfriend, 
Kelsie Schelling, who mysteriously disappeared in 2013 and was never seen again. A new two-hour “20/20” 
dives into the case it’s been following for over five years through the eyes of Schelling’s mother, Laura 
Saxton.



SOUL OF A NATION 
Tuesday, March 2, 2021
(Series Premiere – 6 Part Series – 10:00-11:00PM ET)
Reckoning
The premiere episode will dive into this moment of racial reckoning in present-day America tackling 
issues ranging from policing to reparations and segments highlighting the arts and entertainment. 
Brown, ABC News’ Adrienne Bankert, Sunny Hostin, Byron Pitts and Pierre Thomas lead this 
groundbreaking hour. It will feature interviews with actor and reparations activist Danny Glover, 
EGOT winner, producer and social activist John Legend, and U.S. Capitol Police Officer Harry Dunn, 
one of the many officers who defended the Capitol on Jan. 6. Plus, Legend will give a special 
intimate musical performance.

Tuesday, March 9, 2021
Next
Marsai Martin, actress and executive producer of 2019 film “Little,” guest hosts the second episode of 
primetime newsmagazine “Soul of a Nation.” This episode features the next generation of Black Americans 
and their unique ability to trailblaze, innovate and live on the cutting edge no matter what they have to 
overcome. Martin, ABC News’ Adrienne Bankert, Sunny Hostin, Zachary Kiesch and Janai Norman lead 
the hour which follows TikTok influencers as they navigate the popular social media app, unpack the 
importance of Afrofuturism, detail the history of sneaker culture and explore the story of Miss Lucille Burden 
Osborne, a woman who grew up with relatives who had been enslaved. The episode concludes with a 
musical performance by singer H.E.R.

Tuesday, March 16, 2021
Faith
“Soul of a Nation” will focus on faith in its next episode with special guest host and six-time 
GRAMMY Award-winning singer and songwriter BeBe Winans. The episode will look at the state of 
the Black church, the intersection of faith and abortion and examine the role of forgiveness in the 
Black community. Winans, ABC News’ Linsey Davis, Sunny Hostin, Byron Pitts, Deborah Roberts 
and David Scott lead the hour. It will feature an exclusive interview with television personality and 
comedian Nick Cannon, a conversation with Botham Jean’s family, and two survivors of the Mother 
Emanuel mass shooting in Charleston, South Carolina.

Tuesday, March 23, 2021
Black Joy
Taraji P. Henson guest hosts the all-new episode which explores Black joy. Throughout history, Black 
people have used humor and music to get through hard times, making cultural or political statements while 
simultaneously giving others tremendous joy. This provocative episode examines comedy, film and music 
within the Black community and how each is a vehicle for Black joy/

Tuesday, March 30, 2021
Shut Up and …
Journalist Jemele Hill will guest host the all-new episode that explores activism in sports. The hour 
examines the historic role sports have played in America’s racial reckoning, and the seismic shift Black 
athletes are provoking in this current moment.  ABC News’ T.J. Holmes, Sunny Hostin, Kenneth Moton and 
ESPN’s Michael Wilbon Lead the Hour Featuring Interviews With Chris Paul, Carmelo Anthony, Renee 
Montgomery, UCLA Gymnasts Nia Dennis and Margzetta Frazier and Olympian Dominique Dawes.



THE CON 
Wednesday, March 3, 2021 (Season Premiere)
The Fyre Festival Con
ABC News returns with the infamous Fyre Festival and the first televised interview with festival 
mastermind Billy McFarland since his imprisonment.  The first new episode includes more exclusive 
interviews with former Fyre Festival employees, several festival goers and McFarland’s mentor and 
event producer, Andy King.  

Wednesday, March 10, 2021
The Royal Con
Anthony Gignac seemed to always dream of being part of the Saudi royal family, the richest in the world. 
To bring his dream closer to reality, Gignac moves to Miami and perfects the persona of Prince Khalid bin 
al-Saud. While living a life of luxury and fine dining, Gignac set his sights on a “long con” – an attempt to 
swindle wealthy Florida real estate mogul Jeffrey Soffer and others out of millions. Everything is going 
according to plan until Gignac makes a critical mistake – ordering and eating prosciutto at a business lunch, 
a no-no in the Muslim religion. This one mistake acts as the catalyst to the investigation that reveals 
Gignac’s true identity and sheds light on his elaborate, worldwide con.

Wednesday, March 17, 2021
The Psychic Con
Debra, Priti and Ruth each turned to psychics for clarity and answers during difficult times in their lives. 
Unfortunately, their psychics took advantage of their vulnerability and asked the women for money to 
remedy a spiritual ailment or problem they identified. Each woman said she became emotionally dependent 
on her psychic. Faced with escalating demands and after losing tens of thousands of dollars, the women 
decided to fight back. Each woman sought the help of private investigator Bob Nygaard, a former NYPD 
officer who now helps people free themselves from the influence of a psychic. With Nygaard’s assistance, 
all three women set out to reveal their psychics as con artists and seek justice.

Wednesday, March 24, 2021
The Wine Con
In the early 2000s, a young upstart named Rudy Kurniawan exploded into the world of fine wine, where the 
rich spend more on a bottle than some people make in a year. He was spending up to a million dollars a 
month on rare wine at auctions, throwing lavish dinners and becoming the darling of the wine world. He 
also became the center of one of the most outrageous scams of all-time, conning some of the richest 
collectors in the world. Kurniawan was celebrated for building a cellar full of the rarest wines, selling many 
of his bottles for record-breaking amounts of money, but he was hiding a secret. After crossing billionaire 
wine collector Bill Koch, the dark truth about Kurniawan was exposed. The episode features interviews with 
Koch, novelist Jay McInerney, Rudy’s friend and filmmaker Arthur Sarkissian, and takes viewers around 
the world with investigators, wine experts and former FBI agents as they uncover lie after lie.

Wednesday, March 31, 2021 (Season Finale)
The Hollywood Con
For several years, a person dubbed the “Con Queen” had been pretending to be various high-powered 
female film-industry executives. She allegedly offered Hollywood hopefuls a dream job with lucrative 
pay—but with a catch. To secure the job, the workers had to pay their own way to Jakarta, with the 
promise of being reimbursed. However, on arrival in Indonesia, there was a never-ending carousel of 
delays and excuses, along with additional cash payments for driver fees, photography permits and more. 
Ultimately, the “Con Queen” disappeared, leaving the workers out of pocket for the thousands of dollars 
they spent abroad without a job and dashed dreams.



ABC NEWS SPECIALS – First Quarter, 2021
Tuesday, January 5, 2021 (10:30-11:00PM ET)
Election Night: The Georgia Senate Runoffs – Your Voice Your Vote – 
An ABC News Special
ABC Chief Anchor George Stephanopoulos will lead coverage joined by ABC News Live anchor 
Linsey Davis, “World News Tonight” weekend anchor and chief national affairs 
correspondent Tom Llamas and ABC News’ powerhouse political team, of the Georgia Senate 
runoff elections and Congress’ joint session to certify the votes of the Electoral College.

Wednesday, January 20, 2021 
The Inauguration of Joseph R. Biden - A Special Edition of Good Morning America
(9:00-10:25AM ET)
The Inauguration of Joseph R. Biden (10:25AM – 4:00PM ET)
ABC News and political team covers the inauguration of Joe Biden as the 46th President and Kamala 
Harris as the Vice President of the United States on the steps of the Capitol.  ABC News will feature Joe 
Biden’s address to the nation and the world that democracy would endure despite attempts to upend it.

Wednesday, January 20, 2021 (8:00-8:30PM ET)
The Inauguration of Joseph R. Biden, Jr. - An ABC News Special
ABC News and political team covers the inauguration of Joe Biden and Kamala Harris into office and will 
provide reporting on the historic moments of the day.

Wednesday, January 20, 2021 (8:30-10:00PM ET)
Celebrating America
Hosted by Tom Hanks, this special will feature remarks from President-elect Joe Biden and Vice 
President-elect Kamala Harris and include remarks and performances from Ant Clemons, Jon Bon Jovi, 
Demi Lovato, and Justin Timberlake.  Through different segments and performances, this program will 
highlight the strength of our democracy, the perseverance of our people, and our ability to come together 
during trying times and emerge stronger than ever before.

Friday, March 19, 2021 (10:00-11:00PM ET)
Murder in Atlanta:  A Special Edition of 20/20
A live “20/20” primetime special on the aftermath of the Atlanta mass shooting and the increase in anti-
Asian American hate crimes around the country. Anchored live by “Nightline” co-anchor Juju Chang in 
Atlanta and anchor David Muir and correspondent Eva Pilgrim in New York, the special will also feature 
reporting by correspondent Steve Osunsami and ABC journalists across the country, and will trace the 
timeline of events surrounding the deadly shootings. The program will also dive into the racist stereotypes 
perpetuated in pop culture; the recent events, including politicians’ use of racist rhetoric during COVID-19, 
that have contributed to the rise in anti-Asian American hate crimes; the fear and pain sweeping the nation; 
activism coming out of the AAPI community; and more.



ABC NEWS SPECIAL REPORTS - First Quarter, 2021

DATE START END LENGTH TOPIC
Tuesday, January 5, 2021 10:30:00 PM - 11:00:00 PM ET 0:30:00 "Election Night: The Georgia Senate 

Runoffs - Your Voice Your Vote - An ABC 
News Special" (this aired in place of an 
encore episode of "The Goldbergs")

9:30:00 PM - 10:00:00 PM CT 0:30:00 "Election Night: The Georgia Senate 
Runoffs - Your Voice Your Vote - An ABC 
News Special" (this aired in place of an 
encore episode of "The Goldbergs")

8:30:00 PM - 9:00:00 PM MT 0:30:00 "Election Night: The Georgia Senate 
Runoffs - Your Voice Your Vote - An ABC 
News Special" (optional to MT stations)

7:30:00 PM - 8:00:00 PM PT 0:30:00 "Election Night: The Georgia Senate 
Runoffs - Your Voice Your Vote - An ABC 
News Special" (optional to PT stations)

Wednesday, January 6, 
2021

1:00:00 PM - 2:17:05 PM ET 1:17:05 Joint Session of Congress to Certify 
Electoral Votes

12:00:00 PM - 1:17:05 PM CT 1:17:05 Joint Session of Congress to Certify 
Electoral Votes

11:00:00 AM - 12:17:05 PM MT 1:17:05 Joint Session of Congress to Certify 
Electoral Votes

10:00:00 AM - 11:17:05 AM PT 1:17:05 Joint Session of Congress to Certify 
Electoral Votes

Wednesday, January 6, 
2021

2:26:08 PM - 6:29:59 PM ET 4:03:51 Trump Supporters Storm the U.S. Capitol 
Building

1:26:08 PM - 5:29:59 PM CT 4:03:51 Trump Supporters Storm the U.S. Capitol 
Building

12:26:08 PM - 4:29:59 PM MT 4:03:51 Trump Supporters Storm the U.S. Capitol 
Building

11:26:08 AM - 3:29:59 PM PT 4:03:51 Trump Supporters Storm the U.S. Capitol 
Building

Wednesday, January 6, 
2021

6:30:00 PM - 7:00:00 PM ET 0:30:00 "ABC World News Tonight with David 
Muir" (due to the events at the U.S. 
Capitol Building, this telecast was made 
available live to the full Network)

5:30:00 PM - 6:00:00 PM CT 0:30:00 "ABC World News Tonight with David 
Muir" (due to the events at the U.S. 
Capitol Building, this telecast was made 
available live to the full Network)

4:30:00 PM - 5:00:00 PM MT 0:30:00 "ABC World News Tonight with David 
Muir" (due to the events at the U.S. 
Capitol Building, this telecast was made 
available live to the full Network)

3:30:00 PM - 4:00:00 PM PT 0:30:00 "ABC World News Tonight with David 
Muir" (due to the events at the U.S. 
Capitol Building, this telecast was made 
available live to the full Network)



Wednesday, January 6, 
2021

8:00:00 PM - 10:59:59 PM ET 2:59:59 "Storming Capitol Hill: Democracy Under 
Fire" (this ABC News special aired in 
place of the 3 scheduled episodes of 
"Who Wants To Be A Millionaire")

7:00:00 PM - 9:59:59 PM CT 2:59:59 "Storming Capitol Hill: Democracy Under 
Fire" (this ABC News special aired in 
place of the 3 scheduled episodes of 
"Who Wants To Be A Millionaire")

6:00:00 PM - 8:59:59 PM MT 2:59:59 "Storming Capitol Hill: Democracy Under 
Fire" (this ABC News special aired in 
place of 2 of the 3 scheduled episodes of 
"Who Wants To Be A Millionaire")

5:00:00 PM - 7:59:59 PM PT 2:59:59 "Storming Capitol Hill: Democracy Under 
Fire" (this ABC News special did not 
impact the 3 scheduled episodes of "Who 
Wants To Be A Millionaire")

Wednesday, January 6, 
2021

12:06:00 AM - 1:06:30 AM ET 1:00:30 "ABC News Nightline" (expanded to 1 
hour and 30 seconds due to the events at 
the U.S. Capitol Building)

11:06:00 PM - 12:06:30 AM CT 1:00:30 "ABC News Nightline" (expanded to 1 
hour and 30 seconds due to the events at 
the U.S. Capitol Building)

11:06:00 PM - 12:06:30 AM MT 1:00:30 "ABC News Nightline" (expanded to 1 
hour and 30 seconds due to the events at 
the U.S. Capitol Building)

12:06:00 AM - 1:06:30 AM PT 1:00:30 "ABC News Nightline" (expanded to 1 
hour and 30 seconds due to the events at 
the U.S. Capitol Building)

Wednesday, January 6, 
2021 - Broadcast Day 
(actually early Thursday, 
January 7, 2021 morning)

3:42:31 AM - 3:45:44 AM ET 0:03:13 Congress Finalizes Biden's Victory

2:42:31 AM - 2:45:44 AM CT 0:03:13 Congress Finalizes Biden's Victory
1:42:31 AM - 1:45:44 AM MT 0:03:13 Congress Finalizes Biden's Victory

12:42:31 AM - 12:45:44 AM PT 0:03:13 Congress Finalizes Biden's Victory

Thursday, January 7, 2021 1:52:07 PM - 2:36:39 PM ET 0:44:32 Remarks from President-Elect Biden
12:52:07 PM - 1:36:39 PM CT 0:44:32 Remarks from President-Elect Biden
11:52:07 AM - 12:36:39 PM MT 0:44:32 Remarks from President-Elect Biden
10:52:07 AM - 11:36:39 AM PT 0:44:32 Remarks from President-Elect Biden

Friday, January 8, 2021 2:50:31 PM - 3:21:38 PM ET 0:31:07 President-Elect Biden Q&A
1:50:31 PM - 2:21:38 PM CT 0:31:07 President-Elect Biden Q&A

12:50:31 PM - 1:21:38 PM MT 0:31:07 President-Elect Biden Q&A
11:50:31 AM - 12:21:38 PM PT 0:31:07 President-Elect Biden Q&A

Wednesday, January 13, 
2021

9:00:00 AM - 9:39:59 AM ET 0:39:59 Opening Arguments of Impeachment 
Hearings Against President Trump

8:00:00 AM - 8:39:59 AM CT 0:39:59 Opening Arguments of Impeachment 
Hearings Against President Trump

7:00:00 AM - 7:39:59 AM MT 0:39:59 Opening Arguments of Impeachment 
Hearings Against President Trump



6:00:00 AM - 6:39:59 AM PT 0:39:59 Opening Arguments of Impeachment 
Hearings Against President Trump

Wednesday, January 13, 
2021

12:24:14 PM - 4:59:59 PM ET 4:35:45 House Impeachment Hearings Against 
President Trump (Debate/Voting)

11:24:14 AM - 3:59:59 PM CT 4:35:45 House Impeachment Hearings Against 
President Trump (Debate/Voting)

10:24:14 AM - 2:59:59 PM MT 4:35:45 House Impeachment Hearings Against 
President Trump (Debate/Voting)

9:24:14 AM - 1:59:59 PM PT 4:35:45 House Impeachment Hearings Against 
President Trump (Debate/Voting)

Tuesday, January 19, 2021 1:48:55 PM - 2:03:49 PM ET 0:14:54 President-Elect Biden's Departure from 
Delaware

12:48:55 PM - 1:03:49 PM CT 0:14:54 President-Elect Biden's Departure from 
Delaware

11:48:55 AM - 12:03:49 PM MT 0:14:54 President-Elect Biden's Departure from 
Delaware

10:48:55 AM - 11:03:49 AM PT 0:14:54 President-Elect Biden's Departure from 
Delaware

Tuesday, January 19, 2021 5:22:43 PM - 5:38:09 PM ET 0:15:26 COVID-19 Memorial Lighting Ceremony
4:22:43 PM - 4:38:09 PM CT 0:15:26 COVID-19 Memorial Lighting Ceremony
3:22:43 PM - 3:38:09 PM MT 0:15:26 COVID-19 Memorial Lighting Ceremony
2:22:43 PM - 2:38:09 PM PT 0:15:26 COVID-19 Memorial Lighting Ceremony

Wednesday, January 20, 
2021

7:00:00 AM - 8:00:00 AM ET 1:00:00 "Good Morning America" (Live to the full 
Network)

6:00:00 AM - 7:00:00 AM CT 1:00:00 "Good Morning America" (Live to the full 
Network)

5:00:00 AM - 6:00:00 AM MT 1:00:00 "Good Morning America" (Live to the full 
Network)

4:00:00 AM - 5:00:00 AM PT 1:00:00 "Good Morning America" (Live to the full 
Network)

Wednesday, January 20, 
2021

8:00:00 AM - 9:01:35 AM ET 1:01:35 President Trump Departs the White 
House

7:00:00 AM - 8:01:35 AM CT 1:01:35 President Trump Departs the White 
House

6:00:00 AM - 7:01:35 AM MT 1:01:35 President Trump Departs the White 
House

5:00:00 AM - 6:01:35 AM PT 1:01:35 President Trump Departs the White 
House

Wednesday, January 20, 
2021

9:01:36 AM - 10:25:42 AM ET 1:24:06 "The Inauguration of Joseph R. Biden - A 
Special Edition of Good Morning America"

8:01:36 AM - 9:25:42 AM CT 1:24:06 "The Inauguration of Joseph R. Biden - A 
Special Edition of Good Morning America"

7:01:36 AM - 8:25:42 AM MT 1:24:06 "The Inauguration of Joseph R. Biden - A 
Special Edition of Good Morning America"

6:01:36 AM - 7:25:42 AM PT 1:24:06 "The Inauguration of Joseph R. Biden - A 
Special Edition of Good Morning America"



Wednesday, January 20, 
2021

10:25:42 AM - 4:20:14 PM ET 5:54:32 "The Inauguration of Joseph R. Biden"

9:25:42 AM - 3:20:14 PM CT 5:54:32 "The Inauguration of Joseph R. Biden"
8:25:42 AM - 2:20:14 PM MT 5:54:32 "The Inauguration of Joseph R. Biden"
7:25:42 AM - 1:20:14 PM PT 5:54:32 "The Inauguration of Joseph R. Biden"

Wednesday, January 20, 
2021

8:00:00 PM - 8:30:00 PM ET 0:30:00 "The Inauguration of Joseph R. Biden, Jr. 
- An ABC News Special"

7:00:00 PM - 7:30:00 PM CT 0:30:00 "The Inauguration of Joseph R. Biden, Jr. 
- An ABC News Special"

7:00:00 PM - 7:30:00 PM MT 0:30:00 "The Inauguration of Joseph R. Biden, Jr. 
- An ABC News Special"

8:00:00 PM - 8:30:00 PM PT 0:30:00 "The Inauguration of Joseph R. Biden, Jr. 
- An ABC News Special"

Wednesday, January 20, 
2021

8:30:00 PM 10:00:00 PM ET 1:30:00 "Celebrating America"

7:30:00 PM 9:00:00 PM CT 1:30:00 "Celebrating America"
7:30:00 PM 9:00:00 PM MT 1:30:00 "Celebrating America"
8:30:00 PM 10:00:00 PM PT 1:30:00 "Celebrating America"

Monday, January 25, 2021 3:41:53 PM - 4:17:48 PM ET 0:35:55 President Biden Press Conference
2:41:53 PM - 3:17:48 PM CT 0:35:55 President Biden Press Conference
1:41:53 PM - 2:17:48 PM MT 0:35:55 President Biden Press Conference

12:41:53 PM - 1:17:48 PM PT 0:35:55 President Biden Press Conference

Monday, January 25, 2021 6:58:33 PM - 7:16:14 PM ET 0:17:41 Delivery of the Article of Impeachment 
Against Former President Trump to the 
Senate

5:58:33 PM - 6:16:14 PM CT 0:17:41 Delivery of the Article of Impeachment 
Against Former President Trump to the 
Senate

4:58:33 PM - 5:16:14 PM MT 0:17:41 Delivery of the Article of Impeachment 
Against Former President Trump to the 
Senate

3:58:33 PM - 4:16:14 PM PT 0:17:41 Delivery of the Article of Impeachment 
Against Former President Trump to the 
Senate

Tuesday, February 9, 2021 12:52:41 PM - 5:15:30 PM ET 4:22:49 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

11:52:41 AM - 4:15:30 PM CT 4:22:49 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

10:52:41 AM - 3:15:30 PM MT 4:22:49 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

9:52:41 AM - 2:15:30 PM PT 4:22:49 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

Wednesday, February 10, 
2021

12:00:00 PM - 5:43:57 PM ET 5:43:57 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

11:00:00 AM - 4:43:57 PM CT 5:43:57 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

10:00:00 AM - 3:43:57 PM MT 5:43:57 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump



9:00:00 AM - 2:43:57 PM PT 5:43:57 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

Thursday, February 11, 
2021

12:00:00 PM - 4:42:40 PM ET 4:42:40 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

11:00:00 AM - 3:42:40 PM CT 4:42:40 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

10:00:00 AM - 2:42:40 PM MT 4:42:40 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

9:00:00 AM - 1:42:40 PM PT 4:42:40 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

Friday, February 12, 2021 12:00:00 PM - 3:33:38 PM ET 3:33:38 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

11:00:00 AM - 2:33:38 PM CT 3:33:38 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

10:00:00 AM - 1:33:38 PM MT 3:33:38 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

9:00:00 AM - 12:33:32 PM PT 3:33:32 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

Saturday, February 13, 
2021

10:06:26 AM - 11:11:02 AM ET 1:04:36 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

9:06:26 AM - 10:11:02 AM CT 1:04:36 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

8:06:26 AM - 9:11:02 AM MT 1:04:36 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

7:06:26 AM - 8:11:02 AM PT 1:04:36 Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

Saturday, February 13, 
2021

12:57:14 PM - 4:08:38 PM ET 3:11:24 Closing Remarks and Final Vote in the 
Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

11:57:14 AM - 3:08:38 PM CT 3:11:24 Closing Remarks and Final Vote in the 
Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

10:57:14 AM - 2:08:38 PM MT 3:11:24 Closing Remarks and Final Vote in the 
Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

9:57:14 AM - 1:08:38 PM PT 3:11:24 Closing Remarks and Final Vote in the 
Senate Impeachment Trial of Former 
President Trump

Monday, February 22, 2021 6:00:20 PM - 6:18:12 PM ET 0:17:52 President Biden Remarks and Moment of 
Silence for 500,000 COVID-19 Deaths

5:00:20 PM - 5:18:12 PM CT 0:17:52 President Biden Remarks and Moment of 
Silence for 500,000 COVID-19 Deaths

4:00:20 PM - 4:18:12 PM MT 0:17:52 President Biden Remarks and Moment of 
Silence for 500,000 COVID-19 Deaths

3:00:20 PM - 3:18:12 PM PT 0:17:52 President Biden Remarks and Moment of 
Silence for 500,000 COVID-19 Deaths

Thursday, March 11, 2021 2:07:30 PM - 2:13:57 PM ET 0:06:27 President Biden Signs COVID-19 Relief 
Bill



1:07:30 PM - 1:13:57 PM CT 0:06:27 President Biden Signs COVID-19 Relief 
Bill

12:07:30 PM - 12:13:57 PM MT 0:06:27 President Biden Signs COVID-19 Relief 
Bill

11:07:30 AM - 11:13:57 AM PT 0:06:27 President Biden Signs COVID-19 Relief 
Bill

Thursday, March 11, 2021 8:00:00 PM - 8:28:08 PM ET 0:28:08 President Biden Addresses the Nation
7:00:00 PM - 7:28:08 PM CT 0:28:08 President Biden Addresses the Nation
6:00:00 PM - 6:28:08 PM MT 0:28:08 President Biden Addresses the Nation
5:00:00 PM - 5:28:08 PM PT 0:28:08 President Biden Addresses the Nation

Friday, March 19, 2021 5:54:17 PM - 6:03:55 PM ET 0:09:38 President Biden's Remarks Regarding the 
Atlanta Shootings

4:54:17 PM - 5:03:55 PM CT 0:09:38 President Biden's Remarks Regarding the 
Atlanta Shootings

3:54:17 PM - 4:03:55 PM MT 0:09:38 President Biden's Remarks Regarding the 
Atlanta Shootings

2:54:17 PM - 3:03:55 PM PT 0:09:38 President Biden's Remarks Regarding the 
Atlanta Shootings

Friday, March 19, 2021 10:00:00 PM - 11:00:00 PM ET 1:00:00 "Murder in Atlanta - A Special Edition of 
20/20"

9:00:00 PM - 10:00:00 PM CT 1:00:00 "Murder in Atlanta - A Special Edition of 
20/20"

9:00:00 PM - 10:00:00 PM MT 1:00:00 "Murder in Atlanta - A Special Edition of 
20/20"

10:00:00 PM - 11:00:00 PM PT 1:00:00 "Murder in Atlanta - A Special Edition of 
20/20"

Tuesday, March 23, 2021 10:30:50 AM - 11:13:25 AM ET 0:42:35 Boulder Police Department Press 
Conference

9:30:50 AM - 10:13:25 AM CT 0:42:35 Boulder Police Department Press 
Conference

8:30:50 AM - 9:13:25 AM MT 0:42:35 Boulder Police Department Press 
Conference

7:30:50 AM - 8:13:25 AM PT 0:42:35 Boulder Police Department Press 
Conference

Tuesday, March 23, 2021 12:55:48 PM - 1:08:29 PM ET 0:12:41 President Biden's Remarks on Boulder 
Shooting

11:55:48 AM - 12:08:29 PM CT 0:12:41 President Biden's Remarks on Boulder 
Shooting

10:55:48 AM - 11:08:20 AM MT 0:12:32 President Biden's Remarks on Boulder 
Shooting

9:55:48 AM - 10:08:20 AM PT 0:12:32 President Biden's Remarks on Boulder 
Shooting

Thursday, March 25, 2021 1:25:36 PM - 2:44:40 PM ET 1:19:04 President Biden's First Formal Press 
Conference

12:25:36 PM - 1:44:40 PM CT 1:19:04 President Biden's First Formal Press 
Conference

11:25:36 AM - 12:44:33 PM MT 1:18:57 President Biden's First Formal Press 
Conference



10:25:36 AM - 11:44:33 AM PT 1:18:57 President Biden's First Formal Press 
Conference

Monday, March 29, 2021 10:15:33 AM - 12:23:19 PM ET 2:07:46 Opening Statements in Derek Chauvin 
Trial

9:15:33 AM - 11:23:19 AM CT 2:07:46 Opening Statements in Derek Chauvin 
Trial

8:15:33 AM - 10:23:08 AM MT 2:07:35 Opening Statements in Derek Chauvin 
Trial

7:15:33 AM - 9:23:08 AM PT 2:07:35 Opening Statements in Derek Chauvin 
Trial

THIS WEEK – First Quarter, 2021
Sunday, January 3, 2021
Guests:

 Dr. Anthony Fauci
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases Director
White House Coronavirus Task Force Member

 Stacey Abrams
Founder, Fair Fight

 Susan Glasser
The New Yorker Staff Writer 

Topics:
 Covid 19
 Georgia Runoffs

Sunday, January 10, 2021
Guests:

 Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
(D) New York

 Rep. Adam Kinzinger
(R) Illinois

 Sarah Isgur 
Dispatch Staff Writer 
CNN Political Analyst

 Kara Swisher
“Sway” Podcast Host
The New York Times Contributing Opinion Writer

Topics:
 Riots at Capitol
 Tech’s shutdown Trump
 Impeachment
 25th Amendment

Sunday, January 17, 2021
Guests:

 Kate Bedingfield
Incoming White House Communications Director
Exclusive

 Rep. Joaquin Castro 
(D) Texas
Impeachment Manger

 Rep. Peter Meijer 



(R) Michigan
 Karen Finney

Democratic Strategist
CNN Political Commentator

Topics:
 2nd Impeachment of President Trump
 Insurrection Accomplices
 Inauguration

Sunday, January 24, 2021
Guests:

 Sen. Amy Klobuchar
(D) Minnesota

 Sen. Rand Paul
(R) Kentucky

 Dr. Vivek Murthy
Surgeon General Nominee

 Margaret Hoover
Host, PBS' Firing Line
CNN Contributor

Topics:
 2nd Impeachment
 Election Fraud
 Covid Vaccine Plan

Sunday, January 31, 2021
Guests:

 Sen. Bernie Sanders 
(I) Vermont
Exclusive

 Gov. Asa Hutchinson
(R) Arkansas
Exclusive

Topics:
 2nd Impeachment
 Biden’s First Week In Office
 Vaccine Rollout

Sunday, February 7, 2021
Guests:

 Secretary Pete Buttigieg
Transportation Secretary

 Sen. Roger Wicker
(R) Mississippi

 Sarah Isgur 
Dispatch Staff Writer 
CNN Political Analyst

 Christina Greer
Fordham University Associate Professor

Topics:
 Covid Relief Bill
 Infrastructure Bill



Sunday, February 14, 2021
Guests:

 Sen. Bill Cassidy, M.D.
(R) Louisiana

 Sen. Chris Coons
(D) Delaware

 Dr. Anthony Fauci
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases Director

Topics:
 2nd Impeachment
 9/11 Commission
 Reopening Schools

Sunday, February 21, 2021
Guests:

 Jen Psaki
White House Press Secretary
Exclusive

 Rep. Steve Scalise
(R) Louisiana
House Republican Whip
Exclusive

 Margaret Hoover
Host, PBS' Firing Line
CNN Contributor

Topics:
 Crisis in Texas
 Biden Presidency
 Covid 19

Sunday, February 28, 2021
Guests:

 Dr. Anthony Fauci
Chief Medical Adviser to President Biden
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases Director

 Sen. Rob Portman
(R) Ohio
Exclusive

 Sen. Mazie Hirono
(D) Hawaii

 Fred Hiatt
The Washington Post Editorial Page Editor

Topics:
 Johnson & Johnson Vaccine
 Covid Relief Bill
 Republican Party Post Trump
 Saudi Arabia



Sunday, March 7, 2021
Guests:

 Lloyd Austin
Secretary of Defense

 Sen. Joe Manchin
(D) West Virginia

 Gov. Mike DeWine 
(R) Ohio
Exclusive

 Anna Palmer
“Punchbowl News” CEO and Founder

Topics:
 Extremism
 Pandemic Economy
 Covid Mandates

Sunday, March 14, 2021
Guests:

 Nancy Pelosi
Speaker of the House
Exclusive

 Sen. John Barrasso
(R) Wyoming
Exclusive

 Janet Yellen
Secretary of the Treasury
Exclusive

 Will Hurd
(R) Former Texas Congressman 

 Donna Shalala
(D) Former Florida Congresswoman 
Former HHS Secretary

Topics:
 Covid Relief Package

Sunday, March 21, 2021
Guests:

 Alejandro Mayorkas
Department of Homeland Security

 Michael McCaul
(R) Foreign Affairs Committee

 Congresswoman Judy Chu
(  ) Congressional Asian Pacific American Caucus

Topics:
 Border Crisis
 Atlanta Shootings



Sunday, March 28, 2021
Guests:

 Kate Bedingfield
White House Communications Director
Exclusive

 Sen. Dan Sullivan
(R) Alaska
Exclusive

 Dr. Ashish Jha
Dean, Brown University School of Public Health

 Margaret Hoover
PBS' Firing Line Host
CNN Contributor

 Ramesh Ponnuru
Bloomberg Opinion Columnist
National Review Senior Editor
American Enterprise Institute Fellow

Topics:
 Border Crisis
 Voting Reform
 Covid 19 Vaccination

NIGHTLINE (M-F) – First Quarter, 2021

Friday, January 1, 2021 (12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET)
 Say Her Name:  Breonna Taylor


Monday, January 4, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Trump Call – GA Official
 Powerhouse Roundtable
 Colorblind Grandpa

Tuesday, January 5, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Runoff Latest
 All Eyes on Georgia
 Runoff Roundtable
 Vaccine Proposal

Wednesday, January 6, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Special Edition:  Capitol Under Siege

o Capitol Under Siege
o Law Enforcement
o Security Questions
o How Did We Get Here?
o Witnesses
o Political Roundtable
o Senate Shift

Thursday, January 7, 2021 (12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET)
 Siege Aftermath
 Chris Christie



 Political Roundtable
 Capitol Cleanup

Friday, January 8, 2021 (12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET)
 Capitol Incitement
 Trump Twitter
 Lewis Memorial

Monday, January 11, 2021 (12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET)
 Impeachment Crisis
 Interview:  Rep. Nancy Mace
 Political Roundtable
 ABC News on HULU – 24 Hours: Assault on the Capitol

Tuesday, January 12, 2021 (12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET)
 2nd Impeachment Showdown
 Political Roundtable
 Thanking Capitol Police

Wednesday, January13, 2021 (12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET)
 2nd Impeachment
 Rep. Jim Clyburn
 Political Roundtable
 Jacob Blake Preview SOT

Thursday, January 14, 2021 (12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET)
 Jacob Blake
 Roundtable
 Officer Goodman

Friday, January 15, 2021 (12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET)
 Heroes on the Hill
 Mrs. Rogers

Monday, January 18, 2021 (12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET)
 Capitol Latest
 Political Roundtable
 MLK Day

Tuesday, January 19, 2021 (12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET)
 Twitter Presidency
 Biden Biography
 Covid Memorial

Wednesday, January 20, 2021 (12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET)
 Biden Inauguration
 Political Roundtable
 Inauguration Images

Thursday, January 21, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)



 Biden Pandemic
 Dr. Ashish
 Political Roundtable
 Poet Meets Playwright

Friday, January 22, 2021 (12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET)
 Trump Supporters
 Politics & Fashion
 Hank Aaron

Monday, January 25, 2021 (12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET)
 2nd Impeachment Trial
 Rep. Joe Neguse
 Dr. Fauci
 Nia Des

Tuesday, January 26, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Covid Long Haulers
 Kobe Legacy
 Rescue Dog

Wednesday, January 27, 2021 (12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET)
 Strain of Unemployment
 School Safety
 Dr. John Brownstein

Thursday, January 28, 2021 (12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET)
 Special Edition:  Being Behind Closed Doors

o Amie Harwick
o Women in Danger
o Cicely Tyson

Friday, January 29, 2021 (12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET)
 Sleepwalking Murder

Monday, February 1, 2021 (12:37AM - 1:06:30AM ET)
 Covid Latest
 Covid Roundtable
 Black History Month

Tuesday, February 2, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Insurrection Arrests
 Capitol Crime Roundtable
 Bidens Honor Office

Wednesday, February 3, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Special Edition:  Blindsided: NFL Concussion Settlements

Thursday, February 4, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Divided Country



 Divided by the Virus
 Life in a Day

Friday, February 5, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Anna Nicole Smith

Monday, February 8, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 How do we teach our Kids Now?
 2nd Impeachment Trial
 Trailblazing Chef

Tuesday, February 9, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 New Influencer Capitol of America
 Tuskegee Airmen
 Freedom of Speech

Wednesday, February 10, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Only Fans
 Impeachment Trial Roundtable
 Mighty Toddler

Thursday, February 11, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Impeachment Trial
 Marilyn Manson Ex
 Brandy + Whitney Cinderella

Friday, February 12, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Love Con

Monday, February 15, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Impeachment Fallout
 2-Way Rep Eric Swalwell
 New Norman:  Dr. Jen Ashton
 Cicely Tyson Memorial

Tuesday, February 16, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Trump:  The Reckoning – Hulu Documentary
 Restoring Notre Dame
 Pointe the Way

Wednesday, February 17, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Asian-American Hate Crimes
 Praising the Black Church
 Neighbors Helping Neighbors

Thursday, February 18, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Mission to Mars
 Working Mothers
 Splashy Photo-Bomb



Friday, February 19, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Black Widow Murder Case

Monday, February 22, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Orphaned by Covid
 Capitol Police Officer
 Remembering the Lives Lost

Tuesday, February 23, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Tiger Woods
 Bachelor – Trouble in Paradise
 Leap of Faith

Wednesday, February 24, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Texas – Picking Up the Pieces
 Sampling Sobriety
 New Fleece on Life

Thursday, February 25, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Free Britney Spears
 Carving a Path – BHM Ice Skater
 UN Secretary General

Friday, February 26, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Flight of Horror
 Sacred Pilgrimage
 Hidden Pioneer

Monday, March 1, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Turning Point: Reclaiming Black Wealth

o Triple Threat:  Vaccine Explainer
o Triple Threat:  Vaccine Roundtable
o Tears of Joy

Tuesday, March 2, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Soul of a Nation: Reparations
 Soul of a Nation:  John Legend
 Dolly Parton

Wednesday, March 3, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Border Battle
 Dumpster Fyre
 At Your Service

Thursday, March 4,  2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Stop Asian-American Hate
 LA Businesses
 Double Lung Transplant

Friday, March 5, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)



 A Nightline Special:  Covid
o Double Lung Transplant

Monday, March 8, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Royal Bombshell
 Meghan and Diana
 Women’s Day

Tuesday, March 9, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Soul of a Nation – Black Tik Tok Creators
 Soul of a Nation – H.E.R.
 Patient Milestone

Wednesday, March 10, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Pharmacy Deserts
 Vaccine Q&A
 Post-Covid Reunion

Thursday, March 11, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Nightline Special Edition: Travel Nurses

Friday, March 12, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 The Firm:  Inside the Royal family

Monday, March 15, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Game Stopped
 Taking Stock – Rebecca Jarvis & Arya Hamzelou
 Surprise Concert

Tuesday, March 16, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Soul of a Nation
 Historic Splash
 President Biden – One on One

Wednesday, March 17, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 ABC News Interview with President Biden
 Happ St Patrick’s Day

Thursday, March 18, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Deep Flakes
 Tik Tok Dancers
 Vaccine Doctor Video

Friday, March 19, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Nightline Special Edition:  Murder in Atlanta

Monday, March 22, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Boulder Shooting
 Atlanta Shooting
 Miami – Spring Break



Tuesday, March 23, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Boulder Shooting

Wednesday, March 24, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Crisis at the Border
 Soul of a Nation
 Prince Harry’s New Job

Thursday, March 25, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Whiptok
 “Judas the Black Messiah”
 Sesame Street

Friday, March 26, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 2020 Kelsie Schelling

Monday, March 29, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Eye of the Storm
 Lil Nas X
 Stop the Hate

Tuesday, March 30, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Soul of a Nation – Renee Montgomery
 Soul of a Nation – Tumbling Queens
 250 Handshakes

Wednesday, March 31, 2021 (12:37AM – 1:06:30AM ET)
 Vaccine Mistrust
 Tina Turner
 Dancing Couple



CBS TELEVISION
PUBLIC AFFAIRS BRAODCASTS

JANUARY 2021

FACE THE NATION

01/03/21 Guests: Carter Evans, CBS News correspondent (1); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS 
News senior foreign correspondent (2); Moncef Slaoui, PhD., chief adviser, 
Operation Warp Speed (3); Mayor Eric Garcetti (D-Los Angeles, CA) (4); 
Governor Asa Hutchinson (R-AR) (5); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA 
Commissioner (6); Jo Ann Jenkins, CEO, AARP (7); Mark Strassmann, FACE 
THE NATION senior national correspondent (8)
1) a report from Los Angeles on issues slowing coronavirus vaccinations as cases 
continue to spike nationally
2) a report from London on the unequal distribution of the global coronavirus 
vaccine supply
3) Topics include: the appearance of the U.K. coronavirus strain in three states / 
difficulties distributing the vaccine despite ample supply / issues involved with 
altering vaccine dosages to inoculate more people
4) Topics include: surging coronavirus infection and death rates in Los Angeles 
County / population density and large households contributing to virus spread / 
the lack of federal guidance in vaccine distribution / efforts to distribute vaccines 
to homeless populations
5) Topics include: Republicans’ plan to contest the electoral vote count; limited 
supply and recipient reluctance hindering coronavirus vaccine distribution / the 
lack of trained personnel delaying vaccination beyond prioritized groups / the 
potential lowering age requirement to vaccinate more elderly
6) Topics include: slow vaccine rollout potentially extending the peak of 
coronavirus cases / the necessity of vaccinations to control the new strains of 
coronavirus / the benefits of distributing vaccines through private businesses to 
reach a wider population / vaccine hesitancy among elderly and healthcare 
workers as a reason to focus more on the general population
7) Topics include: the failure to vaccinate nursing home residents at an acceptable 
speed / benefits of governors altering vaccine age requirements / confusion 
around finding the vaccine and seeing if one qualifies
8) a report from Atlanta on the upcoming Senate runoff races in Georgia

01/10/21 Guests: Senator Roy Blunt (R-MO) (2); Mayor Muriel Bowser (D-Washington, 
D.C.) (3); Senator Chris Coons (D-DE) (4); Chris Krebs, former director, 
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (5); Mark Strassmann, FACE 
THE NATION senior national correspondent (6); John Dickerson, correspondent, 
60 MINUTES (7); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA Commissioner (8); Bob 
Schieffer, CBS News contributor, former moderator, FACE THE NATION (9)
Guest Interviewer: Lesley Stahl, correspondent, 60 MINUTES (1)



1) a brief videotaped excerpt of tonight’s 60 MINUTES interview with House 
Speaker Nancy Pelosi
2) Assault on the Capitol - Topics include: deaths of Capitol Police officers 
following the Capitol riot / potential involvement of Capitol Police in the Capitol 
riot / Republican calls for sanctioning President Trump or his resignation / 
culpability of Republicans who promoted election fraud narratives in creating the 
Capitol riot
3) Assault on the Capitol - Topics include: increased security around Washington, 
D.C. following the Capitol riot / FBI investigations into pipe bombs and specific 
rioters / intelligence-gathering relationship between Washington, D.C. police and 
federal law enforcement agencies / the arrest of the Proud Boys leaders for 
possession of weapons and ammunition
4) Assault on the Capitol - Topics include: President-elect Biden’s feelings on 
prosecuting President Trump / potential prosecution of President Trump after he 
leaves office / culpability of Republicans who promoted election fraud narratives 
in creating the Capitol riot / potential second impeachment of President Trump / 
categorizing Capitol rioters as “domestic terrorists”
5) Assault on the Capitol - Topics include: FBI and Homeland security’s lack of 
information despite riot plans being shared online / the difference between how 
federal agencies surveilled Black Lives Matter protests versus right-wing protests 
/ President Trump’s ban from Twitter / Parler being blocked by tech companies
6) Assault on the Capitol - a report from Atlanta on Trump supporters’ attacks on 
state capitols and support of the Capitol riot
7) Assault on the Capitol - Topics include: President Trump’s effect on the future 
of the Republican Party / Republicans’ fear of Trump supporters / President 
Trump’s treatment of Vice President Pence and Capitol rioter calls for Pence’s 
execution / state and local governments’ efforts to maintain an orderly 
presidential election
8) America in Crisis - Topics include: the new coronavirus strains identified in the 
United Kingdom and South Africa / the need to continue vaccination efforts to 
counter the rise of more coronavirus strains / issues with federal distribution of 
coronavirus vaccines / the Capitol riot as a potential super-spreader event
9) a report on the volatility and negative effects of the Trump presidency



FACE THE NATION (continued)

01/17/21 Guests: Jeff Pegues, CBS News chief justice and homeland security 
correspondent (1); Representative Adam Schiff (D-CA), chairman, House 
Intelligence Committee (3); Mayor Melvin Carter (D-Saint Paul, MN) (4); 
Governor Jim Justice (R-WV) (5); Jamie Yuccas, CBS News correspondent (6); 
Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News senior foreign correspondent (7); Rochelle 
Walensky, MD, MPH, incoming CDC director (8); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former 
FDA commissioner (9); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News elections and surveys 
director (10)
Guest Interviewer: Scott Pelley, correspondent, 60 MINUTES (2)
1) a report from Washington, D.C. on domestic terror threats and the possibility of 
violence leading up to President-elect Biden’s inauguration
2) a brief videotaped excerpt of tonight’s 60 MINUTES interview with Ken 
Cuccinelli, acting DHS deputy secretary
3) Topics include: worries of violence in Washington, D.C. following the January 
6th riot / potential QAnon supporters among lawmakers / investigations into the 
January 6th riot / potential foreign support of the January 6th riot / possible denial 
of classified intelligence to outgoing President Trump
4) Topics include: FBI warnings about violence in state capitols, including Saint 
Paul, MN / racism as a contributing factor to the January 6th riot; difficulties 
distributing coronavirus vaccines in Minnesota
5) Topics include: President Trump’s influence on the Republican Party after he 
leaves office; advantages of using the National Guard to distribute coronavirus 
vaccinations over private businesses
6) a report from Los Angeles on the prevalence of coronavirus in California, 
including the strain first identified in the United Kingdom
7) a report from London on the coronavirus vaccination efforts in the United 
Kingdom
8) Topics include: likely high coronavirus death rates for the coming weeks / new 
coronavirus strains identified in the United Kingdom, Brazil and South Africa / 
overall national vaccine supply and issues distributing it to states / President-elect 
Biden’s plan to reopen schools within 100 days
9) Topics include: coronavirus death and infection rates rising nationally / the 
development of tests to detect new coronavirus strains / new travel restrictions to 
enter the U.S. / federal efforts to distribute vaccine supplies
10) Topics include: Americans’ fears of political violence / division among 
Republicans who want to work with the Biden administration and those who still 
consider his win illegitimate / President Trump’s influence on the Republican 
Party after he leaves office

01/24/21 Guests: Dr. Anthony Fauci, Chief medical adviser to President Biden, director, 
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (1); Dr. Deborah Birx, 
former White House coronavirus response coordinator, CDC special adviser to 
the Center for Global Health (2); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News senior foreign 
correspondent (3)



1) Facing Challenges: COVID 19 - Topics include: the deadliness of the U.K. 
coronavirus strain / the effectiveness of coronavirus vaccines on new strains / the 
Biden administration’s efforts for 100 million inoculations in 100 days / the need 
for better healthcare coordination between federal, state and local governments
2) Topics include: the lack of understanding by the Trump administration in how 
to support states’ coronavirus efforts / the need for greater monitoring and 
intervention with coronavirus outbreaks / the federal government underestimating 
the impact of coronavirus in February 2020 / Dr. Birx’s desire to avoid working 
with the politicized White House / President Trump presenting graphs and 
information provided from outside the coronavirus task force / the Trump 
administration’s gated business reopening criteria / how conflicting information 
led to COVID denial / White House sources leaking conflicting coronavirus 
stories to the media / misinterpretations of April 2020 press conference where 
President Trump asks about disinfectants as treatment / Dr. Birx’s concerns 
working on the coronavirus task force would be the end of her federal career / 
public perception of Dr. Birx because of her work on the coronavirus task force / 
attempts to promote mask wearing despite President Trump’s comments against it 
/ Vice President Pence’s support of President Trump over the task force / 
governors’ responsibility in allowing coronavirus to spread / lack of mask 
wearing in the White House leading to President Trump catching coronavirus
3) a report from London on the coronavirus death rate in Britain as the vaccine 
rollout continues

FACE THE NATION (continued)

01/31/21 Guests: Manuel Bojorquez, CBS News national correspondent (1); Elizabeth 
Palmer, CBS News senior foreign correspondent (2); Cedric Richmond, senior 
adviser to the President, Biden administration (3); Governor Ned Lamont (D-CT) 
(4); Mayor Francis Suarez (D- Miami, FL) (5); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA 
commissioner (6); Janice Jackson, EdD., CEO, Chicago Public Schools (7); Ramy 
Inocencio, CBS News foreign correspondent (8)
1) a report from Miami on the new CDC mask mandate and other attempts to 
control coronavirus spread
2) a report from London on vaccination efforts across Europe and new 
coronavirus strains
3) Topics include: President Biden’s commitment to reopen schools by April / 
President Biden’s coronavirus aid package; Republican lawmakers engaging in 
conspiracy theories
4) Topics include: Connecticut’s success in the distribution of coronavirus 
vaccinations / potential issues with federal vaccine supplies / potentially adopting 
racial considerations for vaccine candidates in place of age / designating 
occupations as essential workers for vaccine eligibility / the appearance of 
coronavirus variants in Connecticut
5) Topics include: measures to contain the spread of coronavirus variants in 
Florida / Governor DeSantis barring local governments from enforcing mask 



mandates / “vaccine tourism” resulting in doses going to people who aren’t 
Florida residents / vaccines disproportionately going to high income communities
6) Topics include: the risk of coronavirus variants spreading in southern 
California and southern Florida / declining coronavirus death rates nationally / 
effectiveness of vaccines on coronavirus variants / differences between 
coronavirus vaccines
7) Topics include: the scheduled February 1st reopening of Chicago public schools 
/ ongoing negotiations with the Chicago Teachers Unions / effects of school 
closure on students, especially minorities / potential virus spread in Chicago from 
open schools alongside open bars and restaurants / potentially prioritizing teachers 
for vaccination when supplies increase
8) a report from Wuhan on scientists’ effort to find how COVID-19 jumped to 
humans

60 MINUTES

01/03/21 “Section 230” – a report on the spread of conspiracies via social media and tech 
companies' lack of legal responsibility. Section 230 is a federal law facing increased 
criticism because it protects companies from being liable for any content posted by 
an individual on their website. Includes interviews with Maatje Benassi, Matt 
Benassi, Lenny Pozner and Andy Parker, who have all been victims of internet 
harassment; and Jeff Kosseff, author and law teacher. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Henry 
Schuster) 
“The Case Against Curtis Flowers” – a report on Curtis Flowers, a Black man in 
Mississippi who was tried six times for the same crime by the same prosecutor. 
Investigative reporters for a podcast helped Flowers to clear his name and expose 
the injustices of the legal system. Includes interviews with Rob McDuff, an attorney 
at the Mississippi Center for Justice; Madeleine Baran, lead reporter for the “In the 
Dark” podcast; Samara Freemark, managing producer of the “In the Dark” podcast; 
Clemmie Fleming, who rescinded her original testimony against Flowers; and 
Doug Evans, the district attorney who prosecuted Flowers. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: 
Draggan Mihailovich, Jacqueline Williams)
“Notes of Grace” – a profile of pianist Igor Levit. After the closure of concert halls 
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, Levit has been forced to explore new methods 
of bringing his unique compositions to an audience. (C: Jon Wertheim – P: Michael 
H. Gavshon)



60 MINUTES (continued)

01/10/21 60 MINUTES (8:02 – 9:02p)
“January 6th” – an interview with Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi about the 
January 6th riots at the United States Capitol. Pelosi recounts what it was like being 
in the Capitol on that day and discusses what she expects going forward with a 
shifted political landscape. (See also: “Two Heartbeats Away”, OAD: 10/22/06; 
“The Bailout”, OAD: 09/28/08; “Insiders”, OAD: 11/13/11; “The Capitol Dome”, 
OAD: 12/01/13; “The Leader”, OAD: 04/14/19; and “The Impeachment Inquiry”, 
OAD: 09/29/19) (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Richard Bonin)
“11,780 Votes” – a report on President Trump's efforts to overturn the election 
results in Georgia. Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger and chief 
operating officer Gabriel Sterling recount their efforts to defend the legitimacy of 
their state's vote counting procedures. Includes interviews with Secretary of State 
Brad Raffensperger (R-GA); and Gabriel Sterling, chief operating officer for the 
secretary of state. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Henry Schuster)
“American Independent” – a profile of the independent senator from Maine 
Angus King. Seen by many as a great defender of justice beholden to neither party, 
Senator King discusses his political career and the fractured state of American 
politics. (C: Jon Wertheim – P: Michael Karzis, Julie Holstein)

01/17/21 “Against All Enemies” – a report on the efforts to ensure a peaceful transition of 
power during the inauguration of President Joe Biden. An increased military 
response has been employed in Washington D.C. to combat security threats. 
Includes interviews with Muriel Bowser, Democratic mayor of Washington, D.C.; 
Ken Cuccinelli, acting deputy secretary of the Department of Homeland Security; 
Robert Contee, Acting Chief of the Metropolitan Police in Washington, D.C.; and 
Senator Chuck Schumer (D-NY). (C: Scott Pelley – P: Nicole Young, Aaron Weisz, 
Pat Milton)
“The Threat” – a report on the siege of the Capitol on January 6th and how law 
enforcement failed to keep the building safe. Individuals who forced their way into 
the building have been identified, while many officials feel the extremist attacks 
should have been better predicted. Includes interviews with Steven Sund, former 
chief of the Capitol Police; Oren Segal, who runs the Center on Extremism for the 
Anti-Defamation League; and Attorney General Dana Nessel (D-MI). (C: Bill 
Whitaker – P: Marc Lieberman, Pat Milton, Sam Hornblower)
“The Comeback” – a profile of Alex Smith, quarterback for the Washington 
Football Team. Following a gruesome injury on the field, Smith underwent a 
rigorous rehabilitation process in order to regain the use of his leg and eventually 
return to the game. Includes interviews with Dr. Robin West, the Washington 
Football Team’s head physician; Elizabeth Smith, wife of Alex Smith; Johnny 
Owens, physical therapist at the Center for the Intrepid; and Dr. Joe Alderete, chief 
of orthopedic reconstructive surgery at the Center for the Intrepid. (C: Norah 
O’Donnell – P: Keith Sharman)

01/24/21 PREEMPTED



01/31/21 “Left Behind” – a report on the impact of COVID-19. As many have lost their 
lives, even more are left struggling to figure out their lives in the wake of a 
worldwide pandemic. Includes interviews with Lauren Thomas, Trish Phillips, 
Colin Phillips, Jamie Drezek, Caden Drezek, Emerick Falta, Jake Schoffstall and 
Jennifer Schoffstall, who all lost family to COVID-19. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Aaron 
Weisz)
“The Biodata Race” – a report on Chinese efforts to collect biological data from 
American citizens. Personal health data has been identified as a lucrative resource 
for both developing medical technology and greatly increasing the power of 
whoever possesses the most data. The BGI Group, a global health group based in 
China, has made drastic efforts to obtain as much Biodata as possible. Includes 
interviews with Bill Evanina, former top counterintelligence official in the U.S.; 
Edward You, supervisory special agent for the FBI and former biochemist; and 
Sophie Richardson, director of the China program for Human Rights Watch. (C: 
Jon Wertheim – P: Oriana Zill de Granados)
“DNA For Sale” – a report on genealogy companies who collect user's DNA data 
to be shared with other companies and organizations. Law enforcement officials 
fear citizens are unaware of who exactly gains access to their DNA when they 
agree to give away the information. Includes interviews with Bill Evanina, former 
top counterintelligence official in the U.S.; Edward You, supervisory special 
agent for the FBI and former biochemist; Lisa Ikemoto, UC-Davis professor of 
law; and Anne Wojcicki, CEO and founder of “23andMe”.  (C: Jon Wertheim – 
P: Oriana Zill de Granados, Emily Gordon)
UPDATE: “Putin’s Public Enemy” (OAD: 10/18/20)

48 HOURS

01/02/21 48 HOURS: “The Tara Grinstead Mystery” – an update on the case of Tara 
Grinstead and the tips ignored by law enforcement that could have closed her case 
years earlier. The Georgia schoolteacher was last seen in Ocilla, leaving a party 
on October 22nd, 2005. When she failed to turn up for work, police were 
contacted. Officers and Maria Woods Harber, Tara’s friend, entered her home to 
find it mostly undisturbed, save for a broken lamp. Outside, suspicions were 
aroused by a latex glove. Attention quickly turned to men Tara had been dating, 
including her former boyfriend who had recently returned to town. However, all 
the men had alibis. Weeks later Jannis Paulk, Tara’s neighbor, was told by an 
employee about overhearing two men - Bo Dukes and Ryan Duke - claiming to 
have burned Tara’s body. She reported this to police. In 2006, John McCullough 
was spending the holidays with Bo Dukes. After getting drunk, Dukes admitted 
his involvement with Tara’s disappearance. In February 2007, John reported this 
to three different police departments. Neither Jannis’ nor John’s tips were 
followed up on by law enforcement for years. In 2015, Bo Dukes began dating 
Brooke Sheridan. Eventually, he would tell her about his part in Tara Grinstead’s 
disappearance. At her urging, he confessed to the police that he had burned Tara’s 



body in a pecan orchard his family owned in an attempt to cover up her death at 
the hands of Ryan Duke during a botched robbery. Duke was arrested and 
confessed to Tara’s murder. DNA tests matched him to the latex glove found 
outside Tara’s home. In March 2019, Dukes went on trial for charges related to 
covering up Tara’s death. He would be convicted on all charges and sentenced to 
25 years in prison. On-screen text graphic: Ryan Duke's trial has not been 
scheduled. It has been delayed by defense motions and the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Interviewed: Jannis Paulk, Tara’s neighbor; Maria Woods Harber, Tara’s friend; 
Dana Wilder, Tara’s friend; Marcus Harper, Tara’s ex-boyfriend; Gary Rothwell, 
Georgia Bureau of Investigation Special Agent; John McCullough, Bo Dukes’ 
friend; Brooke Sheridan, Bo Dukes’ girlfriend; Maurice Goodwin, forensic 
investigator. (See also: 48 HOURS VANISHED: “Stolen Beauty”, OAD: 
07/01/08; Rebroadcast: 01/10/09 as 48 HOURS SPECIAL PRESENTATION: 
“Stolen Beauty”) (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Alec Sirken, Lauren Clark)

01/09/21 48 HOURS: “What Ever Happened to Mary Day?” (9:00 - 10:00p) – a report 
on the search to find a young girl who was last seen in 1981. In 2002, Sherrie 
Calgaro filed a police report about her sister Mary Day, who went missing in 
1981 at the age of 13. Sherrie had been adopted by a foster family, while Mary 
and their middle sister Kathy, returned to their mother Charlotte and her new 
husband, William Houle. Mary was last seen at the Houle home in Seaside, 
California. William accused Mary of poisoning his dog, which led to a physical 
altercation. Charlotte and William claimed that Mary ran away, but they never 
filed a police report -- allegedly so they could continue claiming the Social 
Security checks Mary was receiving because of her deceased father. In March 
2003, authorities canvassed the former home of the Houles with cadaver dogs, all 
of which focused on one spot in the backyard. After digging, police found the 
decaying sneaker of a young girl, but no body. A month later, Detective Joe 
Bertaina interviewed Charlotte and William after locating them in Kansas. 
William recalled the altercation with Mary and admitted to striking her. He 
claimed he could not have killed her, but admitted to feeling “possessed” at the 
time and that the “demon” inside him could have. Detective Bertaina and Police 
Chief Steve Cercone took this as a confession, but the district attorney was not 
ready to bring charges. In November of that year, a routine traffic stop in Phoenix, 
Arizona, turned up a woman claiming to be Mary Day. Authorities performed a 
DNA test on “Phoenix Mary” and confirmed she was Charlotte Houle’s daughter. 
The police closed the case and Sherrie invited Mary to move in with her, but she 
soon began to question if this woman was her sister. Sherrie noticed Mary often 
went by the name “Monica Devereaux” and had a peculiar accent. Mary also sent 
an email to Detective Bertaina saying she had been lying about who she was. 
Despite this, the case remained closed. However, in 2008 Chief Cercone was 
informed that an unrelated investigation at Fort Ord had resulted in cadaver dogs 
focusing on a second home the Houles had lived in. Once again, police were 
unable to find a body. Chief Cercone hired private investigator Mark Clark to 
look into the case. Clark’s theory was that the Houles murdered Mary in 1981 and 
that “Phoenix Mary” was a previously unknown daughter of Charlotte’s that they 



enticed to impersonate Mary with the promise of money. In 2017, acting Police 
Chief Judy Veloz had further testing conducted that showed “Phoenix Mary’s” 
DNA matched Charlotte as well as the birth father. She further concluded that 
gaps in Mary’s memory were due to a traumatic life and alcoholism. Her report 
closed the investigation. On-screen text graphic: Mary Day died nine days after 
Judy Veloz interviewed her. There was no funeral. Interviewed: Detective Joe 
Bertaina, police officer; Steve Cercone, former police chief; Sherrie Calgaro, 
Mary’s sister; Kathy Pires, Mary’s sister; Mark Clark, private investigator; Judy 
Veloz, acting police chief; Shaun Moore, CEO, Trueface. (C: Maureen Maher – 
P: Chuck Stevenson) (OAD: 05/02/20)

48 HOURS (continued)

01/09/21 48 HOURS: "The Suspicious Death of Christian Andreacchio" (10:00 - 
11:00p) – a report on the conflicting accounts of one young man’s death. On 
February 26th, 2014, Dylan Swearingen called 911 to report the death of his 
friend, Christian Andreacchio, in Meridian, MS. A police investigation concluded 
it was a suicide. However, Christian’s parents disputed this as they had never seen 
suicidal tendencies from him. They suspected Dylan and Whitley Goodman, 
Christian’s girlfriend, were involved. Four months later, new chief of police 
Benny Dubose noted issues with the investigation: police had spent just 45 
minutes at the crime scene and taken photos there on cell phones; blood spatter 
associated with gunshots and fingerprints from Christian’s gun had been cleaned 
up. Investigators also ignored that earlier in the day, Dylan was seen at a credit 
union attempting to withdraw all of Christian’s funds. Dubose tasked Captain Jay 
Arrington to re-examine the case. Arrington determined that Christian’s body had 
been moved and his time of death was likely hours before Dylan’s 911 call. He 
concluded Christian’s death was a homicide. In October 2017, charges against 
Dylan and Whitley were brought to a grand jury, however Arrington’s report was 
not presented to jurors. They concluded there was not enough evidence to go to 
trial. In August 2020, Arrington’s report was made public. Learning that 
Arrington’s report was excluded, district attorney Kassie Coleman decided she 
would reconvene a grand jury and find a new prosecutor to present the case. On-
screen text graphic: The Andreacchios are lobbying for a law named after their 
son. "Christian's Law" would restrict the public release of autopsy photos in 
Mississippi. Interviewed: Rae Andreacchio, Christian’s mother; Todd 
Andreacchio, Christian’s father; Kassie Coleman, Lauderdale County District 
Attorney; Christie Chatterton, Whitley’s mother; Chris Thompson, Christian’s 
uncle; Pam Swearingen, Dylan’s mother; Benny Dubose, Meridian, MS Chief of 
Police; Doctor Jonathan Arden, former medical examiner; Sheila Wysocki, 
Andreacchio family private investigator; Captain Jay Arrington, Meridian Police 
detective; Whitley Goodman, Christian’s girlfriend; “Woman”, grand juror; J. 
Stewart Parrish, Captain Arrington’s attorney; Bradley Clanton, Whitley’s 
attorney. (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Chris O’Connell, Emily Wichick)



01/16/21 48 HOURS: “The Murder of Jackie Vandagriff” – a report on the murder of a 
Texas woman and its ties to the stalking of a college student. In the summer of 
2016, Caitlin Mathis began a relationship with Charles Bryant in Grapevine, TX. 
She ended it in August as she was leaving for the University of North Texas in 
Denton. Charles attempted to get back together with her and continually showed 
up to her dorm and workplace unannounced. With the help of campus police, she 
filed a protective order, which he continued to violate, resulting in multiple 
arrests. On September 13th, 2016, Charles went to a bar he knew Caitlin 
frequented and met Jackie Vandagriff. The pair left together in his car. The next 
day, Jackie’s body was found burned in a kiddie pool in Grapevine. Police found 
Charles since he had given a business card to one of Jackie’s friends. They were 
again able to arrest him due to violation of the protective order. A search of 
Charles’ home turned up Jackie’s purse. Police also found footage of him buying 
a shovel late that same night. In police interviews, Charles eventually admitted to 
having consensual sex with Jackie that involved her being choked with a zip tie, 
which accidentally resulted in her death. He was arrested for murder and went on 
trial in April 2018. Charles’ defense team continued to argue Jackie’s death was 
an accident and disposing her body was the result of intoxication. The prosecution 
presented the crime as an extension of the stalking Caitlin had endured. However, 
a judge would not allow the jury to hear her testimony. After deliberation, Charles 
was found guilty and sentenced to life in prison. On-screen text graphic: Jackie 
Vandagriff's family has endowed an internship in health and wellness at Texas 
Woman's University in her name. Interviewed: Captain John Luna, Grapevine 
Police officer; Jackie Ton, Jackie’s friend; Caitlin Mathis, Charles’ ex-girlfriend; 
Karen Hulsey, Caitlin’s mother; Captain Jeremy Polk, University of North Texas 
campus police officer; Jim Holland, Texas Ranger; Kristie Dixon, dated Charles; 
Glynis McGinty, Charles’ defense attorney; Lucas Allan, prosecutor; Anna 
Hernandez, prosecutor. (C: Jim Axelrod – P: Sarah Prior, Lauren A. White)

48 HOURS (continued)

01/23/21 48 HOURS: “The 30-Year Secret - The Tracey Harris Murder” – a report on 
the murder case of a young mother that had been cold since 1990 and the husband 
who was the prime suspect. Tracey Harris was last seen in Ozark, AL the evening 
of March 7th, 1990. A week later, her body was found in the Choctawhatchee 
River. An autopsy concluded she had drowned, but also noted marks on her neck 
consistent with strangulation. Suspicion quickly turned to her husband, Carl. Over 
a dozen witnesses told police they had seen him abuse her and that he had a young 
girlfriend that he wished to leave Tracey for. Police did not make any arrests and 
the case went cold until 2016 when the Ozark Police Department’s cold case unit 
re-examined it. After re-interviewing witnesses, police still considered Carl the 
prime suspect. On September 13th, 2016, he was arrested for murder. Carl was 
scheduled to go on trial January 13th, 2020. While preparing the case, prosecutor 
Jordan Davis contacted Dawn Beasley to testify about the domestic violence she 
witnessed. Dawn refused and eventually revealed that in 1990 her husband, Jeff 
Beasley, admitted to killing Tracey. Police tracked down Jeff who still lived in 



Ozark. In police interviews, he eventually confessed to accidentally killing Tracey 
as the two waded in the Choctawhatchee River after she threatened to reveal the 
affair he claimed they were having. Jeff was arrested and charged with murder. 
On what was to be the date of his trial, the prosecutor dropped the case against 
Carl. At his trial, Jeff pled guilty and received a 30-year sentence. Carl filed 
notice of his plan to sue the City of Ozark. On-screen text graphic: Dawn 
reached out to Carolyn to apologize. Carolyn responded, but says she isn't ready 
to talk. Interviewed: Kirke Adams, Dale County district attorney; Selina Dodson, 
Tracey’s childhood friend; Carl Harris, Tracey’s husband; Jordan Davis, Assistant 
Dale County district attorney; Dawn Beasley, Tracey’s friend; Carolyn Aznavour, 
Tracey’s daughter; David Harrison, Carl’s defense attorney. (C: Maureen Maher – 
P: Ruth Chenetz)

01/30/21 48 HOURS: “The Murder of Haley Anderson” (9:00 - 10:00p) – a report on 
the murder of Binghamton University nursing student Haley Anderson by fellow 
nursing student Orlando Tercero. In early March 2018, Haley Anderson’s friends 
were concerned after she didn’t show up to a friend’s poetry reading. They 
tracked her iPhone to Tercero’s apartment, where her friend Josie Artin climbed 
through the window and found her body in Tercero’s bedroom. Footage from 
surveillance cameras around the home showed Anderson entering with Tercero on 
March 8th, but never leaving. Investigators believed Tercero attempted suicide, 
based on a tie hung in a doorway and a note he left, in which they believed 
Tercero admitted to killing Anderson. Tercero was seen leaving the home one last 
time before driving to New York’s JFK airport, where he boarded a flight to 
Nicaragua. Four days later, his mother drove him to a hospital after another failed 
suicide attempt, where he was arrested by Nicaraguan authorities. Because of 
Tercero’s dual citizenship, he was not extradited to the United States. In October 
2019, he was tried for the crime of “femicide”; the Broome County District 
Attorney’s office aided the prosecution. Tercero’s attorney presented a temporary 
insanity defense, with a court appointed psychologist as his only witness. After a 
90-minute recess, the judge declared Tercero guilty. Two weeks later, he was 
sentenced to 30 years in prison. On February 4, 2020, Tercero appeared in appeals 
court, where his attorney argued for a new psychological evaluation, to be 
conducted by a forensic psychologist. Magistrates quickly denied the request. 
Additionally, the defense argued that because Tercero was indicted in the U.S. for 
second-degree murder, the court was obligated to adhere to the lighter sentencing 
guidelines associated with it. On March 10, 2020, the appellate court denied that 
part of the appeal as well. On-screen text graphic: Tonight’s 48 Hours is 
dedicated to Ana Real. Interviewed: Josie Artin, Haley’s friend; Karen Anderson, 
Haley’s mother; Kevin Ocampo, Haley’s boyfriend; Jesse Bua, Tercero’s friend 
and roommate; Sydney Matuszak, Haley’s friend; Lieutenant Cory Minor, 
Binghamton Police; Steve Cornwell, former Broome County (New York) district 
attorney; Daniel Urcuyo, Tercero’s friend (in Nicaragua); Juan David Aleman, 
Tercero’s friend (in Nicaragua); Ashley Lopez, Tercero’s friend (in Nicaragua); 
Estephanie Moroney, Tercero’s friend (in Nicaragua); and an unidentified female 



friend of Tercero, who asked to remain anonymous (in Nicaragua). (C: Maria 
Elena Salinas – P: Judy Rybak, Stephanie Slifer) (OAD: 04/25/20)

48 HOURS (continued)

01/30/21 48 HOURS: “The Search for Christie Wilson” (10:00 - 11:00p) – an update on 
the case of Christie Wilson, a 27-year-old from Sacramento, CA, who disappeared 
in October 2005. She was last seen at the Thunder Valley Casino in the company 
of Mario Garcia, a 53-year-old married father of two. A lengthy investigation 
revealed that Mario had a prior criminal record including charges of rape and 
assault with a deadly weapon and spousal abuse. That information, as well as 
DNA evidence linking him to Christie, resulted in his arrest. His trial lasted two 
months and the jury deliberated for just three days. Despite the absence of a 
murder weapon and physical evidence to prove that Christie Wilson was dead, 
Mario Garcia was sentenced in January 2007 to a term of 25 years to life. Based 
on a serious prior conviction and other charges, his sentence was raised to 59 
years. The search for Christie’s remains continued as he filed appeals from prison. 
In 2017, after Mario saw a television interview with Christie’s mother Debbie 
Boyd, he reached out and attempted to use the location of Christie’s remains as a 
bargaining chip. Instead, investigators re-interviewed Mario’s family regarding 
the days before his arrest and learned about extensive landscaping he did on his 
property at the time. In August 2020, ground penetrating radar revealed pockets 
around the property. Excavating these pockets turned up human remains, which 
were confirmed to be Christie Wilson. Debbie and Christie's father Dennis had 
Christie's remains cremated. In October 2020, to mark the anniversary of her 
death, Debbie visited the pier in Capitola where the family placed a plaque many 
years ago. On-screen text graphic: Mario Garcia died of pneumonia on 
December 24th, 2020. He died without ever admitting guilt. Interviewed: Tiffney 
Devries, Christie’s friend; Debbie Boyd, Christie’s mother; Danny Burlando, 
Christie’s boyfriend; Don Murchison, Placer County district attorney’s office 
investigator; Mario Garcia, Christie’s killer (interviewed 2006); George Malim, 
Investigations Commander (interviewed 2005); Stacie Wilson, Christie’s sister 
(interviewed 2005); Wendy Ward, Mario’s ex-girlfriend (interviewed 2006); Jean 
Garcia, Mario’s then-wife (interviewed 2006); Tom Davis, Wendy’s friend, 
brother of Mario’s girlfriend (interviewed 2006); Jon Cave, retired Oakland, CA 
police investigator (interviewed 2006); Garen Horst, Plaster County deputy 
district attorney (interviewed 2005); Robert Royer, emergency room doctor, 
witness (interviewed 2006); Pat Boyd, Debbie’s husband and Christie’s 
stepfather; Nuno Tavares, Placer County district attorney’s office investigator; 
Morgan Gire, Placer County District Attorney; Cindy Arrington, archaeologist. 
(See also: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Highest Stakes”, OAD: 03/04/06; and 48 
HOURS MYSTERY: “The Biggest Gamble”, OAD: 02/17/07 – a follow-up 
report, rebroadcast: 12/22/07 – included an update.) (C: Erin Moriarty – P: Paul 
La Rosa, Dena Goldstein)



CBS NEWS SPECIAL

01/20/21 CBS NEWS: One Nation Indivisible – a primetime special on today’s 
inauguration of Joseph Robinette Biden, Jr. as the 46th President, Kamala Harris, 
the first female, Black and South Asian American as the 49th Vice President and 
the many challenges facing the new administration. Includes insight and 
perspective on (1) President Biden, through separate interviews with Cindy 
McCain, widow of the late Senator John McCain; Delaware N.A.A.C.P. President 
Richard “Mouse” Smith; and Fred Sears, a college friend; and on (2) Vice 
President Harris, through separate interviews with Stacey Johnson Batiste, a 
childhood friend; and Melanie Wilcox Miles, who attended Howard University 
with Ms. Harris. Includes an excerpt of Harris and husband Douglas Emhoff’s 
joint interview from the 01/17/2021 edition of CBS SUNDAY MORNING. Also 
includes: (3) a report on America’s deep divisions, focusing on Kenosha, WI, 
where in 2017, CBS News spoke to Trump supporters on his inauguration day. 
Includes interviews with: Georgianna Counterman, former Trump supporter; Pat 
Moran, Trump supporter and former Mayor of Kenosha; Lou Rugani, radio 
personality and Trump supporter; Atifa Robinson, community advocate; and 
Christie Coshki, teacher and Trump supporter. Includes footage from the original 
2017 report; and (4) an update of a report from 2017, which featured interviews 
with Sina, Norah, Lynn and Larissa -- all children from immigrant families, 
reacting to Trump’s divisive rhetoric. This update includes footage from the 2017 
report, as well as new interviews in which they react to the incoming Biden 
administration and the current state of affairs in America. Correspondents: Norah 
O’Donnell (anchor, CBS News Washington) (1); Gayle King (co-anchor, CBS 
THIS MORNING) (2); Erin Moriarty (correspondent, 48 HOURS) (3); and Peter 
Van Sant (correspondent, 48 HOURS) (4). (Producers not listed for this 
broadcast).

* * * * *



CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
PUBLIC AFFAIRS BROADCASTS

FEBRUARY 2021

FACE THE NATION

02/07/21 Guests: Mark Strassmann, FACE THE NATION senior national 
correspondent (1); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) (3); Janet Yellen, Secretary 
of the Treasury (4); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News senior foreign correspondent 
(5); Dr. Maria Van Kerkhove, World Health Organization COVID-19 Lead (6); 
Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA commissioner (7); James Brown, CBS News 
special correspondent, host, The NFL Today (8)
Guest Interviewer: Norah O’Donnell, anchor, CBS EVENING NEWS WITH 
NORAH O’DONNELL (2)
1) a report from Tampa on coronavirus precautions at the Super Bowl
2) a brief videotaped excerpt of today’s pre-game interview with President Joe 
Biden
3) Topics include: Iran’s refusal to stop work on nuclear enrichment; potentially 
keeping troops in Afghanistan past May; the constitutionality of impeaching 
President Trump a second time
4) Topics include: the stalling of the national job market / the high number of 
women and people of color who have left the workforce / the potential for 
permanent paid leave and childcare benefits / the debate around the amount and 
timing of a third pandemic stimulus payment; forthcoming bills targeted at job 
creation; the rise in the price of GameStop stock
5) a report from London on international coronavirus vaccination efforts
6) Topics include: viral mutations and new strains of coronavirus / the measures 
most effective in containing coronavirus outbreaks / successful quarantine 
measures in countries like Australia and New Zealand / concerns over the 
effectiveness of AstraZeneca’s vaccine on the South African coronavirus strain / 
investigations into coronavirus’ origins in China
7) Topics include: the effectiveness of coronavirus vaccines on new strains / the 
importance of learning coronavirus’ origins in China / the prevalence of U.K. 
variant in Florida and California / mitigation steps necessary to safely reopen 
schools / the consistent coronavirus vaccination rates in the U.S.
8) Topics include: reduced capacity crowd at the Super Bowl / NFL players 
encouraging vaccinations among minority communities / lack of diversity among 
NFL coaches / continued social activism among NFL players

02/14/21 Guests: Representative Joe Neguse (D-CO) (1); Boris Johnson, Prime Minister, 
United Kingdom (2); Dr. Rochelle Walensky, Director, Centers for Disease 



Control (3); Heyward Donigan, President & CEO, Rite-Aid (4); Dr. Scott 
Gottlieb, former FDA commissioner (5); Mark Strassmann, FACE THE NATION 
senior national correspondent (6)
1) Topics include: President Trump’s second impeachment acquittal / working 
with Republicans following President Trump’s acquittal / House Managers 
choosing not to call trial witnesses / exclusion of Congress members’ January 6th 
comments from the impeachment trial
2) Topics include: the effect of President Trump’s impeachment acquittal on the 
U.S.’s global standing; U.S. and U.K. support of the Global Vaccine Alliance / 
World Health Organization investigations into coronavirus’ origins in China / 
plans to reopen British schools in March; relationship between President Biden 
and Prime Minister Johnson; Northern Ireland’s relationship with the European 
Union following Brexit
3) Topic include: the risks of reopening schools in areas where the U.K. 
coronavirus strain is prevalent; increase in mental health-related issues among 
children during the pandemic / potential trajectory for coronavirus infection and 
death rates / effectiveness of vaccines on new coronavirus variants
4) Topics include: benefits of vaccine distribution through private pharmacies / 
measures to ensure vaccine outreach to underserved communities / drop in 
coronavirus testing
5) Topics include: role of private companies in expanding vaccine distribution / 
vaccine manufacturing shift to combatting new coronavirus variants / 
effectiveness of vaccines on new coronavirus variants
6) a report on the January 6th Capitol riot and President Trump’s second 
impeachment acquittal

FACE THE NATION (continued)

02/21/21 Guests: Mark Strassmann, FACE THE NATION senior national correspondent 
(1); Jake Sullivan, National Security Adviser, Biden administration (2); Mayor 
Sylvester Turner (D-Houston, TX) (3); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA 
commissioner (4, 7); Matthew Pottinger, former Deputy National Security 
Adviser, Trump administration (5); Mayor Betsy Price (R-Fort Worth, TX) (6)
1) a report from Atlanta on the continued power and water issues in Texas 
following severe snowstorms
2) Topics include: World Health Organization investigations into the coronavirus 
pandemic / potential influence of China on the World Health Organization / the 
Trump administration’s response to the coronavirus pandemic; Americans being 
held hostage in Iran / opening discussions on nuclear enrichment with Iran; 
responding to Russia regarding SolarWinds hacking
3) Topics include: President Biden choosing not to visit Texas / Texas’ failure to 
winterize power lines and power plants / exorbitant power bills received by 
Texans; coronavirus vaccine distribution in Houston
4) Topics include: the possible resurgence in infection rates due to coronavirus 
variants / need to vaccinate children to reach herd immunity / success of the 
vaccine in preventing coronavirus transmission



5) Topics include: World Health Organization’s repeating of coronavirus 
misinformation from China at the start of the pandemic / relationship between the 
intelligence community and the CDC regarding coronavirus information / 
possibility that coronavirus was manufactured by China / mistake of not telling 
Americans to wear masks at the start of the pandemic / President Trump’s 
coronavirus diagnosis / potential of additional CDC centers to improve future 
outbreak response / need for the intelligence community to prioritize biological 
threats / Trump administration’s response to the coronavirus pandemic
6) Topics include: Republicans’ management of the Texas power grid / financial 
responsibility for Texans’ exorbitant power bills / federal response to the disaster 
in Texas; vaccine distribution in Fort Worth
7) Topics include: persistence of the theory that coronavirus was manufactured / 
information needed from China to determine coronavirus’ origins

02/28/21 Guests: Mark Strassmann, FACE THE NATION senior national correspondent 
(1); Dr. Anthony Fauci, Chief Medical Advisor to President Biden, Director, 
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (2); Governor Kristi Noem 
(R-SD) (3); Ronna McDaniel, chairwoman, Republican National Committee 
(RNC) (4); Representative Adam Kinzinger (R-IL) (5); Governor Andy Beshear 
(D-KY) (6); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA commissioner (7)
1) a report from Atlanta on coronavirus infection rates and vaccination efforts
2) Topics include: approval of Johnson & Johnson’s new coronavirus vaccine / 
logistical issues in vaccine distribution / new coronavirus strains in New York and 
California / risk of vaccinated people still spreading coronavirus / actions from 
Conservative leaders impeding virus mitigation efforts
3) Topics include: South Dakota’s lack of coronavirus mitigation policies / 
coronavirus infection and death rates in South Dakota / the Sturgis Motorcycle 
Rally as a superspreader event; President Trump’s failure to act in response to the 
January 6th Capitol riot
4) Topics include: RNC’s continued support of President Trump despite election 
losses / division within national and state Republican Parties / President Trump’s 
2022 and 2024 election efforts / effects of the January 6th Capitol riot on President 
Trump and the Republican Party / media bias against Republicans / the 
association between Republicans and White supremacists and QAnon
5) Topics include: divisions within the Republican Party / President Trump’s 
ability to motivate voters / Republican Senators considering a 2024 Presidential 
run; former President Trump and President Biden’s lack of action regarding the 
killing of Jamal Khashoggi
6) Topics include: efforts to open Kentucky schools by March 1st / unions 
preventing classification of teachers as essential to receive vaccines / vaccine 
rollout efforts in Kentucky / divisions within the Democratic Party / need for 
federal aid from a new COVID relief bill
7) Topics include: effectiveness of Johnson & Johnson’s new coronavirus vaccine 
/ increased mobility keeping coronavirus infection rates from dropping / new 
coronavirus strains in New York and California / coronavirus death rates in states 
with least stringent mandates



60 MINUTES

02/07/21 PREEMPTED

02/14/21 “SolarWinds” – a report on the Russian cyberattack that compromised heavily 
protected American computer systems last March. The malware gained entry to 
confidential computer systems across many government organizations and major 
corporations via the popular program SolarWinds. The breach is widely 
considered to be ongoing. Includes interviews with Brad Smith, president of 
Microsoft; Kevin Mandia, CEO of FireEye; Chris Inglis, former Deputy Director 
of the National Security Agency; and Jon Miller, CEO of Boldend. (C: Bill 
Whitaker – P: Graham Messick, Jack Weingart)
“Bill Gates 3.0” – an interview with Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates. Gates 
discusses the various innovations he believes will be necessary to eliminate 
greenhouse gas emissions. He also explains a variety of companies and 
technologies he has invested in, ranging from food to manufacturing and 
energy. Includes an interview with Lindsey Boles, director of engineering at 
TerraPower. (See also: “Bill Gates”, OAD: 11/09/99 on 60 MINUTES II; “Out Of 
Control”, OAD: 04/11/04; “Giving Away A Fortune”, OAD: 10/03/10; “Bill 
Gates 2.0", OAD: 05/12/13; “The Giving Pledge”, OAD: 11/17/13; and “The 
Price Of Admission”, OAD: 04/29/18) (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Denise Schrier 
Cetta, Katie Brennan)
“Simone Biles” – a profile of gymnast Simone Biles. The 23 year-old explains 
her training regimen and how it has changed with the postponement of the 2020 
Summer Olympics in Tokyo. Biles also discusses the adversity she's encountered 
in her career. Includes interviews with Laurent and Cecile Landi, her coaches; and 
Ron and Nellie Biles, her parents. (C: Sharon Alfonsi – P: Draggan Mihailovich)
UPDATE: “11,780 Votes” (OAD: 01/10/21)

02/21/21 “Attack on the Judiciary” – a report on calls for increased judicial security. 
Many federal judges have been the victims of threats, and in some cases fatal 
attacks, by disgruntled citizens who seek retribution. These judges feel it is the 
responsibility of the government to help protect them. Includes interviews with 
Judge Esther Salas, whose son was murdered; Judge James Robart, who received 
death threats after a tweet from President Trump; and Suzanne Spaulding, who 
ran top cybersecurity operations for both Democratic and Republican 
administrations. (See also: 48 HOURS: “The Deliveryman Murders”, OAD: 
02/20/21) (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Heather Abbott)
“Handcuffed to the Truth” – a report on the 10th anniversary of the Syrian 
Uprising. Efforts are still being made to hold the Syrian government and President 
Bashar al-Assad accountable for the war crimes in their country. Includes 
interviews with Stephen Rapp, American lawyer and former United States 
Ambassador-at-Large for War Crimes Issues in the Office of Global Criminal 
Justice; Caesar (alias), a former Syrian military photographer; Sami (alias), 
Caesar’s friend who uploaded photos; and Ali (alias), who was imprisoned in 
Syria. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Nicole Young)



“QAnon” – a report on the right-wing conspiracy theory QAnon and efforts to 
fight against it. The anonymous campaign of misinformation has given an 
increased platform to the claims of a deep state with secret government plots 
against Americans. Efforts to fight against QAnon have sought to discredit 
extremist ideologies. Includes interviews with Elizabeth Neumann, former Deputy 
Chief of Staff of the Department of Homeland Security for the Trump 
administration; Pastor Derek Kubilus, pastor of a small Methodist church in 
northeast Ohio; Joel Finkelstein, director of NCRI at Rutgers University; and 
Nate, a school psychologist in Minnesota whose mother is part of QAnon. (C: 
Lesley Stahl – P: Shachar Bar-On, Natalie Jimenez Peel)
UPDATE: “The Lincoln Project” (OAD: 10/11/20)

60 MINUTES (continued)

02/28/21 “Progress & Patience” – a report on continued efforts to distribute the 
coronavirus vaccine in the United States. To increase immunity to the virus in the 
American public, officials must overcome low supply levels of the vaccine, as 
well as distrust for the inoculation process. Includes interviews with Jeff Zients, 
coronavirus coordinator for the Biden administration; Dr. Travis Gayles, chief 
public health officer for Montgomery County, Maryland; Sean Kirk, Executive 
Vice President of Manufacturing and Technical Operations for Emergent 
BioSolutions; Albert Bourla, CEO of Pfizer; Jason Kelly, CEO of Ginko 
BioWorks; and Becky Taylor, a public school teacher who is helping people find 
vaccine appointments. (C: Bill Whitaker - P: Marc Lieberman)
“Incoming” – a report on the ballistic missile strike carried out by Iran against 
American troops in January 2020. The missiles were a response to an American 
drone strike that killed Iranian general Qasem Soleimani and threatened to start a 
war between the two countries. Includes interviews with Major Alan Johnson, 
General Frank McKenzie, Lieutenant Colonel Tim Garland, Lieutenant Colonel 
Staci Coleman, Master Sergeant John Haines, and Sergeant Kimo Keltz, who 
were all at the Al Asad Air Base during the missile strike. (C: David Martin - P: 
Mary Walsh)
“Colson Whitehead” – a profile of Pulitzer Prize-winning author Colson 
Whitehead. Whitehead's books weave fantasy and historic underpinnings to tell 
vivid stories that comment on race and society. Includes an interview with Julie 
Barer, his wife. (C: John Dickerson – P: Sarah Koch)

48 HOURS

02/06/21 PREEMPTION

02/13/21 48 HOURS: “What Does The Other Woman Know? The Disappearance of 
Jennifer Dulos" – a report on the disappearance of a Connecticut woman and the 
possible involvement of her estranged husband and his girlfriend. On May 24th 
2019, Jennifer Dulos dropped her children off at their New Canaan, CT school, 



but could not be located afterwards. That evening she was declared a missing 
person. Police quickly located her SUV at a park near her home. Inside, they 
found blood that looked as if someone had tried to clean it up. Investigations 
eventually focused on Jennifer’s estranged husband, Fotis Dulos, with whom she 
was in a bitter divorce and custody battle with. Police obtained data from his cell 
phone, then located security camera footage for the various locations he visited 
the day of Jennifer’s disappearance. The footage showed Fotis driving around 
with his girlfriend, Michelle Troconis, dumping trash bags around Hartford, CT. 
The bags were recovered and contained items including zip ties, ponchos and 
women’s clothing, all covered in blood and traces of Jennifer’s DNA. On June 1st, 
Fotis and Michelle were arrested, but without a body, police could only charge 
them for tampering with or fabricating physical evidence and first-degree 
hindering prosecution. After being released on bail, Michelle cooperated with 
police investigations and eventually admitted that Fotis had not been with her the 
morning of Jennifer’s disappearance, as he had previously stated. On January 7th, 
2020, Michelle and Fotis were arrested for conspiracy to commit murder. Police 
eventually identified a pickup truck belonging to one of Fotis’ workmen that was 
spotted travelling from his home to New Canaan the morning of May 24th. A 
search of the truck turned up a bloodstain on the seat, which matched Jennifer’s 
DNA. When Fotis did not turn up for a court date later that month, emergency 
responders were dispatched to his home where they found him unconscious from 
a suicide attempt. He died two days later. The state of Connecticut is moving 
forward with Michelle’s trial. The broadcast also includes footage from a 2019 
visit to Fotis’ home around Christmas, with him and his family, just 10 days 
before he was arrested for murder, and an interview with his attorney, Norm 
Pattis, on the day his client died. On-screen text graphic: The children are being 
raised by Jennifer's mother in New York City. Interviewed: Carrie Luft, Jennifer’s 
friend; Sergeant Kenneth Ventresca, Connecticut State Police; Chief Leon 
Krolikowski, New Canaan Police; Rena Dulos Kyrimi, Fotis’ sister; Claudia 
Troconis, Michelle’s sister; Detective John Kimball, Connecticut State Police; 
Richard Colangelo Jr., Connecticut chief state's attorney; Thomas Patten, New 
Canaan police officer; Dave Altimari, reporter, Hartford Courant; Daniella 
Troconis, Michelle’s sister; Klelia Kyrimi, Fotis’ niece; Angelika Kyrimi, Fotis’ 
niece; Carlos Troconis, Michelle’s father; Jon Schoenhorn, Michelle’s attorney. 
(C: Erin Moriarty – P: Liza Finley, Elena DiFiore)



48 HOURS (continued)

02/20/21 48 HOURS: “Reuschel vs. Reuschel” (9:00 - 10:00p) - a report on the trial of 
Mike Reuschel for the attempted murder of his wife, Sue Reuschel. On February 
3rd, 2018, police in Gainesville, Florida responded to a home invasion at the home 
of Mike and Sue Reuschel. According to Mike, an intruder entered the home and 
stabbed Sue, though Detective David Visconti did not find evidence consistent 
with that account. After waking up from emergency surgery, Sue revealed there 
was no intruder and claimed Mike was the assailant; he was arrested for attempted 
murder. Mike’s daughter, Caroline, asserted Sue fabricated her story and recalled 
Sue being a heavy drinker, who exerted control over Mike’s behavior and was 
jealous of her. Surprisingly, Sue took an active role in planning Caroline’s 
wedding and paid for an expensive wedding dress. At her wedding, Caroline 
noticed a scar on Mike’s face, and he revealed that Sue had been physically 
abusive for years. Sue was arrested for domestic battery in November 2017, a fact 
that only came out during Mike’s trial. According to Sue, Mike revealed that 
Caroline’s wedding went over budget by $150,000, which led to an argument that 
became physical. Afterwards, Sue agreed to move to a condo they owned and get 
counseling for anger and drinking problems. In February 2018, Sue returned to 
Gainesville to attempt a reconciliation. At dinner, a text from Caroline led to a 
fight. Mike and Sue drove home separately, with Sue sending Mike angry texts 
the whole way, including ones asking for a divorce. Sue stated that she was in the 
guest room when Mike came in, got on top on her and stabbed her in the stomach, 
cut her fingers, and slashed her wrists. He then laid in the bed next to her until she 
agreed to the story about an intruder. In Mike’s version of the events, he entered 
the guest room to find Sue holding a knife and in an ensuing struggle, the knife 
entered her stomach without him realizing; they then laid in bed and discussed 
future vacation plans. Mike further claimed Sue cut her own wrists and came up 
with the intruder story for fear she would be arrested. Defense expert Michael 
Berkland testified the blood splatter around the bed was consistent with Mike’s 
statements. Prosecutors contested Berkland’s testimony and his credibility; they 
pointed to his fear of losing half of his fortune in a divorce as motive. After four 
hours of deliberation, the jury returned with a guilty verdict on all counts. Mike 
received additional charges after a jailhouse informant claimed he tried to hire a 
hitman to kill Sue. After family and colleagues testified at his hearing, Mike was 
sentenced to 30 years in prison. On-screen text graphic: The murder-for-hire 
charges against Mike Reuschel were dropped. Interviewed: Caroline Reuschel, 
Mike’s daughter; Detective David Visconti, Gainesville Police Department; Didi 
Hoffman, Mike’s first wife; David Byron, trial co-prosecutor; Sean Brewer, trial 
co-prosecutor; Michael Berkland, bloodstain pattern analyst; Mike Reuschel (by 
phone). (C: Peter Van Sant - P: Sarah Prior, Paul La Rosa, Dena Goldstein) 
(OAD: 04/04/20)

02/20/21 48 HOURS: "The Deliveryman Murders" (10:00 - 11:00p) – a report on the 
connection between two similar murders committed on opposite sides of the 
country. On July 11th, 2020, attorney Marc Angelucci was killed at the front door 



of his Cedarpines Park, CA home by a gunman posing as a FedEx delivery 
person. Police were unable to discern a motive. On July 19th, a similar attack 
occurred at the New Jersey home of federal judge Esther Salas, which resulted in 
her husband Mark Anderl’s hospitalization and the death of their son, Daniel 
Anderl. While federal and state agencies investigated the attack, New York State 
police found the body of attorney Roy Den Hollander dead from an apparent 
suicide in a rural part of Sullivan County. A search of his car turned up a FedEx 
envelope address to Judge Salas as well as an address for Marc. Additionally, the 
gun Den Hollander used to kill himself matched the caliber used in the two 
shootings. Investigators concluded that he was responsible for both. Den 
Hollander had devoted his career to lawsuits aimed at what he perceived as 
“female privilege” and FBI agents concluded he saw Marc, who focused on male 
gender discrimination cases, as a professional threat. They also uncovered a 
manifesto where Den Hollander blamed Judge Salas for slowing down one of his 
lawsuits. Agents contacted other names they found among Den Hollander’s 
documents, but believed he acted alone. On-screen text graphic: Legislation 
inspired by Daniel's Law has been introduced in the U.S. Congress. Interviewed: 
Cassie Jaye, Marc’s friend; Hermela Aregawi, reporter, CBS Los Angeles; Kat 
Haley, Daniel’s friend; Sarah Peterson, Daniel’s friend; David Oakley, Mark 
Anderl’s law partner; Joe Augustine, Daniel’s high school coach; Matthew 
Zeigler, Daniel’s friend; Joe Denahan, FBI Incident Commander; Captain Brian 
Webster, New York State Police; Joe Serio, Den Hollander’s former coworker. 
(See also: 60 MINUTES - “Attack On The Judiciary”, OAD: 02/21/21) (C: Tracy 
Smith – P: Chuck Stevenson, Gail Abbott Zimmerman)

48 HOURS (continued)

02/27/21 48 HOURS: "The Puzzle: Solving the Madeleine McCann Case" – an update 
on the search for Madeleine McCann, who went missing from a family vacation 
in Portugal in 2007. On the evening of May 3rd, 2007, Kate McCann discovered 
her daughter Madeleine had disappeared from the family’s hotel room in Praia Da 
Luz, Portugal. The case quickly gained international attention, but little progress 
was made. Various leads led nowhere and suspects, including the McCanns 
themselves, were cleared. In 2010, the British government asked Jim Gamble, 
head of the U.K’s Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre to review the 
case. He noted deficiencies in the Portuguese authorities’ tactics. Scotland Yard 
became involved in the investigations, but still no further progress was made. In 
2017, German authorities received a tip that Christian Brueckner had drunkenly 
confessed to knowing what happened to Madeleine. Investigations revealed that 
he had a history of committing various crimes, some of which involved sexual 
abuse and child pornography. Cell phone data also placed him at the hotel the 
night of Madeleine’s disappearance. Due to German law, authorities were not 
allowed to reveal all of the evidence they had against Brueckner, but remain 
certain he was responsible. On-screen text graphic: If anyone has information 
about the disappearance of Madeleine McCann, please go to 



www.findmadeleine.com. Interviewed: Hans Christian Wolters, German 
prosecutor; Jim Gamble, former head, Child Exploitation and Online Protection 
Centre; Jane Hill, BBC news anchor; Jon Corner, friend of the McCanns (2007 
footage); Susan Healey, Kate McCann’s mother (2007 footage); Mark Hoffman, 
German crime and intelligence analyst. (See also: 48 HOURS MYSTERY 
SPECIAL INVESTIGATION: “Where’s Maddie?”, OAD: 11/17/07; Updated 
rebroadcast: 08/09/08) (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Chris Young Ritzen, Josh Gelman, 
Anthony Venditti)

CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORTS

In January 2021, the House of Representatives voted to impeach former President Donald J. 
Trump for his role in inciting the deadly January 6th siege of the U.S. Capitol. Mr. Trump is the 
only U.S. President to be impeached twice. In February 2021, Mr. Trump was tried in the Senate, 
making him the first to have such proceedings while out of office. In addition to the coverage on 
the regularly scheduled news programs, CBS News provided the following live coverage:

02/09/21 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: THE SECOND IMPEACHMENT TRIAL 
OF DONALD J. TRUMP (12:57 – 05:12p) – initial chyron ID: Senate 
Impeachment Trial Of Fmr. President Donald Trump To Begin Shortly – live 
coverage of day one of the second impeachment trial of Donald J. Trump., who is 
the only president in American history to be impeached twice, and the first to be 
put on trial after leaving office. The House of Representatives impeached Mr. 
Trump on January 13, on a charge of inciting an insurrection for his role in the 
deadly January 6 siege by his supporters on the U.S. Capitol. Coverage includes: 
(1) correspondents’ commentary, including reports and analysis from Nikole 
Killion on Capitol Hill, John Dickerson, Nancy Cordes, and Major Garrett; (2) 
Senate Majority Leader Senator Chuck Schumer’s (D-NY) call for organizing 
resolutions, including roll call vote, and a break for commentary from Norah 
O’Donnell, Nancy Cordes, Major Garrett, and legal analysis by Jeffrey Rosen; (3) 
House Managers debate on the constitutionality of the impeachment trial by Lead 
House Manager Representative Jamie Raskin (D-MD), House Manager 
Representative Joe Neguse (D-CO), and House Manager Representative David 
Cicilline (D-RI); (4) commentary and analysis by Norah O’Donnell, Nancy 
Cordes, Major Garrett, and John Dickerson, in addition to reports from Capitol 
Hill by Kris Van Cleave, and Nikole Killion; (5) Trump defense team debate on 
the constitutionality of the impeachment trial from Lead Counsel Bruce L. Castor, 
Jr., and David Schoen; (6) remarks from Lead House Manager Representative 
Raskin, ahead of the Senate’s vote on the constitutionality of the trial; (7) Senate 
roll call vote on the constitutionality of the impeachment trial, including 
commentary by Norah O’Donnell, Nancy Cordes, Major Garrett, and legal 
analysis from Jeffrey Rosen; (8) Senate’s vote that the impeachment trial is 
constitutional and will proceed, with the Senate impeachment trial adjourning 
until tomorrow; and (9) final correspondents’ remarks, including a report from 
Capitol Hill. Origination: Capitol Hill. Correspondents/Analyst: Norah O’Donnell 
(anchor, CBS News Washington); Nikole Killion (Capitol Hill); John Dickerson 



(CBS News New York); Nancy Cordes (CBS News Washington); Major Garrett 
(CBS News Washington); Jeffrey Rosen (CBS News Constitutional law expert 
and analyst); Kris Van Cleave (Capitol Hill).

CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORTS (continued)

02/10/21 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: THE SECOND IMPEACHMENT TRIAL 
OF DONALD J. TRUMP (11:57a – 5:38p) – initial chyron ID: Day Two Of 
Impeachment Trial To Begin Shortly – live coverage of day two of the second 
impeachment trial of Donald J. Trump. House Impeachment Managers will 
present their case that former President Trump incited an insurrection. Coverage 
includes: (1) breaking news that the District Attorney of Fulton County, Georgia 
has opened a criminal investigation into Mr. Trump’s attempts to influence the 
election; (2) Nikole Killion’s report from Capitol Hill, and commentary and 
analysis by Nancy Cordes and Major Garrett; (3) opening arguments from Lead 
House Manager Representative Jamie Raskin (D-MD), House Manager 
Representative Joe Neguse (D-CO), House Manager Representative Joaquin 
Castro (D-TX), and House Manager Representative Eric Swalwell (D-CA); (4) 
during a break in the Senate impeachment trial, commentary and analysis from 
Norah O’Donnell, Nancy Cordes, Major Garrett, Ed O’Keefe, Jeffrey Rosen, and 
Nikole Killion’s report from Capitol Hill; (5) continuation of House Managers’ 
opening arguments -- Representative Madeleine Dean (D-PA), Representative 
Ted Lieu (D-CA), and Delegate Stacey Plasket; (6) during the break in the Senate 
impeachment trial commentary by Norah O’Donnell, Major Garrett, Nancy 
Cordes, and Ed O’Keefe, legal analysis by Jeffrey Rosen, and Nikole Killion’s 
report from Capitol Hill; (7) continuation of House Managers’ opening arguments 
-- Delegate Stacey Plasket (D-VI), and Representative Eric Swalwell (D-CA); and 
(8) with the Senate impeachment trial called into recess for the day, commentary 
and analysis by Jeffrey Rosen, Ed O’Keefe, Nikole Killion’s report from Capitol 
Hill, and final remarks. Origination: Capitol Hill. Correspondents/Analyst: Norah 
O’Donnell (anchor, CBS News Washington); Nikole Killion (Capitol Hill); 
Nancy Cordes (CBS News Washington); Major Garrett (CBS News Washington); 
Ed O’Keefe (CBS News Washington); Jeffrey Rosen (CBS News Constitutional 
law expert and analyst).

02/11/21 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: THE SECOND IMPEACHMENT TRIAL 
OF DONALD J. TRUMP (11:57a – 4:37p) – initial chyron ID: Third Day Of 
Impeachment Trial To Begin Shortly – live coverage of day three of the second 
impeachment trial of Donald J. Trump. Coverage includes: (1) Nikole Killion’s 
report from Capitol Hill, and analysis from Major Garrett and Nancy Cordes; (2) 
outline of today’s schedule by Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-NY); 
(3) opening arguments from Lead House Manager Representative Jamie Raskin 
(D-MD), and House Manager Representative Diana Degette (D-CO); (4) 
correspondents’ commentary during a brief pause in the trial; (5) continuation of 
House Managers’ opening arguments -- Lead House Manager Representative 



Jamie Raskin (D-MD), House Manager Representative Ted Lieu (D-CA), and 
House Manager Representative David Cicilline (D-RI); (6) during a 15-minute 
recess in the trial, commentary by Norah O’Donnell, Major Garrett, Nancy 
Cordes, reporting and analysis by Jeff Pegues at Capitol Hill, Jeffrey Rosen, and 
Nikole Killion on Capitol Hill; (7) continuation of the presentation of opening 
arguments from House Managers -- Representative Joaquin Castro (D-TX), 
Representative Joe Neguse (D-CO), Lead House Manager Representative Jamie 
Raskin (D-MD), and House Manager Representative Ted Lieu (D-CA); (8) 
unanimous consent raised by Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-NY) 
and the adjourning of the Senate impeachment trial for the day; and (9) 
commentary by Major Garrett and Nancy Cordes, with reporting and analysis 
from Jeffrey Rosen, Nikole Killion on Capitol Hill, Ed O’Keefe, and final 
remarks. Origination: Capitol Hill. Correspondents/Analyst: Norah O’Donnell 
(anchor, CBS News Washington); Nikole Killion (Capitol Hill); Nancy Cordes 
(CBS News Washington); Major Garrett (CBS News Washington); Jeff Pegues 
(Capitol Hill); Ed O’Keefe (CBS News Washington); Jeffrey Rosen (CBS News 
Constitutional law expert and analyst).

CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORTS (continued)

02/12/21 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: THE SECOND IMPEACHMENT TRIAL 
OF DONALD J. TRUMP (11:58a – 4:33p) – initial chyron ID: Fourth Day Of 
Impeachment Trial To Begin Shortly – live coverage of day four of the second 
impeachment trial of Donald J. Trump. Coverage includes: (1) commentary by 
Norah O’Donnell, Ed O’Keefe, Nancy Cordes, and Major Garrett, with a report 
from Nikole Killion on Capitol Hill; (2) beginning of the Senate impeachment 
trial, with Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-NY) recognized; (3) 
opening arguments from former President Trump’s defense team -- Michael Van 
Der Veen, and David Schoen; (4) commentary and analysis by Norah O’Donnell, 
Major Garrett, Nancy Cordes, Jeffrey Rosen, and Nikole Killion’s report from 
Capitol Hill, during a 15-minute recess; (5) continuation of opening arguments by 
Mr. Trump’s defense attorney Bruce L. Castor, Jr.; (5) commentary and analysis 
by Norah O’Donnell, Major Garrett, Nancy Cordes, Jeffrey Rosen, Nikole 
Killion’s report from Capitol Hill, and an interview via telephone with Senator 
Chris Coons (D-DE), during a 15-minute recess; (6) Senators’ questions directed 
at House Managers and Mr. Trump’s defense team, including questions from 
Senators Chuck Schumer (D-NY), Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), Lindsey Graham (R-
SC), Ted Cruz (R-TX), Roger Marshall (R-KS), Kevin Cramer (R-ND), Raphael 
Warnock (D-GA), Susan Collins (R-ME), Lisa Murkowski (R-AK), Jacky Rosen 
(D-NV), Bill Haggerty (R-TN), Tim Scott (R-SC), Ed Markey (D-MA), Tammy 
Duckworth (D-IL), and Mitt Romney (R-UT); (7) day four of the Senate 
impeachment trial was interrupted in progress for correspondents’ final remarks. 
Origination: Capitol Hill. Correspondents/analysts: Norah O’Donnell (anchor, 
CBS News Washington); Nikole Killion (Capitol Hill); Nancy Cordes (CBS 



News Washington); Major Garrett (CBS News Washington); Ed O’Keefe (CBS 
News Washington); and Jeffrey Rosen (constitutional law expert).

02/13/21 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: THE SECOND IMPEACHMENT TRIAL 
OF DONALD J. TRUMP (10:00 – 11:20a) – initial chyron ID: Fifth Day Of 
Impeachment Trial To Begin Shortly – live coverage of day five of the second 
impeachment trial of Donald J. Trump. It is expected that the House Managers 
and Mr. Trump’s defense team will present closing arguments. Coverage 
includes: (1) commentary and analysis by Major Garrett, Nancy Cordes, and Ed 
O’Keefe, a report from Nikole Killion at Capitol Hill, and breaking news that 
Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) will vote to acquit former 
President Donald Trump; (2) Senate impeachment trial begins, with Lead House 
Manager Representative Jamie Raskin (D-MD) and Mr. Trump’s defense attorney 
Michael Van Der Veen, debating whether or not to allow witnesses and more 
evidence, resulting in a Senate roll call vote; (3) commentary and analysis by 
Major Garrett, Nancy Cordes, Ed O’Keefe, and David Becker. Includes a brief 
break in commentary for a reading of the votes, resuming with a report from 
Nikole Killion on Capitol Hill, and an interview via telephone with 
Representative Adam Schiff (D-CA); (4) results of the Senate vote, allowing 
witnesses and more evidence, thereby extending the trial; (5) Senate Majority 
Leader Chuck Schumer’s (D-NY) request for the absence of a quorum; (6) 
correspondents’ final remarks. Origination: Capitol Hill. 
Correspondents/Contributor: Major Garrett (anchor, CBS News Washington); 
Nancy Cordes (CBS News Washington); Ed O’Keefe (CBS News Washington); 
Nikole Killion (Capitol Hill); and David Becker (CBS News election law expert 
and political contributor).

02/13/21 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: THE SECOND IMPEACHMENT TRIAL 
OF DONALD J. TRUMP (3:50 – 3:52p) – chyron ID: Fmr. President Trump 
Acquitted Of Incitement Of Insurrection – the United States Senate has just found 
former President Donald Trump not guilty at his second impeachment trial. The 
vote was 57 – 43 to convict. Coverage includes correspondents’ commentary and 
analysis, as well as live footage from inside the Senate chambers. Origination: 
CBS News Washington. Correspondents: Norah O’Donnell (anchor, CBS News 
Washington); and Major Garrett (CBS News Washington).

* * * * *



CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
PUBLIC AFFAIRS BROADCASTS

MARCH 2021

FACE THE NATION

03/07/21 Guests: Mark Strassmann, FACE THE NATION senior national correspondent 
(1); Dr. Anthony Fauci,  Chief Medical Advisor to President Biden, director, 
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (2); Governor Phil Murphy 
(D-NJ) (3); Governor Jim Justice (R-WV) (4); Ben Crump, civil rights attorney, 
attorney for the family of George Floyd (5); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News senior 
foreign correspondent (6); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA commissioner (7)
Correspondent: Margaret Brennan, moderator, FACE THE NATION (8)
1) a report from Atlanta on states beginning to reopen despite the slow 
distribution of vaccines
2) Topics include: potential for a fourth wave in coronavirus infections / New 
York’s new strain’s resistance to existing treatments / forthcoming CDC 
guidelines for vaccinated people / need to continue vaccinations before ending 
mitigation procedures / vaccination timeline for elementary and high school 
students
3) Topics include: New Jersey’s population density and proximity to New York 
City as reasons it experienced major coronavirus waves / accuracy of reported 
New Jersey nursing home deaths / Justice Department’s probe into the state’s 
nursing home deaths; sexual harassment allegations against New York Governor 
Andrew Cuomo
4) Topics include: Republican opposition to the new COVID relief bill / reaction 
to Senator Manchin’s criticism of prior use of COVID relief funds on road repair 
in West Virginia; Republican criticism of masks as a violation of rights / vaccine 
hesitancy among West Virginians; sexual harassment allegations against 
Governor Cuomo
5) Topics include: upcoming trial of former police officer Derek Chauvin for 
George Floyd’s death / potential for protests and violence in Minneapolis, MN 
during the trial / hope that the Biden administration will honor the promise of 
prioritizing police reform / need to address qualified immunity in the George 
Floyd policing reform bill
6) a report from London on the total worldwide deaths from coronavirus and 
international vaccination efforts
7) Topics include: vaccination timeline for elementary and high school students / 
forthcoming CDC guidelines for vaccinated people / dissemination of coronavirus 
variants in the U.S. / federal government’s mistake in not pushing masks earlier
8) an excerpt from a focus group conversation with Americans from across the 
country on the last year of living with the COVID-19 pandemic, thoughts on the 
vaccine and their hopes for the future



03/14/21 Guests: Mark Strassmann, FACE THE NATION senior national correspondent 
(1); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News elections and surveys director (2); Mayor Bill 
de Blasio (D-New York, NY) (3); Governor Asa Hutchinson (R-AR) (4); Dr. 
Marcella Nunez-Smith, chair, COVID-19 Health Equity Task Force (5); Dr. Scott 
Gottlieb, former FDA commissioner (6); Michael Martin, Prime Minister, Ireland 
(7)
1) a report from Atlanta on the American Rescue Plan, President Biden’s COVID 
relief bill
2) Topics include: poll results indicating record high support of President Biden’s 
handling of the coronavirus pandemic / positive outlook for the economy due to 
the American Rescue Plan / persistent vaccine hesitancy in some communities 
despite growing willingness to be inoculated
3) Topics include: effectiveness of the coronavirus vaccine on New York’s new 
variants / vaccine rollout in New York City / insufficient distribution of vaccine 
doses by New York state government for New York City / Mayor de Blasio’s 
delay in closing bars and restaurants in March 2020 / Governor Cuomo’s delay in 
issuing shelter-in-place orders / Cuomo’s responsibility for nursing home deaths; 
rise in anti-Asian hate crimes
4) Topics include: sexual harassment allegations against New York Governor 
Andrew Cuomo; resistance among younger Republicans to getting vaccinated / 
ongoing necessity of mask mandates / benefits and drawbacks of the American 
Rescue Plan for the state of Arkansas; rise in unaccompanied minors crossing the 
southern U.S. border
5) Topics include: poll results indicating vaccine hesitancy has ebbed among 
Black Americans / politicization of basic health practices, including the reluctance 
of younger Republicans getting vaccinated / Biden administration’s decision to 
directly supply vaccine doses to community health centers / national expansion of 
vaccine eligibility; rise in unaccompanied minors crossing the southern U.S. 
border
6) Topics include: concerning trends and the effectiveness of the coronavirus 
vaccine on New York’s new variants / accuracy of President Biden’s July 4th 
gathering comments / aggressive vaccination practices and prior infections 
providing more protection in the U.S. compared to Europe / importance of 
vaccines in controlling coronavirus spread
7) Topics include: U.S. ban on travel from Europe / joint vaccine development 
and production between the U.S. and European Union; Northern Irish paramilitary 
groups’ decision to temporarily withdraw support for the Good Friday peace 
agreement / President Biden’s possible June visit to Ireland



FACE THE NATION (continued)

03/21/21 Guests: Mark Strassmann, FACE THE NATION senior national correspondent 
(1); Mayor Eric Garcetti (D- Los Angeles, CA) (2); Senator Tammy Duckworth 
(D-IL) (3); Senator Rob Portman (R-OH) (4); Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News senior 
foreign correspondent (5); Dr. Moncef Slaoui, former chief scientific advisor, 
Operation Warp Speed (6); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former FDA commissioner (7); 
Mireya Villarreal, CBS News correspondent (8)
1) a report from Atlanta on spring break crowds in Florida and coronavirus-
related assaults on Asian Americans, including the Atlanta spa shootings
2) Topics include: Garcetti’s optimism that a fourth wave of coronavirus cases in 
Los Angeles won’t occur / two concerning coronavirus variants / reopening 
businesses in Los Angeles / Biden administration’s refusal to send vaccines 
directly to cities / use of zip codes for more equitable vaccine distribution; rise in 
hate crimes against Asian Americans
3) Topics include: motivations of the Atlanta spa shooter / reporting of hate 
crimes in the Asian American community / exploitation and stereotyping of Asian 
women / lack of Republican support for the COVID Hate Crimes Act; President 
Trump’s responsibility for the migrant border crisis; possibility of President Biden 
leaving troops in Afghanistan following the scheduled pullout
4) Topics include: Portman’s blame of President Biden for the migrant border 
crisis / need to reinforce the U.S.-Mexico border wall and support the Border 
Patrol / cost of the Biden administration’s aid package for Central America
5) a report from Tel Aviv on vaccine rollout struggles in Europe
6) Topics include: President Biden blame of the Trump administration for vaccine 
rollout issues /  vaccine supply failing to meet states’ demand / vaccine hesitancy 
among Republicans under 65 / President Trump’s refusal to publicly receive the 
coronavirus vaccine / need for vaccinated people to continue wearing masks / Dr. 
Slaoui’s issues with Senator Elizabeth Warren, who was critical of him because 
he had worked for Moderna / preparing America for future pandemics
7) Topics include: spread of New York and South Africa coronavirus variants / 
likelihood of additional coronavirus infection waves due to variants / vaccines 
providing a backstop against the spread of new variants
8) a report from the U.S.-Mexico border on unaccompanied minors entering the 
U.S.

03/28/21 Guests: Mark Strassmann, FACE THE NATION senior national correspondent 
(1); Dr. Anthony Fauci, Chief Medical Advisor to President Biden, director, 
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (2); Representative Henry 
Cuellar (D-TX) (3); Representative-elect Julia Letlow (R-LA) (4); Elizabeth 
Palmer, CBS News senior foreign correspondent (5); Dr. Scott Gottlieb, former 
FDA commissioner (6); Anthony Capuano, CEO, Marriott International (7)
1) a report from Atlanta on concerns that vaccinations may lead people to behave 
irresponsibly and cause coronavirus infection spikes
2) Topics include: infection spikes in states with previously plateaued coronavirus 
infection rates / contribution of increased travel and a reduction in mitigation 



methods to infection rates / infection risks associated with children socializing / 
forthcoming relaxation of lockdown restrictions / forthcoming report from the 
World Health Organization (WHO) endorsing waiving intellectual property rights 
for pharmaceutical companies who manufacture the coronavirus vaccine / 
concerns regarding China’s influence on the WHO’s report of COVID-19’s 
origins
3) Topics include: surge of migrants crossing the southern U.S. border / 
unaccompanied minors held in custody beyond the legal limit due to processing 
volume / migrants expelled to Mexico under Title 42 / burden on border 
communities from released migrants / Mexico’s claim that President Biden made 
the U.S. more welcoming to migrants than President Trump
4) Topics include: death of Representative-elect Luke Letlow from coronavirus; 
vaccine hesitancy from Republicans under 65; Biden administration’s plan to 
extend broadband access to rural areas; pay disparity for women, especially Black 
women, in Louisiana; coping with grief
5) a report from Tel Aviv on the rise of coronavirus cases due to variants and 
struggling vaccine rollouts
6) Topics include: continued vaccinations serving as a backstop to a fourth 
coronavirus wave / methods for combatting vaccine hesitancy / what happens if 
you appropriate the intellectual property and give it to other companies to 
manufacture vaccines / need to get more resources into expanding vaccine 
manufacturing / concerns regarding China’s influence on the WHO’s report of 
COVID-19’s origins
7) Topics include: increase in spring hotel bookings / incentivizing employees to 
receive the coronavirus vaccine / timeline for Marriott’s economic recovery / 
potential impact of gas prices on drive-to destinations / bringing back employees 
in spite of pandemic shifts to technological solutions / implementation of vaccine 
passports / industries pushing the Biden administration to reopen international 
travel by the summer



60 MINUTES

03/07/21 “The Unequal Recession” – a report on the economic difficulties many have 
faced due to the coronavirus pandemic. The extreme shortage of available work 
has left families and individuals struggling to meet basic needs like food and 
shelter. Includes interviews with Courtney Yoder, Nathan Majeed, Shawnahlee 
Archey, and Sarah Archey, who are struggling due to the coronavirus; Steve Roth, 
a retired firefighter helping the homeless; Matt Habash, CEO of Mid-Ohio Food 
Bank; Major General John Harris, who commands the Ohio National Guard; and 
Ann Bischoff, CEO of Star House. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Nicole Young)
“The Long Shot” – a report on fluvoxamine, a 40-year-old antidepressant being 
considered for use in coronavirus treatment. The drug is a surprising candidate to 
reduce the symptoms of the virus, though it could become a crucial option for 
treatment if clinical trials are successful. Includes interviews with Dr. David 
Seftel, the physician for employees and their families at Golden Gate Fields; Dr. 
Angela Reiersen, a child psychiatrist at Washington University in St. Louis; Dr. 
Eric Lenze, a psychiatrist at Washington University in St. Louis; Steve Kirsch, a 
Silicon Valley entrepreneur funding COVID research; and Dr. Francis Collins, 
director of the National Institutes of Health. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: Guy 
Campanile)
“Back to the Moon” – a report on Artemis, the first NASA program led mostly 
by women. The program, which aims to send a woman to the moon, has faced 
many setbacks from cost overruns to delays. Includes interviews with Charlie 
Blackwell-Thompson, NASA’s first female launch director; Jody Singer, NASA’s 
first female to run Marshall Space Flight Center in Alabama; and Lori Garver, 
former deputy administrator of NASA under President Obama. (C: Bill Whitaker 
– P: Rome Hartman)
“Ender” – Another original 60 MINUTES+ story (about the domestic threat of 
White supremacy) is now available on the Paramount+ streaming service with 
correspondent Laurie Segall. (C: Scott Pelley)

03/14/21 “Variants” – a report on the coronavirus mutations, called variants, which are 
being closely monitored and studied for new health threats. With the emergence 
of the U.K. variant and high rates of infection, scientists face a new series of 
quickly evolving challenges. Includes interviews with Smruthi Karthikeyan, an 
environmental engineer; Kristian Andersen, infectious disease researcher at 
Scripps Research; Dr. Francis Collins, director of the National Institutes of 
Health; Dr. Ghady Haidar, infectious disease specialist at the University of 
Pittsburgh Medical Center; Paul Duprex, a virologist at the University of 
Pittsburgh; and Dr. David Ho, an AIDS researcher and virologist at Columbia 
University Irving Medical Center. (C: Dr. Jon LaPook – P: Denise Schrier Cetta)
“The Prosecutor” – a report about St. Louis prosecutor Kim Gardner. As an 
African American woman attempting to reform the police and reduce the large 
number of police shootings in the city, Gardner has faced enormous resistance 
from the police union and its allies. Includes interviews with Jeff Roorda, 
spokesperson for the St. Louis police union; Megan Green, who is on the city 



council; and Sergeant Robert Ogilvie, a former police officer. (C: Bill Whitaker – 
P: Heather Abbott)
“Best Band in the Land” – a profile of Ray Johnson, the director of the St. 
Augustine High School marching band in New Orleans. The popular group has 
persevered through numerous obstacles, including Hurricane Katrina and the 
current coronavirus pandemic, and Johnson's own experience performing with the 
band uniquely qualifies him to lead the group. Includes interviews with Dr. 
Kenneth St. Charles, president of St. Augustine High School; Dr. Brice Miller and 
his son Brice Miller, who were both members of the marching band; and Kabrel 
Johnson and Lawerence Honore, who are part of the marching band’s drumline. 
(C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: Laura Dodd)
UPDATE: “SolarWinds” (OAD: 02/14/21)

60 MINUTES (continued)

03/21/21 “Prosecuting the Riot” – an interview with federal prosecutor Michael Sherwin. 
As the leader of the investigation into the assault on the Capitol in January, 
Sherwin has charged hundreds for their role in the insurrection. Sherwin provides 
details about the individuals and groups who took part in the assault. Includes an 
interview with Brent Mayr, a criminal defense attorney who represents one of the 
defendants. (See also: “January 6th”, OAD: 01/10/21; and “The Threat”, OAD: 
01/17/21) (C: Scott Pelley – P: Pat Milton, Aaron Weisz)
“Race in the Ranks” – a report on the difficulties faced by minorities in the U.S. 
military. Overseen by the first African American Secretary of Defense Lloyd 
Austin, the military is working to address the racial disparities minorities have 
long struggled with in all ranks of the military. Includes interviews with Lloyd 
Austin, a former U.S. Army four-star general who is the current secretary of 
defense; General C.Q. Brown, the first African American to head the Air Force; 
Senior Master Sergeant Sapphira Morgan, a member of the Air Force; Chief 
Master Sergeant Michael Holland, a member of the Air Force; retired Admiral 
Mike Mullen, chairman of the Joint Chiefs during the Bush and Obama 
administrations. (C: David Martin – P: Mary Walsh)
“Back to School” – a report on efforts to understand how coronavirus spreads in 
schools, and how children can safely return back to classrooms. The school 
district of Marietta, Georgia is one of the first to work with the Centers for 
Disease Control to study the transmission of coronavirus in schools. Includes 
interviews with Grant Rivera, superintendent of Marietta City Schools; Sarah 
Pulley, Andy Cole, and Shonray Brooks, teachers; and Richard Rowe, a student. 
(C: John Dickerson – P: Andy Court)
“Ender” – John Dickerson discusses the one year anniversary of the coronavirus 

pandemic.

03/28/21 “What Happened in Wuhan?” – a report on the World Health Organization's 
investigation into the origins of the coronavirus in Wuhan, China. Medical experts 
have been limited in their inquiry because of the Chinese government's efforts to 



withhold information. Includes interviews with Jamie Metzl, former NSC official 
in the Clinton administration and member of a WHO advisory committee on 
genetic engineering; Peter Daszak, a member of the WHO team and an expert on 
how viruses can move from animals to humans; and Matt Pottinger, former 
deputy national security advisor. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Richard Bonin) 
“Dynamic Robots” – a report on Boston Dynamics, a robotics company that 
focuses on making robots with the capacity for life-like movement and mobility. 
The company continues to increase the capabilities of their robots and add 
additional functions, making possible an expanding range of jobs the robots can 
perform. Includes interviews with Marc Raibert, founder and chairman of Boston 
Dynamics; Robert Playter, CEO of Boston Dynamics; Hannah Rossi, a 
technician; Kevin Blankespoor, a lead engineer; and Bill Washburn, a roboticist 
specializing in car mechanics. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Nichole Marks)
“Kindred in the Bleachers” – a profile of sports writer Dave Kindred. After a 
decorated career reporting on major professional athletes, Kindred has turned his 
focus to women’s high school basketball and the Morton, Illinois Lady Potters. 
Includes interviews with Bob Becker, coach of the Lady Potters, Josie Becker, 
Jacey Wharram, and Courtney Jones, Lady Potter alums; and Katie Krupa, 
Caitlyn Cowley, Raquel Frakes, and Maggie Hobson, current Lady Potters. (C: 
Jon Wertheim – P: Michael Karzis)
UPDATE: “Outbreak Science” (OAD: 04/26/20)

48 HOURS

03/06/21 48 HOURS: “Fighting for Aniah” – a report of the disappearance of Aniah 
Blanchard, the stepdaughter of UFC fighter Walt Harris. On October 23rd, 2019, 
Aniah was making the short drive to her Auburn, AL home after dropping off her 
brother Elijah. Shortly after 11pm, her roommate Sarah O’Brien texted her and 
became concerned when Aniah responded with uncharacteristic language, that she 
was “smoking a blunt”. The next morning, Sarah discovered Aniah had never 
returned home. She and Elijah began searching for Aniah’s car and learned Aniah 
did not show up for her nanny job that morning. Word quickly spread of Aniah’s 
disappearance. Two days later, police located Aniah’s car 55 miles away in 
Montgomery, AL, as well as security camera footage of her stopping at a gas 
station convenience store the night of her disappearance. They zeroed in on 
Ibraheem Yazeed as a suspect. Yazeed appeared on the security footage and a 
witness stated Yazeed forced Aniah into her car and drove off. He was found the 
next day hiding in the woods in Florida and arrested. In November police also 
arrested Antwain Fisher and charged him with kidnapping; he cooperated and the 
charges were eventually dropped. Fisher informed police he and Yazeed drove to 
a wooded area in Macon County, where Yazeed dragged what appeared to be a 
body into the woods and confessed to shooting that person. A search of the area 
eventually produced Aniah’s body – cause of death: a gunshot wound. In 
December 2019, Yazeed was charged with capital murder; the pandemic has 
slowed all of Yazeed’s criminal cases. After learning in court that Yazeed has 



other serious charges against him, Aniah’s mother Angela Harris began 
campaigning for Aniah's Law, a bill - which if enacted - allows judges to deny 
bond to serious violent offenders. On-screen text graphic: In 2020, DA Hughes 
was indicted on charges unrelated to the Blanchard case. Among the counts: 
perjury and ethics violations. He has pled not guilty to all the charges. 
Interviewed: Angela Harris, Aniah’s mother; Walt Harris, Aniah’s stepfather; 
Hannah Crocker, Aniah’s friend; Elijah Blanchard, Aniah’s brother; Sarah 
O’Brien, Aniah’s college roommate; Corrina Thomas, Aniah’s employer; 
Brandon Hughes, Lee County district attorney. (C: James Brown – P: Murray 
Weiss)

03/13/21 48 HOURS: “Tracking the Murders of Israel Keyes” (9:12 - 10:12p) – a report 
on the capture and interrogation of a confessed serial killer and the search for 
more of his victims. On the evening of February 1st, 2012 in Anchorage, AK, 
Samantha Koenig went missing from her job at a roadside coffee stand. Security 
footage showed what appeared to be an individual with a gun leading her away. 
Three weeks later, her boyfriend would receive text messages, which led to law 
enforcement finding a picture of Samantha and a ransom demand attached to a 
bulletin board at a local park. Samantha’s father deposited some of the ransom 
money in her account. A masked man was caught on camera making a withdrawal 
with Samantha’s ATM card, but police were unable to reach him in time. 
Subsequent withdrawals would occur a week later in New Mexico and Arizona; 
on March 13th, a Texas state trooper would spot the car seen in ATM surveillance 
footage. A search of it would produce Samantha’s ID, ATM card, a gun and the 
disguise seen in the Anchorage ATM footage. The driver was Israel Keyes; he 
was arrested and extradited to Alaska. Keyes was willing to give law enforcement 
information on his crimes, but asked for the promise of the death penalty and 
certain “treats” - such as a cigar, candy or Starbucks coffee - over the course of 
the investigation. Keyes confessed to chaining Samantha up in his shed, sexually 
assaulting her and eventually killing her and dumping her body in a lake. Over 
seven months of interviews, U.S. attorneys would eventually get him to reveal his 
part in the deaths of Bill and Lorraine Currier of Vermont in 2011, a woman in 
Bend, OR in the late 1990s and an individual in Washington State in 2005 or 
2006. He also revealed the existence of “kill caches” of guns and ammunition he 
buried around the country. Though he did not take responsibility, he is also 
suspected in the death of Deborah Feldman in upstate New York. Keyes 
committed suicide December 1st, 2012. Based on drawings of skulls found in his 
cell and his travels through the U.S. and Canada, FBI agents believe there are 
more victims yet to be discovered. On-screen text graphic: If you have 
information about the Israel Keyes case, call the FBI at 1-800-CALL-FBI. 
Interviewed: Michelle Tasker, Samantha’s friend; Jolene Goeden, FBI special 
agent; Katherine Nelson, FBI special agent; Frank Russo, Anchorage assistant 
U.S. attorney; Ted Halla, FBI special agent; Colleen Sanders, FBI special agent; 
John Smith, Keyes’ former associate; Dezarae Smith, Keyes’ former associate; 
Sherri Odegaard, mother of possible Keyes victim; Eric Jonson, Keyes’ former 



coworker. (C: Peter Van Sant – P: Chris O’Connell, Anthony Venditti) (OAD: 
05/09/20)

48 HOURS (continued)

03/13/21 48 HOURS: “The Eye Drop Homicide” (10:12 - 11:12p) – a report on two 
murders linked to a common chemical found in eye drops – one in South 
Carolina, the other 12 miles away in North Carolina. (1) On July 21st, 2018 in 
Lake Wylie, SC, Lana Clayton ran outside to get help for her husband Steve. 
Neighbor Terry Floyd entered the home and realized Steve was dead. According 
to Lana, Steve had been feeling ill for days and fell down the stairs due to vertigo. 
Steve’s nephews, Kris Phagan and Nick French, became suspicious of her story; 
Nick noted Lana, a nurse who worked in several different VA hospitals, did not 
perform CPR. Additionally, Lana quickly moved to have Steve cremated and 
insisted he left no will. Unbeknownst to Lana, Kris and Nick requested an autopsy 
from the local coroner; Steve’s toxicology report showed the presence of 
tetrahydrozoline, an ingredient in eye drops. At first, Lana told the coroner and 
law enforcement that Steve regularly put eye drops in his coffee to induce bowel 
movements. Lana soon changed her story and claimed Steve was verbally and 
physically abusive; she tried to use the eye drops to give him diarrhea, rather than 
kill him. After a failed suicide attempt, Lana was charged with murder on August 
31st, 2018. Prosecutors believed she hoped to inherit all of Steve’s wealth by 
killing him. Lana plead guilty to tampering with food and drugs and voluntary 
manslaughter. On January 16th, 2020, she was sentenced to 25 years in prison. (2) 
About three weeks after Lana was arrested, Stacy Hunsucker died in nearby 
Mount Holly, NC from what appeared to be a heart attack. The state insurance 
fraud department began investigating her husband, Josh Hunsucker, after they 
received a complaint from Stacy’s mother, Suzie Robinson. Stacy was cremated, 
but because she was an organ donor a vial of her blood had been collected and 
stored. Toxicology tests revealed the presence of tetrahydrozoline. On December 
19th, 2019, Josh was charged with murder. He remains free on bail. On-screen 
text graphic: Lana Clayton has not been awarded any money from Steve's estate. 
Josh Hunsucker has not yet entered a plea and awaits trial. Stacy's parents say 
they have complete faith in the judicial process. Interviewed: James Blackledge, 
passerby; Terry Floyd, friend and neighbor of Lana and Steve; Kristi O’Connor, 
reporter and anchor, WBTV, Charlotte, NC; Rosie Clayton-Leslie, Steve’s sister; 
Kris Phagan, Steve’s nephew; Nick French, Steve’s nephew; Sabrina Gast, 
coroner, York County, SC; Dr. Nan Saye, Clayton family veterinarian; Demi 
Garvin, forensic toxicologist; Kevin Brackett, acting York and Union County 
prosecutor; Iliana Ivanova, Steve’s ex-girlfriend; Mike Causey, commissioner, 
North Carolina Department of Insurance; Kailyn MacDonald, Stacy’s babysitter. 
(C: Peter Van Sant – P: Asena Basak)

03/20/21 PREEMPTION



03/27/21 48 HOURS: "The Kidnapping of Jonelle Matthews" – a report on the cold 
case of a missing Colorado girl and the Idaho gubernatorial candidate linked to 
her disappearance. On the evening of December 20th, 1984, twelve-year-old 
Jonelle Matthews was dropped off at her Greeley home by friends. When her 
father, Jim Matthews, returned home less than two hours later, Jonelle was 
nowhere to be found. Police were unable to find any physical evidence related to 
Jonelle’s disappearance, except for footprints left in the snow which appeared to 
have been raked over, in an attempt to cover them up. Despite prominent 
attention, including a mention from President Ronald Reagan, the case went cold. 
On July 23rd, 2019, a crew digging a pipeline in a remote area southeast of 
Greeley uncovered human remains with a gunshot wound to the head; the coroner 
confirmed it was Jonelle. In September 2019, police in Twin Falls, ID searched 
the home of Steve Pankey, a serial candidate for governor and sheriff in Idaho. A 
former Greeley resident, Pankey was known to Greeley police, due to a prior 
arrest and other multiple allegations. Over the years, Pankey has intentionally 
inserted himself into the investigation of Jonelle’s disappearance – he even 
contacted the FBI in Fort Collins, CO one month after she went missing and 
mentioned her in a 1999 Idaho Supreme Court case. On October 12th, 2020 
Pankey was arrested for kidnapping and first-degree murder. Details in his 
indictment included Pankey’s mention of raked footprints, a fact never publicized 
by the police. However, Pankey’s defense attorney, Anthony Viorst, claimed 
Pankey received that information directly from law enforcement and stated 
Pankey is merely obsessed with true crime. On-screen text graphic: Steven 
Pankey's trial is scheduled to begin on July 12, 2021. Interviewed: Darla Jentzsch, 
Jonelle’s friend; Deanna Ross, Jonelle’s friend; Jim and Gloria Matthews, 
Jonelle’s father and mother; Jennifer Mogensen, Jonelle’s sister; John Gates, 
current Greeley, CO mayor & former Greeley police officer; Kelly Werthmann, 
reporter and anchor, KCNC, Denver, CO; Anthony Viorst, Steve Pankey’s 
defense attorney; Kevin Schneider, former guardian of Steve Pankey’s son in 
Idaho; Ryan Horsley, political consultant and Steve Pankey’s fellow church 
member in Idaho. (C: Richard Schlesinger – P: Judy Rybak)

* * * * *


